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C'est avec plaisir que l'Université.du Québec 
vous remet aujourd'hui le réSultat des études qu'elle ,a acceptées de con-
duire il y a un an en vue de définir les conditions.nécessaires à l'éta-
blissement d'un réseau interuniversitaire canadien permettant d'inter-
relier différents types d'ordinateurs. 

Une telle contribution de l'Université du'Québec • 
s'inscrit dans sa.volonté de faire servir son réseau informatique, tant 
au niveau de l'expertise qu'au niveau de l'équipement, à l'ensemble de la, 
communauté. Il nous semble également nécessaire de pouvoir rendre dispo-
nibles à nos étudiants., professeurs, chercheurs et administrateurs, non pas 
seulement les informations cumulées au sein de notre propre réseau d'ordi-
nateurs, mais aussi les informations cumulées par d'autres universités. 

Nous tenons à souligner l'excellence de l'assis-
tance apportée à M. Joseph B. Reid dans son travail, en particulier celle 
des universités de la Colombie Britannique, de Saskatchewan (Saskatoon) 
et de Waterloo ainsi que celle des spécialistes de votre ministère. 

Vous réaffirmant notre volonté de participer à la 
réalisation de ce réseau interuniversitaire canadien, nous vous prions 
d'agréer, cher monsieur, l'expression de nos salutations les plus distinguées. 

LB/ c l 
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1. 	INTRODUCTION  

During the 1960s, the use of telecommunication circuits for the 

transmission of data to computers grew rapidly. Bell-Northern 

Research estimates the present rate of growth of transmission 

of digital information in Canada to be 24% per year
1

. There is 

a similar rate of growth in the sale of terminal devices to com-

municate with computers from a distance. Most of these devices 

have no computing power in themselves, they simply allow a person 

or a machine to communicate with a computer. Typically, a ter-

minal is a teletypewriter, a cathode ray screen with a keyboard, 

or a card reader and a line printer. The most extensive computer 

networks are probably those used for airline reservations. Fi-

nancial networks, for branch banking and for credit checking, are 

growing rapidly. The usual pattern of these networks is a large 

computer at a central office joined by lines to satellite terminals 

in what may be called a star formation. The few examples of net-

works of computers communicating with computers are, almost all, 

confined to networks of computers of a single manufacturer. Examples 

of such networks are the System/360 computers of the Service Bureau 

Corporation, Cybernet of Control Data Corporation which includes 

Control Data 6600 and 3500 computers, the network of Univac 1108 

computers of University Computing Corporation, Tymshare's Tymnet of 

XDS 940 and DEC-10 computers and the Fieldata network of the U.S. 

Army. 

In 1968, D.W. Davies of the National Physical Laboratory proposed to 

link computers of a variety of types in Great Britain to a network 

of minicomputers which would deliver messages from any computer on 

the network to any other computer
2 

 . This network has been imple-

mented within the NPL but funds have not been provided to extend 

it to other computer centers, probably because the British General 

Post Office is working on a more ambitious plan to provide a network 

of very high speed digital circuits throughout the country
3

. 



1. 	INTRODUCTION  

AU cours des années soixante, l'utilisation des réseaux de télécommu-

nication pour la transmission de données aux ordinateurs a augmenté 

'rapidement. Les Recherches du Bell-Northern estime que le taux actuel 

d'augmentation de 1a transmission d'information numérique au Canada 

'est de 24 96. par année 	•La vente de stations terminales permettant 

de communiquer à distance avec les ordinateurs accuse un taux d'aug-

mentation semblable. La plupart de ces dispositifs ne sont pas 

conçus pour le calcul; ils ne font que permettre à une personne ou à 

une machine de communiquer avec un ordinateur. Une station terminale 

peut être, par exemple, un télescripteur, un écran cathodique muni 

d'un clavier ou un lecteur de cartes et une imprimante par ligne. 

Les réseaux d'ordinateurs comportant le plus de ramifications sont 

probablement ceux utilisés par les compagnies aériennes pour la réser-

vation des sièges. Les réseaux financiers servant aux opérations ban- 

caires entre les succursales et aux vérifications de solvalibilité 

augmentent rapidement. ' La configuration habituelle de ces réseaux. 

consiste en un gros ordinateur situé au bureau central relié par des 

circuits à des terminaux et constituant ce que l'on pourrait appeler 

une disposition en étoile. Les quelques exemples de réseaux d'ordi-

nateurs en communication avec ordinateurs se résument, pour la plupart, 

à des réseaux d'ordinateurs d'un même fabricant. Citons, par exemple, 

le système d'ordinateurs 360 du Service 'Bureau Corporation, de la 

Cybernet de Control Data Corporation qui comprend des ordinateurs 

Control Data 6600 et 3500, le réseau d'ordinateurs Univac 1108 de la 

University Computing Corporation, le réseau d'ordinateurs XDS 940 et . 

DEC-10- de Tymnet, de Tymshare et le réseau Fieldata de l'armée améri-

caine. 

En 1968, D.W. Davies du National Physical Laboratory en Angleterre 

proposa de relier divers types d'ordinateurs à un réseau de mini-

ordinateurs qui pourrait transmettre des messages d'un ordinateur du 



In the United States the Advanced Research Projects Agency of 

the Department,of Defense started to build a network of large 
- computers in 1969 (see Appendices A and B) 4 .  First tests of 

transmission over the network were made in the fall of that 

year. .Appendix C shOws the computers connected to ARPANET  in  

March 1972. 

In June 1969 the Committee of  Présidents of Ontario Universities 

established an Office of Computer Coordination with the objective 

of rationalizing computer resources in the Province. In 1971, 

this Office reported that the objective could best be achieved 

by making the computing power of all the universities available 

to workers in each university through a computer network (see 

Appendix D). A technical proposal has been prepared , tenders 

have been called for the detailed design of the network 6 , and 

a technical staff has been assembled. 

In 1966, Michigan State University, the University of Michigan 

and Wayne State University entered into a program of mutual 

cooperation in information processing. This led to the establish-

ment.in July 1969 of the MERIT (Michigan Educational Research and. 

Information Triad) Computer Network Project with funding from the 

National Science Foundation and the State of.Michigan. This net-

work is.now coming into operation 7. 

A network to share computing loads between four universities in the 

West of England is being developed 8 

The proposal to develop a Canadian University Computer Network 

(CANUNET), which is the subject of this report, arose from two 

separate events. 



réseau à tout autre ordinateur
2 
 . Ce réseau a été mis sur pied dans 

le cadre du NPL (National Physical Laboratory) mais n'a pu obtenir 

les fonds nécessaires pour s'étendre à d'autres centres d'ordinateurs, 

probablement parce que le General Post Office britannique consacrait 

ses efforts à un projet beaucoup plus ambitieux, à savoir, établir 

un réseau de circuits numériques très rapides à travers le pays
3

. 

Aux Etats-Unis, l'Advanced Research Projects Agency du ministère de 

la défense a annoncé en 1969 l'établissement d'un réseau d'ordinateurs 

géants (voir Annexes A et B)
4 0  Les premiers essais de transmission 

par le truchement du réseau ont été effectués'au tours- de l'automne 

1969. On trouvera à l'Annexe C la liste des ordinateurs.reliés à 

ARPANET en mars 1972. 

En juin 1969, le Comité des Présidents des Universités de l'Ontario 

a mis sur pied l'Office of Computer Coordination dont le but était 

de rationaliser les ressources offertes par les ordinateurs de la 

province. En 1971, cet organisme déclarait que l'objectif pourrait 

être atteint au mieux en mettant à la disposition des chercheurs 

dans chacune des universités le potentiel offert par les ordinateurs 

de toutes les universités par le truchement d'un réseau d'ordinateurs 

(voir Annexe D). Une proposition technique fut préparée à cet effet
5 
 , 

•  un appel d'offres portant sur la conception détaillée du réseau fut 

1anc
6
e , et une équipe de techniciens fut réunie. 

En 1966, l'Université du Michigan, le Michigan State University et 

le Wayne State University ont amorcé un programme de collaboration 

mutuelle dans le domaine du traitement de l'information. Ce programme 

donna lieu à la création, en juillet 1969, du projet de réseau d'or-

dinateurs MERIT (Michigan Educational Research and Information Triad) 

qui reçut l'appui financier de la National Science Foundation et de 
7 

l'état du Michigan. Ce réseau entre maintenant en opération 



S. 

. 	. 
In November 1970 the Interuniversity Communications Council 

(EDUCOM) circularized the universities of the United States and 

Canada regarding their possible interest in joining ARPANET. 

Dr. Leon Katz of the University of Saskatchewan and Chairman of 

the Science Council Committee on Computer Applications and Tech-

nology proposed in December 1970 to the Department of.Communica-

tions that a Canadian university computer network should be es- 

tablished  as soon as possible so.that Canadian university  computers 

 could'Communicate over a Canadian network, rather than over north-

south links  to  an American network. 

The Université du Québec applied to the Department of Communica-

tions in March 1971 for a grant to initiate work to develop a 

university computer network. This report is the final product of 

the resulting research grant. 

As a result of these initiatives from Saskatchewan and Québec 

( s eeAppendicesEandu,theDepartmentofCommunications con- 
, 

vened a CANUNET Advisory Committee in August 1971 (see Appendix G). 

A questionnaire was sent to the directors of the computing centers 

of all Canadian universities. The replies indicated widespread 

interest in the project, particularly among the smaller universities 

(see Appendices H and I). A second meeting of the Advisory Committee 

in November 1971 set up four study groups to report on the diverse 

aspects of the project (see Appendix J): 

1) Network topology and communication costs; 

2) Network design, apart from communication lines; 

3) Utilization of the network; 

4) Organizational structure. 

The reports of these study groups are included in this report as 

Appendices K,L,Mand N. 



5. 

Dans l'ouest de l'Angleterre, on envisage présentement l'établisse-

ment d'un réseau qui permettra aux ordinateurs de quatre universités  

de se partager le fardeau du traitement de l'information
8  

Ce sont deux événements distincts qui ont donné naissance à la 

proposition, faisant l'objet du présent rapport,de mettre sur pied 

un réseau d'ordinateurs à l'intention des universités canadiennes 

(CANUNET). 

En novembre  1970, EDUCOM (Interuniversity Communications Council) 

adressait une circulaire aux universités américaines et canadiennes 

pour s'informer de leur intention éventuelle de se joindre à 

ARPANET. Le Dr. Léon Katz de l'Université de la Saskatchewan, pré-

sident du Comité du Conseil des sciences pour les applications de 

l'informatique et la technologie des ordinateurs; soumettait  .au 

ministère des Communications, en  1970, une proposition concernant la 

création immédiate 'd'un réseau d'ordinateurs reliant les diverses 

universités canadiennes pour permettre aux ordinateurs des universités 

canadiennes de communiquer entre eux par le truchement d'un réseau 

canadien plutôt que d'emprunter des chenes de communication nord-sud 

aboutissant au réseau américain. 

L'Université du Québec a sollicité l'aide financière du Ministère des 

Communications en mars 1971 pour mettre sur pied un réseau interuniver-

sitaire d'ordinateurs. Les présentes constituent le résultat du 

subside accordé pour effectuer des recherches en ce sens. 

Devant les démarches entreprises par la Saskatchewan et le Québec' (voir 

Annexes E et F), le Ministère des Communications convoquait une réunion 

du comité  consultatif Canunet au mois d'août 1971 (voir Annexe G). Un 

questionnaire fut adressé aux directeurs des centres de calcul de toutes 

les universités canadiennes. Les. réponses témoignaient un vaste Intérêt 

pour le projet, particulièrement parmi les universités de moindre enver-

gure (voir Annexes H et I). Quatre groupes d'étude furent constitués au 

cours de la deuxième réunion du comité consultatif tenue en novembre 1971; 



2. WHY A UNIVERSITY COMPUTER NETWORK?  

The benefits to Canada of computer networks in general have been 

ably presented in Report No. 13 of the Science Council of Canada
9 . 

The particular value of a Canadian university computer network was 

outlined in a position paper from the universities attached to this 

report-as Appendix F. The question is discussed.in  greater detail 

in the report of the study group on the utilization of the network 

Appendix  K.  These benefits may be summarized as: 

1) Access to data banks. It is usually not economical to maintain 

a large data bank in direct access storage at more than one 

computer. A network will provide rapid access across the country 

to data banks on the network. In particular CANUNET can provide 

the communications network for the national scientific and tech-

nological information service being developed by the National 

Science Library. 

Specialization of computer centers. Complex systems of programs 

require teams with specialized technical and programming know-

ledge to maintain and operate them effectively. Another reason 

for specialization is that the royalty charged for the use of a 

proprietary program is usually a flat rate for the computer on 

which it is run and does not take account of the hours of use of 

the program. CANUNET will allow each university computer center to 

offer its users access to all the specialized systems of programs 

available in participating Canadian universities, while itself 

maintaining only a few. Some examples of large proprietary program 

packages are listed in Appendix O. 

o. 
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6. 

ces groupes d'étude devaient faire rapport sur les divers aspects 

du projet (voir Annexe J): 

1) Topologie du réseau et frais de Communication; 

2) Conception du réseau, exception faite des circuits 
de communication; 

3) Utilisation du réseau; 

4) Structure de l'organisation. 

On trouvera aux Annexes K,L,M et N les rapports de ces groupes 

d'étude. 

2. 	POURQUOI UN RESEAU INTER-UNIVERSITAIRE D'ORDINATEURS?  

De façon générale, les avantages pour le Canada d'un réseau d'or-

dinateursont été démontrés fort habilement dans le rapport no 13 

. présenté par le.  Conseil des Sciences du Canada 9 
L'intérêt particu-

lier  d'un réseau inter-universitaire canadien d'ordinateurs a été. 

souligné dans une prise de position rédigée par les universités et 

que l'on trouvera sous ce pli, à l'Annexe F. La question est ana-

lysée plils.à fond dans le rapport du groupe d'étude sur l'utilisation 

du réseau à l'Annexe K. Les avantages peuvent être résumés coMmie suit: 

1) Accès aux banques de données. Il n'est normalement pas rentable 

de maintenir un stockage important de données dans la mémoire à 

accès direct de plus d'un ordinateur. Un réseau d'ordinateurs 

permettrait un accès rapide aux banques de dennées affiliées au 

réseau d'un bout à . l'autre du pays. CANUNET pourrait entre autres 

servir de réseau de communication pour le service national d'infor-

mation scientifique et technique en.déVeloppement à là , Bibliothèque 

scientifique nationale. 



3) Access to the most suitable computer for a given problem. 

This is of most interest to the smaller universities that 

cannot support a large computer. 

4) Opportunity to develop the new technology of packet 

switching. 

5) Interconnexion of regional networks. 

6) Creation of a national computing community. 

7) Reduction of cost of data communications due to pooling 

of traffic. 

If  it shoUld be thought surprising that interest in networks of 

computers is much higher among universities'than in industry, it 

might 4 useful to recall the early history of computers. The 
first developments were at Harvard and the University of Pennsyl-

vania, followed by Cambridge University, Princeton, University of 

Manchester, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and University 

of London'. Other computers were produced by - the National Bureau 

of Standards in the United States and the National Physical Labo-

ratory in Britain. Private industry was represented by UNIVAC 

(formed by University of Pennsylvania personnel), and Ferranti in 

association with the University of Manchester, and later, by IBM. 

In Germany, Zllse was an individual pioneer. The implication is 

that university people recognize significant concepts and are pre-

pared to work on them long before they havereached the stage of 

profitability. 

I . 



7. 

2) Spécialisation des centres de traitement de l'information. Les 

systèmes complexes de programmation exigent des équipes de tech-

niciens et de programmeurs hautement spécialisés pour maintenir ' 

et utiliser efficacement ces programmes. Une autre raison mili-

tant en faveur de la spécialisation est que les droits d'auteur 

imposés pour l'utilisation d'un programme particulier constituent 

habituellement un taux fixe pour l'ordinateur sur lequel les 

opérations sont exécutées; il n'est aucunement tenu compte du 

temps d'utilisation du programme pour l'établissement de ce taux 

fixe. CANUNET permettra au centre d'informatique de chaque uni-

versité,d'offrir à ses utilisateurs l'accès aux divers systèmes 

de programmes spécialisés existant dans les universités canadiennes 

participant à CANUNET,tout en ne maintenant lui-même qu'un nombre 

limité de programmes. On trouvera à l'Annexe 0 quelques exemples 

de gros packages de programmes particuliers. 

Accès aux ordinateurs les mieux appropriés pour répondre à un 

problème donné. Cet aspect est particulièrement important pour 

les universités de moindre envergure qui ne peuvent assumer le 

coût d'un gros ordinateur. 

4) Possibilité de pousser plus à fond les nouvelles techniques de 

commutation par paquet. 

Interconnexion des réseaux régionaux. 

6) Création d'une communauté nationale du traitement des données. 

7) Réduction des coûts de communication de données par la mise en 

commun du trafic. 



3. PROPOSED DESIGN 'CONCEPT 

The following general criteria for CANUNET wère proposed in the 

• Position Paper of June 1971 . (Appendix F): 

"The only constraints which should be placed upon the development 

of  a  master plan at this time are the following: 

a) the plan must be for a truly national network with a minimum 

of one campus in each province invited to participate in some 

aspect of its development; 

b) the plan should accomodate regional diversity and technological 

alternatives within a framework Of objectives, standards and 

conventions; 

c) the network should be designed to accept various types of 

Computers and to operate ovet a variety of lines, and 

the computer network must be transparent to the using computers 

and terminals." 

To these criteria the Advisory Committee have added the following: 

e) the network should be designed to be compatible with future 

general computer networks in so far as the outlines of the 

latter can be discerned, and preferably, should be designed 

as a prototype element of such networks: 

f) design decisions should be made in terms'of the ultimate 

•network, rather than in terms of the easiest or cheapest. 

communication between a few computers; 

8. 



8. 

Si l'on trouve plus étonnant que les milieux universitaires témoignent 

plus d'intérêt pour les réseaux d'ordinateurs que n'en témoigne le 

secteur industriel, il serait peut-être opportun de se rappeler les 

débuts de l'histoire des ordinateurs. Les premières tentatives ont 

été faites à Harvard et â l'université de Pennsylvanie, puis à 

Cambridge, à Princeton, à l'université de Manchester, au Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology et à l'université de Londres. D'autres ordi- 

nateurs ont été produits par le National Bureau of Standards aux Etats-

Unis et par le National Physical Laboratory en Angleterre. L'entrepri-

se privée était représentée par UNIVAC (constitué du personnel de 

l'université de Pennsylvanie) et par Ferranti, de concert avec l'uni-

versité de Manchester puis, plus tard, par IBM. En Allemagne, Mise 

faisait oeuvre de pionnier individuel. C'est donc dire que le milieu 

universitaire sait déceler des concepts importants et est disposé à 

s'y consacrer bien avant que ceux-ci aient atteint un seuil de renta-

bilité.' 

. 	CONCEPTION•PROPOSEE'  

Les critères généraux suivants ont été proposés.pour la réalisation 

de CANUNET dans la prise de position soumise en juin 1971 (Annexe F): 

"A ce stage-ci, les seules contraintes dont il faudra tenir compte 

dan l'élaboration d'un plan directeur -sont les suivantes: 

a) Ce plan devra servir de cadre de référence à un réseau à caractère 

vraiment national englobant au moins un campus universitaire pour 

chacune des provinces qui seront invitées à participer d'une façon 

ou d'une autre à la réalisation de ce projet; 



• 
a.message should be delivered and an acknowledgement reàeived 

from the destination host in under a secànd because of the needs 

of conversational computing, e.g. computer aided learning; 

certain features of the design need not be implemented during 

the stage of experimental operations. For example, slow lines 

may be  uses in certain parts of the network, and the objective 

of reliable availability 24 hours a day may be postponed by 

not providing alternate lines or by using dial-up lines initially. 

As mentioned above in section 1, almost all existing networks consist 

of an array of lines joining terminals or auxiliary computers to a 

large computer system at the center of a star. The central computer 

system either performs services for the terminals, or it forwards 

messages from one terminal to another. This star design has been 

rejected for CANUNET because: 

The line costs of a star network are higher (it might involve 

routing messages from Victoria to Vancouver via Ottawa). 

If the central computer goes down the network is paralysed. 

If.a„ line goes down its terminal or terminals are cut off. 

4) It would be politically difficult to select a center. 

9. 

g ) 

1 

•1 

1 
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Ce plan devra tenir compte des disparités régionales et des 

alternatives technologiques dans un cadre d'objectifs, de 

normes et de conventions; 

c) Le réseau devra être conçu de façon à pouvoir accepter divers 

types d'ordinateurs et à fonctionner au moyen d'une variété 

de lignes; et 

d) Le réseau devra être transparent aux ordinateurs et aux ter-

minaux qui en feront usage." 

A ces critères, le comité consultatif a ajouté les suivants: 

e) Le réseau devra être conçu de façon à être compatible à d'éven-

tuels réseaux généraux d'ordinateurs,dans la mesure où les ca-

ractéristiques principales de ceux-ci peuvent être discernées, 

et devra être conçu, de préférence, comme un élément prototype 

de tels réseaux; 

f) La conception du réseau devra être pensée en fonction d'un 

réseau ultime plutôt qu'en fonction des méthodes de communica-

tion les moins coûteuses et les plus faciles entre les ordinateurs; 

Le temps d'envoi d'un message et de réception d'une réponse de 

l'ordinateur destinataire devra être inférieur à une seconde en 

raison des besoins du traitement en mode conversationnel comme, 

par exemple, l'apprentissage par ordinateur. 

Certains aspects du réseau pourront être complétés une fois la 

période expérimentale terminée. On pourra, par exemple, utiliser 

des circuits plus lents dans certaines parties du réseau et le 

but d'un service fiable de 24 hèures par jour pourra être remis à 

plus tard en ne prévoyant pas de lignes alternatives au départ ou 

'en utilisant des lignes commutées par cadran. 



The networks of computers of comparable power, such as Cybernet 

and ARPANET, suit the CANUNET requirement more exactly because 

they have no center. If a computer or a line goes down, the 

rest of the network continues functioning. ARPANET served as 

the model for the CANUNET design because it connects computers 

of different makes. 

ARPANET may be described as an electronic post office, with a 

delivery time of less than 0.2 second. It is based on a 

subnet" of identical minicomputers that handle the receiving, 

storing, forwarding and delivery of electronic letters or "packets". 

The minicomputers, or IMPs (Interface Message Processors) are 

joined by communication lines. To provide reliability, at least 

two physically separated paths are provided between any pair of.  

IMPs. The computers that the network serves are connected to the 

IMPs, at least one to each IMP. These large computers are called 
• 

host computers. Each electronic letter or packet, consists of a 

maximum of 1 008 bits (binary digits), with the address of the des-

tination at the front end of the packet, and a check sum to verify 

the correctness of transmission at the back end. A packet may pass 

through as many as five intermediate IMPs on its way from the source 

IMP to the destination IMP. 

The great advantage of the ARPANET store-and-forward design over 

specialized star network designs is economy. Each ARPANET line 

carries messages between many source-destination pairs intermixed, 

just as the post office carries letters from many sources for many 

destinations intermixed in the same mail bags. The specialized 

1 0. 
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Comme nous l'avons mentionné à la section 1, la plupart des réseaux 

existants sont constitués de lignes reliant des terminaux ou des 

ordinateurs auxiliaires à un gros système d'ordinateurs situé au 

centre d'une étoile. Le système central d'ordinateurs exécute des 

opérations pour les terminaux ou achemine les messages entre les 

terminaux. La configuration en étoile fut rejetée dans le cas de 

CANUNET parce que: 

le coût des communications d'un réseau en éteile est plus élevé 

(il faudrait parfois acheminer des messages de Victoria à Van-

couver en passant par Ottawa). . 

2) si l'ordinateur central tombe en panne, tout le réseau est 

paralysé. 

si Une ligne est bloquée,son ou ses terminaux ne sont plus 

alimentés. 

4) Il serait difficile, pour des raisons  politique, de choisir 

un centre. 

Les réseaux d'ordinateurs de puissance - analogue tels que Cybernet 

et ARPANET, répondent mieux aux exigences de CANUNET parce qu'ils 

n'ontpas de centre, Si un ordinateur ou une ligne tombe en panne, le 

reste du réseau continue à fonctionner. ARPANET a servi de modèle 

pour l'élaboration de CANUNET parce qu'il regroupe des ordinateurs de 

différentes marques. 

ARPANET peut être décrit comme un bureau de poste électronique dont 

le temps de livraison est inférieur à 0.2 seconde. Son ossature se 

compose d'un sous-réseau de mini-ordinateurs qui s'occupent de la 

réception, du stockage et de la livraison de lettres ou de "paquets" 



star networks resemble private couriers; they provide faster 

service, but they are more expensive. The transcontinental 

transmission time with ARPANET can be up to 0.2 second or 

longer when traffic is heavy, while it is about 0.02 second 

for a dedicated line. The cost of ARPANET can be shared 

among many users, whereas specialized star networks are usual-

ly underused and hence more expensive. The following graph 

copied from reference 4, shows the relationship between speed 

and cost, for a transcontinental network linking 20 computers 

using various designs. 

11. 
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électroniques. Les mini-ordinateurs ou IMP (Interface Message 

Processors) sont reliés par des lignes de communication. Pour 

plus de sûreté, il existe toujours au moins,deux voies de commu-

nication entre chaque couple d'IMP. Les ordinateurs desservis 

par le réseau sont reliés aux IMP à raison d'au moins un ordinateur 

par IMP.•Ces gros ordinateurs sont appelés ordinateurs-hôtes. 

Chaque 'lettre ou paquet électronique comprend, ail Maximum, 1 008 bits' 

(chiffres binaires), l'adresse de la destination au début du paquet 

et une somme de contrôle à la fin pour vérifier l'exactitude des 

informations transmises. Il se petit qu'un paquet passe parfois 

par cinq IMP intermédiaires avant d'être acheminé du IMP source ' 

au IMP dé destination. 

Le grand avantage du 'réseau ARPANET à commutation de message par 

rapport aux autres réseaux spécialisés à configuration en étoile 

est son économie. Chacune des lignes ARPANET véhicule des messages 

mêlés entre les nombreux couples d'ordinateurs de source et de 

destination de la même façon qu'un bureau de poste manipule.les 

lettres en provenance et én direction des endrOits les plus variés 

et dans des mêmes sacs de courrier. Les réseaux spécialisés en 

forme d'étoile ressemblent à des courriers particuliers; leurs 

services sont plus rapides mais plus chers. -  ARPANET peut mettre 

jusqu'à . 0.2 seconde et même .davantage lorsque la circulation est 

dense pour véhiculer un message d'un lx:nit à l'autre du continent 

tandis que le temps de transmission au moyen d'une ligne particu- 
, 

lièré sera environ 0.02 seconde. .Les frais de communication 

d'ARPANET peuvent être répartis entre Ses nombreux usagers; par 

contre, la fréquence d'utilisation des réseaux spécialisés est 

normalement beaucoup moindre et entraîne évidemment un coût plus 

.élevé. ,  Le graphique ci-après, tiré de là référence no 4, illustre 

le rapport qui .  existe entre la vitesse et le collt du fonctionnement 

d'un réseau transcontinental comprenant 20 ordinateurs de conceptions 

diverSes. 
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4. ARPANET and CANUNET  

The Study (roup on Network Design (Appendix L) has proposed 

for CANUNET a design that differs from ARPANET in the following 

particulars: 

1) The division of functions between the software of the host 

computers and the node computers (or IMPs) is more clearly 

defined. This simplifies the node computers and their software 

without significantly increasing the work of the host computers. 

2) The interface between the host and the node is microprogrammed 

to provide maximal efficiency of transfer, using the appropriate 

byte width and addressing technique for the host side of the 

interface, while leaving the node computer side of the interface 

identical in every case. 

3) Terminals may be attached to a node computer through a separate 

minicomputer called a pseudo-host. ARPANET combines these 

functions in a single minicomputer(TIP m Terminal Interface 

Processor), which must be larger and faster and have more complex 

software than the CANUNET minicomputers. 

The development of CANUNET is running about four years behind 

that of ARPANET, hence CANUNET can profit from the advances in 

minicomputers and interfaces in those four years. 

S. THE NETWORK OF ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES and CANUNET  

The computer communications network proposed for Ontario Universities 

by the Office of Computer Coordination 
5e6 

differs from the CANUNET 

proposal in three points: 

13. 
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4. ARPANET  ET CANUNET  

Le groupe d'étude sur la conception du réseau (Annexe L) a proposé, 

pour CANUNET,.une conception qui diffère.d'ARPANET sous certains 

aspects particuliers, à savoir: 

La répartition des tâches entre le software des ordinateurs-

hôtes et des ordinateurs nodaux (ou IMP) est plus nette. Ceci 

simplifie le software et le travail des ordinateurs nodaux sans 

augmenter considérablement le travail des ordinateurs-hôtes. 

2) L'interface entre l'hôte et le noeud se fait par micro-programme 

assurant ainsi un déplacement optimal des données; pour ce faire, 

on utilise une largeur de multiplet et un type d'adressage appro-

priés à l'hôte d'un côté de l'interface tandis que le côté de 

l'interface présenté à l'ordinateur nodal demeure identique en 

tous les cas. 

Des terminaux peuvent être liés à un ordinateur nodal par le 

truchement d'un mini-ordinateur qu'on appelle un pseudo-hôte. 

ARPANET combine ces deux fonctions dans un mini-ordinateur 

unique (FIP m Terminal Interface Processor), lequel est forcé-

ment plus gros et plus rapide, avec un software plus complexe, 

que les mini-ordinateurs de CANUNET. 

4) Il existe un écart d'environ quatre ans entre la création 

d'ARPANET et celle de CANUNET; CANUNET pourrait donc tirer 

profit des progrès réalisés dans le domaine des mini-ordinateurs 

et des interfaces au cours de ces quatre années. 

5. LE RESEAU DES UNIVERSITES ONTARIENNES ET CANUNET  

Le réseau de communication pour ordinateurs proposé pour les univer 
5,6 	

- 
, 

sités ontariennes par l'Office of Computer Coordination 	differe 

de la proposition de CANUNET sous trois aspects: 



1) The Ontario network is designed with a view to its usability 

at its first implementation level, which is to enable a distri-

buted population of user terminals (both batch and interactive) 

to access host computers of the network (see Appendix P.) The 

full development of networking functions including interprocess 

communication, data base transfer and conversion, and a unified 

language for network utilization will take place over a period 

of seven to nine years. CANUNET will start as a computer to 

computer network. 

2) The Ontario network will allow terminals to be directly connected 

to the node computers, while CANUNET will leave them attached to 

host computers, or to minicomputers that appear to the nodes as 

hosts. The Ontario design will require more node software and 

larger and faster node computers. 

3) The Ontario node computer is expected, in the initial implementa-

tion, to appear to its host as the standard communications con-

troller supplied for that host by its maker. This approach has 

the advantage that a host can be attached to the network with 

minimal changes to the host software. The CANUNET approach is 

to seek the optimal division of functions and the optimal inter-

face between the host and the node computer, in accordance with 

criterion f of section 3. 

6. PROBLEMS OF USING A NETWORK 

Network applications may be divided into 

1) terminal-to-computer operations; ' 

2) computer-to-computer operations. 

14. 
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1) Le réseau ontarien est conçu en vue de son utilité lors de 

sa réalisation au premier niveau qui est d'offrir à une popu-

lation dispersée de terminaux (soit lourds, soit interactifs) 

l'accès aux ordinateurs-hôtes du réseau (voir Annexe P). Le 

développement complet des fonctions du réseau, y compris la 

communication entre processus, le transfert et la conversion 

de banques de données et un langage unifié pour l'utilisation 

du réseau sera étendu sur une période de sept à neuf ans. 

CANUNET débutera comme réseau ordinateur-à-ordinateur. 

2) Le réseau ontarien permettra la liaison directe des terminaux 

aux ordinateurs nodaux tandis que CANUNET entend les laisser 

branchés aux ordinateurs-hôtes ,ou aux mini-ordinateurs qui, 

par rapport aux ordinateurs nodaux, constituent des ordina-

teurs-hôtes. La conception du réseau ontarien demande plus 

de software nodal et des ordinateurs nodaux plus grands et plus 

rapides. 

3) On s'attend à ce que, dans la réalisation initiale, l'ordinateur 

nodal du réseau ontarien soit perçu par son hôte comme le con-

trôleur standard des communications fourni pour l'hôte en ques-

tion par le fabricant. Cette méthode présente l'avantage suivant: 

un ordinateur-hôte peut être incorporé au réseau moyennant peu 

de modifications du software de l'hôte. Le principe de CANUNET 

est d'en arriver à une répartition et à une interface optimales 

des fonctions ainSi qu'à une interface optimale entre l'ordinateur-

hôte et l'ordinateur nodal conformément au critère f de la section 3. 

6. 	PROBLEMES D'UTILISATION D'UN RESEAU 

• 
Les applications d'Un réseau peuvent se résulter en: 

1) communications entre un terminal et un ordinateur et en 

communications entre ordinateurs. 
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Terminal-to-computer operations are similar to those currently 

available with multiterminal computer systems that have low and 

high speed terminals for input and output. A network renders 

more computers accessible to the terminal user, at reduced trans- 

mission costs and more reliably if the network has redundant lines. 

The major problem to be resolved here is that of providing the 

user with adequate information about the services available. Here 

the network itself may be used, as it is with ARPANET. The study 

group on the utilization of the network has summarized the problem 

as follows: "A computer network must supply services which are 

tailored to the user who has minimal expert knowledge in order that 

sufficient traffic will be generated to justify the construction 

of a network" (see Appendix K). It should be noted that the network 

should provide terminal-to-computer operations for terminals connect-

ed to a host, which may already be the center of a network. Further, 

terminals may frequently want large print-outs on the local host 

of jobs run on a remote host, or the transfer of files from a remote 

• host to the local host for further treatment. Thus, terminal-to-

computer operations lead directly to demands for computer-to-computer 

operations. 

Computer-to-computer operations may produce an order of magnitude 

increase of computing power since they will allow several computers 

to participate in a computation. The first problem to be solved 

here is the transfer of files from one computer to another; this 

problem is not trivial. Computer-to-computer operations will make 

specialization of computer hardware attractive. One computer may 

have very fast arithmetic; another, such as ILLIAC IV or STAR, may 

be particularly suited to array computations; another may have an 

enormously large cheap memory. Some computers may be dedicated 
to fast FORTRAN compilations, others to the interpretation of APL. 

The problems to be solved, compounded by the incompatibilities of 

different makes of computers, are as great as those of operating 

systems for single computers which were so preoccupying during the 

60s. 

1 
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Les communications entre un terminal et un ordinateur sont sembla-

bles à celles qui se font habituellement dans les systèmes d'ordi-

nateurs à terminaux multiples et pourvus de terminaux lents et 

rapides pour les entrées et les sorties. Un réseau permet à l'u-

tilisateur d'un terminal d'accéder à un plus grand nombre d'ordi-

nateurs moyennant un coût moindre de transmission et de façon beau-

coup plus sûre si le réseau comprend des lignes redondantes. Le 

principal problème auquel on doit faire face dans un tel cas est 

de fournir suffisamment d'informations à l'utilisateur sur les 

services qui lui sont offerts. Le réseau lui-même peut être uti-

lisé à cette fin, comme c'est le cas pour ARPANET. Les membres du 

groupe d'étude sur l'utilisation du réseau ont résumé le problème 

comme suit: "Un réseau d'ordinateurs doit pouvoir dispenser des 

services qui répondent aux besoins de l'utilisateur affichant le 

moins de connaissances spécialisées de façon à ce que les échanges 

d'informations soient suffisamment nombreux pour justifier la mise 

sur pied d'un réseau" (voir Annexe K). Il serait peut-être opportun 

de signaler que le réseau doit mesurer les communications entre 

terminaux et ordinateurs dans le cas des terminaux reliés à un or-

dinateur-hôte se trouvant déjà au centre d'un réseau. De plus, il 

arrivera souvent que des terminaux demanderont à l'ordinateur-hôte 

local des imprimés de travaux exécutés par un autre ordinateur-hôte 

éloigné ou le transfert de fichiers d'un ordinateur-hôte éloigné à 

l'ordinateur-hôte local en vue d'un traitement plus poussé des données. 

Les communications d'un terminal à un ordinateur nous obligent donc 

à considérer également les communications entre deux ordinateurs. 

Les communications entre ordinateurs peuvent augmenter d'un ordre de 

grandeur la puissance de calcul étant donné qu'elles permettent à plu-

sieurs ordinateurs de participer à une même opération. Le premier pro-

blème auquel on doit faire face dans le cas présent est le transfert de 

fichiers d'un ordinateur à l'autre; ce problème n'est pas sans impor-

tance. Les communications entre ordinateurs rendent intéressante la 

spécialisation du matériel des ordinateurs. Un ordinateur pourra 



7. NETWORK TOPOLOGY  

It is not possible to propose a definite configuration of communications 

lines for CANUNET without knowing which universities will participate 

in the initial network, and the load of messages that will pass between 

' them. ,The study group on communications:therefore simulated the per- 

formance of various terrestrial and hybrid (terrestrial-satellite) 

networks for 10; 14 and 18 node topologies (see Appendix M); three 

speeds of lines were assumed for these networks, viz. 4.8 kbit/s, 

9.6 kbit/s and 50 kbit/s. Estimates of the cost of lines and modems 

at the standard rates of the Trans-Canada Telephone System range from 

$14 217 per month for a 10-node network at 4.8 kbit/s' to $242 850 per 

month for an 18-node network with alternate paths at 50 kbit/s. These 

figures exclude the cost of the lines from the local exchanges to the 

universities, which could cost up to $300 per month per node. Thus 

the maximum cost of lines for an 18-node fully redundant 50 kbit/s 

network is $250 000 per month, or $13 900 per node per month. This 

figure could probably come down appreciably when the new digital lines 

of Trans-Canada Telephone System come into operation. Cheaper lines 

may also be obtainable through the Government Telephone Agency. 

A cost of $3 000 000 per year has been established by Telesat Canada 

as the minimum rental for an FR channel and a complement of earth 

station equipment. The total yearly cost for the hybrid network would 

include the cost for the terrestrial networks. As shown in Appendix 

.M the yearly rental cost of ANIK would go down if shared with other 

customers. For example, if three organizations shared seven  stations  

pér network then, the yearly rental cost of ANIK would be $1.29 million. 

This therefore suggests that the use of satellites Will only become 

attractive when more than one organization or network share in the 

16. 
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I .  

effectuer des opérations arithmétiques de façon très rapide; un 

autre comme l'ILLIAC IV ou le STAR pourra convenir particulière-

ment aux calculs vectoriels; un autre encore pourra disposer 

d'une très grande mémoire de coût minime. Quelques ordinateurs 

pourront être consacrés aux compilations rapides du langage 

FORTRAN et à l'interprétation d'APL. Les problèmes à résoudre, 

compliqués par l'incompatibilité des différentes marques d'ordina-

teurs, sont aussi importants que ceux des systèmes d'exploitation 

à ordinateur unique pour lesquels on se faisait tant de soucis au 

cours des années soixante. 

7. TOPOLOGIE DU RESEAU 

Il n'est pas possible de proposer une configuration précise des 

lignes de communication pour CANUNET sans savoir quelles univer- 

sités participeront au réseau initial et la quantité de messages 

qui seront véhiculés entre elles. Le groupe d'étude sur les com-

munications a donc simulé le rendement de plusieurs réseaux ter- 

restres et hybrides (terrestre-satellite) pour des topologies de 

10, 14 et 18 noeuds (voir Annexe M); on a présumé trois vitesses 

de lignes pour ces réseaux, à savoir, 4.8 kbit/s, 9.6 kbit/s et 

50 kbit/s; 	Le coût estimatif de ces lignes et de leurs modems au 

taux normal établi par le Réseau Téléphonique Transcanadien varie 

de $14217 par mois pour un réseau à 10 noeuds dont le débit est 4.8 

kbit/s à $242 850 par mois pour un réseau à 18 noeuds dont le débit 

est de 50 kbit/s et pourvu de routes alternatives. Ces chiffres ne 

comprennent pas les frais de communication entre le centre de commu-

nication locale et les universités, frais qui peuvent s'élever à $300 

par mois, par noeud. Ainsi, le coût maximum d'un réseau de communica-

tion à 18 noeuds, complètement pourvu de lignes redondantes et dont 



rental of an ANIK channel. It should be noted, however, that the 

system outlined possesses considerable flexibility and operational 

advantages especially in configurations involving more than two 

earth stations. 

The simulations showed that the performance of the network depends 

more on line speeds than on network configuration. The following 

table shows the range of total network capacity, and the range of 

costs per megabit transmitted for the terrestrial networks. The 

complete table is given in Appendix M. 

17. 
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• 

• le débit est de SO kbit/s,.serait de $250 000 par mois ou $13 900 

par mois, par noeud. Ce montant diminuera probablement de façon 

appréciable lorsque le Réseau Téléphonique ranscanadien inaugurera . 

ses nouveaux réSeaux de données. Enfin, il serait possible d'obtenir 

' des lignes à coût moindre grIce à l'Agence des Télécommunications 

gouvernementales, 

Telesat Canada •a établi un loyer minimum de $3,000 000 par an pour 

un canal PR et un jeu d'équipement pour les stations, terrestres. 

Le coût total annuel du réseau hybride inclut le coût des réseaux 

terrestres. Comme on le voit à l'Annexe M,.le loyer annuel d'ANIK 

baisserait s•i1• était partagé avec d'autres clients. Par exemple, . 

si trois organismes partageaient sept stations par réseau, le loyer 

annuel d'ANIK serait alors de $1.29 million. Ceci suggère donc que 

l'utilisation des.satellités deviendra attrayante seulement lorsque - 
! 

plus; d'un ,organisme ou réseau partageront le loyer d'un .canal'ANIK. 

Cepebdant, on doit noter que le système ébauché pos 	une flexi- 

bilité . appréciable et des avantages Opérationnels, •surtout dans le 

cas des configurations impliquant plus de deux Stations terrestres. 

Les Simulations nOus ont permis de constater que le rendement du • 

réseau: dépendait plus de la rapidité des circuits que de la confi-

guration du réseau. On trouvera dans le tableau ci -dessous la gamme 

.de  la. capacité totale du réseau et la gamine des coets  de transmission  

par Mégabit pour plusieurs réseaux ,  terrestres. On trouvera lé tableau 

complet à l'Annexe M. 
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Line Speed 

(kbit/s) 

4.8 

9.6 

50 

100% Network capacity * 

kbit/s) 

1 to 	4S 

47 to 108 

302 to 591 

Cost ** 

(s/Mbit) 

.23 to 8.78 

.12 to .26 

.11 to . .20 

100% capacity repreSents the total input data rate for which 

total -average delay does, not exceed 0.5 sec.. 

** Cost per megabit transmitted for a network operating at an 

average delay of 0.5 second, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 

but excluding local lines and node computers. 

8. OPERATING  COSTS 

The operating costs of a network depend on its capacity and accept-

able message delays but not on the traffic that it actually carries 

For the terrestrial networks studied, the cost per month per node 

for lines (excluding local lines) varies froW$1 260 to $2 810 for 

a 4.8 kbit/s network, from $1 820 to $3 710 for a 9.6 kbit/s network, 

and fràm $6 510 to $20 000 for , a 50 kbit/s network.' In the develop-

ment plan of Section 11 we havé assumed that line costs for an oper-

ational CANUNET will lie between $5 000 and $10 000 per'node-month, 

depending on the .speed of the lines and the rates that are negotiated. 

To this we have added $1 000 for the operation and maintenance of .the 

node computer and $4 000 for staff concerned with network ifiatters, 

giving a total cost of $10 000 to $15 000 per node-month:, 
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9.6 

50  

1 à• 	45 

47 à 108 

302 à 591 

0.23 à 8.78 

0.12 à 0.26 

0.11 à 0.20 
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Vitessede 
la ligne 
(kbit/S).. 

100% de la capacité 	Coût ** 
du réseau* 	(/mégabit) 
(kbit/s) 

*- 100%.de la capacité représente le taux total d'entrée de données. 

pour lequel le délai total moyen n'excède pus 0.5 sec. 

** Coût de transmission par mégabit pour un réseau fonctionnant 

à un délai moyen de 0.5 seconde, 24 heures par jour, 7 jours par 

semaine, mais ne comprenant pas le coût des circuits locaux et 

des ordinateurs nodaux. 

8. 	FRAIS D'EXPLOITATION 

Les frais d'exploitation d'un réseau sont fonction de sa capacité 

et de son temps de transmission supportable et non du trafic qu'il 

véhicule. Dans le cas des réseaux terrestres faisant l'objet de. 

cette étude, le coût mensuel des lignes par noeud (exception faite 

des lignes locales) varie de $1 260 à $2. 810 pour un réseau dont le 

débit est de 4.8 kbit/s, de $1 820 à $3 710 pour un réseau dont le 

débit est de 9.6 kbit/s et de $6 510 à $20 000 pour un réseau dont 

1e débit est de 50 kbit/s. Nous prévoyons dans le plan d'élabora-

tion de la Section 11, que le coût des lignes pour un ,CANUNET fonc-

tionnel se chiffrera entre $5 000 et $10 000 par mois et pur noeud, 

selon là vitesse des lignes et le tarif que l'on négocie. Nous 

avons ajouté à ces montants $1 000 pour l'exploitation et l'entre-

tien de l'ordinateur nodal et $4 000 pour le personnel concerné par 

les questions du réseau, d'où un montant total allant de $10 000 à 

$15 000 par mois, par noeud. 
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9. 	CHARGES  FOR SERVICES  

For the same reasons that the post office charges a flat rate 

for the delivery of a letter to anywhere in the country, it is 

proposed that the network should charge each host a fixed amount 

for each packet it transmits to the network, regardless of the 

destination. ARPANET will break even if it charges each host 

$1 700 per month plus 30 4 per million bits transmitted, when the 

load reaches 36% of capacity, (Appendix A). (The load in December 

1971 was 9% of capacity). CANUNET might reasonably operate on 

the basis of a fixed charge per month, of the order of $2 000; plus 

a fixed charge per packet tranSmitted, of the order of 0.1e. 

The question of charges for services rendered by hosts computers 

over the network is a separate one which raises many complex issues 

of relations betweqn the parties concerned. The matter is dealt 

with in detail in Appendix N, starting at page 15, and on page 31 

of Appendix K. 
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9. 	DROITS  D'UTILISATION  

Pour les mêmes raisons que le service des postes impose un taux 

fixe pour la livraison d'une lettre n'import'où au pays, on pro-

pose que le réseau impose à chaque ordinateur-hôte un taux fixe 

pour chaque paquet qu'il transmettra par le truchement du réseau, 

peu importe la destination. ARPANET .couvrira ses frais s'il 

impose aux ordinateurs-hôtes des droits de $1 700 par mois et 

$0.30 par million de bits transmis alors que la charge atteindra 

36% de la capacité (Annexe A). (En décembre 1971, la charge 

atteignait 9%). CANUNET pourrait donc raisonnablement imposer à 

ses membres des droits fixes par mois de l'ordre de $2 000, plus 

un droit fixe par paquet transmis, de l'ordre de 0.1*. Les droits 

pour services rendus par les ordinateurs-hôtes à d'autres abonnés du 

réseau constituent une autre question qui soulève bien des problèmes 

complexes concernant les relations entre les parties intéressées. 

On cbnsidèrele sujet en détails à l'Annexe N commençant à la page 

15, et à la page 31 de l'Annexe K. 

10 , 	STRUCTURE DE L'ORGANISATION 

Le groupe d'étude sur la structure de l'organisation de CANUNET 

est d'avis que les premières difficultés à surmonter pour la 

réalisation des objectifs de CANUNET sont d'ordre économique et 

structurel (Annexe N). Même si le réseau peut sembler intéressant 

sur un plan national, il ne sera pas utilisé si, au niveau régional, 

l'utilisateur individuel n'est pas séduit par ses attraits économiques. 

Pour franchir cette barrière économique, il sera nécessaire d'obtenir 

du gouvernement fédéral une partie substantielle des frais d'exploita-

tion pour une période de 3 à 5 ans. 
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10 0  INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

The study group on the institutional framework for . CANUNET considers 

that the primary obstacles to be overcome in achieving the. objectives 

of CANUNET are organizational in nature and have to do with economics 

(Appendix N). Even though the network May be attractive on a national 

basis -, unless it appears economically attractive to the individual 

user, the network will not be used>. To_overcome this economic barrier 

it will be nece§sary to obtain from Federal sources a substantial 

part of the operating costs for a period of 3 to 5 years. 

On the assumption that CANUNET should proceed as quickly as possible 

into a prototype development phase, a short-term organization is pro-

posed. A project team should be established under the Department of 

Communications, with work groups to develop the necessary hardware and 

software and to establish communications protocol. The personnel for 

these work groups are to be provided by direct secondment of university 

personnel or by contract with universities to undertake defined projects. II 

In addition, it is proposed to encourage the Association of Universities 

and Colleges of Canada to become directly involved in CANUNET by pro-

viding AUCC with sufficient funds to undertake a study of the Rationali-

zatiOn of Computing Resources for Canadian Universities. This activity 

should go on regardless of the fate of CANUNET. 

As CANUNET develops beyond the prototype stage, a project organization 

affiliated with AUCC should be established that would be ultimately 

responsible for the operation, education, application development and 

continued improvement of the CANUNET system. This organization should 

include an Advisory Council, a Management Board, and a full-time 

Secretariat. Task forces for such special applications as Social Sciences, 

Legal Systems, CAI,Physical Sciences and Library Systems should be 

set Up. 

• 
11 

1 
1 
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En supposant que CANUNET puisse s'attaquer le plus rapidement possi-

ble à là mise sur pied. d'un prototype, une organisation à court terme 

--est propesée. 	Une équipe chargée du projet devra être mise sur .  

*pied par le ministère des communications qui devra également cons-

tituer des groupes de travail pour élaborer lé matériel et le 

software nécessaires et établir un protocole des communications. Le 

personnel de ces grolipes devrait être détaché des'uniVersités et les  

universités devraient entreprendre certains projets particuliers sous 

contrats. . 

•  Il est également proposé que l'on invite l'Association des universités 

et collèges du Canada à participer activement à CANUNET en fournissant 

. à cette association des fonds qui lui permettront de mener une étude 

sur la rationalisation des ressources informatiques disponibles dans 

les universités canadiennes. Ce projet devrait être mené à bien peu 

importé le sort de CANUNET. • 

.Lorsque 'CANUNET aura dépassé le stage de prototype, une organisation 

chargée du projet et affiliée à AUCC devra-être mise sur pied' pour 

assumer l'entière responsabilité du fonctionnement', de l'enseignement, 

de l'élaboration des applications éventuelles et du perfectionnement 

du système CANUNET. Cet organisme devrait comprendre un conseil con-

sultatif, un conseil d'administration et un secrétariat à plein temps. 

Des groupes de travail devront étre constitués pour s'occuper de di-

vers programmes spécialisés: sciences sociales, systèmes juridiques, 

apprentissage par ordinateur, sciences physiques et systèmes de biblio-

théconomie. 	• 

11. 	PLAN DE REALISATION 

Le diagramme d'acheminement critique de la figure 2 indique la corré- 

lation des activités nécessaires à la réalisation de CANUNET. Les 

nombres se rapportent à des événements ou à des points tenporels. 

Chaque activité se présente comme une flèche et 'sa description dans 

les paragraphès.suivants s'indique par le numéro de l'é.v.enement qui 



4-6 months, 12-18 man-months, 24 - 36 k$. 
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Il ,  DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

The critical path diagram of Figure 2 shows the relationship of the 

activities required to develop CANUNET. The numbers refer to events 

or points in time. Each activity is shown as an arrow and  its  des-

cription in the following paragraphs is denoted by the number of the 

event that,must preceded it and the number of the event that  marks  

its completion. Follqwing the description,of each activity is given . 

the estiMated minimum and maximum elapsed time for completion, the 

minimum and maximum man-months involved, and the minimum and maximum 

cost based on the assumption Of using university full time personnel 

for the develcipment of hardware and software calculated àt $2 000 per man-0 

month. If commercial personnel . are used the rate should be $4 000 per.manli 

month. The schedule resulting from the optimistic estimates of elapsed 

times is shown by the Gantt chart of Figure 3 ;  while the pessimistic 

estimates were used to construct the Gantt chart of Figure 4. No dates 

. are indicated because the starting date is unknown. However, prelimi-

nary work on activities 0-1, 1-2 and 4-10 is under way. 

Activiy_pll Constitution: Obtain commitments from universities to 

join,CANUNET. Convene an advisory council, adopt a constitution and 

appoint a management board. 

12-18 months, 6-12 man-months, 	15 - 30 k$. 

Activi_ty 1-2 5.32_esiftcations: Establish specification s.  for the node _ _ . 
computer, the interface between the node and,the communication lines, 

and interfaces between the node and host computers (IBM System/360, 

IBM System/370, Control Data 6000 series, Sigma 7, DEC System 10,› 

Burroughs 6700 are possible hosts). ,Call for tenders. 

Activity 1-3 	Host-host protocol: ,Define a first versiun of a pro- __ 

tocol'for communication between the various hosts. 

6-12 months, I8-36 man-months, 	36 	72 



6-12 mois, 18-36 mois-hommes 36-72 k$ 
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doit la précéder et le numéro de l'événement qui signale son achèvement. 

Suivant la description de chaque activité, on donne la durée globale 

•estimative, minimale et maximale, pour achèvement, les mois-hommes im-

pliqués et le coût minimum et maximum basé sur l'hypothèse de l'uti-

lisation du personnel universitaire à plein temps, lequel se chiffre 

à $2 000 par mois pour la réalisation du hardware et du software. Si 

l'on utilise un personnel commercial, le taux serait de $4 000 par 

mois. Le calendrier qui découle des estimations optimistes est démon-

tré par le diagramme Gantt de la Figure 3 tandis que les estimations 

pessimistes ont été utilisées pour la construction du diagramme Gantt 

de la Figure  4. lucune . date n'est indiquée étant donné que la date de 

début est inconnue. Cependant, on travaille déjà sur les activités 

0-1, 1-2  et 4-10.  

Activité 0-1 	Constitution: Obtenir des engagements d'adhésion à 

CANUNET de la part des universités. Convoquer un conseil consultatif. 

Adopter une constitution. Nommer un conseil d'administration. 

12-18 mois, 6-12 mois-hommes, 	l5-30k$  

Activité 1-2 .S:pési_.ficati...en.s.: Etablir les spécifications de l'ordi-

nateur nodal, de l'interface entre le noeud et les lignes de télécom-

munication et des interfaces entre le noeud et les ordinateurs-hôtes 

(le IBM Système/360, IBM Système/370, le Control Data série 6000, le 

Sigma 7, le DEC Système 10, le Burroughs 6700 sont autant d'hôtes pos-

sibles). Faire un appel d'offres. 

4-6 mois, 

• 
Activité. 1-3 

12-18 mois-hommes, 2436 k$ 

PrOtoCcilè'hôtéàLhôte: Elaborer un protocole provi- 

soire des communications entre ordinateurs-hôtes. 

Activité 1-4 	Nommer un secrétariat:  1 directeur, 1 programmeur 

d'applications, 1 programmothécaire, 3 coordonnateurs techniques, 

2 secrétaires. 
i 

s'élevant à:8 hommes, 15 k$/mois, en permanence  
• 



Activiv2:4 Appoint secretariat: 1 director, 1 applications 

programmer, 1 librarian, 3 technical coordinators, 2 secretaries. 

Rising io 8 men, 15.20 k$/month, continuing. 

Activity 1-10 Tomlow Design initial network topology on the 

basis of known membership of CANUNET, estimated traffic, and rates 

negotiated with telecommunications carriers. 

6 months, 6-12 man-months, 	12 - 24 k$. 

Activity 2-5 Await submissions: Allow manufacturers time to respond _ 
to call for tenders. 

4 months 

Activity 4-10 Documentation coordination: Collect specifications, 

prices and instructions for use of data bases, systems of programs, 

and computers available through CANUNET. Establish a system of docu-

mentation for these resources. Distribute this documentation to 

member universities and update it periodically. Coordinate technical 

development of network. Develop standards. Organize accounting. 

A continuing secretariat function. 

8 men 	15-20 k$/month 

Activity 5-6 Select node computer:  Evaluate tenders and select 

suppliers of node computer and interfaces. 

- 3-5 months, 9-15 man-months, 	. 	18 - 30 k$. 

Activity_6-8 Node software:  Program the node computer. Micro-

program interfaces for IBM System/360 and Control Data 6000. 

12-18 months, 96-144 man-months 	computer time,204 - 324 k$. 

22. 



4 mois 

Activité 2-5 _ _ _ 
le temps de répondre. 

Attendre dés Soumissions: Allouer aux manufacturiers 

I. 

9-15 mois-hommes 18-30 k$ 

22. 

Activité 1-10 ImIlogle: Etablir la topologie initiale du réseau _ _ 
en fonction des participants connus de CANUNET, du trafic prévu et 

des tarifs conclus avec les services de télécommunication. 

6-12 mois-hommes, 6 Mois,. 12-24 k$ 

Activité  4-10  Documentation, coordination: Recueillir des spécifi-

cations, des tarifs et des directives concernant l'utilisation des 

banques de données, des systèmes de programmes et des ordinateurs acces-

sibles par le truchement de CANUNET. Elaborer un système de documenta-

tion concernant ces ressources. Distribuer cette documentation aux 

universités participantes et la mettre à jour de façon périodique. 

Coordonner le développement technique du réseau. Développer des normes. 

Organiser la comptabilité. Un service permanent de secrétariat. 

8 hommes 	15-20 k$/mois 

Activité 5-6 	Choix d'un ordinateur nodal: Faire l'évaluation des 

soumissions et choisir les fournisseurs de l'ordinateur nodal et des 

interfaces. 

3-5 mis, 

Software nodal: Programmer l'ordinateur nodal. Micro- 

programmer les interfaces pour l'IBM Système/360 et le Control Data 6000. 

96-144 mois-hommes+temps d'ordinateur 	204-324 k$ 

Activité 6-9 	Obtention de 6 ordinateurs nodaux et des interfaces: _ _ 
Au cours de la période expérimentale, deux petits réseaux de trois 

noeuds chacun pourront être envisagés, un réseau étant créé dans l'est 

et l'autre dans l'ouest. 

6-12 mois de délai 

Activité 6-8 

12-18 mois, 

130-450 k$ 



Activity 11-12 Ozera.tin: 

Each node: 	2 men 

Secretariat: 8 men 

10 - 15 k$. 

15 k$. 

Activity - 6-9' Procure 6 node computers  and interfaces: During 

the experimental period; two small networks, with.three nodes in 

each, are envisaged, with one network in the east and one in the 

west. 

6-12 months lead time 	 180 - 450 k$. 

Activity2: 9 Host software: Modify host operating systems to 

interface with node computers (OS/360 and MTS'for SyStem/360, 

SCOPE and KRONOS for Control Data 6000), Write network control 

prograffis for. System/360 and Control Data 6000 to implement first 

version of host-host protocol. 

12-18 months, 144-216 man-months+computing time,336 - 576 k$. 

Activity 8-11 Additional interfaces:  Microprogram interfaces 

for DEC-10, Sigma 7 and Burroughs-  6700. 

9-12 months, 18-24 man-months+ computing time, 	36 - 48 k$. 

Activity 9-10 PilotoremItiotn) Operate an eastern and a western 

network with three computers in each, including both makes of host, 

over short lines. 

6-8 months, 108-144 man-months, 	432 - 816 k$. 

Activity2::11 Additional hosts: Repeat Activity 7-9 for DEC-10, 

Sigma 7 and Burroughs 6700 computers. 

12-18 months, 108-162 man-months+computer time, 252 - 432 k$. 

Activity 10-11 Implementation: Implement network of 18 nodes by 

installing an additional 12 node computers one at a time. Conduct 

educational campaign on Use of netwàrk. 

Installation'of - each node: 1-2 months, 2-4 man-months 34 - 83 k$. 

Operation, each node-month: 	2 men, 	10 - 15 k$. 

23. 
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Activité 7-9 	Software-hôtes.: Modifier les systèmes d'exploitation 

des ordinateurs-hôtes pour assurer la liaison avec les ordinateurs 

nodaux (0S/360 et MTS dans le cas du Système/360, SCOPE et KRONOS 

dans le cas du Control Data 6000). Elaborer le programme de sur-

veillance du réseau pour le Système/360 et le Control Data 6000 en 

vue de l'application du protocole préliminaire hôte-à-hôte. 

12-18 mois, 	144-216 mois-hommes+temps d'ordinateur 336-576k$ 

Activité 8-11 	Interfaces additionnels: Micro-programmer des inter- _ 

faces pour le DEC-10, le Sigma 7 et le Burroughs 6700. 

9-12  mois, 	18-24 mois-hommes+temps d'ordinateur, 	36-48 k$ 

Activité 9-10  Fonctionnemente: Faire fonctionner deux 

réseaux, un dans l'est et l'autre dans l'ouest, comprenant trois 

ordinateurs chacun, parmi lesquels on comptera des ordinateurs des 

deux marques, • 

6-8 nu:as, 	108-144 mois-hommes 432-816 1c$ 

Activité:9-11 Hôtes additionnels: Refaire l'activité 7-9 pour 

le DEC-10, le Sigma 7 et le Burroughs 6700.. 

12-18 mois, 108-162 mois-hommes+temps d'ordinateur, 	252-432 k$ 

Activité 10-11 Réalisation: Constituer un réseau de 18 noeuds en 

installant 12 ordinateurs nodaux, un à la fois. Entreprendre une 

campagne d'information sur son utilisation. 

Implantation de chaque noeud: 1-2 mois, 	2-4 mois-hommes 	34-83 k$. 

Fonctionnement par noeud et par mois: 2 hommes, 	10-15 k$. 

Activité  11-12  Fonctionnement: 

Chaque noeud: 2 hommes, 

Secrétariat: 	8 hommes, 

10-15 k$/mois 

15 k$/mois 
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. • 
Month -4- 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5  s 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 	11 	12 Activity  

1-2 Specifications 
1-3 Host-host protocol 
1-4 Appoint secretariat 
5-6 Select node computer 
6-8 Node software 
7-9 • Host software 

6 	6 	6 	6 
6 	6 	6 	6 	6 	. 6 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 

	

10 	11 	12 . 	. 

	

6 	6 -3 

28 -  
17 

II 

tri 

1-3 

1-1 
0 

LL
VV

II
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S
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J
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Cost (k$)  

0-1 Constitution 1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	2 	2 	2 	1 

1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	2.2 	21 
2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	10 	12 	14 	15 

• Month 	13 	14 	:15.16 	17 	18 	19 	20 	21 	22 	23 	24  

Monthly total 
Cumulative total 

'S
 U

llf
19

Id
 

Monthly total 	13 	14 	15 	16 	11 	12 	7 	8 	15 	16 	17 	57 
Cumulative total 	28 	42 	57 	73 	84 	96 103 	Ill 	126 142 	159 216 

Month ± 	25 	26 	27 	28 	29 	30 	31 	32 	33 	34 	35 	36  

1-4 Appoint secretariat 	. 	13 	14 - 15 
1-10 Topology 	 - 2 
:4-10 .Documentation,coordination 	IS 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 
6-8  Node software ' 	17 	17 	17 	17 .17 	17 	17 	17 	17 	17 	17. 
6-9 'Procure 6 node computers 	. 	 - 180 	. 
7-9 	Host software 	28 	28 	28 	.28 	28. 	28 	28 	28 . 28 	28 . 28 
8-I1 Additional interfaces 	 4 
9-10 Pilot operation 	 72 
9-11 Additional hosts 	 21 

Monthly total 	58 	59 	60 	60 	60 	60 	60 	60 	60 	60 240 114 
Cumulative total 	274 333 	393 453 513 573 633 	693 753 813 1053 1167 

RI MI MO MO Mg VIII IMO out awe au mu me 	amp ern INS MI 11.11 INS 



Total mensuel 
Total cumulatif 

1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	2 	2 	2 	1 

1 	1 

rj  
1-4 

2 	2 	2 	1 
10.- 	12 	, 14 	15 - 

Mois 	13 	14 	15 	16 17 	18 	19 	20 22 	23 	24 • 

1-4 Nomnier un secrétariat 
1-10 Topologie 
4-10 Documentation,coordination 
6-8 Software nodal 
6-9 Obtention de 6 ordinateurs nodaux 
7-9 Software hôte 
8-11 Interfaces additionnelles 
9-10 Fcn,7;tionnement pilote 
9-11 Mtes additionnels 

Total mensuel 
Total cumulatif 

6 	6 	6 	6 
6 	6 	6 	6 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 

6 
• 10 1-  

-11 - 	iz 
6 	'6 

17 
28 

am 	ami am ans ors mi ai" 	( im art aie ait aie an sri am III, lie 

Coût (k$) 

Activité 

0-1  •Constitution 

Mois 	1 	2 	3 

1 

5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 	11 	12 

1-2 Spécifications 
1-3 Protocole hôte-à-hôte 
1-4 Nommer un secrétariat 
5-6 Choix d'un ordinateur nodal 
6-8 Software nodal 
7-9 Software hôte 

Total mensuel 
Total cumulatif 

13 	14 	15 	16 	11 	12 	7 	8 	15 	16 	17 	57 

28_ 	42 	57 	73 	84 	96 	103 	111 	126 	142 	159 	216 

13' 	14 	15 	• 	' 
.2 

	

15 	15 	15 , 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 

17 	17 	17 	.17 	17 	17 	17 	17 	17 	17 	17 . 
180 

28 	28 	28 	28 	28 	28 	28 	28 	28 	28 	2,8 
4 

72 
21 

	

58 	59 	60 	60 	60 	60 	60 	60 	60 	60 	240 	114 

	

274 	333 	393 	453 	513 	573 	633 	693 	753 	813 1053 1167 

Mois 	25 	26 	27 	28 	29 	30 	31 	32 	33 	34 	35 	36  
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Cost (k$) 

Activity 	Month ÷ 	37 	38 	39 	40 	41 	42 	43 • 44 	45 	46 	47 	48  

1-10 Topology 	-2 	2 	2 	2 	2 	. 
4-10 Documentation,coordination 15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 
8-11 Additional interfaces 	4 	4 	4 	4 	4 	4. 	4. 
9-10 Pilot - operation 	' 	• 	72 	72' 	.72' 	72 - 	72 	. 	. 

- 9-11 Additional hosts 	21 	21 	21 	21 	21 	21 	- 21 	21 	- 21 	21 	21 
10-11 Implementation 	 104 	114 	124 	134 	144 	154 	164 

Monthly total 	114 	114 	114 	114 	114 144 	154 	164 	170 	180 	190 	179 
Cumulative total 	1281 	1395 1509 1623 1737 1881 2035 2199 2369 2549 2739 2918 	-3 

o 
•1-1 

Month 	49 	50 	51 	52 	53 	54  

	

4-10  Documentation, coordination 15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 
10-11 Implementation 	174 	184 	194 204 	214 
11-12 Operation 	 180 

Monthly total 	189 	199 	209 	219 	229 195 
Cumulative total 	3107 3306 3515 3734 3963 4158 
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37 	38 	39 	40 	41 	42 	43 	44 	45 	46 	47 	48  

2 	2 	22 	2 
15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 ' 15 
:4 	. 4: 	4 	4 	: 	4 	f -  4 	4 . 
72 	72 	72:. . 72-  . 	'72-- 	- 
21 - 21 • 21. 	21: ' 21 	21 	21 	21 	21 	.21 	. 21 

15 	15 	15 
7Z) 
ru  

eul  

164 

114 	114, 114 	114 	114 . 144 	154 	164 	170 '180 	190 	179 
1281 	1395 1509 1623 1737 1881 2035 2199 2369 2549 2739 2918 

104 	114 	124 	134 	144 	154 

	

15 	15 	15 	15 

	

174 	184 	194 	204 
15 	15 

214 
180 

sle al ea ern alp 	 ( 	 Me fie tie am 

Coût (k$) 

Activité 	Mois 

1-10 Topologie . 
4-10. Documentation, coordination 
8-11 Interfaces additionnelles • 

9-10 Fonctionnement pilote 
9-11 H6tes additionnels 
10.111 Réalisation 

Total mensuel 
Total cumulatif 

rri 

,L
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1
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O
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P
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g Mois 	49 	50 	51 	52 	53 	54 

4-10 Documentation, coordination 
10-11 Réalisation 
11-12 Fonctionnement 

Total mensuel 	189 	199 	209 	219 	229 195 
Total cumulatif 	3107 3306 3515 3734 3963 4158 
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1 	2 	3 4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 	11 	12 

1 1 1 
1 5 	6 
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2 	2 	3 2 

	

2 	2 	3 	3 	3 	2 	13 	14 	15 

	

17 	19 	22 	25 	28 	30 	43 	57 	72 

25 	26 	27 . 28 	29 	30 	31 	32 	33 

16 	17 	18 
88 	105 	123 

34 	35 	36 

6 	6 	6 	6 	6 	6 
7 	8 	9 	10 	11 	12 	13 	14 	15 

6 	6 	6 	6 	6 

	

13 	14 , 15 	16 	23 	24 	• 19 	20 	21 - 66 • 67 	68 

	

136 	150 . 165• 181 	204 	228 	247 	267 	288 	354 	421 	489 

37 	38 ' 39 	40 	41 _  42 	43 	44 	45 	46 	47 „ 48  

6 
6 
6 

6 
6 
1 

6 
6 
2 

6 
6 
4 

6 
6 
3 

6, 
6 
5 

16 	17 	18 	- 

18 	18 	18 
32 	32 	32 

20 	20 
18 	18 
32 	32 

20 	20 
18 	18 
32 	32 

20 	20 
18 	18 
32 	32 

20 
18 
32 

20 
18 
32 

Cost (k$) 

Activity 	Month 

0-1 	Constitution 

Monthly total 
Cumulative total 

1 	1 

r9
  g

U
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D
Id

 

1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	2 	2 	2 

1 	1 	2 	2 	2 
8 	9 	11 	13 	15 

, Month 	- ' 13 -  • 14 	15 	16 . 	17 • 18 • 19 	20 	21 	22 	23 • 	24  

0-1 	Constitution 
1-2 Specifications 
1-3 Host-host protocol 
1-4 Appoint secretariat 

Monthly total 
Cumulative total 

Month — — 

1-3 Host-host protocol 
1-4 Appoint secretariat 
5-6 Select node computer 
6-8 Node software 
7-9 Host software 

•Monthly total 
• • Cumulative total 

Month -› 

1-4 Appoint secretariat 
4-10 Documentation, coordination 
6-8 Node software 
7-9 Host software 

19 	20 
20 	20 

18 	18 	18 	18
•32 	32 	32 	32 

t.0 

Monthly total 
Cumulative .total 

	

69 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 

	

558 	628 	698 	768 	838 	908 	978 1048 1118 1188 1258 1328 
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Activité  

0-1 	Constitution 

2 	3 

1 	1•1 	1 

6 	7 	8 	9 	10 	11 	12 

1 	1 	1 	1 	2 	2 	2 

--» Mois 

1 	1 • 1 	1 	1 	1 
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 

. 13 	14 	15 	16 	17 	18 	19 	20 	21 	22 	-23 . 	24  

Total mensuel 
Total cumulatif 
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Coût (k$) 

0-1 Constitution 	 2 	2 	3 	3 	3 	2 
1-2 Spécifications 	 6 	6 	6 	6 	6 	6 
1-3 Protocole hôte-à-hôte 	 6 	6 	6 	6 	6 	6 
1-4 Nommer un secrétariat 	 1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 

	

2 	2 	3 	3 	3 	2 	13 	14 	15 	16 	17 	18 

	

17 	19 	22 	25 	28 	30 	43 	57 	72 	88 	105 	123 . 

Mois 	-+ 	25 	26 	27 	28 	29 	30 	31 	32 	33 	34 	35 	36  __ 

1-3 Protocole h-ôte-à-h-ôte 	6 	6 	6 	6 	6 	6 
1-4 Nommer un secrétariat 	7 	8 	9 	10 	11 	12 	13 	14 	15 	16 	17 	18 
5-6 Choix d'un ordinateur nodal 	 6 	6 	6 	6 	6 
-6-8 Software nodal 	 18 	18 	18 
7-9 Software hôte 	 32 	32 	32 

	

13 	14 	15 	16 	23 	24 	19 	20 	21 	66 	67 	68 

	

136 	150 	165 	181 	204 	228 	247 	267 	288 	354 	421 	489 

Mois 	37 	38 	39 	40 	41 	42 	43 	44 	45 	46 	47 	48  

Total mensuel 
Total cumulatif 

Total mensuel 
Total cumulatif 

1-4 Nommer un secrétariat 
4-10 Documentation, coordination 
6-8 Software nodal 
7-9 Software hôte 

Total mensuel  

19 	20 
20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 

18 	18 	18 	18 	18 	18 	18 	18 	18 	18 	18 	18 
32 	32 	32 	32 	32 	32 	32 	32 	32 	32 	32 	32 

69 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 	70 

NJ 

Total cumulatif': 	558 	628 	698 -  768 	838 	908 	978 1048. 1118 1188 1258 1328 



Cost (k$) 

Activity 	Month -› 	49 	50 	51 	52 	53 	54 	55 	56 	57 	58 	59 	60  

1-10 Topology 	 4 	4 	4 	4 	4 	4 
4-10 Documentation,coordination 20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 
6-8 Node software 	18 18 	18 
6-9 Procure 6 node computers 	450 
7-9 Host software 	32 	32 	32 

	

4 	4 	4 	4 	4 	4 	4 	4 	4 
102 	102 	102 	102 	102 	102 	102 	102 

	

24 	24 . 	24 	24 	24 	24 , 24 : 	24. 
-.184 

8-11 Additional interfaces 
9-10 Pilot operation 
9-10 Additional hosts 
10-11 Implementation 

Z
9
  
H
u
m
i

d  

Monthly total 70 	70 	520 	150 	150 	154 	154 	154 	154 	154 	154 	232 
Cumulative total 	1398 1468 1988 2138 2288 2442 2596 2750 2904 3058 3212 3444 

Month 	61 	62 	63 	64 	65 	66 	67 	68 	69 	70 	71 	72 

4-10 Documentation, coordination 20 20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 
8-11 Additional interfaces 	4 	4 	4 
9-11 Additional hosts 	24 24 	24 	24 	24 	24 	24 	24 	24 
10-11 Implementation 	109 199 	124 	214 	139 	229 	154 	244 	169 	259 	184 	274 

Monthly total 	157 247 	172 	258 	183 	273 	198 	288 	213 	279 	204 	294 
Cumulative total 	3601 3848 4020 4278 4461 4734 4932 5220 5433 5712 5916 6210 

Morth 	73 	74 	75 	76 	77 	78 	79 	80 	81 	82 	83 	84  

4-10 Documentatidn, coordination 20 	20 	20 	20 	. 20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 
10-11 Implementation 	•99 289 	214 	304 	229 	319 	244 	334 	259 	349 	274 
11-12 Operation 270 
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Monthly total 
Cumulative total 

219 309 	234 	324 	249 	339 	264 	354 	279 	369 	294 290 
6429 6738 6972 7296 7545 7884 8148 8502 8781 9150 9444 9739 
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Mois 	49 	50 	51 	52 	53 	54 	55 	56 	57 	58 Activité  60 59 

	

4 	4 	4 	4 	4 	4 
20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 
18 	18 	18 

450 
32 	32 	32 

	

4 	4 	4 	4 	. 4 	4 	4 	4 	4 
102 	102 	102 	102 	102 	102 	102 	102

• 

	

24 	24 	24 	24 - 24 	24 ,. 24 	24 	24 
184 
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Coût (k$) 

1-10 Topologie 
, .4-10 Documentation-, coordination 

6-8 	Software nodal - 
, 6-9 Obtention de 6 ordinateurs nodaux 

7-9 Software hôte 
8-11 Interfaces additionnelles 
9-10 Fonctionnement:pilote 
9-10 Hôtes additionnels 	'- 
10-11 Réalisation 	' 

Total mensuel 	70 	70 	520 	150 	150 	154 - 154 	154 	154 	154 	154 	232 
Total cumulatif 	1398 1468 1988 2138 2288 2442 2596 2750 2904 .  3058 3212 3444 

	

Mois - 	--> ' 	61 	62 	63 	64 	65 	66 	67- 	68 	69 	70 	71 	72 	
1-1 
cn 

4-10,. Documentation, coordination 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20. 	20 	20 	_20 	20 	20 	o 

8-11 Interfaces additionnelles 	4 	4 	4 	 , z 

9-11 Hôtes additionnels 	24 	24 	24 	24 	24 	24 	24 	24 	24 
10-11  Réalisation 	 109 	199 124 	214 	139 	229 	154 	244 	169 	259 	184 	274 

 
0 
,--3 

Total mensuel 	157 	247 172 	258 	183 	273 	198 	288 	213 	279 	204 	294 	El 
cn 

Total cumulatif 	.3601 3848 4020 4278 4461 4734 4932 5220 5433 5712 5916 6210 	tri 
Ui 

mci 
M 
cn 

	

. Mois 	± . 	73 - 	74 -' 75 	76 	77' 	78'  -- 79 	80 	81 - 82 	83 	•84  
cn 
:z. 1-1 
cn 

4-10 Documentation, coordination 	'20 - 20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20 	20  m 
10-11 Réalisation 	 199 	289 	214 	304 	229 	319 	244 	334 	259 	349 	274 	cn 
11-12 Fonctionnement 

Total mensuel 	219 	309 	234 	324 	249 	339 	264 354 279 	369 	294 	290 
Total cumulatif 

270 

6429 6738 6972 7296 7545 7884 8148 8502 8781 9150 9444 9739 



1 

1 

(k$) 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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12. COST OF IMPLEMENTATION  

The cost of implementation under the optimistic assumptions of 

section 11 is shown month by month in Figure 5, and under the 

pessimistic assumptions in Figure 6. The truth will probably 

lie between the two extremes. The cost of implementation is 

summarized under the headings of manpower, hardware, and commu-

nication lines in Figure 7. 

FIGURE 7 	SUMMARY COST OF IMPLEMENTATION 
OPTIMISTIC & - PESSIMISTIC ESTIMATES  

Manpower 	Hardware 	Lines 	Total  

OPT 	PES 	OPT 	PES 	OPT 	PES 	OPT 	PES 

Year 1 	15 	15 	 15 	15 

Year 2 	201 	108 	 201 	108 

Year 3 	735 	366 	186 	30 	951 	366 

Year 4 	941 	839 	310 	500 	1751 	839 

Year 5 	502 	986 , 	248 . 	580 	490 	550 	1240 	2116 

Year 6 	996 • 	570 	' 	1200 	2766 

Year 7 	1048 	- 566 	1910 	3524 

Total 	2394 	4358 	744 	1716 	1020 	3660 	4158 	9734 

1 
It should be noted that manpower accounts for 45% to 58% of the cost. 

A significant part of this manpower will probably be contributed by 

universities interested in the project. 

1 
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1 12. 	COUT DE REALISATION  

Le coût 'de réalisation sous les hypothèses optimistes de la section 

11 est démontré, mois par mois, à la Figure 5 tandis que le coût 

sous les hypothèses pessimistes est démontré à la Figure 6. La 

vérité se retrouvera probablement entre les deux extrémes. Le 

coût de réalisation est résumé à la Figure 7 sous les rubriques 

de main-d'oeuvre, matériel et lignes de communications. 

FIGURE 7 	COUT SOMMAIRE DE REALISATION 

	 ESTIMES OPTIMISTES ET PESSIMISTES  

lignes de . 
.  Main-d'oeuvre 	Matériel 	communications 	Total  

	

OPT 	PES 	OPT 	PES . OPT • PES 	OPT 	PES 

Année 1 	15 	15 	 15 	15 

Année . 2 	201 	108 

Année 13 	735 	366 

Année 4 	941 	839 

Année 5. 	502 	986 

Année 6 	996 

• Année 7 

1020 	3660 

Il faut noter . que la main-d'oeuvre représente 45%  à58% du coût. Une 

partie appréciable de cette main-d'oeuvre sera • probablement fournie 

. par les universités intéressées au projet. - . • 

Total 744 	1716 

	

201 	108 

	

951 	366 

	

1751 	839 

	

1240 	2116 

2766 

3524 

- -- 

4158 9734 
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13. WHY CANUNET NOW  ? 

The present proposal for CANUNET can be realized with today's tech-

nology using the lines of today. It may be argued, however, that 

we should wait for the new digital circuits that the telecommu-

nications carriers are building and the digital circuit and message 

switching facilities that they are planning. The reason for pressing 

on now is that the major portion of the work to be accomplished be-

fore a computer network becomes fully effective lies in the area of 

the host-host protocol, the documentation of the facilities available 

on the network and the education of users. ARPANET became operational 

experimentally in the fall of 1969, but its load is only now starting 

to build up because of the work to be done in this area of user soft-

ware, documentation and education. It is therefore important to start 

on this area now so that the major problems of using a computer-to- 

computer network will have been solved, or at least well defined 

through experience, when the digital circuits become available. 

These problems of utilization cannot be effectively solved theo-

retically. It is only when a working network exists that a wide 

variety of users, many of whom are not theoretical informaticians, 

can be involved. It is only when a network is really in use that 

all the problems of using it will become clear and that a consensus 

will develop on how to solve those problems. 

It may be that future developments in digital circuits and switch-

ing equipment may render the CANUNET proposed here obsolete. 

Certainly, CANUNET will evolve as better digital circuits become 

available, just as the post office started by using stage coaches, 

then moved to the railways, and finally to the airlines. In any 

case, what is achieved in the way of the documentation and standard-

ization of software and the education of users will not be lost but 

will be transferable to any network that supersedes CANUNET. 

1 
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13. 	POURQUOI MAINTENANT? 

Le présent projet de réseau CANUNET peut "être réalisé en utilisant . 

les techniques que nous possédons à l'heure actuelle et les lignes 

qui sont présentement à notre disposition. On pourrait s'opposer 

à l'établissement de ce réseau en'faisant valoir qu'il serait préfé-

rable d'attendre que les sociétés:de télécommunications aient terminé •  

leurs'circuits numériques ainsi que 1es - dispositifs de commutation de 

messages pour ces circuits qu'ils;entendent mettre au point. Il faut 

mettre l'accent sur maintenant car la majeure partie du travail à 

effectuer avant qu'un réseau d'ordinateurs fonctionné de façon effi-

cace se Situe au niveau du protocole de communications entre ordina-

teur-hôtes, de la documentation du matériel disponible et de l'éduca- • 

tien des utilisateurs. ARPANET fonctionne depuis l'automne 1969 

mais sa capacité ne commence qu'à:être exploite à cause de l',énorme 

travail à accomplir dans les domaines suivants: software des utilisa- 

teurs, documentation et éducation Il importe donc de commencer le 

travàil.dans ces domaines afin que les principaux problèmes afférents 

'à un 'réseau ordinateur-à-ordinateur puissent être résolus ou du moins 

bien définis par expérience lorsee les circuits numériques seront mis 

à notre disposition. 

La théorie seule ne peut résoudreles problèmes-d'utilisation de 

façon efficace. . C'est seulement lorsqu'un  :réseau fonctionnel existe 

qu'une grande variété d'Utilisateurs, dont beaucoup ne sont pas des 

informaticiens théoriques, peut :être impliquée. Ce n'est que lorsqu'un 

réseauest vraiment exploiteque-,les problèmes d'utilisation se con- 
. 

crétisént et que les utilisateurs , s'entendent quant à la manière de 

résoudre ces problèmes. , 

*Certains événements dans le domaine des circuits numériques et du 

matériel de commutation pourraient fort bien rendre le projet CANUNET 

désuet. Sans doute que CANUNET saura s'adapter à l'évolution dans 



CANUNET AS A PILOT TRANS-CANADA COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS  NETWORK 

Report No. 13 of the Science Council  of Canada  calls for the develop-

ment of a Trans-Canada Computer Communications Network  as  Phase 1 of 

a national Major Program on Computer Applications and Technology 
8

. 

CANUNET may be considered to be a pilot project for this national 

computer network. Tests of ARPANET and simulations of extensions Of 

ARPANET have not indicated any ineVitable limit to its size. Due to 

its being a network of identical node computers, without a center, and 

with each node able to adapt to changing loads and failures of its 

neighboring lines and nodes, it appearS that the network can be extend-

ed indefinitely by adding nodeS and lines. This is another way in which 

it is'analogOus to the postal system. Also, tests and simulations have 

shown that the message delivery time between any pair of nodes increases 

quite slowly as the load is increased from zero up to nearly the 

capacity of the network, at which point the delivery time increases 

sharply. It is a simple matter to increase the capacity of the 

network and reduce the message delivery time by adding lines and 

increasing their speed. All these considerations apply to CANUNET. 

It is most unlikely that CANUNET will be fully loaded with univer-

sity traffic within five years, but there is no technical reason 

why other traffic should not be added. Other customers that come 

to mind are: 

1) Industrial and government research laboratories; 

2) Computer utilities; 

3) The National Library and the National Science Library; 

4) Economic data banks, such as that of Statistics Canada; 

egal,data banks; 

) Hospitals and medical services; 

7) StOck exchange quotation services. 
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ces domaines tout -comme les services postaux ont su mettre à profit 

le cheval, la locomotive et l'avion. De toute façon, tout ce qui . 

aura pu être effectùé dans les secteurs de la,dOcumentation, de la 

normalisation du software et de l'éducation des utilisateurs ne Sera 

pas perdu et pourra servir.à tout système qui pourrait remplacer 

CANUNET. 	, • 

1 

14. CANUNET COMME PROJET PILOTE D'UN  RESEAU TRANSCANADIEN  DE  TELEINFORMATIQUE  

Le rapport no 13 du Conseil des sciences du Canada préconise l'élabo- 

'ration:d'un réseaù transcanadien de téléinformatique comme première 

étape d'un programmé national majeur sur les applications de l'infor-

matique et de la .technologie des ordinateurs
8
. On pourrait -considérer 

CANUNEr . comme le précurseur d'un tel réseau national d'informatique. 

Les essais effectués Sur le réseau ARPANET et les simulations des pro-

longements d'ARPANET n'ont. pas indiqué une borne .  inéluctable à sa 

grandeur. Etant donné que ce réseau est composé d'ordinateurs nodaux 

identiques, sans un•centre - et-que chaque noeud peut:s'adapter aux 

charges variables et aux pannes de ses lignes et de ses noeuds affiliés, 

tout porte à croire que l'onipeut prolonger le système indéfiniment. 

par l'ajout de noeuds et de lignes. - Sous cet aspect, le réseau slaPpa- 

rente_enCore une fois au système des Postes. De plus, des essais et 

des simulations ont démontré que le temps de transmission d'un message 

entre deux noeuds quelconques augmente assez lentement lorsque la charge 

augmente entre zéro et la pleine capadité.  Lorsque. le réseau a pres-

qu'atteint sa capacité, le temps de transmission monte en flèche. On 

' 

 

peut facilement accroître la capacité du réseau et réduire le temps 

de transmission en ajoutant des lignes et en augmentant leur vitesse. 

Toutes ces considérations s'appliquent à CANUNET. On croit que les - 

• universités ne pourront. utiliser. CANUNET à plein régime avant cinq ans; 

mais aucune raison technique n'empêche le réseau de. desservir d'autres 

'utilisateurs comme: 



Each class of customer could set up its own host-to-host protocol, 

its own organization and its own charging arrangements. Logically 

and organizationally it would be a separate network, although using 

the physical subnet of nodes and lines, in common with other groups 

of users, as an electronic post office. When carrying the load of 

these various groups of customers the network, or more strictly the 

subnet of nodes and lines, would be economically viable. At this 

stage, the operation of the 'isubnet should be turned over to an or-

ganization of telecommunications carriers. CANUNET would become 

a logical network of university users of the subnet or electronic 

post office and the organization outlined in Appendix N would continue 

to deal with the continuing development of host-host protocol, docu- 

mentation of resources  of  interest to universities; development of 

standards, and accounting arrangements between universities. 

15. DECISIONS  REGARDING  IMPLEMENTATION OF CANUNET 

In this'section we list some of the key decisions that must be 

madei.ègarding the CANUNET project. 

) ShOtild CANUNET be established, or shoUld industry be left to 

:provide computer-to- computer  networks when profit is assured? 

Networks will continue to arise and to grow on the basis of 

what is economical at the moment for the parties concerned. 

Eventually an electronic post office service will be provided 

when it can be shown to be unquestionably more effective than 

a multitude of separate networks. On the other hand, there is 

the planning approach of envisaging the ultimate system, however 

imperfectly, and then steering directly towards it. We favor 

the planning approach. 

34. 



1) les laboratoires de recherche de l'industrie et du gouvernement; 

2) les services publics d'ordinateurs; 

3) la Bibliothèque nationale et la Bibliothèque scientifique 

nationale; 

4) les banques de données économiques comme celle d. 	Statistique 

•du Canada; 

Chaque classe de clients pourrait établir sôn propre protocole 

heiter.à-hôte, sa propre organisation et sa propre. comptabilité. 

Au point de vue de concept et d'organisation, ôe serait un réseau 

distinct . quoique cette classe, en commun avec d'autres classes 

d'utilisateurs, utiliserait le sous-réseau physique de lignes et 

noeuds cbmme-un service de postes électroniques. Le réseau, ou 

plutft le sous-réseau de noeuds et lignes, sera rentable lorsque 

chargé du trafic de ces groupes de clients. A ce stade, il fau-

drait* confier l'exploitation du sous-réseau à:une organisation des 

.services  publics de télécommunication. CANUNET deviendrait un 

réseau donceptuel de clients universitaires du sous-réseau, ou 

service de postes électroniques. L'organisation CANUNET ébauchée 

â l'Annexe N continuerait à s'occuper du développement permanent 

du Protocole Tete-à-hôte, de la documentation des ressources sus-

ceptibles d'intéresser les universités, de l'élaboration de normes 

et de .systèmes comptables interuniversitaires. 

15. 	DECISIONS SUR L'ELABORATION DE CANUNET 

La présente section énumère les principales décisions à prendre au 

suj ei du  projet CANUNET. 

1) CANUNET dévrait-il être établi, ou devrait-on laisser à l'in-

'dustrie le soin de fournir les réseaux  ordinateurs --ordinateurs  
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2) Should CANUNET'import:American hardware and software or should •  

' the development be done in Canada? 

The *cheapest and most rapid way to get a pilot CANUNET functioning 

is to buy ARPANET hardware and software. We favor the choice of 

Canadian development  forrn  the reasons set forth in Science Council 

Reports 4 and 13. In addition, learning from the experience of 

ARPANET and taking advantage of the advances in minicomputers and 

interface hardware in the last four years, we can produce a better 

network at a lower cost per node computer, if development costs are 

not included. If it is decided that CANUNET should be developed in 

Canada, the next question is: 

3) Should the subnet hardware and software  be developed at the 

universities or by industry? 

This question has been dealt with at some length by the study 

group-on institutional.framework (Appendix . N) and is mentioned 

in the report of the study group on netWork design (Appendix K). 

The former group suggest that the selection of a university group . 

is'viable only if a demonstration model of the network is to be 

undertaken with the objective. of "tuning up" .the software/hardware 

specifications of the "Service" version of . the network to be built 

'by contract later. The ,  prime recommendation of this report is 

that. CANUNET should be regarded as a. prototype and precursor of 

the future trans-Canada computer communications network. We there-

fore'favor the approach of entrusting the development of the proto-

type subnet to the universities as being.the. one that will lead to 

the clearest  and most  original concepts. The development of the 

"service" version for the:trans-Canada computer communications 

network can.be left to the organization that will eventually operate it. 
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lorsqùe la rentabilité de ceux-ci sera assurée? 

Des réseaux continueront de naître et de croître en fonction 

de ce qùi:est économiquement alléchant à un moment donné pour 

les parties en cause. Un jour un service de postes électroniques 

sera assuré lorsque l'on pourra prouver que ce système est plus 

efficace qu'une multitude de réseaux distincts. Par contre, il 

y a l'approche de la planification: on envisage le système ultime 

quoique imparfaitement et on se dirige droit au but. Quant à nous, 

nous optons pour la planification. 

2) CANUNET devrait-il importer du hardware et dù software des 

- 	U.S.A. ou l'élaboration devrait-elle être effectuée au 

Canada? 

L'achat du hardware et du software utilisés par- le réseau ARPANET 

constituerait le moyen le plus rapide et le phis économique de 

mettre CANUNET sur pied. Nous préconisons une élaboration canadienne 

pour les raisons énoncées aux rapports nos 4 et 13 du Conseil des 

sciences. De plus, en tirant profit de l'expérience d'ARPANET et 

en se prévalant des progrès réalisés au cours des quatre dernières 

années dans le domaine des mini-ordinateurs et du matériel d'inter-

faces, nous pouvons mettre en place un réseau supérieur à un coût 

moindre par ordinateur nodal, abstraction'faite des frais de déve-

loppement. Le choix d'une élaboration canadienne donne lieu à la 

question suivante: 

Le hardware et le software du sous-réseau devraient-ils être 

élaborés par les universités ou par l'industrie? 

Cette question a fait l'objet d'un exposé assez détaillé par le 

groupe d'étude sur la structure institutionnelle (Annexe N), et 

le rapport du groupe d'étude sur la conception du réseau (Annexe K) 

en fait état. Ce dernier groupe propose que le choix ,d'un groupe 
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4) Should host-host protocol be developed by the universities or by 

software houses? 

The answer of the network design study group is that host-host 

protocol design and network oriented host software development 

properly belong in the universities. The institutional framework 

study group 'appears to agree by implication. 

5) How will CANUNET be financed? 

The only evident sources of funds in the initial stages are 

governments. When the nettirork is ôperational some revenue 

from the universities using it can be expected. It will become 

self-supporting only when it carries commercial and government 

traffic as well as academic traffic. In view of the necessary 

involvement of the telecommunications carriers their financial 

participation might be invited at an early stage. 

6) Who will organize CANUNET? 

In view of the key role of the Federal government in financing 

CANUNET, the Department of Communications should control the • 

project initially through contracts with universities. The AUCC 

should be invited to set up a permanent organization to assume 

control at a later date. 
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universitaire n'est viable que si l'on entreprend un modèle de 

démonstration de:réseau en vue de mettre au point les spécifica-

tions sciftwareaardware d'un . réseau "utilitaire!' à•ètre construit 	- 

.sous contrat paria  suite. La préconisatien principale qui se dé-

gage de. .cé rapport est à l'effet qu'on doit considérer CANUNET comme 

le prototype et le précurseur du futur réseau transcanadien de télé-

informatique. •Nous croyons donc que l'approche de laisser aux uni-

Versités le soin d'élaborer un prototype do_sous-réséau conduira 

aux concepts les plus nets et les plus originabx. L'élaberation 

de là.  Version utilitaire du réseau transcanadien: de téléinformatique 

pourra être confiée à l'organisme qui l'exploitera finalement. 

4) Le protocole de communications entre ordinateurs-hôtes devrait-

il être élaboré par les universités ou par les maisons qui se 

spécialisent en software? 

La réponse que donne le groupe d'étude sur la conception du réseau 

est à l'effet que la conception du protocol de communications entre 

ordinateurs-hôtes et l'élaboration du software afférents au réseau 

soient confiées aux universités. On peut déduire que le rapport 

du groupe d'étude sur la structuration donne une réponse analogue. 

D'où proviendront les fonds pour CANUNET? 

Il semble que seul les gouvernements pourront faire les apports 

de capitaux nécessaires lors des premières étapes de CANUNET. 

Lorsque le réseau fonctionnera, on peut s'attendre à ce que les 

universités utilisatrices contribuent leur quote-part. Le réseau 

ne deviendra rentable que lorsqu'il servira au commerce et au gou-

vernement tout aussi bien qu'aux universités. Etant donné que les 

sociétés de télécommunications seront nécessairement impliquées, 

on pourrait solliciter leur appui financier dès les débuts. 



16. CONCLUSIONS 

1) The universities of Canada can be linked by an effective 

computer  network using existing technology and communication 

lines. The develoPment of the network'will enable Canadians 

to 'master a significant and rapidly gowing.technology. 

2) The greatest value of the network will be in establishing a 

community of users across Canada and in providing that com-

munity with access to data banks, information services and 

computing power located anywhere on the network. The develop-

ment of methods of using the network is the area that requires 

the most work, and the skills and methods thus developed will 

be transferable to any larger or more effective networks that 

may arise in the future. 

3) The cost of developing a network with 18 nodes using mainly 

Canadian university personnel is estimated to be between 4.2 

and 9.5 million dollars, and the time required to be between 

41• and 7 years. Governments are the only likely sources of 

funds of this magnitude. 

4) Although universities must be prepared to pay for membership 

in the network and for the services they receive from it, the 

traffic they generate is most unlikely to load the network 

fully during the first five years of operation. The network 

must therefore be largely supported by governments as a pilot 

project for future networks, and it should be made available 

to commercial and governmental computer centers as soon as it 

is functioning effectively. 
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Qui organisera CANUNET? 

Vu que le gouvernement fédéral sera appelé à jouer un rôle de 

premier plan dans le financement de CANUNET, le Ministère des 

Communications devrait en être responsable au début, par l'en- 

tremise de contrats accordés aux universités. On devrait invi-

ter l'AUCC à créer un organisme permanent pour en prendre le 

contrôle par la suite. 

16. CONCLUSIONS  

1) Les universités du Canada peuvent être reliées par un réseau 

téléinformatique efficace utilisant la technologie et les 

lignes actuelles de télécommunication. La réalisation du 

réseau permettra aux Canadiens de maîtriser une technologie 

significative et en évolution rapide. 

2) Les plus grandes valeurs du réseau seront d'établir une 

communauté d'utilisateurs à travers le Canada et de fournir 

à cette communauté l'accès aux banques de données, aux ser- 

vices d'information et aux services de calcul localisés n'im-

porte où sur le réseau. L'élaboration de méthodes d'utilisa-

tion du réseau est le domaine qui demande le plus de travail. 

La compétence et les méthodes ainsi développées pourront être 

transférées à des réseaux éventuels plus grands et plus 

efficaces. 

3) On estime que le coût de réalisation d'un réseau de 18 noeuds 

par un personnel provenant surtout des universités canadiennes 

se situerait entre 4.2 et 9.5 millions de dollars et que le temps 

requis serait entre 41 et 7 ans. Les gouvernements sont les 

seules sources probables de fonds à ce niveau. 



5) Responsibility for the technical development of the network 

should be undertaken by the Department of Communications 

which should form a project management team at one location, 

including persons seconded by or recruited from universities. 

The development should be done through contracts with Canadian 

industry and universities, as decided by the project management 

team. 

6) An organization of participating universities, possibly affiliated 

t6 the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, should 

be set up to operate, develop standards for and facilitate the 

use of the network. The management of the subnet of nodes and 

lines should be turned over to a more broadly based network 

organization as soon as one evolves. The university organization 

'should continue to deal with matters of interest to universities 

as users of the subnet. 
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4) Quoique les universités doivent être disposées à payer des 

droits d'adhésion au réseau et des taux pour les services 

reçus, le trafic universitaire est très peu .susceptible 

de charger le réseau au complet durant les .  cinq premières 

années d'opération. Il faut donc que le réseau soit soutenu 

par les gouvernements comme un projet pilote pour les réseaux 

futures. Il devra être disponible pour les centres de calail 

commerciaux et gouvernementaux dès qu'il fonctionnera effica-

cement. 

Le Ministère des Communications doit assumer la responsabili-

té &la réalisation technique du réseau. Il doit établir, à 

un endroit unique, une équipe pour la direction du projet 

incluant des personnes soit libérées, soit embauchées directe-

ment des universités. La réalisation doit être accomplie par 

le: truchement de contrats avec l'industrie ét les universités 

canadiennes suivant les décisions de l'équipe de direction. 

6) Une organisation des universités participantes, éventuellement 

affiliée à l'Association des Université et Collèges du Canada, 

doit être établie pour exploiter le réseau, pour élaborer des 

normes et pour faciliter l'utilisation du réseau. Aussitôt 

qu'une organisation d'utilisateurs du réseau évolue sur une 

base plus large, la gestion du sous-réseau de noeuds et de lignes 

doit lui être confiée. L'organisation universitaire doit con-

tintier à traiter des questions d'intérêt pour les universités 

en temps qu'utilisateurs du réseau. 

1 
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Computer-to-computer data communications today 
might be compared with people-to-people communica-
tion via telegraph before the day of the telephone. 
Sending a message by telegraph was- so slow that the 
media could only be used for non-interactive transmis-
sion of essential information. As such, its use was limited. 
The telephone provided an ability for people to interact, 
thus permitting a whole new  •  range of applications. 
Considering people somewhat mechanistically, we might 
view their use of the telephone as inter-human resource 
sharing. To solve a problem, a man will call those people 
who have bits of data which he needs and will call on 
specialists for opinions, thus making use of other human 
resources. This is achieved because the media is appro-
priately responsive for human requirements and per-
mits interactive conversation, thus eliminating the need 
for transmitting excessive detail, much of which may 
be unnecessary. Also,  • with an interactive dialogue, 
information does not need to be formatted in a standard 
way since details can always be clarified if misunder-
stood. This increase in utility and the many new appli-
cations thereby permitted have resulted, as we know, 
in a  • vast increase in telephone traffic volume over 
telegraph traffic levels. 

Communication between computers would most 
likely be effected in an analogous rnanner if a data com-
munication system were made available which matched 
the needs of computers as well as the phone matches 
the needs of humans. Such a system would, of course, 
have to have different technical parameters (such as 
connection time, data rates, and reliability) than those 
required for voice communication; but if it permitted 
truly interactive conversations between a large ensem-
ble of computers the effect should be much the saine  
in permitting remote access to specialized hardware 
and software resources, joint problem solving and the 
dynamic retrieval of data from remote files. The analogy 
with the telephone is just one way of examining the 
potential impact of substantially improved data com-
munication between computers and the resultant in- 
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crease in applications and traffic that such a change 
might bring about. 

Intercomputer Differences 

Intercomputer communication has many quite sub-
stantial differences from interpersonal voice communi-
cation. Whereas voice conversation is a rather contin-
uous, constant data rate process, communication with 
computers, either from computer consoles or other 
computers, requires a burst transmission rate several 
orders of magnitude higher than the average rate, even 
during a single conversation. Since there has been very 
little experience so far with real intercomputer traffic 
where two programs are talking to each other, it is 
;iseful to examine the characteristics of computer con-
sole traffic which is both a component of, and is also 
likely to have the same general parameters as, com-
puter-to-computer traffic. From statistics on teletypes, 
graphic consoles, and remote batch stations, it appears 
that the ratio of burst rate to average rate is approxi-
mately 100 to 1. This means that if a standard com-
munications line is established for a computer conver-
sation, the average utilization of that line will only be 
about 1 percent and therefore the cost will be 10 to 100 
times higher than the raw cost of moving the bits. A 
second characteristic of computer-to-computer com-
munications is that the connect time to establish a 
conversation must be short enough that the computers 
or the computer users are not held up unduly when the 
need to access a special resource is determined. For 
computers the "connect time" should be considerably 
less than a second as opposed to the 20 or 30 seconds 
commonly experienced for voice communications. 
Third, the maximum data rate required in man-machine 
interaction must be considered. It is known that for 
useful comprehension by a human, the peak data rate 
for graphical material is on the order of 20 kilobits per 
second, which suggests the required bandwidth for 
console-to-computer communications. This also sug-
gests at least a minimum for computer-to-computer 
communications. 

Finally, the error rate for intercomputer traffic must 
be far lower than required for voice communications or 
computer console traffic since there is usually very 
nttle, if any, redundancy inherent in the data. For many 
applications the error rate must be less than one in 1012  
bits. At the same time, the reliability (up time) of the 
clata communications system must be very high if the 
user is to depend on remote resources. The cost of a 
data service providing the characteristics outlined 
above must be compared with the cost of duplicating 
the computer resources involved. Very simply, if the 
monthly cost of adequate communications service ex-
ceeds or even approaches the cost of a reasonably well-
endowed computer installation, it is not likely to be 
economical to use that communications service rather  

than duplicate that facility. Arbitrarily setting a thres-
hold at 20 percent of a computer facility cost, it can be 
predicted that the communications system should not 
cost more than $10K per month per node. 

ARPANET, IMP and TIP 

A few years ago no communications system in exist-
ence even came close to providing the type of service 
just described. Therefore, the Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (ARPA) undertook to develop such a 
capability so as to make resource sharing between com-
puters possible. The communications system that 
resulted is utilized in the ARPANET and currently inter-
connects more than 20 computers at 15 locations around 
the country. By early 1972, expansion to 25 locations 
is expected (Figure 1). A delay-engineered message 
switching system, the ARPANET consists of Interface 
Message Processors (imps) at each node intercom-
municating over, 50 kilobit per second leased communi-
cation lines and connected to one or more Host com-
puters at each site. The IMP accepts messages from the 
Host, breaks them into thousand bit packets, and sends 
each packet toward the destination over whichever 
communication line is currently optimal. Each IMP in 
turn checks the error detection code on the packet and, 
if it checks, routes the packet on to the next node and 
sends an acknowledgment to the previous node. At the 
destination, packets are assembled back into a message 
and delivered to the Host. 

In practice, this organization proves to be extremely 
responsive, delivering short messages anywhere in the 
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FIGURE I 

country within .1 second and permitting throughput 
rates for long messages of up to 80 kilobits per second. 
By adjusting the number of communication lines which 
are leased, the network can be engineered to have 
almost any desired overall average capacity between 2 
kilobits per node and 60 kilobits per node. Since each 
communication line is being used for traffic between 
many pairs of nodes simultaneously, it can be loaded 

quite efficiently even though the individual Host-to-
Host conversations have such a high ratio of burst rate 
to average rate. The actual cost of the total network 
communications system including the cost of ImPs, 
maintenance, and communication lines ranges from 
$3K to $6K per month per node, depending on the 
overall traffic levels and the facilities required at each 
node. For new people entering the network, the Feb-
ruary 1972 network of 23 nodes is currently estimated 
to cost $4.8K /node/month: $3.1K for an equal share 
of the communication lines cost and $1.7K for the lease 
of a minimal IMP. 

If a user wishes to provide direct console access to 
the network, a Terminal Interface Processor (TIP) 

would be used. The TIP, which will become available in 
August 1971, will act both as an IMP and as a simple 
host, permitting up to 64 consoles and peripheral de-
vices to intercommunicate with any host in the network 
at rates up to 20 kilobits sec. Thus the TIP expands the 
network concept to include nodes without an inter-
active host of their own, but who wish high bandwidth 
support for graphic consoles, printers, and large collec-
tions of lower speed devices. Use of a TIP increases the 
cost by $1.6K/mo. 

Although an equal share of the communication line 
cost is currently allocated to each node, this policy will 
be changed, as soon as feasible, to one of charging only 

Dr. Lawrence Roberts is 
Director for Information Pro-
cessing Techniques, Ad-
vanced Research Projects 
Agency. At ARPA Dr. Roberts 
is principally concerned with 
new information processing 
techniques in the areas of 
computer graphics, lan-
guages, computer architec-
ture, man-machine interac-
tion, text manipulation, and 
information retrieval. In ad-
dition, he is the developer 
of the ARPA Computer Net-
work, a new concept for in-
terconnecting autonomous 
computer systems in order 
to share hardware, software, 
and data resources. Prior to 
joining ARPA, Dr. Roberts 
headed the computer soft-
ware group at the MIT Lin-
coln Laboratory. 
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for the bits actually sent from each node. Referring to 
Figure 2, it can be seen that the cost of the network 
increases almost linearly with capacity, at least for 
bandwidths below 16 KB/node. Also, it turns out that 
the capacity and cost of these distributed networks are 
remarkably insensitive to the distribution and destina-
tion of traffic, the total traffic being the only important 
parameter. Thus, it is appropriate to charge for traffic 
initiated at a node, based on the cost of increasing the 
total capacity of the network by that amount. From 
Figure 2 it can be seen that this will be 1 1 /megabit 
for the ARPANET. However, since the network cannot 
be expected to be always fully loaded to peak capacity, 
day and night, it is likely the actual rate will be 30U 
megabit based on an estimated 36 percent average 
loading. The total cost per node would then be $1.7K/ 
month plus 30 /megabit. 

A Look Ahe 'àd 

Looking ahead, assuming the broad availability of a 
data communications service similar to the ARPANET 

eiystem, it is clear that very significant changes in 
computer system organization will take place. Some 
of these changes will occur rapidly--within the first 

ve years—and others will take a decade or more before 

people fully accept the concepts. Soon after a network 
with a dozen or more reliable computer services be-
comes available, many institutions will find it far more 
economic to obtain their computing services from a 
selected set of these remote systems, rather than run 
their own computer center. For example, take the case 
of an institution about ready to upgrade its facility. 
One choice would be to obtain a medium scale, general 
purpose batch system. This would be admittedly a 
compromise for their large numerical users and time-
sharing users, but the best single system that they 
could afford. Alternatively, they could buy no new 
machine and obtain access to several of the systems on 
the network through a Terminal Interface Processor. 
This approach permits their large numerical users to 
use a large "number-cruncher," their statistical and 
payroll users to access a large scale general purpose 
system, and their interactive users to have teletype or 
graphic console access to a good time-sharing system. 

Overall the cost of each service is less than it would 
have been on a dedicated G-P computer by factors 
between two and ten. Also, they can buy just the ca-
pacity they need and expand smoothly rather than 
having to pay for an oversize machine for a year or two. 
The peripherals cost the same in either case and the 
network cost is negligible compared to the direct corn-
puter cost savings. As added benefits, the computer 
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services they use are probably better run and more 
reliable than they could hope to do themselves since the 
services must stay competitive; a wider range of soft-
ware is available and cari be accessed directly without 
translation or transfer; and as new hardware is intro-
duced which is economically useful, they can transfer 
jobs to it on a selected and leisurely basis. 

The direct use of distributed hardware services just 
described will probably accOnnt for most of the initial 
use of the network. This growth should proceed about 
uniformly over the next eight years—two computer 
replacement cycles. Some additional traffic will be 
introduced by the gradual transfer of current data 
traffic from other data communication networks to the 
computer network due to the economy or reliability, 
but the total quantity of this traffic is minor in com-
parison to the new traffic generated by the computer 
resource sharing activity. 

Data Base Sharing 

A second major application of the computer network is 
data base sharing—direct retrieval from remote, one-
of-a-kind data bases. Currently, when large data bases 
or files are needed at several computer„centers,. dupli-
cates are maintained at each center. This difficult and 
costly practice çan be avoided if the access speed 
Liaough the network is fast enough so that neither 
human users nor computer processes are unduly .  de-
layed. The ARPANET response speed .  of one-tenth of a 
second for a question and thréé-tenths.of a second for a 
one-page answer is quite acceptable for a human user 
and for a computer program it is no worse than a slow 
disc. 

To start with, this response appears adequate; how-
ever, further experience may indicate a need for faster 
response in future networks. Data base sharing will not 
build up as rapidly as hardware service sharing, how-
ever, since it represents only an incremental saving for 
an installation and demançlà çonsiderable faith in the 
network. Copying a 109  bit data base monthly might 
cost $2,000—less than the minimum network cost and 
therefore not a prime motivation for joining the net-
work. However, the cost of accessing the data base 
throligh the network would cost at most $300 even if 
ail the data were required, proYiding a . considerable cost 
Having and convenience as long as the network con- 

had other justification. Of course for very large 
lutu  bases, such as the 10 11  bit weather-climate data 

e being' developed by the Air Weather Service for 
the ARPANET, the cost of either copying or storing a 
duplicate would immediately justify network connec-
tion. 

In most cases very large data bases would not be 
developed at all without a network making possible 
nationwide access, since the, cost would be prohibitive. 
Dâa • base sharing, therefore, is not likely to grow 
; .4)i.dly until the network is reasonably' well established,  

lagging the service-sharing growth by perhaps two 
years, but then growing exponentially as everyone 
requests access to all the information available. 

Software sharing, the third major application, is the 
remote use of software subroutines and packages, pro-
grams not available on the users   primary computer due 
to incompatibility of hardware or languages. An ex-
ample of this type of activity might be the use by 
M.I.T. scientists of the Stanford Heuristic Dendral 
System, a program for determining molecular structure 
given the mass spectrum. On a computer at M.I.T. the 
scientists would collect and preprocess the mass spec-
trum data. Then, much like using a subroutine, the 
Stanford computer would be called, the data sent and 
the molecular structure, when determined, sent back. 
If interaction were required, the M.I.T. scientist would 
be interrogated much as if he were at Stanford, thus 
building up the heuristic model based on nationwide 
inputs. The M.I.T. computer, upon receiving the re-
sponse, would proceed locally with the calculations or 
displays desired. 

Software sharing like this will be required if we are 
to maintain maximum progress as the volume of useful 
software continues to expand. Since the annual cost for 
software is alueady larger than that for hardware and, 
to some extent, should be cumulative rather than wear-
ing out, the long range importance of software sharing 
is clearly greater. However, due to human inertia and 
a strong "not invented here" syndrome associated with 
software, it is clear that the cross-utilization of soft-
ware will take years to develop. The buildup of soft-
ware sharing activity will most likely begin very slowly, 
growing exponentially, but not become a major factor 
until the network becomes well established in four to 
eight years. 

Besides hardware, software, and data base sharing, 
there are many other important network applications, 
all of which require a large viable network before they 
become important in their own right. These include 
teleconferencing, publishing, library services, and office 
paperwork filing and distribution. Ten to twenty years 
from now these applications may well dominate com-
puter usage and network usage but they are not likely 
to be important factors for at least five years. 

Overall, then, hardware service sharing is likely to be 
the major factor causing networks to come into exis-
tence since the effective cost of computing can be 
drastically lowered for only a moderate communications 
cost. Then, data base sharing will become the dominant 
force expanding the traffic in three to four years. Soft-
ware sharing, although very important in the long run, 
will not become a major factor for four to eight years. 
The text-oriented services, libraries and office work, 
will then come into their own in 'ten to twenty years. 
The whole trend should decrease the importance of the 
general purpose computer as stand-alone systems, and 
substantially increase the importance of specialized 
systems—ones which can provide a specific service at 
the lowest cost. 
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ARPA Network 
to Go Commercial 
"Many °four users have cut their 
sienificantly; some would have to invriq 
a million (loiters in additional systems 
they didn't use -  the network." 

Dr. Larry ,Roberts, the tall, quiet-
spoken, pipe-smoking developer of thr 
ARPA Network,  vas  talking about  his 
favorite subject -- the first, and so tar 
only, large-scale attempt to intercon-
nect many specialized computers of 
different makes and offer their capabili-
ties to a multitude cif.  remote users. 

• 

 

Dr. Roberts' corriments  are  particu-
larly significant right now because 
ARPA — the Defense department's 
Advanced Research Projects Agency 
--- wants the network to' become a corn • 
mercial service . The tentative plan cams . 
for selling the federal .  interest "in about 
two years,", Dr. Roberts said. f3ids witi 
be invited from both, specialized corn- .  
mon carriers and communications-ori-
ented computer service firms. Between 
now and then,  ho  added, ARPA may 
continue running the show, or the  Arpa-
net may be tranSferred to another gov-
ernment agency.  That  decision will be 
made "shortly." " 

Illiac IV, the diant parallel processor 
•developed by Burroughs and the Univ. 
of Illinois. vvill remain federal property 
even after the Arpanet goes  commer-
cial,  Dr. Roberts said. Illiac was recent-
ly snipped from the 'Burroughs plant in 
Paoli; Pa.. to Ames Research Center, 
Moffett Field, Calif., -where it will be in-
terfaced with the Arpanet. 

Implementation of the network began 
late in 1939 with ereSearch and test"' 
phase that included - connection of the 
first 15 users (nodes); The system Went 
operational in the sumrner of 1971. Last 
March, there -  were 21 nodes, and by - 

th.s month or next, there should be a 
tot& of 26.  Dr. Roberts  indicated sever-
al More users were on the way. Appar ,' 
ently, there  is  plenty of room'for expan.' 
sien  because ARPA has simulated 3 

200-node network. .An even larger 
nurnber of users can be accommodat -
ed nNitnout much difficulty, Dr. Roberts 
added. 

A basic charge 
Each user being added currently 

pays a basic charge of $13,500 per 
year. This covers the cost of the conl . 

 :nunieations subnetwork required at 
each node and also allows the user tc' 

ça-rezlava FiTI 0 N  

send 4,500 "kilopackets' ;  of data per 
month. 'A packet is' 1K bits. if he sends 
more than this minimum amount of 
data, he pays 30 ,/ per kilopacket. The 
fee schedule is sot up so that each new 
user pays nothing toward the cOst.  of 
developing the system previous to  the • 
time he conies aboard. But if he gener-
ates enough traffic to require an in-
crease in network capacity — i.e., if he 
generates more than 4,500 kilopackets 
per month — he, pays the related costs. 

The current charges per node will re-
main the saine  regardless of hovv many 
users are added,' at least while ARPA is 
in charge, Said Dr. Roberts. 

An Arpanet terminal coSts... about 
$1001( Typically, it consists of a "termi-
nal interface processor" (TP) that con- 

. - nects directly with up to' 63 console-
type terminals and with the user's exist- • 
ing computer. The terminals can be lo-
cal or remote, and can range from 
slow-speed teletypewriters up to crt's . 
and high-speed line printers. An "inter-. 
face message processor" (IMP), the 
component within the .TIP that - inter-
faces with the –host" computer, can  be 
acquired separately . by those users 
who don't need direct access to the 
network through terminal consoles.  The 
MP's, designed and fabricated by  Bot,  

• Beranek & Newman,' use Honeywell 
computers -- the 316 IMP has - a 500 

" kilobit per second • throughput. The 
nodes are knitted logether - by three 
transcontinental 50 Kb/second long 
lines leased from the phone company. 

The netWork transmits a message  
between any two nodes within 0,1 sec-
ond. Long  messages move at a rate of 
80 Kb/second. Transmission"downt;rnè - 
has averaged 2.3% for each-50 Kb âle; 

but, because duplicate transmission, 
paths exist betWeéri every' - nede' pair, 
the actual dovvntime rate is undE.1.  0.5%. 
Undetected errers i.rriouni. to  1:1O 
bits . .transmitted. Currently, traffic . 
amounts' to about 370,  kilopecketsi day, 
of which one-half to two,thirds -  is actual 
job data; the rest is test ,  data. The joo 
data is increasing rapidly ., says Dr. Rob-
erts. 

The computers connected to the Ar-
panet include a large number of PDP-
10s and 11s, but - IBM,' Burroughs, 
Honeywell, Univac, and XDS are well 
represented. The IE3(.,1 compinment 
runs the gamut from an 1600 at Ranc 
Corp., Santa Monica, to a 360/91  an 

 UCLA. The ettiest 
Lab's TX-2. (See "Neteorks: An Inti .o-
duction," p. 36.) 

Many of II ie applications are Pi:;nly 
scientific. Rand, for example,  is model- 
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ing weather systems, usina the 360/91 
at UCLA and „a .  50 at 'JC Santa Bar-
bara. The Univ. . of Utah is using the 91 - 
at UCLA to study the digital reduction of 
photographs. "Several people, " says 
Dr. Roberts.  are  accessing multiple 
data bases stored inside time-shared 
PDP-10S at Bolt, Baranek & Newman in 
Cambridge, Mass., and at Rand. 

A more mundane  application  in-
volved a computer conversion job at 
Stanford Research Institute (SRI) sev.- 
eral months ago from an XDS 940 to • 
a PDP-10. SRI rewrote ifs existing pro-
grams, then used  the Arpanet to test 
t • em on a PDP-10 at the Univ. of Utah.. 
This was done before SRI's new r.rfà: 
chine was delive,red. Within a month aft-
er delivery, the physical changeover 
was completed and the PDP-16 was 
running on a regular basis. Dr. Roberts
estimates that SRI, by using the Aroa- • 
net and the Utah computer, shortened 
its conversion job "almost a year." 

Doug Engelbart, who was in charge 
of this program conversion job,  has 
dcweloped a text-manipulation Ian- . 
guage, NLS, Which ARPA hOpes to use 
as tne basis, for an interactive "tele-

- conferencing". system. The basic idea 
is to store speeches, scientific. papers. 
and similar material in a remotely ea- 

.  

cessibie data base so that other re-
searchers can look at it on-line and add 
their own comments. People-people 
dialogc are also part of the .plan. 

ARPA has several other R&D pro-
jects under way or planned. They range, . 
from use of multiple computers at dis-
persed sites to process different parts 
of a single complex problem like simu-
lated deploYment of military forces — 
to experiments involving new methods 
of  transmitting data via satellite. The 

 Univ. of Hawaii,.which will be connected 
to the Arpanet shortly via satellite',  is 
undertaking the latter .project. The uni-. 
versity already has developed a data 
transmission syste.rn, using terrestrial 
broadcas t .  channels, which permits 
,much greater utilization of the band-
width during peak periods.. 

Its commercial future 

Regarding the Arpanet's future as a 
commercial  •  data communications 
medium, Dr .  Roberts believes "there 
are many possibilities. Visualize a net-
work in which suppliers and their cus-
tomers are ,  each connected to the net-
work via consoles and/or computers. 
Stock market information, simulation 
and modeling services needed by a 
company's 'engineering or marketing 
department, access to specialized sta-
tistical data bases, and additional com-
puter support in the form of machine 
tirne and/or specialized .software are 
just a few of the Services that could be 
offered. Although these services are 
now available on-line in many areas, 
the user frequently needs a different 
terminal for each and has tà learn a 
number . of different communication 
protocols. Also, once he begins patro-
nizing a given supplier, it's difficult to 
change.  • 

"The network would eliminate these 
problems, since each user's terminal 
would be common to all applications, 
and a common communications proto-
Col would be employed. Also, assuming 
more than one supplier of a particular 
service was accessible through the net-
work, the user could shop - around 
before contracting \vith any of them and 
could change suppliers easily'later on if 
a competitor offered better prices or 
services." 

— Phil Hirsch 
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formerly 
Committee of Presidents 

of Universities of Ontario/ 
Comité des Présidents 

d'Université de l'Ontario 

CONSOL DES 
LIMUERSITÉS 

LY OTAR 

WHY A COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK FOR 
ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES 

This statement attempts to review past and 

present plans for an Ontario Universities 

Computer Communications Network, including 

the benefits and impact to be expected from 

such a Network. 

THE PAST: 

In June 1969, the Ontario Government endorsed 

the decision of the then Committee of Presidents 

to establish a full-time Computer Coordination 

Group (now the Office of Computer Coordination 

- °CC), This ,decision arose from recommendations 

côntained in the final report of the Joint Ad-

Hoc Subcommittee on Regional Computing Centres, 

formed in 1968 by CPUO and the Committee on 
University Affairs to study and advise on 

questions relating to the establishment  of .a  

•regional computing centre in Ontario. The 

Joint Subcommittee's final recommendations, 

which departed from the original notion of 

setting up a regional computing centre, 

suggested the desirability of investigating 

alternative patterns to provide for the 
universities' computing needs. 

OBJECTIVES: 

The objectives of the OCC are: first, to 
enable the universities to exploit economies 

of scale which can be derived from their 

aggregate purchasing power of computing services 

in such a way as to negate the effects of 

geography as far as possible; second, to ensure 

that the universities are kept informed about 

developments in computing technology; and 

third, to study and advise on future 

arrangements for cooperation among the 

universities in the provision of computer 

services, and on methods of financing such 

arrangements. 

Most of the activities of the OCC involve 

cooperation and participation by individual 

members of the universities in its several 

Task Forces and Interest Groups. Currently, 

the major area of activity for the OCC centres 

on developing an Ontario universities' computer 

communications network. 

Editor: John Butcher 
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NETWORK ACTIVITIES: 

The Council of Ontario Universities 

gave the Office of Computer Coordination 

its support in the analysis and develop-
ment of plans for a computer communica-
ti ons network, as outlined in the report 

of the Task Force on Data Communications. 

The OCC is currently involved in the 

first phase, which consists of creating 

a threshold service through the estab- 

lishment of a minimal working network by 
linking together a number of universities 

with data transmission lines, develop-

ing an inter-university tariff structure 

and performing a major network system 

design. The first two . are ongoing 
activities which are continuously 

monitored. 

The first step toward a major system 

design, a document entitled "Preliminary 

Design Specifications for a Computer 

Communications Network", was completed 

in July, 1971. 
A brief design summary, based on the 

above report, was sent to agencies which 

supply products or services, with a view 

to seeking an evaluation of the design 

and estimated costs, taking into account 

existing products and services. The 

preliminary design specifications will 

be reviewed and modified in view of the 

responses by suppliers and independent 
expert  appraisers. 

It is expected that the final design 

specifications, financial plans, manage-

ment plans and a detailed cost/benefit 

analysis will be submitted to the Council 
of Ontario Universities for approval in 
February 1972. 
The proposed network is planned to be 

a distributed, store-and-forward system, 
based on Node Control Units (NCUs) 
located at each computer site. The NCUs 
will be developed around mini-computers 
and will use special hardware and soft-
ware. The primary functions of an NCU 
will be to handle user terminals and to 
interface with both a high speed commun-
cations network and large-scale computer 
systems. 

This network will enable a geographi-
cally distributed population of user 

terminals to communicate with a diverse 
population of large-scale computer sys-

tems. Further, the network will be 

Invisible  to both the user terminals and 

the computer systems. With regard to 

reliability, the network is expected to 

provide a level of performance as good as, 

or better ,  than, that attainable using 

direct point-to-point connections. 

In planning a network, a number of 

other non-technical areas have to be 

investigated, including inter-university 

computer charging, long-range planning of 

computer facilities, standardization and 

pulication of software documentation, 
network performance monitoring and tuning, 

and user support and education. All of 

these areas are being actively pursued by 

:appropriate task forces and interest 

groups. 

The present and planned network, ex-

,pressing in tangible form both the in-

dependence and the inter-dependence of 

the universities, should offer signifi-

cant benefits. • 

BENEFIT AND IMPACT OF A COMPUTER NETWORK 
FOR THE ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES: 	, 

Dr. H. Brooks, Chairman of the Committee 

on Science and Public Policy of the 

National Academy of Science, in an intro-

ductory letter to a National Academy of 

Science report - Computational Support 
for Theoretical Chemistry - wrote the 

following, which could apply word-for-

word: 

In the field of scientific computing 
generally, we appear to be in a tran-
sition between large-scale general 
university computing centers, which 
attempt to serve virtually  all  the 
computing needs of a single campus, 
or nearby groups of campuses, to a 
system of regional computing centres 
specialized to the needs of particular 
groups of disciplines or types of 
computing. In the last few years 
the diversity in types of computing 
services that are needed has increased 
enormously to the point where a single 
campus computing center can no longer 
economically satisfy all its users at 
the same time. The improvements in 
data communications and input-output 
equipment have led to a situation in 
which economies of scale for a particu-

lar class of computing can be better 



'realized by combining the demands of 
a single class of users on many cam-
puses, rather than those of a variety 
of users.on a single campus. These 
economies apply not only to hardware, 
but also to software, programs, and 
consulting services to a special 
community of users. 

Dr. C. Smith, Director of Management 
Services, State of California, in a paper 
presented at the 1971 Spring Joint Com-
puter Conference said: 

...we (the State of California) expect 
the colleges to establish and agree 
upon the extent to which they truly 
need EDP (electronic data processing) 
resources, to determine the best way 
to use them, and to make certain that 
they are used in that way. Given the 
current state of economic reality, we 
can no longer affôrd the luxury of 
each department, or even each campus, 
acting independently. It has become 
imperative to adopt a sound and com-
prehensive approach in deciding what 
computers will do on campus and how 
it will be done. 

The need to rationalize computing 
expenditure while at the same tiMe 
creating equal opportunities and greater 
computing power for all university  com-
puter users, prompted the proposal for 
the development of a Computer Communica-
tions Network. 

The principal aim of the peoposed 
Ontario UniVersities *Computer Communica-
tions Network will be'uo make every local 
computer resource, including computer 

II hardware, software and data, available 
 to any  user on the network. The pro- 

jected design of the network aims to 

II . eliminate the,size.and distance limita-
tions  which currently affect the user 
communities. The greatest immediate 
benefits will be to users at the smaller 

II or more remote universities who will, 
through the netwOrk, have available the 
combined resources of many computing 

II centres as opposed to being limited to 
the capacity of any Single computing fa-
cility. 

Of wider significance is the féct that 
II the design of the proposed Ontario.net-. 
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work would be consistent 

be an important building 

future national network, 

recently proposed by the 

of Canada. 

The economic benefits of computer net- 

works were stated in the Science Council's 

Report No ,  13, August 1971, A Trans-
Canada Computer Communications Network: 

a) A network will offer a greater 
variety and a greater number of 
users, thus.....a host of new 
computing and information services 
will become possible. 

b) Economics of shared resources will 
become possible. First, copies of 
certain information files are 
.currently kept permanently in many 
computers. When these computers 
can communicate via a network, it 
will be possible to do away with 
many of the copies and use remote 
access to shared copies with a 
saving in cost. Second, there is 
considerable surplus computer 
capacity ... (and a network) 
could allow a restricted form of 
load sharing (analogous to toad 
sharing on electric power grids), 
thus permitting fuller use of our 
computer capacity. 

c) Economy of specialization will be 
encouraged. Specialized computer 
designs which do certain kinds of 
work with greatly improved effi-
ciency are being developed. By 
permitting wider access to com-
puters, the network will allow 
work to be directed to the most 
suitable machine, thereby encourag-
ing the use of these specialized 
and more efficient designs. 

d) Economies of scale wilt be 
encouraged. Within certain limits, 

• it appears that doubling the cost 
of a computer roughly quadruples 
its capacity (Grosch's Law). 

• Again, access by computers to wider 
circles of users will permit this 
technical fact to be exploited 
more fully. 

In brief, the major impact  of a net- 

work will be that the computer user will 

no longer-be subject to the restrictions  

with, and would 

block in, a 

such as that 

Science CoUncil 

I .  
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imposed by the use of any one machine. He 

will have available to him a spectrum of 

machines and services, enabling him to 

make the fullest and most effecient use 
of his computer expenditure. 

* * *' 

1 

Council of Ontario Universities/ 
Conseil des Universités de l'Ontario 
102 Bloor Street West 
Toronto 181, Ontario 
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Minutes of the 1st Meeting held between the University 
of Saskatchewan, the University of Waterloo, The Depart-
ment of Communications (Ottawa), the Computer Coordina-
tion Group (Ottawa),Université Laval and l'Université du 

Québec 

2050. West St-Cyrille Boulevard 
St-Foy, Quebec 10, P.Q. 

Friday, March 19th, 1971, 10.15A.M. 

Present: 

Messrs. Pierre Ardouin, Comité de coordination d'informatique 
Raymond A. Beaudoin, Université du Québec 
C.F.A. Beaumont, University of Waterloo 
M.P. Brown, Computer Coordination Group, Ottawa 
Dr. D. Cowan, University of Waterloo 
Dr. J. de Mercado, Communications, Ottawa 
Dr. W.F. Forbes, University of Waterloo 
Blaine Holmlund, University of Saskatchewan 

•  Dr. D. Morgan, University of Waterloo 
Glenn Peardon, University of Saskatchewan 
Joseph B. Reid, Université du Québec 
Louis P.A. Robichaud, Université Laval 
Dr. C.D. Sheppard, Communications, Ottawa 
Richard Shirley, Comterm, Montreal 
Dr. Larry Symes, University of Saskatchewan 

Mr,,Beaudoin welcomed the visitors to l'Université,du,Québec 
and invited the representatives of the University of Saskatchewan 
to proceed. 

Mr. Peardon and Mr. Holmlund said that the University of 
Saskatchewan, which now feels isolated, strongly support the 
concept of a Canadian university computer network. Later they 
would like to join the ARPA network. The University now has an 
IBM 360 Model 50 at its Saskatoon campus and a Model 40 at its 
Regina campus. The Model 40 can now send joh3to the Model 50 by 
remote job entry. Soon, using a software package designed by Dr. 
James Fields of Waterloo, they hope to be able to send jobs in 
either direction. Each computer will then be specialized. WATFIVE 
will be resident in only one computer. Data banks that will be 
accessible through the network are the catalog of the Provincial 
Library in Regina, and the Library of Congress catalog cards on 
magnetiC tape in Saskatoon. The Saskatchewan Government Telephone 
System is giving support to the network. Two people are working 
full time on the software. 
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Dr. Cowan said that Waterloo is well supplied with com-
puting power, with an IBM 360 Model 75, Model 50 and Model 44, 
and a PDP 11, but they hope to exchange information through a 
network. They will probably be a node in the network of 

Ontario universitl.es. They are interested in the technical 
problems of communication, in linking incompatible computers 
and in simulation of networks to determine their usefulness. 
They have a mini-network within the university and for a time 
they supplied remote computing to Brock University, St. Catharines. 

Waterloo could devote their Model 50 to the network. They have 
a technical staff of two full-time, plus four or five co-op 
students, who can build interfaces. Two or three are now working 
on interfacing. 

Mr. Brown summarized the work of the Computer Co-ordination 
Group of the Committee of Presidents of the Universities of Ontario 

which was set up in the fall of 1969. In October 1970 the proposal 
of the Group for the development of a computer-communications net-
work received the unanimous approval of the 14 universities of the 
Committee. The Group has studied the ARPA network and the network 
being developed by the National Physical Laboratory in the United 
Kingdom. In December 1970 the preliminary analysis of the Group 
was completed and Mr. Shirley was retained as a technical consultant. 

A tentative proposal for support was made to the Department of 
Communications on March 8, 1971. The reception was favorable, but 
Mr. Brown believed more support from the Department could be expected 
if the network crossed provincial boundaries. L'Université Laval 
have said that they are interested in joining the Ontario network 
but l'Université de Montréal have not yet decided. The Group has 
already spent $70,000. and its budget from the Committee of Presidents 
is $140,000. for the year 1971-72. The total funding needed over a 
two-year period is $1,600,000. 

Dr. Forbes, who is a member of the governing committee of the 
Computer Co-ordination'Group, could not predict the reaction of the 
Committee of Presidents to a cross-border network, 

Mr. de Mercado thought that the common carriers, who have 2,000 
men working on setting up a Canadian computer network, would welcome 
a university computer network and might donate the necessary circuits 
for some months. The Department of Communications could help in this 
regard. The Department thinks we can do better than ARPA in Canada 
and is prepared to go to bat for the universities if they can agree 
among themselves. A proposal from universities across Canada would 
be politically very opportune and could hardly be rejected by Cabinet. 
The addition of the University of British Columbia to the group re-
presented here would give critical mass. 

..3 
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Mr.  Brown,  although confident.in  the proposal of his 
group, thought that more than one technology should be ex-
plored.in Canada so , that we should not put all our eggs in 
one basket. : 

Mr. Robichaud said a start could be made with.sub-netwbrks 
that could be joined later if designed properly. 

Mr. Ardouin said that la Conférence des Recteurs et des 
Principaux des Universités du Québec set up a Comité de Coordi-
nation d'Informatique des Universités du Québec two years ago • 

 On 4 December 1970 le Comité requested a grant of $33,000. from 
le Ministère des Communications du Québec to support a study of 
the implications and means of pooling certain of the computing 
resources of the universities of Quebec. No money has yet been 
granted for this purpose. 

Mr. Beaudoin mentioned that he is the Chairman of the Commu-
nications Committee of la Conférence des Recteurs, which is con-
cerned with computing, audio-visual aids, and libraries. L'Uni-
versité du Québec recently signed an agreement with le Ministère 
des Communications du Québec to set up a Secrétariat de Communica-
tions to study communication questions in Quebec. L'Université du 
Québec has its own network linking CDC 3150's at Montreal, Trois-
Rivières and Chicoutimi and CDC 200  terminais  at Varennes and 
Rimouski to a CDC 6400 at Quebec. If l'Université du Québec is 
limited to a purely provincial network it will not be able to serve 
l'Université Laurentienne and l'Université de Moncton. Although le 
Ministère des Communications may not support a Quebec network they 
cannot object to a national network. 

Dr, de Mercado suggested a meeting in Ottawa on April 27 of 
representatives of the universites, the Department of Communications, 
the Department of Trade and Commerce, the National Research Council 
and the common carriersto develop a plan of action. 

Dr. Forbes suggested that only one more university should be 
brought in at this stage, but that it should be made clear that this 
is not an exclusive group. 

- Dr. de Mercado mentioned the University of.British Columbia, and 
Mr, Beaudoin said Dalhousie University would want to join. 

•  4 
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Dr. Cowan. 	asked what would be the reaction of the Depart- 
Ment to regional networks. 

Mr. Reid . said that if regional networks are,to-be-established, 
it is important tn agree to standards for the messages to,be ex-
changed between computers so that these regional networks can 
later be united. 

Dr. Morgan agreed that the message format is the key problem. 
He was not clear what type of network was being discussed - dis-
tributed intelligence, star e  distributed star, Davies hierarchical. 
The ARPA network is not capable of allowing a process in one com-
puter to communicate with another process in another multiprogram-
ming computer. 

Dr. Forbes said somebody has to write a proposal. Should we 
link with the proposal of the Committee of Presidents of the Uni-
versities of Ontario, or should we create another network ? 

Dr. Sheppard asked what the traffic will be on the network. 

Mr. Robichaud said a unified, nation-wide network should be 
conceived first.•Then regional networks might develop, but they 
could be unified later without problems if they followed the 
national concept. 

Mr. Peardon said that a full-time director and staff would be 
needed to coordinate meetings of the technical people of the parti-
cipating universities. 

Dr. de Mercado stressed the need of a high level group in order 
to gain support. 

Mr. Beaudoin proposed that the Department of Communications 
should set up a national advisory board to advise the government in 
distributing funds for the network. 

Mr. Holmlund said the network could not be divorced from the 
Committee on Scientific and Technical Information of the National 
Research Council. We should ask the government to support two people 
in each region and the interface equipment; otherwise regional groups 
will develop. He recommended something more positive than an advisory 
committee. Compatibility is achieved by initiating something. A 
central group should be charged with standardization and deciding 
what interfacing is necessary. 

. .5 
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Mr. Brown supported the positive approach, but asked 
that nothing be done that might hold back the development 
of the Ontario network. 

After some discussion, the meeting agreed on the follow-
ing points: 

I) 	that a national advisory committee should be set up 
by the Department Of Communications to prepare and 
to oversee the implementation of a master plan 
for a trans-Canada university computer network; 

2) 	that a staff of two persons in each region should be 
provided to work full-time to oversee the development 
of the network; 

3) 	that the network should: 

a) be a distributed, store-and-forward network; 

b) be transparent to the using computers and 
terminals; 

c) accept computers of various types; 

d) operate over a variety of lines; 

4) 	that the master plan should take account of networks that 
exist or are under development, and should endeavor to 
incorporate them in the national network. 

It was also agreed that a representative from each of the 
organizations present will meet Dr. de Mercado in Ottawa on 
March 26 to prepare an invitation to a meeting in Ottawa on 
April 27 to draft a proposal. The invitation will be issued 
by the Department of Communications to the organizations present, 
the University of British Columbia, Dalhousie University, the 
National Research Council, the Department of Industry and Commerce, 
the Trans-Canada Telephone Network, CN-CP Telecommunications, and 
Bell Northern Electic Research. 

Quebec, March 25th, 1971 	 0 

JBR/amc 
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A POSITION PAPER 

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NATIONAL UNIVERSITY COMPUTING NETWORK 

To be submitted to the Department of Communications, Ottawa 

Introduction 

The challenge facing Canadians (particularly those concerned 
with the creation of a nation) in 1871 was to apply state-of-the-art tech-
nology to develop a trans-Canada transportation system -- a railway to carry 
the essential nutrients of .a growing nation, people and materiel, to all 
parts of the country. How this challenge was met is now history. Nonetheless, 
it gives perspective to what is proposed in this document to note that what 
was a controversial concept in 1871 became an accepted reality by 1900, and 
formed the essential main component of a network of regional railway lines 
blanketing the nation. 

One of the challenges facing Canadians in the 1970's is to es-
tablish the necessary foundation upon which a state-of-the-art, trans-Canada 
communications sYstem might be developed to carry information, ideas, symbols 
of commerce, and national values -- an essential electronic nervous system for 
a nation to thrive in the 21st century. The importance of this development to 
the welfare of the nation and to each Canadian has been recognized by the Federal 
Government and the resources of the nation are being mobilized to meet the chal-
lenge. The Department of Communications established a Telecommission in 1969 
and reports from studies commissioned are now being released. Related to this, 
the Science Council of Canada has suggested the development of a TRANS-CANADA 
COMPUTER NETWORK1  -- a completely new store-and-forward message switched tele-
communications system linking together computers in different physical locations. 
This system would make it possible for any computer in the network to be used 
through remote terminals. 

This possible development is of particular interest to the uni- 1 
versities in Canada who have developed a substantial computing resource both in•
terms of equipment and trained personnel. Recently, limited financial resourc'ps 
have forced the universities in each province to attempt to rationalize expene-
tuxes for computing by developing regional computing networks. The broader goal 
of evolving a TRANS-CANADA COMPUTER COMUNICATIONS NETWORK, and also that of 
developing systems to meet the regional needs of the universities might both be- 
nefit from the development of an experimental CANADIAN UNIVERSITY COMPUTING NETWORK. 

1. "Instant World- A report on telecommunications in Canada", Information 
Canada, 1971, page 168. 
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Potential Benefits of a Pilot Canadian University Computing Network (CANUNET) 

scale national systems, a supply of highly trained personnel must be avail-
able. The universities participating in .ffie development of the experi-
mental network CANUNET can provide this training. 

(2) Research and development experience. During the past several years, many 
theoretical studies of computer networks have been published. In addition," 
a number of computer communications networks are being developed in the 
United States and in Britain. However, the need in Canada is to gain prac-
tical experience on a broad scale in building and operating computer net- 11 
works. A pilot network using today's technology and available telecommuni-II 
cation circuits can develop a broadly distributed base of Canadian expe- 
rience which will be invaluable in the development of computer networks 
of the future. 

The advantages of developing the pilot national university com-
puting network as a precursor to the possible development of a TRANS-CANADA 
COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK are many and only a few are listed below. 

(1) The development and training of personnel. If Canada is to develop large II 

nputer networKs 

APPENDIX F 

(3) A greater variety of hardware, software, and data banks would be made avail-
able to a larger number of administrators, researchers, and scholars. For 
example, a computer network would enable someone in a small university to 
have available the computing power of the larger centers. Similarly, spe-
cialized data banks (such as the proposed NRC bank of scientific and tech- II 
nical information, the legal data banks at Queen's, Montreal and Laval, 
and the economic data bank at McGill) which cannot be maintained economic-
ally at more than one place could be made available to a larger community 11 
of scholars by a computer network. 

(4) The proposed network would provide the opportunity to study the economics 
of computer networks. Much is yet to be learned concerning the economics 
of operating a large-scale network. Computers differ in their suitability 
for various tasks. If a number of different computers are available in a 
network, each one might become more specialized in its tasks and a higher 
degree of efficiency may result. In addition, there would appear to be a 
possibility of off-loading local peak loads at area centers particularly 
because of different time zones across the country. Further, complex 
systems of programs require teams with specialized technical and programm- II 
ing knowledge to maintain and operate them effectively. The transfer of 
a system of programs from one computer to another of different characte-
ristics is often surprisingly difficult and expensive. Hence, in many 
cases, it is better to send the data to the programs than to try to operate II 
the programs wherever the data may be. 

(5) The opportunity to develop new applications. For example, the network would" 
make it possible to study the feasibility of •a Canadian Universities Library 
System. It would also facilitate inter-university research programs ,  
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The establishment of a CANADIAN UNIVERSITY COMPUTING NETWORK is a 
substantial undertaking requiring a great deal of planning and co-ordination. 
It is, therefore, proposed that the Department of Communications: 

(1) Establish a national board consisting of two university members in each 
participating province, and other members as deemed appropriate by the 
Department of Communications. This body should be advisory to the Depart-
ment and its functions should be policy formulation, co-ordination between 
activities in the different regions and evaluation. The national board 
may wish to create  i  small operating group consisting of full-time personnel 
plus appropriate representation from participating universities. 

(2) Appoint a small group to be charged with the task of developing a master 
plan for the development of a univerSity computing network. This group 
should visit Canadian universities to make an inventory of not only how 
these institutions might participate in the development of such a network, 
but also what needs exist at each institution that might be satisfied by 
the establishment of a university computing network. The master plan should 
describe the various phases of the overall project and indicate how each 
phase might be co-ordinated to realize the ultimate network. Insofar as 
possible, the master plan should give details of time, personnel, equipment, 
and costs required for the realization of the system. 

The only constraints which should be placed upon the development of 
a master plan at this time are the following: 

(a) the plan must be for a truly national network with a minimum of one 
campus in each province invited to participate in some aspect of 
its development; 

(b) the plan should accomodate regional diversity and technological 
alternatives within a framework of objectives, standards and con-
ventions; 

(c) the network should be designed to accept various types of computers 
and to operate over a variety of lines, and 

(d) the computer network must be transparent to the using odmputers and 
terminals. 

?3) After receipt of an approved master plan, ask a number of Canadian univer- 
sities, with the appropriate experience and representing various geograph-
ical regions of Canada, to construct a pilot computer network with the 
support of the Federal Government. The pilot network might initially com-
prise only a limited number of universities with additional universities 
being added as progress permits. Nonetheless, the network (CANUNET) should 
be considered as a co-operative venture of all the participating provinces 
and as many universities as possible should be encouraged to become involv-
ed in specific research projects that necessarily are a part of this proposed 
development. 

Prepared by: Morris P. Brown, Council of Ontario Universities 
Donald D. Cowan, University of Waterloo 
Blaine A. Holmlund, University of Saskatchewan 
J.M. Kennedy, The University of British Columbia 
Joseph B. Reid, Université du Québec 

3 
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MINUTE'S  

of the • 

FIRST CANUNET MEETING 

Meeting held on Wednesday, August llth, 1971. 

Present:  See attached list. 

Meeting  

On behalf of the Department, the Chairman, Mr. D.F. Parkhill 
thanked 'everyone for attending the meeting. A short review on the 
background of the DOCinvolvement in this project was then presented. 

Mr. Parkhill pointed out that the main objective was to 
prepare a viable plan on which the Cabinet could take action. Hence, 
the plan would have to include the technical uncertainties, identify . 
the development work, give a description of the cost and the possible 
sources of funding, in addition to the Federal Government, as well as 
recommend an'organization to build, operate and maintain the network. 

Mr. Parkhill suggested that a possibility cobld be a non-profit 
organization, capitalized by its membership, and which would manage the 
network. 

The Chairman also noted that some money ($35,000) has been 
set aside by theUniversity of Quebec to help defray the costs of 	. 
contributions by the -participating universities. He also pointed out 
that the focal point for'this project would be John deMercado, Department 
of Communications, and Joseph B. Reid, University of Quebec.' 

The meeting was :then opened to discussion. 

Terry Shepard explained that the main objective of the ARPA 
network had.been 't'o foster a community of users. Presently the system 
consisted of 20 nodes but the ARPA people were now . thinking of 200 nodes. 
Dr. Shepard stated that Larry Roberts, the "father of ARPA" has expressed 
his willingness to come to Canada and discuss CANUNET. 

Morris Brown then gave a short resume of his work on the 
linking of six universities in the Province of Ontario. He noted that 
some preliminary  design  work has been done but no final plan has yet 
been developed. He also identified two problems that this atudy Could 
face:- 

1) A timing problam, if the Master Plan had to precede a 
pilot plan; 

2) Problems in interfacing a national network with provincial 
computing networks. 

. 2 
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Brown also mentioned, that he envisaged that the Ontario project would 
involve expenditures of $3,000,000 over 3 years. This would be the 
cost of developing and manufacturing the node control units, the system 
software, etc., as well as management and operating costs. He also 
estimated that it would cost $75,000 to add a node to the network. 

Mr. Bonneau talked about the CESIGU (Comité d'élaboration 
d'un systéme d'informatique et de gestion des universités) project . 
which is studying the possibility of developing a network of Quebec 
universities. It was started 3 years ago with the idea'of establishing 
a common data bank.for all universities. They have developed an 
information booklet and he promised to send a copy to the Department 
of Communications. Their network would:- 

-- consist of a computing center to supply all coding 
-- have a computer to supply all the required statistics 

and which would: 

- provide for the interchange of information 
between all universities; 

- allow the possibility of using any centre and 
its available programs; 

- permit IBM or CDC computers to work together 
on the same network. 

He expressed the hope that by 1972 a final decision concerning II 
the system. will be reached so that an operational network could-be'irC 
existence by next June or July. 

This year's budget is $1,000,000 with a staff of 30 to 40 
people. Ten million to fifteen million dollars will be required in 
the next five years, 40% to 50% will be from the actual university 
budgets and at the end of five years the man power should have grown 
to two hundred man months. Mr. Bonneau pointed out that the work has 
been divided among the different universities, for example Laval is 
considering the financial implication, Quebec the student files, etc. 
They hope that before Christmas they will have finished defining their 
objectives and agreed upon the network standards. 

Mr. Bonneau also mentioned that they have not yet touched 
upon the library problem. 

Mr. Parkhill pointed out that the National Network we are 
Proposing might not be as technically sophisticated as the CESIGU one. 

Dr. Jim Kennedy of UBC stated that no inter university computer 
committees exist in British Columbia. He also pointed out that since 
UBc is located so far away from the eastern universities, communication 
costs are very high. He is anxious to see the introduction of flat 
rate (i.e., distance independent) tariffs for communication/computer 
networks. He also mentioned that he had a team of experts on tele- 
processing software and hardware, who might be committed to this project. 

• • •.3 
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Mrs. Elizabeth Payne of Dalhousie, said that it is becoming 
very clear that their computing centre would not be capable of supplying 
the full range of services required by its users. Hence, they would 
like to be able to access outside facilities. Current communications 
costs however are a major obstacle. Consequently she fully supported 
the plea for a distance independent tariff. 

Mr. Parkhill said that it might be possible to arrange special 
tariffs for the universities. 

Mr.. MacRae discuàsed some of the National Library's efforts 
in the area of large scale networks and pointed out that  the National 
Library and the National Science Library  are  integrating their systems. 
A budget of $500,000 for this fiscal year has been assigned to these 
projects. 

Dr. Holmlund of Saskatchewan noted that a regional network is 
being investigated in his Province and that presently Regina and 
Saskatoon are linked up without charge bSt the Telephone Co. They have 
also developed a resource group to meet the operational needs of 
organizations like sMall hospitals. In . addition they are also linked 
to the Queen's University legal data bank system. . 

Conclusion 

It was agreed, that in order to initiate the préparation of 
the first draft of the Master Plan, that universities should send' 
written submissions of their problems, their ideas of what the network 
should do and what they could offer to the project in terms of equip-
ment and expertise. 

The universities will submit their comments to Mr. Reid by 
the 10th of September. 	Re will then generate the first draft report 
tn time for the next meeting. 

The next meeting will be held on FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1st, 1971. 

Meeting adjourned at 3:45 p.m. 
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NAME 	 ORGANIZATION  

1 

(1) D.F. Parkhill 

(2) E.R. Acheson 

(3) Elizabeth Payne 

(4) C. Falardeau 

(5) D.D. Cowan 

(6) B.A. Holmlund 

(7) M.P. Brown 

(8) L.P. Bonneau 

(9) R. Guindon 

(10) B.A. Bowen 

(11) C. Lemyre 

(12) Louis P.A. Robichaud 

(13) Pierre Ardouin 

(14) L.F. MacRae 

(15) C.D. Shepard 

(16) J.B. Reid 

(17) E.A. Seaman 

(18) W.C. Brown 

(19) J.W. Brahan 

(20) C.C. Gotlieb 

(21) J.M. Kennedy', . 

(22) Leon Katz 

(23) Louis - Brunel 

(24) John deMercado 

(25) John Madden 

(26) ,  Judith Wright 

(27) Hans von Baeyer 

(28) Ron Walsh  

Department.of Communications 

Government Telecommunications Agency (DOC) 

Dalhousie University 

Secretary of State Department 

University of Waterloo 

University  of Saskatchewan 

Council of Ontario Universities 

CwE.S.I.G.U. - Québec 

Department of Communications 

Carleton University 

University of Ottawa 

Université Laval 

Université Laval -.Comité d'Informatique des 
Universités du Québec 

Associate National Librarian 

Computer/Communications Task Force / DOC 

Université du Québec 

DOC / Communications Research Centre 

National Research .Council 

National Research Council . 

11 
University of Toronto / Council of 

Ontario Universities 
 

University of British Columbia 

Science  Council of Canada / U. of Sask. 

Université du Québec 

Department of Communications 

Computer/Communications  Task Force - DOC. 

Computer/Communications .Task Force - DOC 

Computer/Communications Task Force - DOC 

Dept. Industry, Trade and Commerce. 

1 
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universitë du québec 
SIÈGE SOCIAL: 2E25 ,  BOULEVARD LAURIER ,  STE-FOY.  QUÉBEC (10e). TÉL.: (410) 6S1-7220 

7 September 1971 

Several Canadian universities have expressed an interest 
in working together to establish an experimental Canadian University 
Computer Network (CANUNET) and have approached the Departm-èht of Commu-
nications in this regard. Two meetings have been held to discuss this 
proposal, one at the Université du Québec, in Québec, on 19 March 1971, 
and one at the Department of Communications, in Ottawa, on 11 August 
1971. A position paper, a copy of which is attached, was prepared by 
representatives of some of the interested universities. 

The Department of Communications has awarded a contract 
to the Université du Québec to study the feasibility of, and to develop 
a plan for creating CANUNET. The University has been given the task of 
forming a study group composed of professionally qualified members to 
define by 31 March 1972 an inter-university computer network plan, its 
modalities, its •costs and its revenue sources, and to recommend manage-
ment structures and institutional arrangements. 

The contemplated network will consist of high and medium 
power computers of various makes and it must be  open .ended and capable 
of accommodating  al].  Canadian universities. It must be able to function 
over telecommunication lines of various speeds as expansion and traffic 
requirements dictate. It should be transparent to user terminals. It 
should use existing elements as much as possible. 
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2. 

The project will, so far as possible, comprise the 
following stages: 

(1) Investigation of the present situation and search 
for documentation. 

(2) Development of concepts and guidelines for the 
network. 

(3) Definition of the message format and the tele-
communication protocol, including the necessary 
network control. 

(4) Evaluation of alternative institutional arrange-
ments, i.e., management structure for operational 
network financial arrangements, rules for partici-
pation, etc. 

(5) Definition of the modalities of the implementation. 

(6) Preparation of estimates. 

(7) Identification of sources of financing. 

The coordinating committee that took place in Ottawa on 
11 August proposed that sub-committees be established to work on five 
aspects of the project: 

(1) Communication  costs: what will they be and how can they be most 
equitably shared? 

(2) Utilization of network: what are the problems for the user caused 
by different operating systems, languages, conventions, packages, 
etc., employed at the various computers of the network?  Flow  can 
these problems be minimized so that users can be persuaded to take 
advantage of the network. 

(3) Coordination between regions:  how can the various regional univer-
sity networks now in the discussion stage be connected to form a 
Canadian university network. 

(4) Network desiruj the hardware and software specifications of the net-
work elements, and, in particular, the message format and telecommun-

, 	ication protocol. 
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I .  

Joseph B. Reid 
Directeur à l'exploitation 

informatique 
Université du Québec 

APPEMDIX H4 

3. 

•(5) Institutional framework: management structure, financial  arrange- •
ments,  rules for participation, etc.. 

The purpose of this letter is to ask for: 

(1) Your comments on this study; 

(2) A preliminary statement of your university's possible interest 
in the development of CANUNET; 

(3) The names, appropriate qualifications, and special interests, of 
individuals at your university who might participate in the work 
of one or other of the sub-committees listed in the previous para-
graph. 

(4) The computing resources --hardware, software.and data banks - at 
your university that could be of use to other universities through 
CANUNET. 

The work plans and funding of the sub-committees will 
be discussed at the net meeting of the coordinating committee on 
1 October 1971. Hence, a prompt reply, even though very provisional, 
would be very much apPreciated. 

JIM/re 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

VANCOUVER 8, CANADA 

COMPUTING CENTRE 

M. Joseph Reid 
Directeur à l'exploitation informatique 
Université du Québec 
2050 Quest, Boul. St-Cyrille, 
Ste-Foy 
Québec (10e). 

September 8, 1971. 

Dear Joe: 

I have returned from vacation so close to the September 10 deadline 
for submissions on CANUNET that there isn't time to prepare a polished 
document. In fact, I don't know that I have a great deal to add to what you 
already know of my feelings and the "British Columbia Position" as set out 
in our correspondence earlier this year and in the minutes of the meeting on 
August 11. Anyhow, here are a few random thoughts. 

Perhaps I am too much influenced by reading Volume 2'of Berton's book 
on the CPR over the weekend and the Science Councirs release on Leon Katz's 
report yesterdayi But I think if we are going to call this.a national pilot 
network we should - emphasize the national  benefits, andle'less pre-occupied 
with what it will do for this or that university, or this or that scholar in 
some corner of the country. 

There seems to have been a failure to grasp this point on the part of some 
of the university participants, and this has carried over into the thinking of 
the Department of Communications in what I regard as an unfortunate way. In 
this respect, the "Position Paper" scores a good deal better than Doug Parkhill's 
memorandum of July 12, 1971 to Mr.- Pelletier: the latter lists the benefits 
to the participating universities first, and fails to give enough weight to the 
potential benefits to Canada. 

As a result, we seem to be sliding into a position of approaching DOC 
as if it was the National Research Council with its mandate to foster university 

research. This leads to DOC's position, as outlined by Mr. Parkhill, that the 

federal government cannot make gr.ants to provide educational facilities, but 
could deal with some consortium 41 the universities and/or provinces would set 
one up. 

I think we have somehow got the whole thing turned upside down. 

Cont'd 	/ 



_ 

J. M. Kennedy 
Director, 

JMK:ls 
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M. Joseph Reid, Universite du Quebec. 	September 8, 1971. 

Let's stop trying to fit DOC into the role of benefactor for a 
number of present or projected regional networks, or into the role of 
equalizer of regional disparities in available university facilities 
and concentrate on (1) what advantages a pilot network offers to Canada 
that would justify its support by DOC; and (2) why the universities 
are the right group to undertake it. I think most of the points are already 
lying around in our other documents -- if your first draft comes out along 
these lines I'll be happy to try to add further points for the next one. 

So much for philosophy. I have already indicated that U.B.C. is 
prepared to contribute some talent and some CPU time to a national system 
over the next two or three years if it looks as if we are going to get 
anywhere.  1 am convinced that within a few years, my duty to the University 
requires that I get us hooked into some network that will keep U.B.C. computer 
users at the forefront of modern techniques. I also foresee a need for 
participation in a library network of some kind. 

At present, we have completed our expansion plans to look after the 
university's needs for the early seventies: our Duplex 360/67 has been 
running well for nearly a year, and the WS time-sharing software is in good 
shape. Thus the group of three or four professionals (with technical assistants) 
who have been working on new projects -- including the attachment of remote 
devices and remote computers to our system through a pair of minicomputers 
attached to the multiplexor channels -- are available for some new major 
effort. Their main contribution could probably be in the area of design of the 
actual network and its software protocols. 

Good luck in pulling all this stuff together. I'll be seeing you on 
October 1 -- or will you be in Toronto for the Computer Conference? 

Sincerely yours, 
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COMPENTS ON THE CAtI ,J»7:i PPOJECT 

A Preliminery Response from The Alberta Universities 

Commission Steering Committee on Computer Development 

In mid-1970, on the initiative of the Alberta Universities 

Commission, a Steering Committee representinn all pottesecondary 

educational institutions in the Province was set up to study 

cooperative planned development of computing facilities. 	The 

Committee is most interested in the proposed CANUNET project, 

because availability of computing power outside the Province 

would directly influence development of computing within the 

Province, and because post-secondary institutions within the 

Province  could potentially communicate through the network. 

Preliminary contact with the University of Alberta, University 

of Calgary, and University of Lethbridge indicate a high degree 

of interest in the project, a willingness to participate in its 

planning, and a willingness to channel input to the Department 

of Communications through the Universities Commission Committee. 

It is hoped that this mechanism to provide representation from 

the Province of Alberta can be officially ratified at an early 

date. 

The position paper of 2 June 1971, prepared by  Brown, et el. 

is a staLement consistent with the aims and interest of the 

Universities Committee at this time. 

We are enthusiastic about the CANUNET concept and delighted 

that the Committee has been financially enabled to undertake the 

present feasibility study. 

. 	A statement from each of the three  Alberta.  Universities 

together 	a list of nominees for the proposed working 

committees follows. 
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The University  of Lethbridge  

The network will 'no doubt be of benefit to the large 

universities in many ways. 	For the small, emerging institutions.. 

its implementation may well prove to be •crucial- 	As the uses 

of computing in education diversify and the computing facility 

becomes a substantial and essential part of a university's ' 

educational resOurces, the small university will be-quite unable 

to furnish the capital equipment from its 	budget alone and••ill 

consequently be left far behind in the current advances in. the • 

computing art, unless it can share a large-scale Sy,stem within 

the univer'sity•community. 	Experience here indicates that the 

size of the computer needed is a function more .of-the computer 

application than of the • size of the insti.tution. 	The difference 

then between the. .requirements of small and large institutions 

lies mainly in the amount of use required of àny class of 

computing'facility. 	At  Lethbridge, the  divers ity  of desired 

computing facilities is similar to those•experienced at large 

institutions, although•the usàge of each class Of facility will 

be relatively smarler. • 	• 

At the University of Lethbridge, the p - resent technology gap 

between the small ,and large' institutions is felt keenly. 	Specialized 

research in the physical sciences here - requires access to computers 

up to a CDC 7600 .class. 	Computer Aided Instruction experiments 

of interest to-Education faculty await access to à specialized CAI 

computer facility. 	Access to the economics data bank at McGiil 

and the law bank at Queens will likely be valuable in the near 

future. 	An advanced management ïnformation System and libi- ary in- , 

formation eXchange system would contribute to University operations. 

Experience' at  the Unrversity of Lethbridge using the DDD 

.telephone facility - and • private computer utilities indicates. that 

this route cannot fulfirr the requirements. 	The error rateln 

transmission is excessive while the services•offered by utilities 

suffer from lack'of diversity. 	There is evidence.of 'cream simming" 
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in the choice of services provided. 	Alternatives to the DDD 

service, such as private line rental, were economically un-

acceptable and are clearly wasteful 	of  resources. 	A rationally 

organized network appears Io be the effective way to close the 

technology gap. 

In considerihg the degree of participation by the telephone 

companies, the experience of some western universities may 

provide useful input. 
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The University  of Alberta 

AvoUable Equipment 

The Department of Computing Services operates an IBM 360/ 6 7 

computer using the MTS (Michigan Terminal System) to provide 

comprehensive time-sharing service to the University and 

environment. 	This system could be made available to other 

institutions if a link were provided through CANUNET. 

Interest in CANUNET 

The following list indicates some uses of the network than 

can be projected at the present time. 

- access to other computing facilities during peak 

loading periods 

- use of other computing facilities for specialized hardware 

and software applications. 

- access to the NRC computer for CAI use 

- access to Statistics Canada data bases 

- access to National Science Library and National Library 

CAN/SDI bibliographic data bases 

- access to the economics data base.at  McGrll University 

- access to the law data base at Queens University 

- direct data link to the TRIUMF project at University 

of British Columbia 

- access to administrative data bases at other Universities 

Resources for Network Design 

The Department of Computing Servicef-, has an active systems 

development group whose expertise could be made available at 

various stages of the project. 	In addition the Department of 

Computing Science has a comprehensive research program and a 

number of faculty members have expressed willingness to participate 

in the work of the CANUNET committees. 	The research program within 

the Department of Computing Science includes information retrieval 
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studies with emphasis upon on-line access to large data banks, 

optimum methods of access, and data compression techniques. 

Fundamental studies are also being made of operating systems 

design. 

A list of nominees for the proposed working committees 

of the CANUNET design project is attached. 
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Canadian University Computer Network (CANUNET) 
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. 	The University of Calgary 	H 

October 27, 1971 
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Comment On Study  

The interest of The University of Calgary in participating in the 

CANUNET project is in its potential for resource sharing. 

We can envisage three distinct resource types in the following 

order of priority: 

1.Data Bases 

2. Software Packages and Operating Systems 

3.Hardware Features and Availability 

In the centext of regional computer networks, hardware availability 

is the most important factor. In national and international networks 

data bases and to a lesser degree software availability are the over-riding 

concerns. 

Since CANUNET is national in scope we believe that greater emphasis 

should be given to data-base and software-package access and less impor-

tance be placed on raw computer power which is in most cases adequately 

available at the regional level.  •  In short more emphasis should be placed 

on the resource and less on the tool to exploit it. This dos  not mean 

that hardware networks at the national level are unimportant. 

It would be an extremely significant achievement if CANUNET could 

make Statistics Canada data-bases as available in Vancouver as they are 

in Ottawa or if bibliographic data-bases residing in the National 

Library could be accessed with equal facility in all parts of the country. 

Funding of CANUNET will have wider  support if the emphasis is on the 

sharing of information rather than computer power. 

With respect to significant applications.of the network we see 

the following of special significance in the order cited: 

1. Give impetus to use of computers as information processors. 



2.Give direction to developments in communication technology. 

3.Open new areas of teaching and research. 

4. Specialization of use - centres of excellence concept. 

S.  Standardization, data element dictionaries. ' 

I 

I 
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II Statement Of Interest  

Computer Networks have been around for a decade as concepts. The 

time is right  for  getting an experimental project up and running so 

that those of us in the profession can get  saine  hands-on experience 

in their associated promises and problems. 

We do not see networks and the panacea for all our ills. Most 

honest university computer service heads will confess that their pro-

blems locally are indeed sufficient for the day. At the same time, 

we want to insure that the Department  of Computer  Services at The 

University of Calgary participates in any developments in computer 

technology particularly when there developments relate to universities 

and are national in scope. 

To this end we are prepared to consider contributing such re- 

sources  (men,  money and machines) as the benefits, in time, may justify. 
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III Sub-Committee Representatives  

• 	 With respect to The University of Calgary representation on the 

various sub-committees we make the . following suggestions: 

1. Computer Costs Sub-Committee - Nowakowsky, E.F., CA; 

Manager, Department of Administrative Systems. 

2. Utilization of Network Sub-Committee - Baecker, H.D., 

BA MA (Camb) F.B.C.S., Associate Professor and Administrative 

. Officer, Department of Mathematics, Statistics and Computing 

Science. 

3. Coordination between Regional Sub-Committee - Sheehan, B.S., 

BE CM.S.T.C.), EM (M.I.T.), PhD (Conn.), PEng; Director, 

Office of Institutional Research, 

4. • Network Design Sub-Committee - Marx, C.B., B Conmt (Alta) 

MA (Alta) CDP. 

5. Institutional Framework Sub-Committee - Norrie, D.H., 

BE (:ant.), BSc (Otago), PhD (Adel.); Director of Information 

Services Division. 

Additional resource personnel who have expressed interest in 

participation include: 

1. Hallworth, H.T., BA DipT MA (Lond.), PhD (Birm.), V-BPsS; 

Professor Department of Educational Psychology, and Academic 

Co-ordinator, Faculty ofEducation Computer Applications. 

2. Wittig, R.J., Bsc (Calg.); Systems Programmer, Department 

pf Computer Services. Expericiced in interfacing computers 

of various types. 

3. Harrison, D.C., BSc (Lond.), ACGI, MICE, PEng; Programmer-

Analyst, Department of Computer Services. Experienced in 

ICES and GENESYS, large application packages in Engineering. 
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IV Computer Resources at The University of Calgary  

(a) Power: 

Our most significant power resource in - terms of an actual 

regional and potential national contribution to a computer net-

work is our CDC 6400 computer which is configurated as follows: 

CDC 6400, 65K, 10-peripheral processors, 64 ports for inter- 

active terminais, 16 ports for batch terminais, 4-604 7-track 

tapes, 1-609 9-track tape, 1-6603 disk, 6-854 disks to be re-

placed by 2-844 disks in June 1972. On-line storage is currently 

• 

	

	limited to application programs and small user files. Operates 

under KRONOS 2.0. 

The design of this machine,10-peripheral processors linked 

to a central processor,makes it a computer network within itself. 

We also have a 360/50 which is dedicated to administrative 

type use: 

IBM/360 Mcdel 50, 512K, 3 channels, 6-2401-V 1600/800 bpi tapes, 

10-2314 disk drives,,unit record equipment. On-line storage is 

limited to application programs. Uses OS with MVT option. 

A study is under-way to ascertain the feasibility and desir-

ability of adding teleprocessing facilities to this system. 

In addition The University of Calgary presently has 2 TSS8's 

and several other mini-computers some of which now communicate with 

the CDC 6400. 

1 
1 
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(b) software: 

Below is a list of the software which could potentially 

be made available provided interfacing problems could be resolved. 

COMPASS (CDC Assembler) 
FORTRAN* 
BASIC* 
TEXT-EDITOR* 
ALGOL 
COBOL 
APT 
SLMSCRIPT 
SIMULA 
PERT 
MIMIC 
SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) 
SSP (Scientific Subroutine Package) 
ECAP 
SCEPTRE** 
BgD (UCLA Statistics Packages)** 
Dartmouth Basic Programs ** 
MACRAN** 
CalComp Plotting 
SORT/MERGE 
File Manipulation, Storage and Retrieval Utilities 
ICES 
GENESYS 
TEXT-PAC 
KWIC/KWOC 
DATAMAN 
SIS II 
* available on TTY network 
** soon to be installed or contemplated for installation 

In addition to this list we will be looking at some inter-

active statistics programs and if we can obtain CDC APL and con-

vert our 360/APL libraries these would also be available. 

.1 
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(c)  Data-Bases: 

Data-Bases potentially available at The University 

of Calgary include: 

1. Bibliographic Data-Bases (Engineering Index, ERIC, SPINO). 

2. Scientific Data-Bases (Cosmic Ray). 

3 , University Management Data-Bases (Space, Student Information, 

Data-Base Dictionaries, etc.). 
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V Computer Resources Elsewhere of Interest to The University of Calgary  

Resources which The University of Calgary would like to access 

through the network are as follows: 

1.Access to NRC computer for GAI use. 

2.Access to National Science Library and National Library 

CAN/SDI bibliographic data-bases (eg. Inspec, ISI, Chem. Titles, 

Chem.Condensates, Medlars, Geo-ref., PIP, BA Previews, Marc) 

3.Access to Statistics Canada data-bases. 

4.Access to University Administrative data-bases of other Univer-

sities. 

5.Access to Scientific data-bases of other Universities. 

.1 
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We hope that the views expressed in the Position Papers submitted 

by the various institutions can be synthesized into a statanent of 

objectives which we can fully endorse. 
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SASKATOON, CANADA  
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UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN 
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COMPUTATIONAL  SCIENCE  
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Mr.  Joseph I3.  Reid 
Directeur à l'exploitation informatique 
Univérsite du Québec  
2525 Boulevard Laurier 
Ste-Foy, Québec 	; 

Dear Joe, 

The  •following is in response to your letter of September 7, 1971. 

GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE STUDY  

The University of Saskatchewan supports the project to study 

the feasibility of, and to develop a plan for the creation of CANUNET. Although 

the need for such a national network would appear to be minimal at the present 

time, it is reasonable to suggest that planned or not, such a network will 

evolve within the next two decades. It is, therefore, important that steps 

be taken at an early date to ensure that this evolution take place in as 

orderly a manner as possible. 

There is little doubt that a Canadian University Computing 

Network can be designed and constructed with presently available technology. 

Indeed, there is probably less uncertainty about the eventual success of the 

technological aspeçts of this project than others. A more difficult problem 

to resolve is how such a network could be operated and managed. The full 

support and co-operation of the provinces will be required to make the venture 

a success. Being very realistic, this co-operation will be forthcoming only 

if there is significant advantage in the national network approach to providing 

computing power. This, in turn, suggests what is perhaps the most challenging 

planning problem -- how to pace the design and implementation of the network 

to correspond with the generation of need. Unless the latter develops, the 

former (design and implementation) becomes an expensive academic exercise. 
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Mr. Joseph B. Reid 
September 20,  1 971  
Page 2. 

The University of Saskatchewan has, during the past two years, 

attempted to develop a modest network between its two campuses. Many of the 

arguments now used to support the CANUNET proposal were used in promoting 

the provincial University computing network. The network has been made 

operatable, yet very little effective use is being made of the link between 

the two computing centers. There are many reasons for this situation but 

the basic reason appears to be that there simply has not been a persuasive 

enough need. A link is now being established between the University centers 

and the Provincial Government computing center in Regina. Prospects for 

realizing effective utilization of this link appear to be better because 

specific needs associated with each institution have been identified and are 

to be satisfied by the link. 

Based on the Saskatchewan experience, a meaningful demonstration 

project which will make use of the national computing network should be clearly 

identified at the outset. It is also clear that work will continue toward the 

development of a provincial network. It is, therefore, essential that work 

proceed immediately to establish the critical network parameters and to provide 

guidelines so that provincial networks will be designed in such a manner that 

they can be easily integrated into a national system at some future date. 

In our viev, the plan to be formulated should, therefore, attempt 

to specify the following: 

a) A meaningful national computtng application that has the potential 

for involving a large number of universities. The library system 

might be an example. Alternatively, universities which are currently 

restricted by insufficient computing power could be asked to test out 

the network as a means of overcoming this deficiency. 

b) The specifications or basic parameters that should be adopted by 

all regional networks so that they can be merged into a larger 

network as the need to do so develops. 

A series of projects whereby currently developing regional networks 

could be influenced by federal financial support to adopt the 

prescribed guidelines suggested in b). 

/3 
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September 20, 1971 
Page 3. 

The sub-committees suggested by the co-ordinating committee in 

Ottawa on August 11, 1971 appear to cover the important areas of concern. 

It is assumed that these sub-committees are intended to assist in the 

preparation of a master plan by gathering information for the Univérsite du 

Québec. 

POSSIKE PARTICIPATION BY THE UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN: 

The personnel  that we would suggest for the various sub-

committees are as.follows: 

1. Utilizatfon-bf Network and.Co-ordination between:Regions 

Mr. Gienn.Peardon, Director, University  Systems Study Group. 

2. Network Design -›-•-• Professor D. Cole and Dr. L. Symes. 

3. Institutional Framework --•':Professor B.A. Holmlund. 

Mr. Peardon is responSible foraCtivities at this University' 

which are roughly 'analogous to tnoSe suggested on a broader scale for the sub-

committee on Utilization of Netwôrk and  Co-ordination  between Regions.- 

Prcifessor Cole has,baWaCtively engagedIn developing local , 

computer networks and gives courSas —ln network design. Dr. Symes is 

similàrly involved. • 

The •computing resources that Ora.:Ovalloble àt this University 

which may be of interest to other universitierà those associated with 

Library System software. For the past.four years a system of programs have 

been developed based on the Library of Congress MARC tapes. Acquisition and 

cataloguing systems have been developed and are being used by both campuses 

and are about to be used by the Provincial Library. A Selective Dissemination 

of Information system has also been developed and is currently being used by 

the National Library. Circulation systems  are  currently under design. 

Interest in these systems has been expressed by two other western universities. 

The University feels that it could make a significant contribution towards 

the development of library systems. 
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A large scale biological experiment of international interest 

is being carried out under the name of the MATADOR project. A large amount 

of data associated with the natural grasslands environment are being collected 

Computer models based upon the data are being designed. 

In terms of hardware, we view ourselves as a potential "user" 

of the network as opposed to a supplier of power. If a network were available 

now, we would probably defer the acquisition of additional computing power for 

at least one year. A review of equipment bids is currently underway for an 

up-grade on both campuses by July, 1972. 

Yours sincerely, 

. Holmlund 
essor. and Head 

PARTMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE 

s . 
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.010.0e***ft, The University of Manitoba 

Computer Centre • 

Winnipeg 19, Manitoba, Canada 

I 

September 24, 1971. 

•Professor J.B. Reid, 

Directeur a l'exploitation informatique, 
Universite du Quebec, 

•Siege Social: 2525, Boulevard Laurier, 
Ste-Foy, Quebec, 

Dear Professor.  Reid: 

On behalf of the University of Manitoba 1 am replying to your 
request for information on the setting up of CANUNET. While 1 have 
received some feedback from persons in the University, I have not 
had enough time to formally analyze and prepare these. Thus, this 
report is, as you suggest, provisional. 

Personally, I feel that the concept of a national network is • 
 a good one. The actual implementation from both a management and 

technical point of view is indeed a very interesting project with 
many complex problems to be solved. However, as stated in the 
position paper sent to us, the benefits to be received from successful 
implementation of CANUNET will be of great advantage to computer 
users. 

The University is interested in this project as any sharing of 
resources can do nothing but help to establish more effective teaching 
and research programs at a more reasonable cost than if attempted  •on 

its own. 

I am suggesting three names for possible sub-committee participation. 
Two of these are people from my staff who I know have the necessary 
technical and systems background to make a valuable contribution. These 

persons are Bill Reid and Doug Reimer. Bill could serve on committees 
1 or 4, as numbered in your letter and Doug on committee 2: I personally 
would be interested in committees 2 and 5. Attached find brief resumes. 

The following list of resources has been drawn up rather hurriedly 
but I think it reflects the services and facilities we are offering our 

users. These could be of interest to other Universities. I have 
included a short description of some of the data bases that might be of 

interest. 

.../2 
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HARDWARE  (that could be of use to users on a network) 

- IBM /360-65, 1 million byte memory, 2311 and 2314 disk storage, 
2301 drum storage, tapes, card readers, printers, etc. 

- Calcomp Plotter, off-line 

SOFTWARE  

- Operating System is MVT - HASP, with the standard software 

available on most IBM machines plus many programs 
accumulated over the years. We also have some purchased 

packages such as DYNAMO, 15X, SYMAP, GRID. Again because 

of time I have not been able to get a complete list. 
- Terminal Systems - MUM - an editing and remote job entry facility 

- ITF - BASIC and PL1 
- cafeteria style student terminal (The 

capabilities can be used remotely.) 
- TS0 and APL planned for this Fall. 

DATA BASES  

1. Settlement Studies  

i) 	Newstart Data 

- Human.,Resources data frOm Northern Manitoba 

- also planning to get similar data from Saskatchewan, 

Alberta, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and 

New, Brunswick 

ii) Census Data 1961 for all of Canada 

iii) Settlement StudieS Surveys 

- wide range of sOcioLeconomIc data from resource 
frontier communities 

iv) 	Indian Affairs Data for 1966 - 1969 

- yearly census of treaty Indians of Canada 

v) 	.Welfare Data on North West Territories 

2. Health Sciences  

i) 	Respiratory Survey of Persons in Manitoba  (60,000 on file) 

ii) 	Cardio-Respiratory Lab Data  

- daily hospital reports on pulmonary disease 

iii) Coronary.  Heart & Diabetic Data for Indians in Northern Manitoba 

/31  
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Attach. 

P.N. Dirksen, 
-Director, 
Computer  Services. 
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2. Health Sciences (con't) 

1v) 	Soil Testin9 Data, Manitoba 

Agriculture  

i) 	Interlake Fact 

- data on population, farm and urban data for Interlake 
District in Manitoba 

ii) Acreage and Crop Yield Data, Nation Wide 

iii) Department of Transport Weather Data (1900 - present) 

iv) Soil Testin9 Data, Manitoba  

4. Athletics 	. 

i) Physical Fitness Survey of Canadian Hi9h  School - 

Students in Centennial Fitness Pro9ram 

• 5. Earth Sciences  

I) 	Description of World's Known  Minera!  Deposits 

ii) Seismo9raphic Records of Trend in Alberta, Saskatchewan 

and Manitoba 

6. Architecture 	 • 

1) 	Set of SI ides for Buildin9, Structures and Art 

Yours truly, 
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COUNCIL OF ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES 1 CONSEIL DES UNIVERSITÉS DE L'ONTARIO 

I Office of Computer Coordination 

102 BLOOR STREET WEST 
TORONTO 181, ONTARIO 
(416) 920-6865 

September 24 1971. 

Mr J.B.. Reid; ' 
Directeur a l'exploitation Informatique,. 
Université du duébec, 
25251Iyulevard.Laurier, 

-Ste•-Foy • Québec e  

Dear Joe, 

Thankyou for your-letter. 	of September 7 concerning partici- 
pation in CANUNET. 

I have discussed this with the Sub-Committee on Computer 
Services, which is made up of the Directors of  •Computing 
Centres in the Ontario universities. 	At their September 
14 meeting, the Directors agreed that the Office of Computer 
Coordination should perform the liaison role with CANUNET. 
I understand the Chairman, Mr G.T.Lake, will be contacting 
you soon in this regard. 

I believe you are generally aware of the viewpoint held by 
the C ouncil of Ontario Universities concerning CANUNET. 
This can be summarised as follows: 

- Support in principle . 

- need to act quickly. 	. 

- . Concern that CANUNET incorporate more than one 
lç.ind of network design. 

The following names of qualified individuals are offered as 
participants in the wirk of the Sub-Committees. 

-over- 
. c.c. Mr G.T.Lake. 

Directori-..Computing Centre, 
Univ. of Western Ontario, 

'LONDON,'Ont.  

Formerly, the Committee of Presidents of Univeidities of Ontario / Comité des Présidents d'Université de l'Ontario 
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SUB-COMMITTEE. PARTICIPANT. QUALIFICATIONS. 

, . Communications 	J.Massouras, 	-responsibilities include the 
. 	Costs. 	Mgr., Operations, 	operation of a data communica- 

Computing Centre, 	tions network linking Queen's, 
Un. of Ottawa. 	Ottawa, York, Saskatchewan and 

British Columbia. 

-participation in cost studies 
for Task Force on Data Commun-
ications. 

2. Utilization of 	D.S.Macey, 	-responsibilities include the 
Network. 	Associate Director, planning of future facilities 

Planning, 	to meet the needs of users. 
Computing Centre, 

• York University. 

3. Co-ordination 	M.P.Brown, 	-planning and implementation of 
between regions. 	Director, Office 	Ontario network. 

of Computer 
Coordination, 

• Council of Ont. 
Universities ,  

4. Network Design. 	N.Housley, 	-technical design of Ontario 
Network Systems 	network. 
Engineer, Office 
of Computer 

• Coordination, 
Council of Ont. 
Universities. 

5. 	Institutional 	M.P.Brown. 
Framework. 

It is not possible, at this time, to give a comprehensive answer to 
your fourth question concerning resources  in thé  area of hardware, 
software and data banks. 

A joint program of data gathering has been initiated by the Ontario 
Universities and it is likely that a useful summary will be made 
available to you when it is compiled. 

I look forward to working with you on CANUNET. 

Your  truly,  

POWelk 	. 

M. P. Brown, 
Director. 

mal. 
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The University of Western Ontario, London 72„ Canada 

September 17, 1971 Computing Centre 

Mr. Joseph B. Reid, 
Directeur à l'exploitation informatique, 
Université du QueIec, 
2525 Boulevard Laurier 
.Ste. 'Foy, Quebec. 

Dear Mr. Reid: 

Your letter of September 7, 1971 concerning CANUNET was 
discussed at the September 14 meeting of the Committee on 
Computer Services of the Council of Ontario Universities (COU). 
As chairman of the Committee  I have been asked to reply on be-
half of the 14 provincially assisted universities in Ontario.. 

We are extremely interested in participating in any computer 
communications activity involving universities in Canada. The 
universities in Ontario have been actively explbring the posSibil-
ities of' a network to serve our own needs for over a year now. 
We actively  support the proposai for an Ontario universities net-
work currently-being developed by the Office Of Computer Coordina-
tion of COU and plan to work closely with them in this area. 
It is our understànding that Mr. Maurice Brown, Director of the 
Office of Computer Coordination, will be cpoperating with CANUNET 
to the fullest extent possible and we feel that any role the 
universities in Ontario might play in CANUNET should be coordinated' 
through the Office of Computer Coordination. To•this end Mr. Brown 
has been requested to reply on our behalf to the detailed questions 
raised in your .  letter. 

Further, we endorse the concept of a "National Spine" co-
ordinated by the Federal Government to link regional networks 
across Canada, as outlined in the recent report by the Science 
Council on this,subject. We believe that development along this 
line will permit a rapid but orderly growth of computer . communica- 

 tions in Canada and at the same time permit a variety of techniques. • 
to be explored tri meet the variations of needs apparent in the 
various geographical regions and functional groupings. 
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Mr. Reid 

- Thank you for your invitation to participate in the 
development of CANUNET. 

Yours truly, 

1), 	/ 

G. T. Lake, Chairman, 
Committee on Computer Services 
Council of Ontario Universities 

c.C. Dr. J. B. Macdonald, Executive Director, Council of Ontario 
Universities 

Dr. W. F. Forbes, Chairman, Board for the Office of Computer 
Coordination 

Mr ,  M. Brown, Director, Office of Computer Coordination COU 

GTL/ft 
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SUBMISSION ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NATIONAL UNIVERSITIES  

COMPUTING NETWORK (CANUNET)  

This paper is a submission to Mr. J.B. Reid, 

University of Quebec on a master plan for the CANUNET Computer 

Network. These are preliminary views of a number of people at 

the University of Waterloo on: 

1) 	Motivation for constructing 4 Canadian 

Universities Computer Network. 

Present level of computer research being 

conducted at the University of Waterloo. 

The resources of the University of Waterloo 

which might be available either for use in the 

network or in order to support research projects 

associated with the network or in some consulting 

capacity. 

The areas that need to be studied before a network 

is started or experiments that should be conducted 

on a prototype computer network. 

. These four points are discussed in more detail in the 

next few paragraphs. 

WHY A COMPUTER:NETWORK?  • 

A computer network is usually considered to be a 

collection Ofindependent computer systems which are interconnected, 

so as to permit'resourcesharing between any pair Of systems. 
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Thus it is possible, most importantly, for terminal users at a remote 

locationto use a computer as  though they were in-physical proximity 

(terminal to computer connection). It is also possible for one computer 

to access data, programs or hardware devices residene in another computer 

(computer to computer connection). We feel that the first kind of connection •  

will be prevalent for the first few years of network operation. The 

utlimate goal of any computer network is to make resources local to one 

computer available to users of any computer in the network without a 

degradation in performance. It is not clear if we can achieve this goal 

and still maintain reasonable cost/price performance; however, before 

this stage is reached, a computer network can provide  man  y useful facilities. 

BENEFITS TO. THE UNIVERSITY  OF WATERLOO 

The Canadian Universities Computer Network (CAN(.JNET) 

would have several benefits. In particular, the University of Waterloo 

is interested for the following reasons: 

(i) 	The CANUNET project will provide a focus for some 

of our research projects. In particular, we feel 

that we can contribute extensively in the software 

and hardware areas of computer networks. We also 

can provide some contribution in economic and policy 

development aspects of the network as two faculty members 

have spent considerable time in this area during the 

past year. 
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(ii) Development of a computer network will provide a basis 

for the training of large numbers of personnel in 

computing and communications, something which will 

definitely be of benefit to the universities and to 

the country at large, 

(iii)A computer network will probably provide closer 

liaison between universities and the computing and 

communications industries. Such association cannot 

help but be of benefit to the country as a whole 

and the universities in particular. 

(iv) In the long term, when a network is operational, 

hopefully, 

(a) a large variety of hardware devices, software 

and data banks will be available to various 

classes of computer users. 

(b) rationalization of computing resources will 

occur owing to time differences and availability 

of different resources around the country. 

(17) 	CANUNET will be an experimental prototype which will 

allow testing of many of the ideas associated with 

•  future public networks. 
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As well as these direct benefits to the University 

of Waterloo, computer networks with their instantaneous transmission 

of data could provide Canada with a strong force for national unity. 

•  RESEARCH PROJECTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO  RELATED TO  

COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS: 

The Computer Science and Electrical Engineering Depart-

ments at the University of Waterloo are both quite active in research 

projects, associated with computer communications networks. Recently, 

the groups in these two departments with interest in this area have 

established a joint computer communications research laboratory. A 

specific goal of this laboratory is the construction of a prototype local 

. 	. 	. 
area computer. network (PLAN) Which will allow us te investigate the 

many problems;-inherent in conneetion of "Computers via telecommunications 

lines. The members of the Computer Science Department are specifically 

interested in the overall design of such a network and the hardware 

and software at each node. The research personnel in Electrical 

Engineering are primarily interested in developing communications 

media which will provide for efficient transmission between computers. 

As well as the laboratory, a number of other research projects are 

being conducted. There is a study currently underway on the utiliza- 

tion of networks, i.e. how do we actually use a network once the hardware 

is operational. Some work is also being performed on operating systems 

for distributed networks. Hopefully, operating systems can be designed 
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which will be able to communicate as though the operating system in 

each computer were part of an entire network operating system. Significant 

work is also going on in measurement of computer system and computer 

networks. Some research both on actual measurement of machines and in 

construction of models of these measurements has been conducted over the 

last two years. As well, a preliminary software package has been prepared 

which will allow elementary simulation of some network configurations. 

RESOURCES AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO  

FOR NETWORK USAGE  

'The follbwing few paragraphs describe in a . general way, the 

resources which are being directed to network research at the University 

of Waterloo. 

Faculty:  

At present, we have five faculty members in Computer 

Science and three or four in Electrical Engineering who can devote 

up to an average of fifty ,  per cent of their research time towards 

network research. As well, there exist a number of people in our 

Computing Centre who are knowledgeable in the area of computers and 

communications and who could be called upon from time to time to 

participate in discussions and to offer advice based on experience. 

A short curriculum vitae for each of the people in Computer Science 

is in Appendix A. Time constraints have prevented us from determining 

the interests of the members in the Electrical Engineering Department 

and Computing Centre. 
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.Support Staff:  

There are also two or three technical staff members who 

wnrk in such-areas as logic design and programming. These would 

probably be available on a part-time basis. 

înentj  

The University of Waterloo's IBM 360/75 Computer is available 

for computational work associated with network research. The IBM 360/50 

of the Faculty of Mathematics is available for more fundamental research 

and development in computer systems and may be used for research on a 

stand-alone basis. It may also be available for connection to a computer 

network and has 1.5 megabyte of core and a shared 2314 disc file. Presently, 

the Faculty of Mathematics also owns a programmable communications controller 

which may simplify connection of these machines to a network. There are 

also a number of mini-computers which will be devoted to computer network 

research. It is intended to use some PDP-11's to build a prototype local 

area network. There are also, of course, a number of other pieces of 

equipment to support research in networks and these will be in the 

laboratory which was mentioned earlier. 

AREAS FOR STUDY  

There are a large number of areas which should be examined 

before, during and after the construction of a Canadian Universities 

Computer Network. Areas for study are not necessarily presented in any 

order of priority. 

n  a 	s 

j 

11. 
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Communications': Costs, (distance independent, dependent on message 

length) Method'of communications (i.e. common carriers, satellite, 

land lines and'exotic media). ' 

Utilization: What capabilities can a network realize economically; 

how can we use facilities provided by the network; how can a user 

effectively use facilities remote from his own installation (interesting 

problem here). 

User Support: 	Even when a user can get his terminal connected to a 

system running on a remote computer, there are many barriers due to 

physical  isolation.  How does the user find out 'how to begin?. What 

about incoMprehensible messages and responses? At the very least, 

the network 'should provide voice as well as data links, and some very 

practical research needs to be done. 

Network Management: 

planning and managing the research and development 

prior to network construction; 

- planning and managing network construction; 

- managing the network when it is operational; 

- accounting, i.e. charging for network Services; 

- orderly plan for expansion of the netWork to more 

universities. 

Network Standards:  

- message protocols 

- systems compatibility 
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NETWORK DESIGN:  

- what type.of-network design should we  use (ARPA, 

• • Daines, Farber, Fraser or other). 

SOURCES OF SUPPORT:  

- funding; 

- provision of communications facilities; 

- identification of network projects already initiated; 

- preparation of estimates. 

POLITICAL SUPPORT:  ( under guidance of Department of Communications) 

- identification of parties interested in 

, network (Science Council, Ministry of State for Science 

:and Technology; Provincial Government Departments and 

agencies). 

meetings to discuss plans. 
• 

PRESENT NETWORKS: 

. r. o•tain background on other network projects; 

7 Obtain inside information on successes and 

failures. 
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4700   K E E 1. E S i  REEF, DOWNSVIEW  463,   0 N 1 A 12 1 0 

Steacie Science Library, 
Room 030A. 
September 27th, 1971. 

Mr. Joseph B. Reid, 
Directeur a l'explOitation Informatique, 
Universite du Quebec, 
2525  Boulevard Laurier, 
Ste-Foy, Quebec: 

Dear Mr. Reid: 

Thank you for'your Correspondence of September. 7th, 1971, re. 
York University participation in CANUNET. 

York University is an advocate of the 'network' concept of 
computing and in this regard have cooperated wholeheartedly with the 
work of the Sub-Committee on Computer Services of Ontario Universities 
and with Mr. M. P. Brown of the Office of Computer Coordination of 
the Council of Ontario Universities. As you are aware, the univer-
sities in Ontario have agreed that liaison with CANUNET would be 
performed by the Office of Computer Coordination and we offer you our 
full support under this arrangement. 

With reference to Mr. M. P. Brown's correspondence with you on 
September 24th, 1971, concerning participation on the Sub-Committees, 
I would like to endorse his offer of my services on the Sub-C.:' 
for 'utilization of the network'. I have participated on Task Fcres 
in computer charging, cooperative software libraries,  coopérative user 
training programs, data communications, systems performance measurement 
and also in the development of a proposal to establish an Ontario 
university computer 'nétworki. My particular interest has been the realm 
of the 'user' and to this end I have maintained communication with 
those planning user functions in the ARPA and MERIT networks in the 
U.S.A. and would envision this providing us with a basis for assessin 
like problems in CANUNET. 

continued 	 
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Mr. Joseph B. Reid:, 	 Page 2 	 
Universite du Quebec. 	 September 27th, 1971 	 

Computing resources as described in your letter are unfortunately 
incomplete and unavailable at this time but will be forthcoming in a 
joint program initiated by the universities in Ontario. 

I wish you every success with CANUNET and look forward with great 
interest to partidipating in its évolution. 

. 	Yours truly', • 

DSM/lb 

( 
DAVID S.,MACEy, 
Manager of Planning, 
Computer Services. 



Mr. Joseph B. Reid 
Directeur à l'exploitation informatique 
Université du Québec 
2525, Boulevard Laurier 
Ste-Foy, Qué. 

Dear Mr. Reid: 

I have discussed your letter of September 7th, 
inviting comments from the University of Toronto on 
the CANUNET project, with Dr. John C. Wilson, the 
Director of the University of Toronto Computer Cbntre. 
We are of course extremely interested in participating 
in any computer network which might evolve for use by 
Canadian universities. 

Dr. Wilson points out that we are actively 
•supporting the proposal for an Ontario network presently 
being generated by the Office of Computer Coordination 
of the Council of Ontario Universities. It is our 
understanding that Mr. Brown, the Director of the Office 
of Computer Coordination, will be cooperating with the 
CANUNET group to the fullest extent possible, and that 
he is preparing a detailed reply to the questions in 
your letter. Dr. Wilson and I feel that in the interest 
of simplicity any role the University of Toronto under-
takes in CANUNET should be through the Office of Computer 
Coordination (OCC). We plan to have members of the 
University of Toronto Computer Centre work closely with 
OCC, and would expect that any answers given by OCC to 

•your questions will represent our views as well, 

Yours sincerely, 

i s ( 1  
V  I- -1   

C. C. Gotlieb 
CCG:mc 	 Professor 

cc: Dr. J. C. Wilson 
Mr. Maurice P. Brown 

I __ 
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CARLETON UNIVERSITY 

8 OTTAWA 1, CANADA 
t iy,-,fri 

September 22,  1 971. 

1 
1 

1 
1 
a 
1 
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1 

Mr. Joseph B. Reid, 
Directeur à l'exploitation 

informatico.le, 
Université du Québec, 
P.Q. 

Dear Mr. Reid: 

Thank you for your letter dated 
September 7, 1971, asking for our comments on 
our interests in the development of CANUNET. 

We are very interested in such a 
network,  •  or for that matter, .a.ny inter-university 
•computer network. We are currently active in 
this field and are doing systems work with 
speciàl communication procesàors, towards making 
such a network possible. 

This work is being done in co-operation 
with the Office of Computer do-ordination. This 
office is a permanently staffed group reporting to 
the Council of Ontario Universities. The Director 
of this group, Mr. Maurice Brown, knows of our work 
and we are working through his office towards such 
networks. 

• 1 believe it wouild be best if we would 
co-ordinate any further network activity between 
ourselves and you, through the offices of Mr. Maurice 
Brown. We do not wish to duplicate any work or cause  • 
any possible confusion by being represented on too 
many different committees all working towards the  •same end. 

Thank you for your interest in asking for 
our comments. 

Yours sincerely, 
/7  

W. Dietter-ï-  **** 
•Director, 	 • 

Computing &Data Processing. . cc. Mr. Maurice Brown, 
Mr. George Lake. 
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McGill UNIVERSITY 

805 SHERBROOKE ST. WEST 

MONTREAL 110, QUEBEC, CANADA 

Universite du Quebec , 
Siege Social • 
2525, Boulevard Laurier 
Ste-Foy, Quebec (10 >e) 

CÔMPUTING CENTRE 

(51 4 ) 392-5974 

September 28, 1971. 

Attention: Joseph B. Reid 
- 	*** 

 
Directeur  a l'eXploitation .  informatique  

Dear Mr. Reid, 

Thank you for your letter of 7 September 1971 regard-
ing CANUNET. 

Sometime ago McGill was invited to participate in a 
computer network under development in the U.S. I declined since 
we can efficiently and economically service most of our potential 
computer users, and could not justify the high initial cost and 
overhead associated with developing and maintaining such a network. 
We, in common with most other Canadian universities, already have 
the facility of accessing specialised software and data banks at 
other institutions. About six other universities are currently 
accessing the financial and economic programs and data at McGill 
through typewriter-like devices using the Bell dial network. 

We are pleased to make our computer facilities avail-
able to all users, since it can be clearly demonstrated that 
this enables us to offer a wider variety of services and at a 
more economical cost than would be possible if our resources 
were restricted to the McGill community. 

I would be willing to participate with the sub-commitees 
concerned with the management and/or user aspects of the network, 
and could provide a member of my staff for the sub-commitee on 
network design if so desired. 

Yours truly, 

W.D. Thorpe 
Director 
Computing Centre 

WDT/sam 
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FACULTY OF SCIENCE - Department of Computer Science 

HI 

• 1 

September 16, 1971 

Mr. Joseph•B. Reid 
Directeur â rexploitàtion 

informatique 
Université du Québec 
2525 Boulevard Laurier' 
Ste-Foy, Québec 

Dear Mr. Reid: 

Thank you for your letter describing the plans.  for 
CANUNET. Certainly, we are interested as potential users 
of the system 	However, we will be unuble to  assist in the 
study, since we have no Professional computer scientist here. 
Our coMputing resources'are also unlikely to be of use to 
the network 	an IBM 1130 - neither do we yet have any data 
banks of interest to mthers. 

would be pleased to receive any reports which 
emanate from the study. 

J.L. Redding 
Chairffian 
Computer Centre 

Committee 

JLR/mel 

Yours. sincerely, 
*1 , 
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APICS Computer Sub-Committee 

Mrs. E. Payne 
Director, Computer Centre 
Killam Library 
Dalhousie University 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

October 18, 1971 

Mr. joe Reid 
Directeur à l'exploitation informatique 
Université du Québec 
Siège Social: 2525 
Boulevard Laurier 
Ste. -Foy, Québec 

Dear Mr.  •Reid 

am writing to you as secretary of APICS (Atlantic 
Provinces Inter-University Committee on the Sciences) Computer 
Sub- C ornrnittee 

The Computer Sub-Committee (see attached member-
ship list) has asked that you be informed of their interest in 
CANUNET and that they support in principle the position paper 
submitted by yourself to the Department of Communications. 

Yours sincerely 

• 

• (/( 	 1 	44-1 

(Mrs.) Elizabeth Payne 
Secretary 

jd 



Meinber 

Dr ,  D.A. Bonyun 
Dr. P. Rautaharju 
Mrs. E. Payne 
Professor A.N. Betz 
Mr. K. Hayward 
Mrs. Maureen Lyle 
Professor S. Smith 
Dr, J.H. Ahrens 
Dr. R. MacKinnon 
Dr. A. MacEachern 
Mr. M. Tingley 
M. R. Cyr 
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APPEND' X THE' UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK 
•  FREDERICTON, N.B. 

CANADA 

I. September 21, 1971 

Profeàsor  Joseph B. Reid 
Directeur à l'exploitation 

informatique 
Université du Québec 
2525, Bouleyard Laurier 
STE-FOY, QUEBEC 

Dear Professor Reid: 

Your letter of September 7, 1971 requested comments on the 
proposed CANUNET. In general, I am in agreement with the June 2/71 
position paper presented to the Department of Communications. I 
believe that CANUNET would provide invaluable experience and 
training for thefl design and operation of a full-fledged Trans-Canada 
Computer Communications Network. 

The University of New Brunswick is now offering, via a com-
munications network, computational services to four other centres 
in the Atlantic region involving six post-secondary educational 
institutions. We have also been involved with the development of 
a Land-Titles data-bank in co-operation with the Provincial Depart-
ment of Natural Resources. Therefore, we are aware of some of the 
technical and management difficulties involved, 

Tentatively, I suggest the following persons for possible 
participation in the work of the proposed sub-committees: 

Utilization of Network -e 	John DeDourek 
Network Design 	- 	Barton Claus 

Communication Costs 
Co-ordination between Regions 

Hans Larsen 
W. Dana Wasson (myself) 

Professor DeDourek, a Computer Science graduate of Case Western 
Reserve University, has worked with Cases' system for a number of 
years. Professor Claus is Systems Director of our Computing Centre, 
while Professor Larsen is an economist with broad interestsin com-
putersand data-banks. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. Dana Wasson, Director, 
Computing Centre 

WDW/sc 
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MONCTON, NOUVEAU-BRUNSWICK, CANADA 

le 15 septembre, 1971 

M. LIOGeph B. Reid 
Directeur à l'exp4iitation 

. informatique: 
Université du Québec 
2525, boulevard Laurier 
Ste-Foy, Québec— ' 

Cher M. Reid, 

C'est avec un très grand intérêt que j'ai lu votre lettre 
du 7 septembre. La téléinformatique m'interesse pour plusieurs 
raisons. La principale est une raison d'économie. 

A cause de notre position économique désavantageuse nous, à 
l'Université de Moncton, avons constaté que la seule façon viable pour 
nous de faire de l'informatique c'est par télécommunication. 

Depuis plus d'un an nous sommes raccrochés - par un unité 
IBM 2780 (2400 BPS) - à un réseau de communication provincial centré 
sur un ordinateur IBM S/360 MOD.50. L'objectif principal de ce 
réseau est de donner un service d'ordinateurs au secteur sous-gradué 
de l'engeignement universitaire. 

Nous . sommes donc en mesure de juger des bienfaits de la télé-
informatique, mais nous constatons aussi les lacunes d'un réseau aussi 
restreint que le .  nôtre. 

Quant à:contribuer à CANUNET nous sommes prêts à le faire dans 
les limites de»nOs ressources. Ces ressources sont: 

(a) Equipement 
-• lin ordinateur IBM 1620 MOD  1 .,  40K, deux disques 

tin unité de télécommunication IBM 278 0  
(b) Personnel - 

- Directeur 
- Secrétaire 
- Opératrice 

• • • 2 
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Directeur du Centre de Calcul 
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11. .est à peu près certain que d'ici peu ces ressources 
s'accroîtront. Ainsi nous serons plus en mesure d'apporter une 
contribution réèlle à CANUNET. 

Bien à vous, 

JRCgd 
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MOUNT ALLISON UNIVERSITY 
SACKVILLE, NEW BRUNSWICK 

CANADA 

..';entember 2g 9  1971 

Prof. Joseph B e  Reid 
Directeur a L'exploitation informatiome 
Dniversite du Quebec 
9.525 Boulevard 'Laurier 
Ste-Foy, Quebec 

Der  Prof. 'Reid: 

In reply'to your letter of ? September 1971 9  
the items 'below correspond to the numbered queries on 
pbge 3: 

• 1. 

	

	No comment, except that we are in favour of 
The ides  of the study. 

2. 	We are interested in the development of 
CANUNET. 

3. er. K.G. Hayward, Systems Analyst, Computer 
Centre, Mount Allison University; B.Sc. 
(Honours Mathematics); Univ. of Windsor; 
3 years experience as systems programmer 
on a 16K IBM 1130; the latter year in-
volved in the installation, utilization 
and modification of a Remote Job Entry 
(HASP) system to a 360/50. Tnterests 
lie in the area of computer network  design, 
as related to the small computer terminal. 

4. Our nresent configuration includes the 
capability of communicating with other 
computers. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Yours very truly, 

•ei•-• •e- - 	. 	. 

G. W. Hannah 
AsS't Director 
Computer Centre 

GW 14/dw • 
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WOLFVILLE, NOVA SCOTIA 

October 1, 1971 

Mr. ,Joseph  B. 'Reid  
Directeur à 1Y:exploitation informatique 
Université du 9ti4bec 
Boulevard Laurier 
Ste-Foy, Québec.: 

Dear Mr. Reid:: • 	. 

' 	Thank .YOU for your.letter of September 	'I am sdrry to 
be. so long in replying but your letter got'lost,.I'm afraid; in 
a pile of other' papers. 

Acadia  University  is particularly interested in your work. • • 
Bécause we are(a) small and (h) remote,- we- have particular pro u

-lems in the 'area of computing.. ' We  have  had experience:using the 
cammunications:facilities,of the telephone netwôrk..in. working to 
Montreal,  Ottawa,  Quebec City, and. Halifax. . • 

There is one side of the picture which I personally feel 
shnuld  nt  go unconsidered. This is the possibility of using a 
computer communications network at least part of the time for 
vodce communications between members of various universities. 
It is my contention that it is at least as important for human 
beings to be able to talk to one another across this vast land 
as it is for computers. I believe the causes of Canadian iden-
tity and unity would be served if it were possible for people in 
one part of the country to talk to people in distant parts of thu,  
country for about the same cost as to talk to the next town. A 
place to begin this is between universities -- the money snnnt on 
travel to Learned Societies might be better spent allowing tele-
phone calls throughout the year. If a computer network is  indeed 
established with something approximating equalized cost for un-
equal distance, then I believe that provision should be made for 
voice as well. 

. 	. page 2 
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The only people at Acadia who could make anY contribution 
tO Your project.are Professor S. .Deleu and myself, both in the 
Department of Computer Science. Professor Deleu.'s specialty 
is hardware. . 

Please accept once more my apologies for being so tardy. 
I wish you every success. 

David A. Bonyun 
DireCtor 

DAB:lls 
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DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY 

HALIFAX. N. S. 

COMPUTER CENTRE 

September 9, 1971 

Mr. Joseph B. Reid ' 
Directeur a 1 1  exploitation informatique 
Boulevard Laurier. 
Ste-Foy, Quebec (10e) 

Dear Mr. Reid: 

Following is the su.bmission from Dalhousie to be used for writing the 
draft for CANUNET. 

It is suggested that the best arguments that can be made for developing such 
a network are; (1) to ascertain if current connnu.nications technology is ad-
equate; (2) tà determine if such a network could become of practical value 
in terms of cost and performance; (3) to promote the development of a set 

of standards for hardware and software systems; (4) to help in determining 
guidelines which will bring about the maturation and ordered growth of the 
Canadian computer industry. 

Dalhousie is interested in participating in such a network for the above 
general reasons. However, specific to Dalhousie are a number of benefits 
which could be realized by the network. They are the increa.sed availability 
of the following services: 

(a) machine systems 
(b) personnel specialized in areas of computer use and techniques 
(c) research 
(d) data banks 
(e) software systems 

These benefits will not be limited to Dalhousie because some other Canadian 
universities find it difficult to supply a full range of services to users. 
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The contribution which Dalhousie can make is basically twofold. Firstly, 
Dalhousie currently has in operation a province-wide computer network. 
By November 1971, all but one of the universities in Nova Scotia will be 
accessin.g computer facilities at Dalhousie via telephone links. In addition, 
on-line services are being provided to federal and provincially subsidized 
research institutes in the area. A computer education program is provided 
t . 	high schools and some private businesses acquire computer 
services from Dalhousie. This network has been established on a com-
pletely voluntary basis with no special funding. Cooperation resulted 
when it was determined that better service at less cost per computing 
unit would become available. The network consists of C.D.C. and I. B.M. 
computers together with C.D. C. , TWX, and Olivetti terminals. 

Secondly, the network channels into one centre the expertise of a large 
research activity in the area. Halifax is probably second only. to Ottawa 
in the extent of research activity located in one area of the country. In 
particular, marine research, chemical research, and electrocardiac 
research applications which are highly developed in this area depend on 
computer facilities available at Dalhousie. 

Dalhousie coo-  perated with the University.  of Quebec in submitting the 
position paper to the Department of Communications. It agrees that the 
paper may stand as an outlin.e for technical considerations of the network 
for presentation to the Cabinet. Dalhousie would like to point out however, 
that it is of the opinion that no university ,  should be excluded from partici-
pation should it veish to do so. 

Sincerely yours, 

( 

/' 
Lj r 	'--- 	 • 

(Mrà) Elizabeth Payne 
Director 

/an 
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ST. FRANCIS XAVIER UNIVERSITY 

ANTIGONISH, NOVA SCOTIA 

COMPUTATION CENTRE 

24 September, 1971 .  

Professor Joseph B. Reid 

Directeur â . l'Exploration Informatique 
Université du Québec 

2525 Boulevard Laurier 

Ste-Foy, P. Québec. 

• Dear Professr Reid: . 	. 

I Would like.to respond to your letter of 7 September, 1971, 
and comment on. the issues you raise. 

As a small university with limited computer facilities, our 
general reaction to CANUNET as presented in your letter is very favorable. 
We believe that CANUNET could be an exciting solution to the problem of 
providing adequate computer facilities to a small university, expecially, 
those in the Atlantic Provinces, where our universities have limited 

financial resources. 

For the past year, we have used our IBM-1130 as a Data Link 

to the 1BM-360/50 at the University of New Brunswick. Except for the 
cost, we have been pleased with this arrangement. CANUNET could be a 
logical extension of our current situation. We are very interested in 
the development of CANUNET, and would very much like to be an early parti-
cipant in any plans to implement or experiment with such a network. 

Unfortunately, we do not have any computing resources to offer. 
However, with all the large computing facilities available, perhaps there 
will be a need for a few plain users in various parts of the country. It 

is conceivable that the inclusion of some smaller universities, like St. 

F. X. U., and most Atlantic Provinces universities in your plans, might 

prove worthwhile when the inevitable approaches to Government must be made 
for funds. 
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LETTER: 	Professor J. B....  Reid:  

APPEP11)1X H-2I 

ST. FRANCIS XAVIER UNIVERSITY 

ANTIGONISH, NOVA SCOTIA 

We would be willing to cooperate with your Committee in any way 

we can. I am not sure what we can offer. However, I will indicate the 

background of Dr. Alexander MacEachern and myself, and say that we would 
be willing to participate, in any capacity that would be helpful. 

, Alexander MacEachern:  Doctorate, Computer Science - 

(Iowa State University); 

Special Interest: SOFTWARE. 

Ronald MacKinnon: 	Doctorate, Mathematics - 

(Oklahoma State University); 

Director; St. Francis Xavier University 

Computer Centre since 1966. 

Chairman; Atlantic Provinces Inter-Univer-

sities Committee on the Sciences, 

Sub-Committee on Computers - 

(APICS) 	1970 - 1972. 

1 might mention that all the Universities in the Atlantic Provinces 

	

are represented on the APICS Sub-Committee on Computers. 	It would appear 
that this body could serve as the contact agency between your Committee and 
the Universities here. We are having our regular Fall Meeting on 
October 8th, and CANUNET is one of the items  onourl  Agenda. Since your 
coordinating Committee meets on October 1st, would it be possible to send 

us a summary of your deliberations or conclusions, by October 8th, so that 
we can have a meaningful discussion of CANUNET at our forthcoming APICS 
Meeting? 

As Chairman of the APICS Computer Sub-Committee, I can assure 
.you of our .continued c9operation in bringing CANUNET to fruition. 

Yours sincerely, 

r)  
• lfm-P VIvn. 11 Ronald 1iJ.  MacKinnon 

Director, Computer Centre 
and 

Chairman, APICS Computer Sub-Committee. II 

RJM:dr 
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• Suggested benefits  of CANUNET 

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 	. 

need for participation in a librarY network." 

UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN 	• 
• "A meaningful national computing application 

that has the potential for inVolving a large 
number of universities. The library system 

. ..might be am example...universities which are 
• .currently restricted by insufficient . computing 

, power could... test out the netwerk as ameans 
Of overcoming thisdeficiency." 

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO  

• "A-focus for some of-our research projécts. 
training of large numbers of personnel in 

• cemputing and communications. 
'Closer liaison between universities and the 
computing and communications industry.. 

large variety of hardware devices, 
• .seftware and data banks . will be available. 

Rationalization of computing resources. 
Testing of many of the ideas associated. With 

• •; *future public networks. 
HA.strong force for national unity." 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK 

. -.2'"would provide invalliable experience and training' 
the design and operation of a full-fledged 

• Trans-Canada Computer Communications  Network." -. 

UNIVERSITE DE MONCTON 	 •
• 

• "la seule façon viable pour nous de faite de' 
l'informatique c'est par télécommunication." 

'ACADIA UNIVERSITY 

. 1.'particularly interested... because we are (a) 
' Small and (b) remote." - •  

. - "The possibility of usinà a.cemputer communica-
tions network:— part of the time for voice 
COmmunications..: should not go unconsidered... 
The causes of Canadian indentity and unity would 
be served if it were possible for people._ to 

to people in distant parts... for about the 
: sanie  cost as to talk to the next town." 
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ST. FRANCIS XAVIER UNIVERSITY 

"could be an exciting solution to the problem of 
providing adequate computer facilities to a small 
university." 

DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY 

"to ascertain if current communications technology 
is adequate. 
"to determine if such a network could become of 
practical value in terms of cost and performance. 
"to promote the development..,  of standards for 
hardware and software. 
"to help in... the maturation and ordered growth 
of the Canadian computer industry. 
"increased availability of: 

machine systems 
personnel specialized in areas of computer 
use and techniques 
research 
data banks 
software systems." 

Compiled from letters received up to 19 October 1971 

JBR/rc 
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MINUTES  

of the 

SECOND CANUNET MEETING 

Meeting held on Monday, November lst, 1971. 

Present:  See attached list. 

Meeting:  

The Chairman stated that the purpose of the meeting was 
to try and divide and assign the workload for the Canunet study. He 
also restated the position of the Department of Communications 
toward this proiect which is that CANUNET: 

a) would provide for more effective use of computer 
resources in Canadian Universities; 

b) would Provide an excellent vehicle for gaining 
experience and expertise for larger undertakingS like the Trans-, 
Canada Computer Network. 

The following documents were distributed: 

1. Agenda 

2. Documents for "Canunet Advisory Committee Meeting". 
(yellow booklet) 

3. Minutes of the First Canunet Meeting. 

4. A Forward Look on ARPA by L. Roberts. 

5. Letter by Mrs. E. Payne of Dalhousie. 

6. Updated Report of a Network Working Croup for ARPA. 

7. Comments on the Canunet Project from University of 
Alberta, 

Professor Joe Reid, from the "Université du Québec", then 
gave a resumé of his activities since the last Canunet Meeting. These 
are summarized by the documents contained in the yellow booklet. 

Mr. Brown from the Council of Ontario Universities gave a 
description of his current activities. He stated that in the Ontario 
study, they, so far, have solicited various written quotations from 
approximately twenty sources with a closing date of 20 October, 1971. 
As a result of these proposals, they are presently reviewing the 
design criteria and the possible uses of the network. By mid-
December they are confident of producing a design plan. By then, a 
firm idea of the cost and architecture of the network should have 
emerged. These findings will be submitted to the Council in 
February 1972. 

,.../2 
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Mr. Brown also said that the time estimate of 3 years is 
likely to be compressed to only two. Also, the initial cost 
estimate of $3 million for the project seems at the moment to be high. 
The initial plan will be for a 6 node pilot network at a cost of 
$6,000 per node per month. Mr. Brown promised to distribute what 
information he could on the project as it became available. 

Dr. Kirstein then gave a resumé on the U.K.'s activities 
in this area. He stated that several organizations are involved 
with different projects. They are also trying to propose an ARPA-
like network among various Common Market countries in Europe. 

He discussed briefly the GPO plans for a national circuit 
switched digital network to be operational in 1978. 

Dr. Kirstein also has presented a proposal to link certain 
U.K. universities into the ARPA Network, and this is now being 
considered. 

It was.then proposed that the study program for CANUNET 
be brokeri'down and'assigned.to thé,:following four . study groups, 

1. Communication  Studies 
2. 'Utilization of Network 
3. Network Design - 
4. InStitutional Framework. 	. 

It was agreed that each of these groups would have a 
chairman and co-chairman and they would be expected to prepare 
their reports by the end of January 1972. 

The suggested membership of these groups at the time of 
the meeting was: 

Communication Studies  

DOC - Chairman: J. deMercado 
Univ. of Quebec - Vice-Chairman: J. Fortier 
Univ. of Toronto - E. Newhall 

Utilization of Network  

Univ. of Waterloo - Chairman: D. Cowan 
Univ. of Toronto 
D.O.C. 
Univ. of Alberta 
Univ. of Calgary 
Univ. of British Columbia 
National Library 
Queens University 
York University 

..../3 
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Network Design  

Univ. of British Columbia - Chairman: J. Kennedy 
Univ. of Saskatchewan - Vice-Chairman: D. Cole 
Univ. of Calgary 
Univ. of Alberta 
NRC 
Univ. of Quebec 
Dalhousie University 
D.O.C. 
Council of Ontario universities 

Institutional Framework  

Univ. of Saskatchewan - Chairman: B. Holmlund 
Univ. of Quebec - Vice-Chairman:  L.  Brunel 
Queens University 
Council of Ontario Universities 
Univ. of Calgary 
D.O.C. 
Univ. of Manitoba 
St. Francis Xavier University 

It was agreed that draft reports would be circulated for 
approval by the different committees and be finalized for general 
approval by the end of January. 

It was agreed that the University of Quebec would make 
up to $10,000 available to each of these study groups to cover the 
cost of travel for group participants and any other expenses agreed 
to by the University and the Department. 

The next meeting is tentatively scheduled for Monday, 
28 February, 1972. 

.. 
' 

Secretary. 
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UTILIZATION OF COMPUTER NETWORKS  

A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF, * 

TUE METHODS OF USING COMPUTER NETWORKS • 

AND OF 

APPLICATIONS WHICH MIGHT BE AVAILABLE OVER 

A COMPUTER NETWORK 

A Report Prepared for 

THE CANUNET COMMITTEE 

by 

D.D. Cowan 
N.D. Brewer 

• C.C. Gotlieb 
L.F. MacRae 
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UTILIZATION OF COMPUTER NETWORKS  

Sununary  

The .following report is one facet of the study to determine 

the feasibilitY of constructing a Canadian Universities Computer Network 

(CANUNET). .There are two parts to this report; the first ,part examines 

the problema inherent in implementing various applications on a computer 

network, and the second part surveys the specialized computer applications 

presently under active development in Canadian universities. 

The first part of the report called "Mechanisms for Utilization 

of Computerlietworks" presents an overview of the,seryices which would be 

required in  'a computer network to support various applications. Problems 

inherent in these various services are discussed in some detail. In 

particular,network utilization is examined when the transactions are 

between users at terminals and computers and when the transactions are 

primarilybetween two or more computers. This paper, also looks at the 

problems of documentation on a computer network, i.e. how do we notify 

the user of the available  applications and how do we proVide him with 

enough information to use ,  these applications? 

Many of the problems of terminal to computer transactions have 

been examined and at least partially solved in multiterminal time-sharing 

and multiprogramming computer. systems. Applications - which are primarily 

oriented toward this type of transaction should  have  a reasonable chance 

of success on a computer network. Applications in which the main'  

requirement is for large scale  computer to-computer transactions are 
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not likely to be successful at this time on a computer network, since 

•most of the problems are not really well understood. Research in 

various aspects of computer-to-computer transactions should be under-

taken as one aspect of the CANUNET project. Topics such as high volume 

data transmission between computers and centralization of bulk storage 

capability need a more thorough investigation before any definitive 

statements can be made. Of course, no applications on a computer network 

can be generally successful unless adequate documentation and training are 

available. Research on methods of distribution, standards of documentation 

and user education is very important. 

The second part of the report is "A Preliminary Survey of 

Specialized Computer Applications" in Canadian universities, and was 

prepared for the network utilization committee by Mr. T.A. Croil. This 

section of the report is a result of a survey conducted by Mr. Croil 

In April 1971 for the Computer Communications Task Force . of the 

Department of Communications. This part identifies the major applica-

tion areas, the universities most actively involved in their develop-

ment and the time when these applications will likely be operational. 

It also identifies which applications are likely to be of value when 

offered over a computer network. Since the time available was rather 

limited, this survey can only be considered as a preliminary document. 

There are at least two further phases of this investigation which are 

- 
suggested. First, the potential supply of applications should be more 

clearly defined, in particular, it should be determined if an applica-

tion should be offered over a network, whether the authors of the 

1 
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application wish to make it available over a network and finally an 

estimate of raising an application to a "network standard" of 

documentation and service should be obtained. Second, some attempt 

should be made to forecast the potential demand for the various 

applications over the proposed network. From this information we 

can supply,a forecast of utilization and identify data traffic patterns. 

• 	 These are the results of a study of network utilization conducted 

over the past few months. It is hoped that this document has identified 

many of the problems and in some way has indicated the next steps to be 

undertaken. 
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MECHANISMS FOR UTILIZATION OF COMPUTER NEÉ,IORKS  

Introduction  

In this paper a computer network is defined to be a set of 

autonomous independent computer systems interconnected so as to permit 

interactive resource sharing between any pair of systems. This defini-

tion is identical to the one proposed by Roberts and Wessler [11]. 

The paper examines the potential uses of computer networks and discusses 

the feasibility of these uses. 

Computer networks offer a real potential for resource 

sharing. Examples of resource sharing and the reasons for it are presented 

In [11]. In summary though one can say that resource sharing in a computer 

network implies that all users of the network and computers in the network 

should be able to make use of all the resources in the network (software, 

data and other computers) as if they were local. If this reseurce sharing 

can be achieved then it might be possible to avoid the high cost of 

duplication of hardware and software at every user installation. 

Before we make many claims for the potential of computer 

networks, the feasibility and problems of resource sharing or network 

use should be examined very carefully. Such a study is important since 

the possible uses of a network will determine 

(i) 	if a network should be built 

and (ii) to a large extent its design, operation and management, if a 

network is built. 

There are three aspects to utilization  of  computer. networks which 

must be investigated.-  It must be determined 
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(1) 	what primitive operations or basic services will be provided 

by the network; 

	

(ii) 	how these primitive operations or basic services can be made 

adequately available to the user; 

and (iii) how one can combine these primitive services to provide 

services of real use to real people. 

The idea of primitive operations on a computer network should 

be considered to be distinct from its applications. A detailed examina-

tion of the  number of applications of a network is obviously beyond the 

scope of this paper; however, it is hoped that primitive operations 

described here would'be'the basis for the construction, of any application. 

The reader of this paper should be aware that a general purpose 

computer netwotk or data network
1 

is being examined and not just one for 

a specialized application such as on-line banking. Although there are 

many problems inherent in any computer network, specializing its function 

will probably reduce many of the problems to manageable proportions. 

1 The words "computer network" and "data network" will be used inter-
changeably : in thib paper. It is assumed that.this  terni  implies a 	• 
communication system to which computers - and terminais  can be attached 
and over which data may be transmitted between these terminals and 
computers— . 
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Computer NetWork Services  

There are a large number of applications for which computer 

networks have been or are being conceived. The number of applications . 

is so large that no single paper can do justice to more than one or two 

of them. Most applications, however, require certain basic services from 

à network and it is Intended that this paper should discuss these basic 

services. The basic services can be considered as primitives which  cana 

 be used in constructing any application. After forMulating and classify- 

ing the basic services which might be offered on a network, these services 

will be discussed in some detail. The object of the discussion is to 

discern the problems which must be solved in order to make the basic 

service feàsible. 

Services on a computer network can be divided into two broad 

categories: 

(i) terminal-to-computer and computer to terminal transactions 

and (ii). computerto-computer or interproceSsor transaccions. 	- 

Category (i) implies a man-machine transaction while (ii) is machine 

to machine in nature. 

There are a number of different primitive operations inherent 

in man-machine interaction and these can be presented under different 

headings. We shall consider the following: 

	

I 	Transactions related to programming and data 

	

II 	Parametric transactions 

III 	Data Bank Transactions 

IV 	'Transactions in which Files are shared:among Users. 
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The computer to computer transactions can be subdivided in a 

similar manner: 

I Transmission of Files 

II Load-Sharing between Computers 

and III Functional Specialization 

(a) Store-and-Forward Message Switching Systems 

(b) Bulk and Organized File Systems (Wholesale and Retail 

File Systems) 

(c) Other Specialized Computers. 

There are probably other ways to characterize the services 

which can be offered by a computer network but it is hoped that this 

method will cover the services in a comprehensive manner. 

Terminal-to-Computer Transactions  

Terminal-to-computer transactions as presented in this paper 

are similar to the type of operation which is carried out on most 

multiterminal computer ystems. In such a computer system a number of 

luw and high-speed terminals are connected to a central computer and 

these terminals are used for input, output and to request the use of 

resources of the computer system. A computer network allowing terminal 

to computer transactions is an extension of this concept since now the 

user of the network can query any one of several different computer 

facilities connected to the network. We will not distinguish among the 

different ways of connecting terminals to the network and between a 

terminal local to the computer it is using and remote from it. A network 

of such computer systems has certain advantages. 
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(i) transmission costs can be reduced if there is enough data 

traffic to justify construction of special purpose facilities. 

This situation will arise if enough services are available for 

the non-expert user. 

(ii) it will be more reliable than a single computer system as 

alternate data transmission paths and alternate equivalent 

services could be available. 

and (iii) more resources would be available to ne .twork users, thus 

reinforcing (i). 

I Transactions Related to Programs and Data_  

This section looks at the general characteristics of transactions 

related to programs and data, and attempts to classify them into three 

categories by speed of the terminal needed to conduct the transaction. 

Program and data transactions can be divided into three 

categories by speed of operation of the terminal required and the corres-

ponding transmission line, i.e. low speed (usually teletypes, 2741's, 

TWX Terminals, Point of Sale devices), low-speed input, high-speed output 

(usually character graphics terminals) and high-speed (usually card-

reader printer stations, tape stations or graphic displays). 

Such terminals use lines ranging in speed from 45 bits per 

second up to about 100 kilobits per second and even higher using special 

broadband channels. 

Let us look at the characteristics of the three kinds of 	, 

terminals and determine the ways in which they will fit into a . computer 

network. 

1 

• 1 
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Low-Speed Terminals  

On  .a  low-speed terminal a user usually conducts a character-

by-character or line-by-line conversation with a computer. There are 

two types of conversations which might be considered typical. Data base 

interrogation and modification should be considered as a prominent user 

of either general or special purpose terminals. For example, such 

activities as computer-assisted learning and data bank enquiry 

may be typical in a few years [4]. Both data bank access and point of 

sale transactions will be discussed in more detail in a later section. 

These applications tend to be characterized by inputs and outputs which 

might consist typically of one to twenty characters or control signals. 

In a programming environment, such activities as file editting and inter-

active construction and execution of programs are more typical. This 

type of activity has inputs and outputs which are usually 

from one to several lines in magnitude, although one or two character 

responses also occur, frequently. 

The input to the computer 

cannot be massive in extent because it - is-being constrained by human : speeds.' 

• • . 
This  is the'uSual constraint on any primary input to.the  computer  since 

huMans are'involved in its original construction- The problem here is of 

course to automate input by producing a large. amount from very littlé 

Any output reCeived from low-speed terminals must be rather liMited 

frem one character -  to  one, or twoTages ,it0.ength) since print-

ing large.aMounts-of data on a low Speed printeris just not economical' 

as well  as trYing to the patience of any user. 
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14oW.speed terminals can be Connected to a computer system 

by . two different mechanisms:. , 

(i) ditéctly through a dial up.or leased line... The. choice of these 

tWo . depends'on the - total connect time during a given period, 

distance,  reliability'and other:criteria.: 	- 

or (ii) diréétly to a data network .interface through a line and then 

- 	over:. a data network to the computer being used.  The data  

netwOrk interface - is not specified here. For example, it 

éduld use a host or IMP as in the ARPA network [11] or some 

 • • 

There are a number of criteria to be conàidered when a choice' 

is to be madebetween (i) and (ii). We must make'à decision . based on such 

information'as:urgendy' of transmitting  the  data,•»diatance, transmission 

speed requited; reliability and - available line grades. For example, 

if the  data traffid at any point in time through:IOW-speed, 

terminals' to the computer systems being.used isnot heavy, then :  ' 

„ 
it is probably' best to Use the technique under  Ci) for  connection.' If 

the data ttaffic-is heavier-than there is a-point at whicWit is better 

to'placemultiple users of Computer systems on a. : .data network and multi-

plex their transmissions together to utilize higb+-speed lines,[11].. This 

will tend to decrease the cost/bit of transmission: In other words, if a 

large amount of data is being sent from a number of different users to a 

number of computer systems then these systems could be connected together 

by high speed communication lines (a data network) so that all users can 

share in the substantially lower costs of transmission. 
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The technology that should be used for the data network is not 

specified here. At least two different methods of data switching - virtual 

lines and i packet switching - are serious candidates for consideration [see 

Appendix I]. 

When a terminal is used for a conversations  with a computer the 

user must either 

(i) learn all the conventions, Such as the command language (e.g. - 

JCL for the IBM 360 or the command language for the CDC 6600) 

for the computer he is about to  use  and alsO a network command 

1anguage-which will allow him to control his call;_ 

(ii),learn a simple set of conventions (such,as a small subset of the 

.commànd language) because a. specific  set. of services is . required 

.(e.g. APL) or the computer being called only offers a very 

.1iMited set. of. services (e.g. a PDP-11 offering BASIC) and also 

'a simple,hetwork command language which will allow him to 

control his call; 	 • 

or (iii) learn a network command language which will allow him to exploit 

all the services offered by any computer in the network or any 

computer likely to be connected to the network. 

The situations covered in (i) and (ii) in the previous paragraph 

are the ones that exist at the present time and will likely exist well 

into the future. This will make use of a computer in a network more complex 

than at present and will probably mean that most of the services offered 

initially will be of the type mentioned in (ii). 
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The  development of a reasonable all purpose network command 

language (i.e. one which is not the union of ai command languages) as 

mentioned under (iii) may be  impossible.  The computers  connected to - a 

data network may Well be So different  in sc'ope and operation that their 

requirements may not be encompassed  in, an  all purpose network lenguage. 

In fact the extensive differences amonà 'computers is one of the prime 

reasons that a network might be built. 

Of course,  this discussion has been very general in that it did 

not make any assumptions about the number of users who were conducting 

short conversations and the number writing programs. It may well be that 

the primary use of a network will be the provision of specialized 

services such as data bank inquiry, computer-assisted learning, etc., 

which will generate large amounts of data traffic and will require 

minimal knowledge on the part of the user. One suspects that a large 

proportion of general purpose computing will be performed on a single 

computer (either local or remote) by a large user group (such as a 

university users group) and that some specialized services will be 

available on a computer network. 

Low-Speed Input and High-Speed Output Terminals  

The comments made about low-speed terminals also apply to 

this type as well. However, since this type of terminal needs its 

output displayed very quickly it must have a high-speed data link from 

computer to terminal or the terminal must incorporate some processing 

capability. Since there is a mismatch in input speed and output speed 

a mechanism which can provide both speeds of communication (at different 

costs) is very important. More effective use (i.e. In terms of communication 

 1  
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speeds) can probably be made of such a terminal if it is connected to a 

computer network, since it could have the capability of providing both 

speeds of transmission for input and output. 

High-Speed Terminals  

The comments made about low-speed terminals apply to these 

terminals as well. However, high-speed terminals do provide a mechanism 

for moving bulk input and output quickly from user to computer and back. 

They are also more economical to use since high-speed lines usually 

less per bit transmitted than low-speed lines. As well, low- 

speed  terminais are more dependent on human reaction time and this tends 

to increase their transmission costs still further since connect time 

will be longer. 

If there is enough high-speed traffic among users of a group of 

computer systems then we can economically justify the construction of a 

data network. Unfortunately, we do not know what constitutes an economic 

traffic load and such a question deserves serious study. 

Terminal transactions are probably sufficient reason for cons-

truction of a computer network if 

(i) data traffic is high enough; 

(ii) enough specialized services are available which require minimal 

knowledge of the characteristics of the computer being used. 

Under (ii) it should be noted that if very few specialized 

services are available, then data traffic will be too low and that if the 

specialized service requires too much knowledge on the part of the user 

then it will not be used. In other words, a computer network must supply 
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a variety of services which are tailored to the user who has minimal 

expert knowledge in order that sufficient traffic will be generated to 

justify the construction of a network. 

In a network with many different computers and 41ifferent types 

of terminals it will be necessary to standardize on a permissible 

character set (including control characters). 

II Parametric Transactions 19,10 1  

In this paper, parametric transactions are defined to be terminal 

to computer transactions which are usually characterized by short messages 

of a few characters. In most cases these few characters are input 

parameters (hence parametric transactions) to a set of programs and 

usually restrict the user's capability to manipulate data and programs. 

The terminal used can be of any type as long as it allows short messages. 

There are many types of terminals specially designed for short transactions 

and these are often called point-of-sale (PUS)  terminals. These terminals 

often accept such items as credit cards and have a simple keyboard to input 

the required parameters. Both the messages from the terminal to the 

computer and from the computer to the terminal are short. Such messages 

are usually sent to a central computer which uses the message content to 

query or modify various pieces of data stored in a file. 

There are many commercial examples of parametric trans-

action systems such as on-line banking systems, retail sales reporting 

systems, etc., and there are probably many applications in universities 

such as on-line book circulation systems which generate parametric 

transactions. One might also consider data bank query and update as 

examples of parametric transactions but since there is usually 
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more freedom to manipulate the data in data bank it shall be 

discussed under a separate heading. Parametric transactions 

including data bank access will probably constitute a large pro-

portion of the data traffic on any computer network [4]. 

The messages in a parametric transaction system are short and 

will incur a certain overhead in being transmitted. For example, in a 

store-and-forward system such as a message or packet switching system 

the information required to send the message (i.e. the address) may well 

exceed the size of the message. This means the cost of sending a message 

in such a network could easily double the cost of the message alone. Any 

computer network designed to handle this type of transaction should use 

technology which will keep the cost of sending a message to an acceptable 

level. In a network designed for parametric transactions it might be 

appropriate to batch messages to a given destination in order to minimize 

address overhead or to transmit the messages over some form of time 

division multiplexed transmission line [see virtual lines in Appendix I]. 

In a network which is denoted to parametric transactions serious 

consideration should be given to a design which minimizes the cost of send-

ing a message. This requirement may conflict with the methods of design-

ing networks for other types of traffic. 

III Data Bank Transactions  

Data banks are large collections of data containing comprehen-

sive and authorative information about some subject e.g. the statutes of 

Canada, the social characteristics of a certain group of people in Ontario, 

etc. This section examines the feasibility of using data banks which are 

connected to a computer network. 
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There are four basic operations which would normally be 

performed on a data bank, i.e. creation, validation, reading and updating. 

Creation of a data bank is a large scale process involving massive input 

of data usually under the control of authorities in the field. The data 

bank is usually created and input on a computer local to the creators 

even though it may be available on a data network. 

Modification or updating of a data bank is usually done in 

one of two ways: 

	

(i) 	the new data before being placed in the data bank is 

carefully screened and validated by a group of "experts"; 

	

or (ii) 	the new data is sent to the data bank by almost any user, 

(such as in a retail sales situation) but it is usually 

completely validated by computer programs before being entered. 

Both types of transactions are similar to parametric transac-

tions which have already been discussed. 

Reading of data banks usually occurs because most users require 

information about some subset of the data, e.g. how many Canadian companies 

exceeded $50 million in sales last year and what are their names? Such 

questions require that the data in the data banks be processed so that 

the necessary information can be extracted. This processing can occur 

in one of three ways: 

(i) 	all the information in the data bank can be transmitted in its 

entirety to the computer closest to the user. The processing 

of the data bank information can then take place in this local 

computer; 
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(ii) 	a program can be written for the data bank computer
2 
 which 

.partially reduces the information in the data bank to a smaller 

file which can then be transmitted to the local computer for 

-further processing; 

.a'program can be written for the data-bank computer [3,5] 

which produces the final  output required by  the user. This • 

final output is then produced as a "print - file" which is sent 

te the computer closest to the user and .Printed on his  console. 

.Ali  the methods described here will run into problems of 

file transmission. Since this is such an huportant topic in computer-to-

computer transactions it is presented as a separate section. The conclu-

sions drawn in that section indicate that transmitting files between two 

computers and then processing them is a very difficult problem and that the 

amount of data  transmitted and the amount of prôcessing oft the loca l . 

 computer should be minimized. The method . described under (iii) in the 

previous paragraph minimizes these two problems : and may make data bank 

access manageable. 

Of course the problem of shared files becomes important in 

data bank  services  and these are examined In the next section. 	' 

„ 
IV Transactions In  Which Files Arè Shared Among Users  

. :Shared files'are files accessible to a nimber of users. The 

users may wish to read, write, execute or even delete the files. 
• 

•If the files are shared by users using a computer local td 

the entire group then the problems they face are: 

2 
This term 'will be used for the computer Which directly controls  the  
storage containing the data bank. 	 . 
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,(i) 	prOtection, -  so that only authorized Users May access the file; 

(ii) 	-communications to ensure that 

(a) the correct file is.being read at any given time, - and 

,(b) some ability to indicate what changes have been made :  

- to the file Since it has been updated. 
• 

»Under (ii)(a)i'it isimportant to deéide whether the user can , 

aécess afile while it is being changed and . also what happens if a file 

in use 'before it is being changed, e.g. a number  of  jobs may be using 

the FORTRAN Compiler and yet it ib also being changed. How can you ensure 

. that boththe:user and Changer operate with the correct copies? . 

Under (ii)(b), it is important to communiCate the changes that. - 

have been made to a file either explicitly or implicitly. In the case of 

an airline or theatre seat reservation system and perhaps a library 

borrowing system. The changes are usually implicit in that the seat or 

book count is changed with each transaction. If a group is developing 

a numerical analysis package and making modifications as they work, then 

some more formal means are needed to communicate changes and the reasons 

they are needed. 

When the file becomes remote from some of the users but is still 

accessible by terminals directly without intervention of a network, then 

(ii)(b) becomes even more important. Most systems which would make reserva-

tions for airline seats or books perform the communication in an implicit 

manner. 

When the file becomes accessible through a local computer attached 

. to a computer network then all the problems of remote data banks  ad file 
i 

transmission raise their heads. If We make à copy of the file for use in ; 	' 

IIIlly implicit in that the seat or 

.oping 

-k, then 	II 

II 

II 

II 

1 
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the local computer, then of course there are multiple copies in the 

system which could have alterations made to them independent of each 

other. In certain types of applications this would be possible, i.e. 

multiple copies could exist providing a master copy w as  updated every few 

hours. 

It would appear that if multiple copies are not maintained and 

yet instantaneous transmission of file modifications is important then 

the best approach is to operate on the file via the remote computer and 

transmit small files to indicate status information, individual records, 

summary reports or communication of changes. 

This is only a short discussion to indicate the complexities of 

sharing files particularly when the users are widely separated. There are 

solutions to some of these problems but they are not necessarily applicable 

to all situations. A careful study should be made of this problem and the 

many possible solutions should be examined as they are a function of both 

data transmission speeds and application. 

• . Computer-te-Computer Transactions  . 
. . „ 

• 1Computer  to computer transactions are not usually under the 

'direct contrôl of an oPeration,initiated at a terminal. Rather  they  are a 

'consequence cifthe execution .of some program whiçh Was perhaps initiated' 

from a terMinal but.is  now almost completely under cOmputer control. 

Since  computers,  operating .systems,ariefile.systems. are so 

•completely :different it ià extremely difficult to do computer-to-computer. 

transactions  in a general  computer  network. The computers  involved must . 
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be aware in some sense of all possible combinations of character sets, 

command languages, word lengths and many other important things. Terminal-

to-computer transactions differ significantly in that the human element' is 

involved and.can adapt to differing computer configurations. 

For the reasons in the previous paragraph,.it may well be some . 

time before any extensive applications involving general computer-to .  

computer communication will be realized. Some degree of uniformity of 

standards will likely have to be reached before any significant degree , 

of success is achieved. 

.The rest of this section is devoted to. discussing the 

feasibility and problems of the computer-to-computerservices Which might 

be available. . 	 • • 

I Transmission of Files  

There is a number of reasons for wantihg to transmit files; 

file transmission, however, may not always be pra'ctical. The typés of 

file transmission are: 

(i) transmission of card files and print files'from and to remote 

job entry stations; 

(ii) transmission of operating systems and documentation from 

one centre to another, e.g. transmission of IMP software from 

BBN in the ARPA network or MULTICS between MIT and Bell 

Laboratories; 

(iii) transmission of files for processing, e.g. files created from 

larger files such as a data bank. 

1 
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The type of transaction under (i) has already been discussed 

under terminal transactions. Types (ii) and (iii) appear to be the same 

type of transaction in that large files are being sent from one computer 

to another. 

The speed of file transmission is important in any computer 

network. As long as file requirements can be anticipated before a program 

is placed in execution or a program can wait a significant length of time 

after requesting access to a file then transmission can proceed at a reason-

able rate such as 40 kilobits per second or even slower. If a file is to be 

accessed ancrtransmitted at the time it is required (a situation which may 

occur - when a program is operating under timeconstraints) then  the  trans-

mission rate for the network will have to be increased to a range comparable 

with the rate of high-speed peripheral devices. General purpose file, such 

as programs,in higher-level languages or data files would have to be 

"translated" as they are sent from computer-to- computer  particularly if 

either the computers are different,  the  operating systems are different or 

the specifications of the file system differ. What happens if the 

character setS.differ, e.g. smaller character set on one machine than the 

other or different character Configurations, i.e: the letter A is not the 

sanie on both machines. These questions are going to require significant 

study before they can be resolved. File mechanisms may alSo differ because 

either the hardware or the software Specifications will be different enough 

that.files cannot be adequately mapped. For example,'how does one map data 

from.an . IBM data cell onto a CDC disk, or from the IBM data management 

systemonto_the DEC PDP-10 file system? 
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In summary, the file transmission problem appears to be one 

of transmission speed and lack of uniformity among computer systems. It 

is certainly a problem which needs significant study before the difficulties 11 

can be resolved, although no doubt solutions will ultimately be found. 

Partial solutions have already been found in such areas as ASCII character 

sets, and ANSI FORTRAN and COBOL. 

11 -Load-Sharing Between Computers  

Logd-sharing consists of submitting a job.consisting of one 

or more programs gt a computer and having this program sent by communica-

tions media to a second computer for execution. This sounds like a good 

idea since it,would be possible to ship programs on the east cciast of 

Canada tothe West coast during peak load times in the east and vice-versa.  

Computing-'power would then be used in a more uniform' way over a 24 hour period. 

Also pregramS could be directed to the most suitàble computer. 

, . 	This form of load-sharing was used between the variouS  branches  

of the Bell Telephone Laboratories in the early 1960's when three IBM 709.0's 

were  connected together. 	 • 

There are a number of problems associated With load-sharing. 

Let us look  at three Separate cases. 

(i) 	Programs input on Computer X and executed on Computer Y 

where X and Y are the same type of computer with the game > 

operating system using the same options.
4 

access a single input card file and create a single output print 

file. This is a fairly straightforward case in that the programs 

should run successfully on either machine since the machines 

are identical. 

The programs only 

.1  

11 

11 

I/ 

11 
lue pLu6Liim 

4 
See next  page.  
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(ii) Different computers and the programs only - access a single input . 

file and a single output print file. If we assume that language 

compilers exist on both computers and that they botfuobey the 

Same .standard (not a safe assumption; e.g. compare IBM and CDc 

FORTRAN).then we appear to have only two problems, the incom-' . 

patibility of command languages 3 and.the.options
4 

available in 

each Operating system. Since the two computers have different 

command languages and different operating system options some 

formof translation must take place before the job is executed. • 

Provision of.a universal command language So that two computers 

aré.almost compatible would be a partial solution to this problem. 

For the execution of simple jobs using languages such as FORTRAN, 

this is probably not too difficult, although at present it has 

„ not been done. 	 • 

(iii) Situations .  (i)or (ii) where the programs have access to a 

nuMber of  -files. This type of program makes load-sharing very 

difficult since '(a) Many of the files Would not be available 

on Machine Y and would have to be sent with the program (This 

could be a very expensive operation). .(b) There would be 

duplication of file names causing clashes, which must then be 

• resOlved. (c) The command language and'options'are now very 

complex and for two different machines and operating systems and 

it is not clear whether the command language and options for . • 

Machine X could be transformed Into those for Machine Y. 

3 
Command languages for computers are singificantly different,. e.g. CDC 
uses the concept of input and output streams while IBM does not'. 

• 4 
These options yould include space and time available for thc•program  and 

 the defaults such as memory initialized to zero and error responses. 
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There are several technical problems to be solved in order to 

have a general load sharing capability and it is not clear that these 

problems can be solved in all generality. 

it.appears we can be reasonably sure that we can handle programs 

that do not make- extensive use of files. Perhaps most student jobs and 

some debugging runs fit into this category. Can we economically justify 

load-sharing this type of program, or should the communications  costs and 

the cost for'rental of a remOte computer be invested in a local facility? 

It would -be:very interesting to look at  •the perdentage of jobs in a given 

computer installation which fall into categories (i ), (ii) and (iii).  

There is another - form of load-sharifig.called brokerage which has 

all the properties mentioned previously. In this case the programmer 

has control of where his program is executed. 

Thé programmer creates a program on one machine and then asks 

several different computers to bid on the execution of the program. The 

bidding is based on resources, i.e. the bidding computer must have all the 

facilities required for the job CPU, memory, compilers, files, etc. The 

bid is•accepted only if the user wants his program run on that machine. 

The user might decline a bid, for instance,. for security reasons, i.e. 

a commercial firm might not want to run a proprietary program on a 

competitor's machine. The user may also have knowledge of the bidding 

installation, e.g. some computer may be I/O bound or some file he needs 

to use is available and will not need to be transmitted. 

It seems that this application is comparable to the load-sharing 

situation except the user can determine whether it is even worth asking 
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for a machine to bid. It may be recognized that the files needed for the 

job are only available on one machine (such as the host machine) and bid-

ding is unnecessary. In a computer network where files are stored in 

some central place (a situation true for load-sharing as well) it may be 

possible to run programs on any computer that will accept them. 

III Functlenal Specialization 	 . 

.Computers are quite often constructed with . a specific function 

in mind. .For example,  computers are often used as line switches in a 

telephone network and therefore are produced with.characteristics quite 

differentfrem a general purpose digital computer. , It has been suggested . 

that with the advent of computer  networks, many of the computers in the  

'network will  be  highly specialized in Function and that jobs will be sent . 

to  them.  for  execùtion: This is proposed for the - ARPA network. It is 	• 

expected for instance that pregrams requiring a high degree of parallel . 

processing Will be Sent to ILLIAC IV in the network,.  This section examines 

the uses of functional specialization in a computerpetwork and looks at 

• some Of the 'problems which - may be inherent in these uses. 

Store-and-Forward Message Switching Systems 

For computer-to-computer communication'to be a reality there 

should be a computer system in the network which wi ll  store and forward 

messages sent between computers. A ,program which  • s currently active in 

a ,computer may wish to send a message to another program in another 

computer.  It  is possible that the receiving computer may not be able to 

receive the message, since possibly - 
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(i) the receiving computer is inoperative; 

(ii) the receiving computer is unable to accept more messages 

for any of its programs because its message capacity has 

already been reached; 

or (iii) the program receiving the message is available in the receiving 

computer system, but it is not currently scheduled for 

execution. 

This message handling capability for a computer network is the 

same capability that is either implicitly or explicitly inherent in 

operating systems. For an excellent example of this store-and-forward 

message system in an operating system the reader is referred to [1]. 

In all computer networks presently suggested there is no mechanism for 

storing messages for a period exceeding a few milliseconds. The packet 

switched systems only hold a packet (part of a message) long enough to 

assemble the entire message at the destination or to ensure that a packet 

has been forwarded correctly. 

There are a number of problems associated with store-and- 

forward message systems in a data network. Some of the problems are: 

«(i) Are all computer-to-computer messages sent to their destina-

tion and then only redirected to the store-and-forward system 

if the destination computer cannot accept them? 

(ii) Are they all sent to the store-and-forward system for transmission? 

or (iii) Are they sent to both at the same time? 

These questions are obviously dependent upon the amount of 

message traffic and the average amount of data traffic generated by the 

message and to some extent determines whether the store-and-forwnrd 
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system is an integral part of the network er just another subscriber:: 

'A store-and-forward system could be centraliZed or it could be distri-

buted so that each subscriber to the network has this capability at the 

site of his network interface •. 

We.might also examine signalling_conventions and methods cif' 

organization. The following problems arise: 	• 

(i)  •How are computers notified that there are messages waiting? 

Do we poll.a Special signal, or ask the store'-andforward - 
. 

syStem if it has any messages? 

How do we organize the store-and-forward system since the 

requests for messages will be random? 	• 

As Well as these problems we-will have all the problems of'• 

transmitting.small -  files around the network. In -particular . 

(1) character  codes  would have to be medified between the sending 

and receiving computers; 

and (ii) Standard  messages  files would have to be designed. 

This store-and-forward Capability appears to be a key pre-

requisite to a network which  will  permit computer-te-computer 

• transaetions. 

Bulk  and Organized File Systems •(Wholesale and Retail File Systems)[3,51  • 

Since access to on-line storage requires a heavy concentration 

on input/output it might make sense to group moston-Iine storage.at  

several points in the computer network and provide it with a file accessing 

computer. Such a computer might have sophisticated channels for table 

lookup and elaborate code conversion hardware in order to communicate 
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with all the computers in the network. The front end computer will 

accept requests for a record(s) from the user file and will then send 

the record or part of it to the requesting computer. The cOmmands may 

be even more powerful and even allowing updating, etc; 

This.is a bulk or whOlesale file system, that means that the 

storage space is for sale and that the user is responsible for organizing 

any files that are placed in storage. Such files Will then by definition 

be  compatible with the user's computer and file requirements. 

Three problems immediately arise as a consequence of thià concept 

of a bulk:or wholesale file system. 

(i) Considering the costs of data transmission .at a satisfactory 

speed
5 
 is it more economical to concentrate on-line storage 

in one location with a special purpose computer or to allow 

each computer in the computer network to have its own storage? 

That is, are there economies of scale in bulk storage and func-

tional specialization? 

(ii) Will a bulk or wholesale file system be able to  présent the 

appearance of peripherals native to the computer making the 

request at a reasonable cost? For example, will the bulk or 

wholesale file system look like an IBM 2314 disk to an IBM 360 

and a DEC disk to a PDP-11? 

5  Data will likely have..to be transmitted at. a rate.Comparable'to the 
rate presently supplied by mcist peripheral devices since we will 
likely he , transmitting  a' record  at- a time. 
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(iii) 	Since a wholesale file system will involve computer-to-computer 

transactions, ,  it will be necessary to.have a store-and-forward 

message capability in the netWork. This wa's described in the 

:previous section. 

These questions ail  bear some investigation as such a concept 

might be cost,-effective .. If a bulk or wholesale file system .cannoi be - 

realized for a complete computer network, it might well.be-realized fôr 

local networks where there are a number-of computers in >close proximity 

and communications çosts are reasonable. In particular, the economies of 

scale of centralized mass data storage should be thoroughly investigated. 

An organized or retail file system not only offers on-line 

storage, hUt it is also organized into files' for the deposit of information. 

.The technical:.feasibility of constructing a retail  file  system has already 

) been demonstrated by at least one group. 	8 	By'standardizing : 

or constraining various aspects of the file system such as the type of file 

structure allowed and the languages and' methods of data access it is possible 

to build a retail file system. A retail file system would probably offer 

services similar to the ones provided by a generalized data base system 

such as GIS[2]. Such a service may well be a viable network offering. 

Of course, it would have to be determined if the costs of providing 

such a service on a network would make it economically attractive. 
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Other Specialized Computers  

Since a specialized computer such as ILLIAC IV .can appear in a 

network, will-it be possible to have computer programs which will run,on 

independent computers and yet communicate with each other?
6 
 For  example,' 

'a program may be initiated in one computer, call a,program in another 

' computer such as an array processor and then:send the results to a third 

computer which drives displays. Such a situation could happen with numeri-

cal weather predictions or nuclear reactien calculations. Such computa-

tions would require the design Of interfaces for the  passing of messages 

'between prograMs At'least Certain aspects of this problem would require 

the design of a "network operating system" to control communications 

(see section on Store-and-Forward Message Switching Systems). Of course, 

if the file for such . programs are not available at .,the site of the program 

then we'have the difficulties inherent in file  transmission. If large 

applications require this type of  -communication problems to be Solved 

then they Certainly can be handled for special cases. However, a more 

general solution to this problem may prove to be intractable. 

. We might also consider specialized computers in several other 

ways. It has heen sUggested that'computers could be specialized›to Tun 

1)rograms in' one or two )_anguages, i.e. we might have a FORTRAN computer, 

an ALGOL computer, an APL computer, etc. The problems in this type of 

specialiiation have all the problems which were discussed in the previous 

paragraphs. 	 • 

6 
Some experiments on this problem are being conducted on the ARPA 
netwol7k. 

1 
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Another form of functional specialization would be the use of 

one computer for compilation, another for execution, etc. This form of 

specialization has all the problems of the previous discussion. 

Accounting and scheduling for all of these specialized processors 

will pose some interesting questions. Is accounting for all computers in 

the network centralized or does each computer do its own accounting? Perhaps 

we might even use a billing schème such as the one used by the telephone 

company. In that case the "local" telephone company bills on behalf of all 

companies which handled the telephone call. If programs are executed on 

different computers how is the scheduling handled? Jobs could easily spend 

an indefinite Period of time in the computer network waiting to be scheduled 

on a processor. 

In summary, the problems in this type of  •specialization indicate 

difficulties in the areas of message transmission, accounting, and 

scheduling. 
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Use of Computer Network Facilities  

One of the most difficult problems in the use of a computer, 

whether it is local or remote, is to adequately notify the user of the 

services available and provide adequate  documentation and training for 

the use of any of the services. It is hard to lefine adequate, but the 

user should be able to - 

(1) find out by some reasonable scheme if a "service" is 

available to solve his problem; 

and (ii) to obtain documentation by some reasonable scheme which 

allows the user to utilize the "service". with no reference' 

to the source of the "service" except for very unusual 

circumstances. 

I Availability of Computer Network Services  

Some form of mechanism for storage and retrieval of a catalogue 

and documentation might be established as part of the network mechanism. 

This information could be handled in several different ways. It seems 

appropriate for the catalogue to be stored on-line in the network and to 

have several different mechanisms for searching it, i.e. by subject, key 

word, etc. The organization and maintenance of this  •catalogue will be a 

job comparable to handling a catalogue in a small (?) library. Certainly 

any new entries will have to be very carefully placed in the index. 

Any such scheme as the one proposed in the previous paragraph 

should be compared against other catalogue schemes for cost of storage 

and retrieval. Alternatives could be: 
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(i) a paper catalogue at each user installation which is periodi-

cally updated by mail or transmissions through the network. 

(We should ask what happens to remote terminal users; do they 

also receive a catalogue?) 

(ii) a tape cassette which is periodically changed by mail or trans-

mission over the network. The cassette could be used to drive 

an intelligent terminal and a TV set. Again, the remote user 

would suffer and some combination of services is probably in 

order. 

Finally who pays for these services? Does the user pay a fixed 

charge per enquiry or is this service provided by the supplier in a manner 

similar to the yellow pages in the telephone directory? 

II Documentation of Computer Network Services  

Documentation becomes a problem at least an order of magnitude 

larger than the catalogue problem. Individual pieces of documentation 

must meet a very high standard in order for any user to make any use what- 

soever of services offered by a remote installation. When a user encounters 

faulty documentation in his own installation, a telephone call or a half 

hour meeting usually sets him on the right track. Of course, important 

details will be left out, but several attempts at this process will 

usually iron out most the difficulties. A remote user will not have any 

of these benefits and will only be able to receive help either through 

the network or by several telephone calls to the source of the service. 

This type of help will tend to be expensive
7 

and not very satisfactory. 

7 
Some data sets do provide a voice as well,  as a data channel to speak •to 
the centre being used. However, this.is only useful for speaking to the 

operations people; it is doubtful if the person needed to explain a 
program will be available when needed.• 
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IINo doubt many questions will arise about the "service" after its originator 

has moved to a new  position. The only satisfactory.answer to this problem - 

IIis to provide adequate documentation and to develop user-oriented software. 

IINeither of these problems have been fully solved although there is no doubt 

that there are excellent examples of solutions in existence. 

How is documentation for a computer network distributed? Is 
II 

there a central repository such as AMA's NIC (Network Information Center) 	
II 

for all documents or does each user centre maintain a "skinny" set of 	Il 

IIdocumentation to start a user? How is documentation distribution controlled 

in a computer network? Do we use the postal system or the network itself?. 	. 

Perhaps a combination of these two media will be required and distribution 

- will be a function of the urgency with which the documentation is required 

III Network Lagaum_e_s 

Since computer networks might offer a wide variety of services 

and applications there must be a network control language which allows 

the user to specify which services are required. In computer-to-terminal 

transactions the network command language should be relatively straight- 

forward since it will only be necessary to set up a call to the appropriate 

computer and then use the facilities of the called computer such as its 

command language and compilers. Since computer networks offering computer-

to-computer transactions can be considered as distributed computers, there 

will be a complex network control language which specifies how the various 

'8 
components'of the network will be used. - This language will be incorporated 

1 
8 

This will be analogous to command languages for Individual computers. 

• 1 
1 
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into the programming systems of the various computers in order to have 

dynamic interjob communication. 

In computer to terminal transactions it is probably appropriate 

to devise a simple network language for controlling a call and then 

reverting to the facilities of the called computer. Such an approach is 

certainly simpler than devising a'universal network and command language 

and it also has the advantage that it will not destroy thé diStinguiShing 

-characteristics of'the'various computers in the network - - one of the 

reasons for. building a network. 

Computer-to-computer transactions are .comPlex .and one needs to 

study this problem before making any definitive statements about the type 

of network language required. One suspects that various special purpose 

• network languageswill develop as computer-to-computer services become 

available. 
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Conclusions  

'Resource sharing is an important concept in the computing field 

since 

(i) it may help to decrease the cost of certain types of resources 

by decreasing the necessity, of duplication of hardware, soft-

ware and data; 	. 	• 

(ii)'it may possibly increase the cost-effectiveness of existing 

• resources through increased utilization; 

and (iii) itinay broaden the base of computer resources available to the 

computer user. 

• Any research that is directed toward this goal should be consi-

dered worthWhile. Computer networks, i.e. computers and terminals Connect-

ed together by -a communications  system hold some promise of at least partially 11 

achieving the goal of sharing computer resources among members of a widely 

scattered group of users. 

This paper has considered a general purpose computer network 

and examined the type'of services it might offer. These services were not 

interpreted,as applications but rather as the components some of which 

would be used to provide the services required in  any  application. No 

assumptions were made about the transmission technology for the network, 

9 
but at least two candidates (packet switching and virtual lines) should 

be seriously considered. 

The services have been separated into two types of primitive , 

 operations which are the constituents of all network applications. These 

two types of services are: 

9  See Appendix A. 
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(i) .terminal-to-computer and computer-to-terminal opérations; 

and (ii) computer-to-computer operations. 
. 	. 	. 	. 

Terminal-to-computer operatipns are similar to the type 

currently . available•in most multiterminal computer systems, i.e. a'central ' 

computer with'a number of low and high-speed terminals used for input • , , - 

and output. A network is useful in this environment for a number of reasons. 

Specifically - 

(i) a network may help to reduce transmission costs if there is 

enotigh data traffic. This situation may only arise if enough 

services are available to the non-expert'User; 

(ii) a network may be more reliable than a single computer system 

because of possible alternate data transmission paths and 

possible equivalent alternate services; 	• 

and (iii) more resources'may be available to the users of the network.- 

The  development of a network for terminal-to-computer 

transaction  will face problems of transmission economics, differing 

character sets, and network languages, but these problem's have been faced 

in existing Single computer networks and at least •partially resolved. 

Probably the most difficult problem to be faced:will be•providing the 

user with adequate information about services available from the network 

and it is a problem - worthy of serious study. 

.Computer-to-computer transactions, if they can be accomplished, 

probablY present an order of magnitude increaseinthe.power - of.computer 

networks since they will allow several computers te,participate in a 

computation. In order to achieVe this type of operation, it will be 

necessary to be able to - 
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(i) transmit files of all sizes; 

and (ii) store and forward messages between programs and 'processors. 

At present, it is not known how to perform either of these 

9perations since there are so many inherent incompatibilities in computer. . 
II 

systems. For example, such things as hardware (word:lengths, character 

sets, peripherals), software (operating systems, file systems), and languages II 

and  their processors (command and programming languages) all suffer this 

fate. Some method of achieving uniformity must be attempted so that an 

interface between incompatibilities might be'realized. It would be 

disastrous, however, to make everything uniform since we would be destroy-

ing the distinguishing characteristics of the computers' and hence one of 

the chief reasons for a computer network. - 	, 	. 

There are many questions to be resolved before specialized 

computer-tO-computer services are likely to be a reality. Some of 

these questions are: 	 , 

(i) Is high-speed transmission of files likely to be required? 

10 
(ii) Çan files be transmitted successfully between different file 

systems? 

(iii). Àré there enough programs with minimal file requirements'or 

specialized requirements to make load sharing feasible? ' 

• (iv) Flow  do we incorporate a store-and-forward message system in a 

>computer network and is it a necesSity? 

- (v) Can bulk fast'access peripheral devices be housed in à location 

'xemote from the accessing computer such  as in à wholesale file 

• ' 	sYstem? 

10 The computer network under development in the Southwest of Britain is 

suPposedly based on the supposition that such'a computing load exists. 

1 
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(vi) Are various forms of functional specialization such as special 

purpose processors (e.g. a FORTRAN computer) economically 

feasible? 

From the contents of the paper and the list of conclusions, 

. it iS evidentthat computer-to-computer operations,require careful study 

and research before being implemented. In fact, it is not clear that 

some of the computer-to-computer operations being suggested in the 

literature will ever be feasible. 

In summary, it should be stated that a computer network which is 

oriented toward terminal-to-computer transactions may have a reasonable 

chance of success. Computer-to-computer transactions will require careful 

study before implementation. Finally a computer network will only be truly 

successful if enough services are provided for the non-expert user to 

ensure an economic level of data traffic. 
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APPENDIX A  

METHODS OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN COMPUTERS  

( 1 ) 	LEASED OR SWITCHED LINES [6,7]  

This technique uses telephone circuits of various speeds to 

connect computers together. Switched lines are dialled as required and 

IIusually operate at multiples of speeds required for voice communication. For 

low-speed terminals the speed of such lines is too high for the speed of the 

terminals. For high-speed data transmission the time required to establish a 

IIcircuit (the connect-time) is too long relative to amount of data being trans-

mitted. The problem of long connect-times can be solved by leasing a line 	. 

of suitable capacity. In most situations the line will only be used for short 

periods and therefore the cost of transmission will be inordinately high. The 

II 
remaining techniques described in this Appendix illustrate some of the known 

mechanisms for utilizing transmission lines more effectively. 

(ii) 	LOCAL LOOP USING ECOMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE LINES 
 11 
 

A local loop transmission system consists of a communications link II  

capable of transmitting at a rate of about 1 to 2 megabits. The link is formed II 

into a loop which has a driving computer in the loop. Frames of 200 to 300 

IIbits are transmitted synchronously around the loop. Each frame has an address 

and space for a message. A number of stations are attached to the communica- 

tions link and these are used to receive and transmit messages. The host 

computer (attached to a station) sends a message to the station, the station 

then waits for an empty frame and places the.link until it reaches a re-

ceiver with the correct address that is willing to receive the message. If 

a message frame passes the driving computer twice, it is assumed that 

the receiving station was not able to accept the message. The message is 

1 
There are various local loops operating on an experimental basis.. 

1 

1 

1 
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then removed from the system and the frame is now clear to accept 

another message. This type of transmission system appears to be most 

useful in a system where the communication is only a few miles in 

length. Ti  lines of the Bell System are available commercially and 

probably could be used in a local loop. 

(iii) 	VIRTUAL LINES  

In order to achieve better utilization of high speed communica-

tion lines, it is common practice to multiplex a number of low-speed 

signals onto the high-speed line.  • Two techniques called frequency divi-

sion multiplexing (FDM) and time division multiplexing (TDM)[9, 10 1 are 

often used. When the signals are digital in nature and the medium is 

designed to transmit digital signals directly, TDM is the usual technique. 

TDM methods consist of placing several low-speed signals onto a high-speed 

synchronous transmission line by mixing them with each other in a pre- 

determined sequence. Since the line is synchronous, the digital signals can 

be received and sent to their destination in the same sequence that they 

were transmitted. No address will be needed on any of the transmitted 

bits and an entire message will be transmitted without the overhead of 

an address. 

If the switches connecting lines of different capacities are 

programmable then it would be possible to establish a dynamic communica-

tions system. When a host computer wishes to send a message to another 

host computer, it negotiates with the network for a line of a certain 

capacity. This information directing the network to make the connection 

would be sent to the various programmed network switches. When the 
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connection was complete the message would be Multiplexed (TDM) onto 

the lines and transmitted.. The switches in this 'systéMi  must have 

storage to store the programS and provide synchrOnizing delayS. The 

Concept of,using a programmed switch to select the lines and transmit 

is called the virtual line concept. 

(iv) STORE-AND-FORWARD MESSAGE SWITCHING  

In a store-and-forward message switching system, an entire 

message between two computers is usually sent to a central computer which 

reads the destination address and then stores the message. The message 

is then tranSmitted to the receiving  computer. A store and forward system 

is able to ,take entire messages and hold them for prolonged periods of time 

from a millisecond to several hours or even days, i.e, it has a signifi-

cant amOunt of storage. It is necessary in such à system to have a 

communications link between the storing computer and this link is usually 

used for the'duration of the message. 

(v) PACKET SWITCHING SYSTEMS  • 

A packet switching system is the type of system which is being 

used in the ARPA Network. In this case, a message is broken intb small 

uniform pieces called packets and transmitted to the receiving computers. 

The packets are transmitted between the computers as fast as.they are 

formed and are not stored for any length of time. There is no long term 

storage capability 'available in a packet switching system. Breaking up 

a message into pieces allows better use of communication lines; - however, 

it increases overhead since each packet will require an address, which 

must be interpreted at each switch. Packet switching is à form of TDM 

since the line is shared among a number of different packets rather 

than bits or characters. 

oLvic aUU LVLWCLU 
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CANUNET UTILIZATION:  A PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF SPECIALIZED COMPUTER 
APPLICATIONS  

Introduction  

The . feasibility of a Canadian University"Network (CANUNET) will 

depend to a degree on the planned usage of the network by the participa-

ting universities. Therefore as part of the CANUNET Utilization study 

it was decided to examine not only the.methods available for providing 

and using network services, but also the computer applications which may 

generate traffic on the network. Apart from computer time usage of 

specialized network hardware, whiçh is difficult to predict, the major 

data traffic is expected to come from the use of specialized applications 

and data banks . which are located at other universities on the network. 

Therefore,>as the first step to developing a forecast of network utiliza-

tion, it seemed appropriate to identify these specialized computer 

applications and to assess the benefits of a network which would make 

them immediately available to - other - universities. 

This report identifies the major application areas, the univer- 

sities which are most actively involved in their development, and the time 

when the applications will likely be operational. The information for 

this report comes mainly from a survey of university computing conducted 

in April and May, 1971, by the Canadian Computer Communications Task 

Force. This survey, while not exhaustive in the application area, is the 

only known report on specialized computer applications at Canadian 

universities. As a more thorough analysis has not been possible in the 

time available, the Task Force survey material has been restructured 

he time 	1 
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and expanded here to form the basis for more exhaustive utilization 

analyses in subsequent phases of the CANUNET feasibility study. 

Specialized University Computer Applications: 

•

The - major specialized applications have been dealt with under 

six main headings - Library, Legal, Education; Medical, Hospital and 

Environment. The applications, their statu s.  and the university staff 

members resnonsible are suMmarized under  each  of these headings in 

' Exhibit 1. This section,describes more fully.the' nature of these applica-

tions and•the role•a university computer network might play in making . 

their benefits available on a wider scale. 	,• 

1. Library Systems  

While'nearly every university in Canada has some form of automated 

library system; the approach to automatiOn'has varied.- The following , 

examples indiéaté some of the different types of library systems either 

under development or operating - in Canadian universities: 

- 	a. 	University of Toronto  

The basic concept has been to build a common catalogue data 

base which can be used for many applications. There are about 

700,000 titles now in machine readable forffi which is equivalent 

- to about 1.8 million volumes. The project was.started in 1964 

•• and is expected to take another five yèats to complete With the  • 

- eXisting staff-of 40 people. Inveàtment to date has been about 

$2.5 million with a current annual budget of approximately $1.0 

million. • • 
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The University of Toronto has recently announced that 

they have developed an on-line circulation control 

system but no details were available at the tiMe this 

document was written. 

b. 	University of Guelph - 

This university is well advanced in its application of computers 

to libraries. An off-line batch system-including catalogue pro-

tessing, serials,.government documents, acquisitions and'  cir- 

culation  is 90% complete. Of these applications the Guelph Govern-

ment Documents Systems is perhaps the best known and.has been 

installed in a number of other U.S. and Canadian universities. 

The National Library Task Force on government documents has 

recommended that the National Library operate a specialized 

national-system for government.documents and 'the Guelph system 

and three other U.S. . systems are being considered. There is 

also a plan to develop a common government documents data base 

for U.W.O. and Guelph, and other Ontario universities are 

:expected to participate once the initial system is functioning. 

.aatisfactorily. . 

Both the large catalogue data bases at the University of Guelph 

and the University of Toronto are combinations of material obtained from the 

Library of Congress MARC (Machine Readable Catalogue) project and the BNB 

(British National Bibliographie) project and of machine readable catalogue 

material produced in the respective universities. The fact that these data 

bases are being built from a number of separate data bases indicates that work 

in standardization and compatibility has been at least partially successful. 

In particular, about twe-thirds of the data base at the University of Toronto has 

been derived from the previously-mentioned  sourdes. 
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c.. 	Université Laval  

A syàtem in operation at Laval - for the past two years provides 

on-line access to a file of 25,000 technical publications giving 

information on the state  of a collection and its location on the 

campus. The system could be expanded to include books, maps, 

records and other periodicals without major modification and its 

services could be extended to other universities via a - computer 

communications  network. 

d. University of British Columbia  

The  primary emphasis here has been on deVeloping a circulation 

system which will keep track of books on loan. When a book is 

borrowed, the - student's I.D. and the book card are put in one of 

23 badge readers, the identifying information punched on paper • 

tape, and then proCessed  off-line by a computer. The university 

plans to go on-line with this system eventually so that students 

and staff can enquire about the 'status Of books which are out on 

loan. 

e. Simon Fraser University  

Simon Fraser University has experimented with an on-line 

circulation control system in the past. They discovered 

that the cost of such an on-line system was excessive and 

they have since returned to an off-line circulation system. 

This is only a survey of some of the more interesting library 

applications encountered in visits to various Canadian universities. 

Detailed information on various library projects can be found in a 
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report on Canadian universities' library automation which was produced 

by the Canadian Association of College and University Librarians for 

AUCC. 

In total, the investment in library systems at universities is 

estimated to be $10-15 million with an additional annual expenditure of 

$5-10 million. The justification for these expenditures is primarily 

to improve the access to and the control over library holdings with 

little or no emphasis on cost reduction. A computer network could 	OM 

substantially improve access to holdings on a national basis by making 	

II 
all library catalogue files available on-line from any location. A 

IInetwork could also allow for immediate access to specialized national data 

bases, for example, on government documents, from any university location. 

However, in both these cases the network would only provide more imme- ' 

IIdiate access to information than is currently possible by conventional means. 

As the need for this improved service is questionable in some cases, the 

network cost/benefit for library applications will have to be carefully 

analyzed. 

those university holdings which are relatively static into regional 

libraries which can provide books to users on, say a - 24 hour-service' 

IIOn the other hand, the advent of networks'could have a fundamental 

IIimpact on how libraries function;  Most  university libraries are establi shed  

to provide the best - possible  service  to students and faculty from their 	, 

own holdings. : A network may make it possible to Combine and rationalize 	II 
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basis. If 80% of the holdings  •are used 20% of the time (as'is often true 

for many other types of inventory), and these holdings are dupliCated*in 

a number of other libraries, then it might be possible for one central 

library containing one set Of these holdings to provide an acceptable level 

of service to all thesurrotinding universities. This •woUld only be possi-

ble.if each .university subScribing to the service could proVide its students 

and.faculty with the ability to , browse or searéh throiigh the file of central 

library holdings and place a request for  .a book. A network could proVide 

, the communications and computational ability required tà control and operate 

such-a service; delivery and pick-up of books could  be  handled by car in 

- much the same way as the inter-library loan service. The appeal • ng aspect 

'of this concept  is  that it could result in substantial reductions in 

library costs in terms of reduced holdings, administrative staff and 

storage facilities, " 

In terms  of the  wider  implications of  networks in the public 

sector, libraries present  one of thé more promising university areas. • 

 Many public systems will contain data of a personal nature which'will 

require that proper security and 'privacy safeguards are built into the 

system. Library systems, on . thecither, hand, are uniikely.to require such 

stringent Safeguards • and  should, therefore, be more easily designed 

and implemented. In addition, network systems developed for university 

libraries may be of direct benefit to other public institutions. For 

example, school,,public and government libraries may be able to install 

components of an operating university system for their own use, or actually 

becomes subscribers to the same network. 
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2 . 

There•are three major legal systems under development at Queen's, 

Montreal  and Lavai.  

Puéen's QUIC/LAW Project  

This *project, which was started in 1969, is now providing 

terminal services to Queen's, UBC, NRC and the Library of 

Parliament and will be ekpanding to the University of • 

Saskatchewan, Federal JuStice'Department, and the University 

of Ottawa. -Other universities interested in the service are 

Windsor, Western, Toronto, York, Carleton, Dalhousie and U.N.B. 

QUIC/LAW provides legal researchers with terminal access to the 

text of-Federal Supreme Court Decisions 1923-70 and has been -

extended to provide NRC with access to 6,000 Pollution Documents. 

Both Federal Statutes and 4,000 additional Pollution Documents . 

are in the process of being converted to this information 

retrieval system. .In total, Queen's has about 15 million 

words of text in machine readable form including the • 

following files on the information retrieval system: 

Federal Supreme Court Decisions 1923-1970 
Ontario Court Reports 1962-1970 
Federal Statutes (consolidated) 
Federal'Regulations (consolidated) 
Canadian Criminal Cases (part only) 

• B.C.  Statutes (in process). 
Treaties of the C.oMmonwealth (in process) 

Queen's is also receiving, in machine readable form, the 

Statutes of Ontario and the Exchequer Court Reports from 

• other sources 

a. 
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Finances permitting, Queen-'s expect to have the QUIC/LAW system 

operating on a cost recovery basis by April, 1972. This will be 

dependent on the experience with a planned six month trial pro- 

. 	ject nsing 20 terminals in Ottawa government and law offices. 

b. • University of Montreal'DATUM Project  

DATUM is an automated document retrieval system which is 

sufficiently general to be  applicable  to àny kind of. textual 

material. The project, which was started in 1968, has been  in  

operation with limited-data since May, 1970. The first data 

file developed for the system was the text of judicial decisions 

applicable to the Province of Quebec, including Supreme Court 

of Canada reports and four collections of decisions of Courts 

in the Province. These texts are in French, in English, or in 

both languages and tegether amount to about 200 million characters.. 

c. Université Laval, Quebec Statutes Project  • 

Preliminary work started in August, 1967, to develop a data 

bank of Quebec Statutes. The bank, currently containing about 

20 million characters of text, is to be used for information 

retrieval, index creation and automatic editing. The informa-

tion* retrieval system w'as to undergo'volume testing in September, . 

1971 with full operation scheduled for'January, 1972. 	- 

The usefulnessof'a university netWork in the development of 

legal appliCatiens is not yet clear. Certainly, if the network could 

'provide lower communication costs and still meet the requirements for 

• immediate acCess and high speed output, it would make the service 
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attractive  over  a larger geographic area. However,.if the data base 

remains relatively static, there May be economic and operational advan-

tages in installing duplicate systems for use in other geographic 

regions. Further work is required to establish thetrade-offs between 

these tWo approaches before any meaningfui'forecast of network utiliza-

tion can be -made. 	• 	 • 

3. Education Systems 	• 

The major  university effort in the field of education is in the 

development'of Computer Aided Learning and systems - for university 

administration. 

a. 	Comiputer-Aided Learning (CAL) Systems  

The universities which seem to be most interested  in CAL are • 

Alberta, Simon Fraser, Western and Toronto. Alberta has an 

operating CAL system on a;dedicated computer, covering a range 

of different subjects at all educational 'levels. However; the 

main emphasis has been on training doctors in cardiology and 

.patient monitoring. Simon Fraser. has spécialize&in Chemistry 

and is now offering about 50 courses in this subject to augment 

lecture material. Western has developed about 60 hours of CAL 

lessons in English, Psychology, Computer- .Science, Education 	• 

and Mathematics and has experimented  with  a Computer Science 

, course for credit combining CAL lessons with, cable TV.  •  Toronto, 

through the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, has been 

experimenting with CAL for some time. Clirrent projects under 

• 1 

1 

1 
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way are production of a remedial Mathematics course for entrants 

to manpower retraining programs, preparation of second language 

instruction and high school Physics. The remedial Mathematics . 

course is under test at two or three community colleges, the 

high school Physics program is operated at two high schools in 

North York, and the second language instruction course is still 

in the design stage. 

Although this is a survey of CAL in the universities, note 

•shOuld be made of the efforts of NRC in this field. Their 

co-operation with the universities and extensive work in , 

.develoPing a common CAL author language are particular things 

to.be  mentioned. • 

Most of the .universitiés felt that if a "computer, network could 

reduée tranSmissiedcosts and improve reliability of service, 

'›then - the universiiies• could •make their CAL  services  available 

to - users in a wider geographic-area. llowever,• it is not clear • 

at this stage what ultimate form a university network should - 

take to  serve CAL usets, for it-Will:be dependent, aMong other 

• things, on the market served by the CAL systems (which might : 

include universities, comMunity colleges:and schools) and pro-7 •  

gress with the develàpment :  and adoption of a'common CAL author 

language. If a common author language is•adopted, then courses 

can be computer independent and the need ,to have access to 

courses on other•university computers•through a network is 

reduced. In addition, if the market for CAL services expands 

into the secondary schools, then the development of specialized 

CAL time-sharing systems is foreseen which may serve all CAL 
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users within a given region. If either or both of these 

developments occur, the value of a university computer network 

for Computer Aided Learning will.be uncertain. 

b.. 	Administrative Systems  

• Many Of the universities have their administrative systems in 

varying degrees of computerization, including applications such 

as financial accounting, course scheduling, student record keep-

ing and space inventories. While many applications are being 

developed for use at only one university-, there are several 

projects'which envisage shared use by a. number of universities 

and, therefore, are of particular interest to.this study. Two 

important examples are the CESIGU project in Quebec and the 

Laval CACTUS project. 

CESIGU (Comité d'élaboration du Systéme d'Informatique  de 

GeStion.Universitaire) isa joint 'project:by the Universities 

in Quebec to develop an administrative group of programs for 

such functionsas financial accounting, space inventory and 

student and staff information systems. When parts of the 

project are operating, co-operating universities will start to 

use the system, either on their own computers or via a network. 

It is anticipated tbat the project will be completely operational 

by 1975. 

CACTUS (Computer Automated Creation of University Timetables) 

is a program which will construct a fully optimized timetable 

given-inputs such as student course requests, lecture rooms 
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available, professor availability and preferences, and the 

courses offered. The system is fully Operational and docu-

mented and is expected to be used to create timetables  for 

other universities and community colleges in Quebec this year. . 

While CACTUS may be used on a shared basis by various universities, 

there does not appear to be any real need for the on-line real- - 

. 	time capabilities of a network .to make good use of the system, 

especially as it will probably be used only once or twice a year 

by any participating university. 

In summary, the anticipated use of CANUNET by educational:systems 

is uncèrtain. If the CESIGU Concept of developing and using common adminis-

trative programs extends to using common computing facilities  as  well, and 

the concept is adopted across Canada, then there may be significant use 

of a university network but probably only on a regional basis. The use 

of a network by  the CACTUS and CAL systems is even less certain, and more 

information is required on the expected development of these systems before 

any forecast  of network usage can be made. 

4, Medical Systems 

There are four universities where real-timé medical computer 

systems are Well advanced - Alberta, Manitoba, Toronto  and Dalhousie. 

All systems perform a range of real-time, on-line and batch services for 

research. 

a. 	University of Manitoba  

The medical computer centre at Winnipeg General Hospital is 

currently running35 application programs made up as follows: 

. 	. 
Real-Time 15% (e.g., lung mechanics, video angiograms) 

• 	On-Line 45% (e.g., statistical packages) 
Off-Line 40% - about 100 misdellaneous jobs/day 
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The centre has two 'CDC 1700's with a connection to the universi-

ties 360/65 where they pend half the batch work.. The project was 

started in 1967 and about $1 million has been invested in develop-

ment and production to date. The system is operational and about 

60% documented. The centre estimated that its staff could install 

an identical system elsewhere in one to two months bût would ré-

qnire at least six months to train new Staff. 

	

. 	University of Toronto 

The primary applications here are real-time data acquisition and 

control for biomedical research. The centre has a SIGMA 5 dedi- 

cated to these applications, which is currently providing 

Services to seven laboratories with seven more in the process of 

being added. Full operational status should be reached by 

mid1972. 

	

e. 	Dalhousie University  

Dalhousie also has a SIGMA 5 dedicated to medical research pro-

jects with special emphasis on EEG and ECG analyses. Four 

terminals in the intensive care unit at Victoria Hospital are 

connected to the SIGMA 5 for testing purposes. It is estimated 

that it will take two years to fully evaluate this system at which 

time the services could be provided to more hospitals  in the  

province. liowever, there are present concerns about the reliability 

and  cost of communications to these hospitals. 

	

d. 	University of Alberta 

In addition to the Cemputer-Aided learning system:3 for training 

doCtors in cardiology and patient monitoring, this university 

has developed files  011 all cardiac surgery,:appendix and neuro- 

1 
1 
1 
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:radiology  cases for research purposes. The Faculty  of 

 Medicine has their own Hewlett-Packard HP 2116B but:make.use of 

the Main data centre as well. 

• In general, the justification for these, medical.systems' is that 

the research they are used-  for - could-not be done otherwise. While medical 

projects remain in the research - enVironment, the availability:_of a 

versity network would not-appear to offer any particular advantage. 

However, when projects, such as the ECG analysis systems at Manitoba and 

Dalhousie become fully operational, a network could make the services 

from a central .ECG computer available to a number;of'university and 

general hospitals in a region.' 

5. Hospital Systems  • 	• 

Considerable effort is being expended at someuniversities to - 

develop  computer  based hospital systems: These systeMs vary:in their 

, application but all relate to the generaradministration.of hospitals and 

the analysis of hospital problems'. 

a. 	Universit6 de Sherbrooke  - 

The Centre Hospitalier Universitaire (CHU) is developing a 

centralized administrative system for all 14 hospitals in Quebec 

Administrative Region #5 which 'contains nine counties and 600,000 

people. -The objectivé is to develop  and test a pilot system 

which can then be implemented in all hospitals in Quebec province. 

The data bank associated with the _system will contain critical 

.medical records on-line,-historical records, results of,lab-tests 

and administrative data.- 'Currently the centre is processing the 
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payroll for ten hospitals,.performing some real-time lab 

l e 

 tests and 

 op iYsiesra 	

b  ily h  cal t ree 	d of  records.  T1h9 e12.project was started 

in 1966 and the first major modules were due for completion by 

the end of 1971. The schedule calls for the pilot project to 

	

b. 	University,of Saskatchewan 	• 

The -Hospital Systems Study Group, based at the University of 

Saskatchewan in Saskatoon, has been assigned the major respon-

qibility for the development of comptiterized programs for the 

hospitals-in Saskatchewan.. The following Systems are operative 

at-the University Hospital, Saskatoon: Payroll, Inventory, 

Medical Records, Operating Room Management, Medical Information, 

Retrieval, ECG Interpretation, Plant Ledger, Capital Budget, 

and , Automated Laboratory Reporting. In addition ;  three projects 

are under development: satellite pharmacy drug distribution 

• (multi-phasic screening program) and on-line ECG interpretations 

for other remote hospitals. Another'Major project is the 

development of a financial system to be used jointly by ,eight 

hespitals, -Phase I (Payroll/Personnel).has been operative since 

.January 1, 1971 while Phase II (Accounts Payable, Patient 

Accounting, General Ledger,. Plant Ledger and Management Reports) 

is expected to be operational by mid-1972. 

	

, c. 	McMaster University  

The staff in the Health.Science:laculty have developed a number 

of specialized- computer systems. The CCISS (Conversational 
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Computer Information and Statistical System) allows users who 

have no knowledge of computers to enter data in a prescribed 

method and to select and analyze the data in a diversity of 

ways. The system is being converted to allow requests from 

terminals with remote or local outputs. There are about 50 to 

100 projects on the system including a study of medical care 

utilization. The Pathology Department has developed a procedure 

for the creation of flexible medical records based on the NASA 

Medata System for astronauts. In addition, there is work 

progressing on the development of Ambulatory Patient Records, 

Regional Medical Records and the matching of donors and 

recipients of transplant surgery. 

d. 	University of Western Ontario 

• 'The, Department of Pathology has a system for creating hospital 

• 

 

records  which was developed and tested in 'operation at St.' 

•Joseph's Hospital. The objective of the system is to 'shorten 	• 

• the wcirk of the physician and possibly .  shorten the time 

patients stay in hospital. The method iS based on recording - 

on a data file, prior to admission, information on a patient 

derived from history and physical examination questionnaires. 

• . A gross description of the éurgical specdmén•and the diagnosis 

are added to the file.by the physician after surgery. The system 

'• is not suitable for general usé'at this stage. 

The effectiveness of the hospital systems described here does-

not generally depend on immediate accesb to programs or data bases which 

may  exist in distant locations - . These systems Would - notherefore, be 	• 
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substantially-enhanced by the availability of a national computer network. 

However, there could be some use made of a network:on a local or regional 

basis where economies of scale may be realized through Shared use of a 

Specialized hospital computer system. In this regard the availability of 

a university network could allow university hospitals in a given region 

to develop and use common systems Which may ultimately be adopted for use 

by other hospitals. 

6. Environmental Systems 

	

. 	. 
This section deals with spécialized.computer applications relat- 

. 
ing to land and its  use,  natural resources, such as minerais and fOrests, 

and the environment in general. 

a. 	Survey, Mapping and Land Titles  

One of the most significant  computer  systems under development 

in Canada is a project to computerize the land titles for Prince 

Edward Island and New Brunswick. The University of New Brunswick, 

in,conjunction with the New Brunswick Department of National 

Rgsourées, has played a major role in the design and implementa- 
. 

tion of the system and is currently procesaing all the data at 

their computer centre. 

The system-has been operational for  Prince  Edward Island since 

Sgptember, 1970, and should be. partially operational for New 

Brunswick  by  the end. of 1972 and'fully completed by 1976. In 

.this first phase, all dataApertaining to - a parcel, of land, such 

as  location, ownership,.dimensions,..etc., will . be available via 
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a terminal for title searching.- In Phase II, it is planned to 

include assessment data, and in Phase III, community.  planning 

(health, water, sewage) data. Documentation for the system is 

reasonably complete and it has been estimated that it Would 

take three to four months to install the system in another • 

location. 	' 

b. 	Geedetic Surveys 

A Satellite positioning method has been developed for carryinf 

out geodetic survey's in the remote Canadian Arctic and along 

•the Eastern Continental Shelf. The work has been a joint project 

9f the University of New Brunswick, Bedford Institute and Shell 

Oil. Data obtained from satellite fixes is sent to a computer 

- for validation and then complex correction calculations. 

- Communications could Play a role in transmitting data to and 

frOm the computation centres where . rapid response is required. 

t. 	Sell Data 	. 

Data banks are being developed,for analysis, classification and 

.model building of soil  types for specific use (e.g., sewage, 

highways, buildings, farming, etc.). British Columbia, Guelph 

and Laval were identified as centres where work is progressing 

on this project. Each centre is constructing its own data' bank 

hilt they are all in early stages of deVelopment. • 	• 

d. 	Geological Data  

Western and Alberta have been involVed in the development  of 

 SAFFRASS - Self Adapting Format Flexible Retrieval and Storage 
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Systets which will allow access to any  of 100  machine-readable 

Çanadian geological  data files from a computer. The system is 

fully documented and installed at six locations with nine more 

users expected by early 1972. Because of its generality SAFFRASS 

can be applied to other information retrieval applications.and 

is currently being installed for use in libraries. 

e. Forest-Fire Warning Systems  

The-University'of New Brunswick operates a system for computing 

the >Fire Weather Index (FWI) for 177 forest stations in N.B., 

N.S,, and P.E.I. These stations report TeMperature, Relative 

Humidity, Wind and Rainfall to the Fire Weather Forecaster in 

. Halifax who relays this data via TWX to U.N.B. for computation. 

The FWI is computed twice daily for each station and sent back 

to Halifax.  The  system is operational> and could be installed 

)elsewhere or its services offered to larger geographic areas 

through a network or communications facility. . 

f. Urban  and Regional Planning  

Sherbrooke is building a data bank for regional development 

which will contain information such as. number and type of build- 

ings,  industry, small business, etc., for a given'set of geographic 

. .co-ordinates. The project.is  still in its early stages and it is , 

not expected to reach full operational status for at least three 

years. Another similar project is the Geography Data Bank being 

developed at Western which will contain land use data for four 

'counties. This data bank is part of'the Lake Erie Project being 

sponsored by the Department of Regional.and Economic Expansion. 
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In Siimmary; there are a utimbere-f environmental applications 

in variouS stages of development at Canadian universities. These, tend 

to be based on the  need to access large data files either to retrieve 

specific information or to analyse quantities  of data.. In some cases, 

either computational complexity or the requirement for rapid response 

suggests that à computer network may be of benefitHoWeVer, .the use 

which may be . made of such a network and whether either a university or a 

national network is appropriate are areas which must be inVestigated 

further. 

7. Financial Systems 

,• The  most highly developed financial compute r.  services in Canada 

are provided from the Financial. Research Institute in Montreal. The 

Institute provides services for financial analysis, econemic.analysis, • 

and portfolio management to banks, brokerage houseà, trust companies, 

insurance'companies, mutual flinds,'government.'institutions, industrial 

firms and seven universities.• The service is provided via terminals from 

the McGill University Computing Centre, the cost of communications tending 

to establish the area in which the service can be obtained at a reasonable 

price. A university network could enlarge the service area enabling 

researchers and students at universities across Canada to benefit from 

this financial data. 

8. Social Science Data Banks  

' In conducting-this surve)flinfermation on data banks and needs 

of the social sciences did not seem to be readily available. This may be 

owing to the fact that MoSt -Of '.the data-iii)àniverSities'appears . to tle in 
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small private collections of individual research workers, rather 

than being accumulated in a large data bank. There are two reports' 

on social science data which should be mentioned here, namely, 

"Information for Urban Affairs in Canada", by M. Barcelo, 

H. Campbell and D. Young, Canadian Council opUrban and 

• . Regional Research, 1971. 

and "Inventory of Social Science Quantitative Data  Sources  in 

Canada", by H- Campbell, Social Science Research Council of 

Canada,. 1971. 

It should be determined if presently compiled social science data 

are Interesting to - a wider community thaw-the individual research 

worker  and  Whether some of this data might be accessible•over, 

a network. 'Also, itshould be determined how More general  informa-

tion from such agencies as Statistics Canada, might be made 

available td social scientists and if a. university computer net-

work might,be a possible vehicle for its dissemination. 

In summary, this section has identified some of the specialized 

computer applications at Canadian universities whose benefits Could be 

made available to a wider user communitY through the facilities of a 

national university network. In most cases thesd'applicatiops have only 
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been identified in very general terms, and a far More detailed investi-

gation is required before any quantitative forecast of network utiliza-. 

tion can'be'developed. The next section describes a:suggested plan .for 

achieving  this  objective. • 

Forward  Plan - 

Two further phases of investigation are suggested, the first to 

more clearly define the potèntial "supply" of appropriate specialized 

applications, and the second to forecast the potential "demand",for their• 

use over the proposed network. 

Thé next phase of this study should be devoted to a more precise 

analysis of the existing and planned specialized applications which are 

likely to be used over a network. SoMe applications are transferrable to 

other university computers, others do not' require thé response-time 

available from a network and still others may not be suitable in their 

fully developed state to be'offered from a network operated by the 

universities. -  The purpose of this.phase should be to reduce the list 	• 

of special applications to those whose usefulness would be clearly 

enhanced by the availability of a network, and todetermine which of 

these applications the universities would be prepared to make available 

on a serviceSasis and at what cost. 

A • final, phase is required to assess the potential market for 

these special applications at all universities which may be participant; . 

in CAPUNET.  This will involve interviewing potential users, informing - 

them of the services  that may be available, and estimating their usage 
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and its asSociated revenue potential over a selected time period. 

From this information it should be possible to construct a reasonably 

accurate forecast of network utilization which will identify the major 

user and supplier universities and the likely patterns of data traffic-

betweeh them.• 

• Conclusion  

A nimber of specialized computer systems have been.identified 

and assessed in terms of their general applicability to a university 

computer network. Some applications appear to have potential for genera-

'ting traffic on the network but no firm conclusions can be drawn at this 

stage. Two further phases of investigation arc suggested to complete 

the study; the first to pin point more exactly the applications which 

could generate network traffic•and the second to determine what the 

potential .market  is for these applications. At the  completion of these 

two .additional phases it should be poàsible to deVelop a reasonably 

accurate 'forecast of network utilization. 

• ! 
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SOME MAJOR SPECIALIZED COMPUTER 
APPLICATIONS UNDER DEVELOPMENT 

AT CAW,DIAN UNIVERSITIES 

Application 
Name 

1. Library 
Geneeral 
Gov't Documents 
Circulation • 
Periodicals 

2. Legal  
QUIC/LAW 	- 
DATUM 
Quebec Statutgs 

3. Education  
CAL * 
CAL 
CAL 
CAL 
SIGU * 
CACTUS * 

4. Medical  
Research Unit 

! 

t 

5. Hospital  
Admin/Lab. 
Admin/Lab. 
Laboratory 
CCISS * 
Records  

University 

U of T 
Guelph 
UBC 
Laval 

•Queen's 
Montreal 
Laval 

Simon Fraser 
Alberta. 
Western 
Toronto - (OISE) 
Quebec.. Universities 
Laval 

U of T 
Dalhousie 

- Alberta.. 
Manitoba 

Sherbrooke 
Saskatchewan 
UBC 
MrMaster 
Western  

Approximate 
Date Fully 
Operational  

1976 	. 
now 
now 
now 

now 
now 
1972 

now 
now 
now 
now 
1975 
now 

mid 1972 
1973 
? 	. 
now•  

end 1972 
now 

• july 1971 
April 1972 
9.  

Anticipated 
Use of Network(1) 

.possible 

yés 

possible 
yes 
yes 

possible 

tr 

likely 
unlikely 

•unlikely 
possible 

•ossible 

possible 
It  

- tt  

Contact  

K. Frost 
L. Porter 
Mr. Dennis" 
C. Bowdon 

H. Lawford 
J. Boucher 
P.H. Fortin 

Dr. S. Lower 
Dr. S. Hunka 
Mr. P. Suttie 
Dr. L. McLean 

L. Robichaud 

•A. Heyworth 
Dr.  P. Rautsharju-
Dr. D. Fenna 
Dr. Saunders 



Application 
Name University  

E5 

Approximate 
Date Fully 	Anticipated 	 .7‹ 
Operational 	Use of Network 	Contact  

• 6. Environment 

	

	 . _ 
Fire Weather Index 	- U 	_ NB 	now 	-yes 	A.J. Kayll 

- 	SAFFRASS * 	' Western 	now 	no 	Prof. Sutterlin 
Lake Erie Project 	Western 	? 	' 	? 	Dr. Filbrich 
Regional Development . Sherbrooke 	:1 	.no . 	P. Lacasse. . 
Geological Bank 	. 	Alberta 	? 	• . - 	no 	G. Dickey 
Survey. , Mapping -  &  
Land Titles 	' 	UNB 	now 	yes - 	B. Claus 

Geodetic SurVeys 	' UNB. 	1973 	• . yes 	E. Krakiwsky 
Soil Sample Data 	UBC 	? 	possible 	Dr. Lavkilutch 

7. Miscellaneous 	 . .. 	 . 
. 	• Medical Statistical 	 . 

- Analysis 	Waterloo 	1978 	? , 	Dr. W. Cherry . 	. 
Industrial Simulation . McMaster 	now 	? ' 	Dr. A. Johnson 
Bilingual Terminology 	Montreal 	1972 	likely . 	R. Dubuc . • 

: 	Demography ' 	Montreal 	? 	? 	'J. Legare 

Notes  

* CCISS 	Conversational Computer Information and Statistical System 

CAL 	Computer Aided Learning 
• SIGU 	Systéme d'Informatique de Gestion Universitaire 

CACTUS 	Computer Automated. Creation of Timetables in University Scheduling 

SAFFRASS Self Adapting Format Flexible Retrieval and Storage System 

1.- The scale used to assess the anticipated use of a network is as follows: 

Yes 
Likely 
Possible 
Unlikely 
No 
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APPENDI X L 

D.A.Twyver, J.F.Hogg, W.Dettwiler 
University of British Columbia 

FOREWORD 

This report is submitted on behalf of the Network Design 

Committee of CANUNET. It is based on the draft "A subnet Design 

for CANUNET" dated December 10, 1971, but includes substantial 

changes and extensions arising from written comments and from a 

meeting held in Toronto in February, 1972. 

We regret that a draft report from the Network Utilization 

Committee was not available to us; some of the proposals made 

here may have to be reconciled with the Network Utilization 

report at a later stage. Also, a very complete paper by Norman 

Housley of the Council of Ontario Universities was received too 

late to have much influence on this report. Mr. Housley's 

document, which covers many aspects of the plans for CANUNET, 

should be regarded as a separate report to the Advisory Committee. 

1 J. M. Kennedy 

University of B.C. 

March 17, 19 7 2. 
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Introduction 

The Canadian University Computer Network (CAUUNT) is intendei" as 

a communications facility 	linking zomputers 	of various 

manufacture on ,  Caria dari  campuses. 	CANUNFT•Must also facilitate 

network access by campuses without a large computer and must 

provide for communication with computers on other networks. This 

paper describes a design concept for such a network, drawing 

heavily on.featUres cf the  RPA', MRIT 2 ,• and NeL3 computer 

network 'designs. 	It does not concern itself with the detailed 

topology of the network or the 	justifications 	for, 	and 

administration .of, CANUNET, as these are SubjeCts of separate 

studios.  Itdoes, however, propose features and 'criteria  • which 

affect,these'subjects. 	 • 
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For the purpOses of this paper, several terms require definition. - 

The term host computer will refer to a resource-bearing ligital 

computer eguipped with an operating , system which can_ provide 

service . to multiple, simultaneous users. A nodp comEuter is a 

small, .dedicated:computer attached to a host and to two or more 

communications  lines leading to other noie computers. A nod e.  is 

the combination of host and node computer. à comPuter network  is 

the collection of all nodes and communications lines. A- subnet 

is the collection of Communications hues and nede computer

(including their interfaces to 	the 	hosts). 	The 	subnet  

communications protocol.. is the set of procedures which the node 

computers use in transmitting information through the subnet, and 

assuring its delivery. A host-host  rrotocol is a higher level 

convention which defines the means by which a host computer can 

be utilized via -the network  (e. g.  how to initiate a remote-batch-

entry lob). 

9 
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Design Objectives and Constraints  . 

.Orientation - Two of the juStifications 4  for constructing ZANUNET 

appear to be the sharing  of  the computing resources of Canadian 

universities, and the need for researcb into the Economies and 

efficiencies of computer networks and of . various " network 

utilization 'Protocols. These objectives.may not be compatible. 
• 

Trial-and-error - ,protocol research 	[II y jeopardize 	network 

stability, while resource  sitar in  will become a fact only if the 

network is usable and dependable. The subnet:design should ,  then 

(1) 	be 	mbdular 	enou'gh 	to 	allow experimentation dnriny 

iMplementation,. (2) he stabilized when utilizatien demands, (3) 

be as , topology-independent as possible to .allow continuing 

topological permutation, and (Li)  be as independent as possible of 

the host-host protocol to allow multiple protocols and .protocol 

experimentation without impairing network stribility. . • 

Scope - The network design must accommodate all rescurce-bearing 

computers presently installed on Canadian campuses and must Le 

sufficiently extensible to accommodate their 

successors. 	Provision must be made for network access bv 

campuses withbut "bests". 	The CA'111V2T .  implementation 'effort 

should 	includb 	the design 	and ,construction of a 	terminal 

multiplexor or "data concentrator" for use'at.Such installations. 

However, the network must not be limited to being simply a 

telephone exchange for  terminais. 	Rather, • it _must allow all 

presently 	conceived network . , transactions,  'including [01110 t a  

conversational computing, remote batch job submiss  ion,  remote 
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database access, inter-process communication,and inter-host file 

opmrations. 	CANUNTP must also allow for communication with 

computers on other networks. This requires an early 	;tart on 

consultations and co-operation with other existing and planned 

networks to establish mutually acceptable protocols. 

Reliability - Every possible meanS Must be employed: to  assure 

that messages consigned to the network are-delivered without 

mrror. The 7ARPAN .ET undetected error expez!tation of cne bit per 

year in the entire, loaded . network seems a reasonable goal. - Note 

that delivery of messages may he blocked by partial network 

failures, but- this is . a reflection of network vailabil. i.ty not 

reliability (see beloy), 

Availability - It is the authors ,  strong opinion that CAUDNET 

must he designed for maximum availability if it is tc serve as a 

useful research vehicle and productive tool. It must be capable 

Of  overall uninterrupted operation, although economics may 

dictate 	a 	reduced .schedule during the development stage. 

Sufficient hardware reliability and redundancy must be 

incorporated to - provide a_virtual certainty that messages will be 

delivered even:  in the event of. a partial network failure. One ot 

the few circuMstances which will block delivery of a-message is 

failure of the 	destination 	node. 	Meeting 	the 	maximum 

- availability -, ,Objective requires that the subbet hardware and 

software.be extremely reliable and independent of host hardware 

and software. 
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Performance - . A computer network provides communication between 

processes in independent host computers or between a human user 

and, a computer process. While -computers way 'be content to 

converse with each other at a rate of one transaction per minute. , 

a human will require response times of about one second to keep 

him from frustration. Therefore the CAMUNET subnet must follow 

ARPAWRT's example of providing transcontinental response times of 

well under one second, to allow for delays in the host operating 

systems. 4 patient network implementation qroup may tolorite 

worse performance during the initial stages. 

rhe'user must find the'network at least as easy to 

use as local•peripherals. This is primarily the-concern of the 

host-host protocol and the network interface - software in each 

host. Such software  should allow the use of network_facilities 

in a manner consistent with the way in which local. programs, 

, files, and devices . are used.- However, the network need mat, and 

should not, be limited to those activities conceived for local 

programs and eqUipment by the - perhaps short-sighted - designers 

Of any partiCular operating system. 

Impa .ct 	-TheinetwOrk design must minimize detrimental impact to 

host -  operations during the implementation phase. 	iffective 

utilization  of the network will reqUire minor additions to hc , st 

operating systems. 	It-has been demonstrated hy ARPANFT, MPRIr 

and individual Canadian universities that the attachMent of 

network facilities and non-standard termina l .  equipment to a 1) 

operating system can be performed in a fashion otransparentl ,  to 
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most of the system, while not restricting the use of  these 

facilities by the operating system. AE well, the host/subnet 

hardware interface will probably not , be supplied by the host 

manufacturer. 	The attachment of non-standard hardware 

and the modification of complex operating systems.,inevitably 

causes sono  disruption. It is expected however, that the-network 

hardware and . software can be suffi..-.:iently well designed, 

constructed, 	and tested, 	to produce 	minimal'. 	impact 	when,. 

installed. 

Cost - several avenues of implementation are open to CANUNUT, 

ranging from an in-house university effort to complete industrial 

contractinj: Since the time and cost frameworks for these,  

,xtremei vary considerably, this paper will attempt to present 

minimum an,1 maximum figurer. 

Subnet Loijn `election 

The ubove elesicin objectives, 	Canada 's  geography, 	r‘RPAilET's. 

experience, and the Science • Council's report 13 5  combine to 

suigest thlt ...t.disatributeJ, 	store-and-forward,. message-switched 

suhnet is most appropriate for CANUNET. This implies that leased 

computer 

communic a tions  lines. connect the nodes and that a message may 

have to pass through several intermediate nodes hefere teaChing 

its Atination. 

An overconnected topology with at least two separate paths 

1),,tween any two nodes 	is 	necessary 	to 	ensure 	maximum 
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availability. 	Full 	duplox 	communications. • limes 	rvpe•rating at 

speeds in the order of 50 kilobaud will he required to meet th;! 

performance objectives in a loailed network. 

Node Configuration 

The normal Mode Configuration will consist of a node computer 

interfaced to 'a host, and at least  two  communications lines 

interfaced to the node computer. 

hos hos t 
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Minor variations woul'à ailow two or more hostS to be connected to 

a noie  computer, or multiple node-computers to be connected. to a 

host Or hosts. These configurations would satisfy the needs of 

'installations with- multiple systems and installations where high 

traffic and/or extreme availability, were required. 

An installation without a large computer weuld have acces to the 

network'via a  satellite. node. This special node configuration 

includes a *Eseudo-host instead of a large host computer. The 

pseudo-host :iS a small computer which: supports peripheral 

levices such as teletypes, graphics terminalsi card readers, line 

printers, plotters, paper tape equipment,  and  magnetic tape 

equipment; and multiplexes these devices into.the node computer. 
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The subnet design does not allow  for the  attachment of peripheral . 

devices directly to the node computer sinze-it is the authors' 

opinion that the • complexity so introduced-would impair network 

availability. A legitimate node configuration, , however, coAld 

include a host, a node computer, and a pseudo7host that supports 

peripheral devices. The devices attached to the pseudo-host 

would have access to the local host (as well as tc the entire 

network) via the node computer. 

crt )) 

A special interInptwork node configurition is rcquirel for 

interfacing to other computer networks. A gain, a pseudo-host 

would he used, but in this case it would be connected to the node 

computers of both  net  works. The inter-network node would be 

responsible for transmitting messages hetween networks and for 

resolving ditforences in host-host protocol. 

1 
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subnet Hardware 

The physical subnet will consist Of communications lines and liode• 

computers. The communications lines must befull-diiplei, leased_ 

point-to-poirit. Their performante characteristics may vary in 

different  stages df implementation and in different parts of the 

network, the -flue speeds being typically fifty kilobaud. • • ' 

The node computer hardware will he comprised of three components: 

(1) the processor and memory, (2) the host interfaces(s), and (3) 

the controllers.for  the communications  lines. 

The processor and memory should have certain characteristics. 

They must he sufficiently fast to handIe an - aggregate . data rate 

of over 101 kilobytes per second. At least 32K 8-hit bytes of 

memory, with Parity control, muSt he available. . The precossOr 

must have. a comprehensive logical and fixed point instruction 

set, including .convenient character and  bit manipulation 

capability. 	Time processor and input/outPut hardware must be 

convenient and efficient to program 	A.power-fail detection and 

restart 'mechanism must be.present. 	Reserve•poWer is required if 

the memory is of the volatile semi-conductor type. 	Head-only 

is desirable for bootstrap software. 

capability may prove useful. Such computers presently on the 

market have a . single-unit price of 'approximately $18,000 and are 

subject to substantial,guantity discounts. 

memory micre7programmimg 
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The node computer should be connected to its lost .1/La a micro- 

program controlled interface. The host side of the interface 

would vary minimally 'among host typos-, w,ith the interface micro-

Program _compehsating for most of. the losts differences, .Since 

the hardware. for all host. interfaces 'would 	be- virtually 

identical, adYantage could he taken. of tho econoMies of quantitv. 

Constructing an interface for a new host .type would ,be 

staightforward matter of developing a different micro-program fol 

the  interface 9 s  control memory. This type of interface would, be 

equally, woll.suited to the connection between a• satellite pseudo- 

host and liS node computer. Great flexibility would be 'possible 

in the byte width and addressing techniques for the hest sicle of 

the interface. The node computer side would be identical for all 

ho st types so that the software in all node computers c.in be as 

similar as possible. Po have such host interfaces designed and 

constructed will cost between $2,000 and $10,000 per unit. 

The node computer will have two or more 8-hit, - binary synchronous 

communications, controllers. These could be a variation of the 

micrà-programmed host interface.' The communications Controller 

would be capable of detecting,and processing several'transmision 

control characters. Tt must store and fetch data from memory on. 

a "cycle steal" basis, interrupting the processor. only at the end 

of a complete transmission. Tt.must also perform the reauitel 

checksum calculation and be capable of,oporating in -a full duplox 

manner at speeds in excess of, 50 .kilobauq. The 	and 

construction of such communications controllers will cost between 

.i2,000 and $5,000. per unit. 
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AE.-; far aS is possible, every node,computer should have identical 

software. 	.Such items .as the node number and initial routing 

tables may differ from node to node. The basic  comMonents of 1.he . 

node computer software will be the • surervisor . . (21( bytes), . the 

host 	interface 	service 	routine 	(4K), 	the communications 

controller service routine (2K), 	the message 'router-dispatcher 

(4,K), and the background  statistics sampling - routine (2K)-.. There 

will also be a bootstrap procedure and various tables (2K), 

queueS and buffers 	(16K). 	Since -the. software in all node 

computers will be identical, a node,computer will be able:to 

itiilize  (or- re-initialize) itself  trou a neighbor. Developing . 

thio node computer software will require a two  to  five man-year 

effort if performed in the universities, or a $100,000 to 

$200,000 contract to industry. 	' 

Sudpet  Communication  Protocols 

The procedures by which the node Computers communicate with • each 

other and with their hosts should be• characterized by several . 

fatures: (1) .  The overall performance cf the subnet must 1 -,le snch 

that a message can be delivered and acknowledged in under one 

•  lia 1f-second,  between any two hosts in the network. 	GI 	The 

integrity of the delivered message must be assured as much as 

possible. This will require sophisticated error detection and 

correction techniques. 	(3) The availability  of  the-network must 

be maximized by dynamic routing algorithms which comPensate  for  

and 
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partial 	network failure and saturation. 	(4) 	A statistics 

gathering mechanism must be able to provide information to the 

network implementors and - administrators,  in  order te assist 

network development and allow traffic - accounting. 

Further considerations for subnet protocols appear in Appendix A. 

Host-Rost Protocôl 

A network host-host • protocol provides a basis for 'agreement 

between processes :  in different host computers, regarding how to 

establish ,a connection, how to interpret data, and control 

messages, and •how to terminate a connection. A sufficiently 

flexible, general and "subsettable" protoce1 6  can . substantially 

- diminish the need for recognizing and dealing w.ith the individual 

idiosyncracies of particular hosts on the network. 

The natural approach te host-host protocol implementation is an 

hierarchical  one • in which the higher level protdcols use the 

 lower ones. - 

Level one would be the host-subnet conventions and is properly 

part of the suhnet protocol. 

Level two is,used by the host's, "netwotk' control program" to 

communicate with network,control programs in other bests. 
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Level th.ree protocols are user-proce:ss. oriented. •This lovol 

recognizes that'a bit stream may ho interpreted  •  in a numher of 

different ways, depending on  • how .it is to be'used. Suggested 

useful -  protocols are: (1) Initia]  Connection .  Protocol  for 

invoking remote processes by name and getting aècess to them (by 

"log (J ing in" • or whatever). (2) Data Transfer Protocol  for 

specifying whether data is binary, EBCDIC, ASCII, etc. 	(3)  File  

Transfer protocol for moving files between .hosts. 	.(4) • File 

Access Protocol for accessing remote files, as oppOsed to sending 

whole files. This would involve aefining a Network Ideal File. 

(5) Terminal-Protocol for allowing a user with ono kind  of  

termihal to access  •  a' [rocess which expects'another (this would 

involve specifying a N (3twork Ideal Terminal). (6) Grant:1es. 

 Protocol for:.sending generalized image descriptions (Ferhaps tied 

to the (l efinition of a Network Ideal  Graphics  Terminal). (7) 

Remote jqb Entry Protocol  for accessing hatch service at romote 

hosts. n Disconnection Protocol  for terminating connections 

and sending standard formatted 'accounting information. - Among 

other things, this would allow a host to limit local use of 

remote facilities. 

A more detaile .d description of an • hierarchy of _host-host 

protocols . a  pjoats  1.n Appendix . E. 

Host !ottware 

The - additions ro:plired to host operating- •syste.ms- will ho in two 

)L e . 	A • subnet support 	routine will 	13 • needed 	for oach 
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different host .operating system. 	It will take the form of a 

"device support routine" in MTS, an "access .methodu in OS, an 

"I/O driver" in.  SCOPE and KBONOS, etc. This routine  will allow 

programs to access the subnet.in a manner -similar to other host 

peripherals. . lt,will be• responsible for interfacing the user or 

his program with the system's ."network ::ontrol program". The 

network control program in each .operating system would multiplex 

the network traffic lnto the noie  computer and perform the 

functions required by the host-host protocol. Additional host 

software may be necessary  if it is desired . to provide 

"transparent" interfaces 	to. 	existing. ..terbinal-oriented 

subsystems. Each university would presumably he responsible for 

the development of this network-oriented software in its host ani 

could expect to allocate one to two man-years to the task. 

However, co-operation among installations with like operatinj 

systems could substantially reduce the total investment. 

Pseudomhost Hardware and Software 

A pseudo-host for use in a satellite node must be caplble of 

supporting various peripherals and be easily interfaced to the 

node computer. This interfacing would he simplest if the pseudo-

host were the saine  model as the node , computer. Another advantaje 

to this choice ,would be the ready availability of appropriate 

supervisor software. The satellite pseudo-host software must 

perform the subnet support routine and network control program 

functions. It must also provide full support for  .i t;  attached 

peripherals, 	including' any ..necessany code.  translation.. 	The 
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CIOUNET implementation should provide for a Standard satellite 

pseudo-host, while at the same time allowing the attachment of 

independently.• developed pseudo-hosts. This * would -  aIlbw - - a 

particular :  university to tailor one-to its specific. needs,. for 

example, à real-tilte control application.' - The .dosts of 

developing the pseudo-host would-  be similar to those for the node 

computer. 

The inter-network pseudo-host must be capable of being interfacel 

to the node computers of both networks. It must perform subnet 

support for both and simulate the host-host protocols of bnth 

networks while communicating messages between. This area needs 

perhaps the most research of any in the CANUNET design. 

Network Implementation 

The fietwork implementation may be divided, into several areas with -

different approaches used for each 

The node Computer hardware procurement and maintenance could  le 

 contracted to Canadian .i.ndustry. Cost of a tvpical,node computer 

configuration should be between -$25,000 and $5.0i000. Lead titre 

for the  del ivery of the first production model would be about one 

year, with perhaps a production  rate' cf  one  per  month thereafter. 

It would be . desirable to have a prototype node computer available 

as early as possible for the development of software and 

protocols.. 
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The • node computer software -and detailed subnet design could also 

le eontracted -to .industry, 	or . alternatively 	it could 	be 

performed by a small group of experiended ProfeSsionals drawn 

from participating universities0 nther approach would result in 

a development time of about one year and a cost in 'the Orler oE 

$250,000, 

The pseudo-host hardware and software development could follow 

the same pattern, perhaps utilizing the same contractors after 

the node computer effort was compl o te. Development time and cost 

would be about the  saine as for the node computers. 

CANUNET would req , nire a small, technically _competent group to 

specify, tender, and monitor the above work.  •  This .gronp must 

have the confidence of all participants and have scie authority 

in technical Matters. - 

Host- }i ost protocol design and network-oriented host Software 

development properly belongs in the universities. 	An early 

start, - and extensive co-operation, will be required In Order  to  

keep pare with the ,Gubnet implementation and to 	flcourage 

earliest utilization of the network. This effort would greatly 

benefit from a centralized advisory and information centre. Such 

a centre would require a staff of several people with access to 

appropriate computing resources. 

The area of inter-network communication requires -sUbstantial 

effort. 	i 	liason group should be commissioned very early to 
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consult with other network organizations and tg: influence the 

CANTIN7,T design accordingly. 

The described" network design takes advantage of the experiences 

Of previous network implementationS but effets naw featureS in 

the micro-programmed .host -interface and the satellite pseudo- . 

 host. . The micro-Programmed interface will d)e-  economic. WI) il 

providinq tremendous flexitility. gsinj 'pseudo-hosts at 

satellite nodes, instead of a combinatian node -  and peripheral 

support computer, Will increase subnet availability ot little 

added cdst, whilà allowing local tailorinq of , the pseudo-host. 

The independenCe of the subnet from host hardware and software 

will also contribute to. availability. Subnet 	performance 

objectives may ho met with a range and coMbination Of line 

speels, depending on subnet:topology and load, 	-A multi7pronged 

implementation . .effort 	is possible, - involving universities, 

industry, and government. 	The design describes . a 	viable, 

'7«;onomic 	subnet with 	flexibility  ter future expansion and 

modification. 
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CANUNET SUBNET PROTOCOLS 

The subnet protocols must cover three areas: (1) communication of 

messages between the network control program in a hast or pseudo-

host and its node computer; (2) management, transmission, and 

routing of messages within the subnet; and (3) background control 

and measurement transactions. 

1. The host-node computer protocol, or level one protocol, for a 

particular host will be influenced by the appearance of the host 

side of the hardware interface to its node computer. Tho network 

control program, or the hardware interface, must map the host , s 

input/output bit stream into suhnet bytes. 

Messajes which enter and leave the subnet must contain such 

control information as the destination or source host number and 

process identification. The network control program, and the 

suhnet, must be  able  to uniquely specify nach logical path 

between communicating processns  and  prevent data overrun  or  loss 

of process synchroni2ation on that path. 

2. The actual suhnot communications protocol, or the level 7er 0  

protocol, is concerned with getting the messag e  from the node 

computer of the source llost to that of the destination hest. For 

this purpose, the message is converted into one , or more "packets" 

of a  8 i2e appropriate to the line speed ,and error control 

techniques being used. Each packet contains sufficient control 

information to allow it to be independently and accurately routed 
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to its destination. 

The routing mechanisu in the node computer software should not he 

required to know the torology of the network. Rather, it should 

use feedback from neighboring nodes to maintain its routing 

tables and thus be able to accommodlte subnet failures and 

congestion, and topological changes. 

As each packet is transmitted from one node computer to the next 

on the route to its destination, the receiving node computer 'Must 

acknowledje reception of the packet and acCept'responsibility for 

it. This acknowledgment, and the "feedback" mentioned  •bove,• 

take the form of special Control packets which  are  nct themselves 

acknowledged. Another special packet is used:to reload one node 
1 

computer from another 

3. 	Node computers themselves may act as "fake hosts" and 

originate or receive certain kinds of messages. 

ach node computer will perform a statistics gathering function 

and send statistics messages to a particular host. A dehusNinY 

feature may also be enabled and will cause the n ode  computer to 

transmit program and packet trace messages to some  hosto 

.A node computer can.reçeive messages for diagnostic purposes, or - 

to accept commands which set:internal' parameters and switches. 
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• HOST-HOST PROTOCOL FOR CANUNE:T, • 

The design constraints on CANUNET host-host protecol are quite 

stringent. .Two , factors in particular affect the range of 

possibilities: 

• 1. The history of other networks shows that experience is 

necessary to evaluate the effects..of protocols (or the lack 

•thereof) on network  usage. 	We have none, so we . must draw on 

the expérience of •others. 

2. One of the important design goals of CANUNET is:to allow 

for network  interconnect  ion,  both to netWorks already in 

existence and to networks yet to be built. This implies: 

a. There must be a certain amount of parallelism in 

protocol.(relatiVe to Connected networks) to.allew -fe r .  

reasonable ease of mapping between protocols. '• 	- 

b. 'Close co-operation is necessary with other networx 

design groups to ensure that a pseudo-host which 

interconnedts 	two networks ' can 	deduce' ' enough 

information from'the - messages in transit' tc ba.aware of 

which.sub-protocol iS in use and behave.accordingly. 

Within a network, it is enough that-a•precess ,, knows" 

which protocol is expected by another process.. 	Across 

networks, 	the protocol should be identifiable by 

looking at the message. The les desirable alternative 

is to require a process to recognize that it is 

communicating with a process in another network, and to 
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inform the network interconnection pseudo-host each 

time a new protocol is invoked. 

c. -.Ideally, the inevitable inter-network protocol 

differences .should be confined to extensions'that are 

HdiScardable" across network bounds.' This 	would 

include options that need not be invoked (and could not 

be - invoked in- the . special case 'of inter-network 

communication) , and extra information that can be 

stripped off by the inter-network pseudo- hot  without 

altering the basic .nature of the information 

interchange. • 

Currently, the best model for protocols would seem to be the ALMA 

network. 	The reasons for this are the amount of exrerience and 

the likelihood of future connection. 	The extensions to the 

current APPA protocols suggested below are the File Acce, ss 

Protocol and the Disconnection Protocol. 

If history is any guide, the one sure thing about the model 	(and 

theretore itz derivatives) is that will change. What follews 

is descriptive , and does not attmpt to  jet  down to tllo 	tt 

level. 	The intent is to outline the functions which wou1.1 

performed o)' the varions protocols. 
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, The general sCheme is fairly straightforward in principle. 	Each 

level of protocol uses some message 	.pace -for its  con trol. • 

inforffiation which is stripped off .before the -message . in  Landed up' ,  

td the next leVel and added on after information is handed down 

from the next level. . 

Level one protocol consists of the hosrt-suhnet conventions. 

These will vary at the host end depending  on the host type. 

Basically, this'amounts to a description of how,  the node computer 

appears as an'input-ouput device to the host system. 

Level two protocol  in the basic host-host protocol. It is 

implemented by the network control program or its equivalent 

in 	invok.ed implicitly by input-output requests on network 

addresses by other programs in the host computer. The functions 

that must be supportel at this level include: 

d. connect and disconnect (establish and terminate links) 

to remote processes, 

b. control massage flow 	(buffer space management, ,-rror 

checking and "sense" requests), 

c. deal with pseudo-interrupts to and from the  remote 

process. 

lnd 
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Level three protocols are closer to the user process level. 

These provide data handling conventions anl mapping conventions 

• oriented to the most frequently encountered uses •of the network. 

Suggested level.three protocols and their functions follow.: 

1. 	Initial Connection  Protocol would establish a logical 

connection between remote processes. 	This would  inca ide  

• conventions -for: 

a. identifying a process by name , 

• b. identifying the prospective user of the process 

c. dealing with access controls to  th  n system in which 

the desired process resides (passwor(is etc.). 

2. Data Transfer Protocol  for specifying data formats (byte 

• siZo, whether data is hit - stream or character stream, escape 

conventions, etc.) and signal conventions (end-of-file, for 

instance)-. 

3. File Transfer Protocol  for moving files between systems. 

This would define  ho  w to gain access to a file (establishing 

its name  • and dealing with system access controls) and 

transferring data (using the Eata Transfer Protocol). A 

- means of  acquiring a standardized set of information about a 

'file wonld .be useful; in particular, the size of the file 

-and its maximUm record.length would be useful in'creitinj 

the receiving file. 

1 . Terninal Protocol  for dealing with the many types of 1 
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terminal 	‘in 	use, 	Specifications would be for codes • 

(SCii,n3CDIC, etc.), line description (standard terminator 

character), escape conventions (for idiosyncuacies of 

terminal types known to the driving process), attention 

handling, echo specification 	(preferably none - -character 

.echoing on the network:1s inefficient) , and sensing 	(the 

facility should be available to find., out what kind of 

terminal is on the other end of a connection) » 

5. Remote Job Entry Protocol for access to .batch service. 

Conveationsvould be required for submitting a. job (probably 

as a series of card images) , receiving a receipt number for 

the lob, querying the status of a job (asking where in the 

queue a job with a given receipt number is, etc.), changing 

the sta tus  of the job (modifying its priority, where that is 

allowed, for instance), and retrieving  the ,  job's output. 

'Graphics 	Protocol 	for interfacing with graphics 

terminals. 	This would involvo conventions 	for 	image 

decriptions: vector and character information, cursor anl 

light pen positional feedback. 	Subconventions 

required to deal with the differences between plotters, 

raster displays, true vector displays, and storage scopes. 

I) . 

7. File:Iccess Protocol for performin'g individual 

output operations on files across the network rather  than 

transferring the whole file. This would include conventions 

for file,,accesS (parallel to the conventions used ,by  the . 
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File Transfer Protocol) 	and for • read, write, and signal 

operationS (sUch—as end-of-file and 	record-not-in-fil (  

signals)». - It'should be possible to describe a network ideal 

file to reduce the number of -mappings to and frem different 

record and".kev formats. -  For instance, it would be quite. 

straightfOrward to define a format which would include, as 

subsets, DS/360 Portran-'produced•direct- access "data sets, 

TSS/360 line data  sets, and MTS line files. 

8. 	Discop. nection Protocol for itemizing charges for the 

process being disconnected. 	Installations Will want to 

charge for outside usage of their ystems and control the 

degree to which their ,users make use of other systems. The 

disconnection information might consist of t. wo parts: an 

optienal section containing an itemized breakdown of charges 

(for such things as CPU time, memory usage, input-output 

operations, etc.), and a section containing a standard 

format dollar cost, it.might also be useful to provide a 

means to enter the dollar cost into the statistics 

collection facility of the subnet. This would give a 

measure  of the value' of the business conducted over the 

network. • 
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Summary  

:This report presents the topologicaI.analysis'of 

various possible networks for CANUNET. Several Network 

Tepologies ,based on the use of terrestrial •  facilities .11- c,  

analyzed in Part I. 	In Part, II.possible-networlç topologies' 

for CANUNET based on the use of the ANIK satellite with 

terrestrial facilities are analyzed. 

Part III gives various cbst comparison figures 

for the.ne •works of Parts I and II. 

The computer-programs used to simulate these 

various topologies were developed within the Department, 

are completely conversational,and are located  on  its 

Sigma-7 cOmputer at Shirley's Bay in Ottawa. 
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Introduction 

- This is the final report of the CommUnication 

Studies GrOup of the CANUNET project. The, work as outlined 

;.n this report was performed within the Department of 

Communication S by members of the Terrestrial Planning 

Branch Staff.. 

- 	In this part of the report various topologies for 

10 node, 14 node and 18 node message Switched store• and forward 

network configurations -.of a Canadian Universities Computer 

have been simulated. Specifically,:for each of' these 

topologies, various levels of message traffic were 

simulated 'and used tà determine average meSSage delay for 

message lengths . of 640 bits, and average of message plus : 

acknolwedgements lengths of 400 bits. These message delays 

were plotted against the levelS of simulated traffic for ,  

each of theSe topologies having 4.8,9.6 and 50 kilobit lines.. 

Chapter I contains a brief discussion of some 

of the considerations made with respect to Network 

Configurations, Node Selection, Traffic Distribution, 

Routing Procedures and a summary of the Queuing theory 

results that . have been applied to CANUNET. It also contains 

diagrams of the terrestrial network topologies, with  tables 

of the vari.ous speed lines, as well as graphs of the average 

delay versus simulated traffic for eaçh of these options. 

TCTS preliminary-quotations Of ebnimunication 

costs' are in Chapter II. Chapter III.contains TCTS quotations 

of the communication costs for .several possible realiatiOns 

of a 28 node CANUNET. 
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The computer program developed in the 

Department of Communic , tions for simulating CANUNET 

can handle up to 30 nodes and hence would a ll ow for 

simulation of all possible future extensions of CANUNET. 

It should also be apparent from the topologies  shown in 

Chapter I, and especially for the 18 node owethatit is being 

suggested that the Network Control units allow more than 

one uniVersity computer in a given region (say within 40 to SO 

miles) to join the network. This is a slight departure 

from the ARPA idea, however it appears to. offer attractive 

,possibilities for enlarging the n-twork. . It should be 

stressed that this assumption could be removed and that 

the simulation programs in the Department could readily 

simulate Situations in which there was only one 

computer per network control 'unit. We  have  done the more 

genera1 case in which there is . more than, one host computer 

per,network control unit. 

. In Chapter IV, the full "output'.' of the 

simulation program is given for a 10 node toPology of 

Chapter 1. The simulation program did in fact produce 

such outputs for each of the simulations of the 14 and 18 

node "cases', however for thé sake of brevity it was decided 

to include only the 10 node Case. 

• 	Included in the output shown in Chapter IV, 

is a matrix IX1 , where 
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1X1 	matrix of the average number of messages 

. that travel every second between nodes j 

along the indicated arcs (channels). 

Of course what 1X1 really indicates from a design 

point of viewis the size of the buffers required in each 

of the Network Control Units to handle' the traffic. 

It shoUld also be emphasized that a message length 

of 640  bits  was assumed. This is by no means a restriction 

as this is'a -variable in the simulation program. 

The purpose of this report is to promote further 

dialogue on thé CANUNET Communication Network Design. 

It is hoped, then, that discussions will carry on both 

• in written and in verbal form so that we can arrive at a 

mutually acceptable network. 
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9 APPEMIX M 
NETWORK MODEL CONSIDERATIONS  

Network Confi uration 

There is no single best topology for a network like CANUNET. 

Consequently, in considering possible topologies for CANUNET, 

we have considered those that  are  flexible and adaptable 

to new demands without incurring tee high a cost. In 

addition, the topologies considered are predicated on the 

use of existing common carrier facilities and offer 

satisfactory levels of reliability. 

Standard message lengths have also been assumed. Since 

ARPA has adopted a packet length of approximItely 1000 

bits, we have done the s:.me. This guarantees a certain 

ease of interconnectibility or Interworking between 

ARPA and CANUNET, should this be desirable in the future. 

Node Selection 

The node :selection was based on those UniveTsities 

that have to  date expressed an Interest in the CANUNET 

project. This  is not necessarily the way in which the 

participating Universities will be selected but for the 

purpose of this study, it was the assumption made. As the 
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need arises, 	modifications to this selection procedures 

can easily be accommodated by our model. 

In the'-case.for a selection of nodeS in a -Province 'there 

are two.possible choices that dictate basic network 

configuration as far as the numbers of networks control 

units iS Cencerned. These are: 

a). assign one network control. unit Per host computer 

b) assign one network control unit to several host 

computers. This has the advantage that new 

hosts could be added to the network, at least 

up to a point without changing the topology. 

I  
Traffic Simulation 

There are no known results that allow precise estimates of 

traffic levels to be given apriori, there is however, an 

empirical  formula  due to Frank & Chou? )  that allOws the 

simUlation of various leVels of traffic.' We have used -

a variation of this formula to . generate various levels 

of traffic (in bits per second) out of each noàe so that 

the performance of the various topologies could be examined 

with this traffic, etc. 
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The formula used was quite a simple one, that is the 

simulated traffic from node i to node j was 

E P d 
k h ik 

where 

and P. are the populations, in studonts at the 

universities at nodes i and j respectively 

d- is the distance in miles between nodes i and 

j (for i # j) 

Œ is a non negative constant. (a. 0 was used in the 
friodel.; that is the traffic was independent of distances - 

- between nodes) 
is a numerical constant which determineS the 

.traffic level; that is, by varying X various 

levels of traffic between nodes i and j are 

generated. 
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RoutingAcedursA 

- Route selection is one of the most important design 

features of a computer network given its effect on 

the . averageime delay encountered by a message 

flowing in the network. 

Ideally in order to minimize this average time  delay, 

the.route selection should be adaptive i.e0 a 

funCtion of the traffic level. The ARPA network not 

only provides.a minimum of two physically separated -

paths to route each message but also is capable of 

adaptive routing. Therefore. , the routing procedure 

used in the ARPA network is in a sense optimal 

because the routes are chosen according to the traffic 

level'and availability of the lines. 

In our studies of the CANUNET network we chose to 

have a fixed routing procedure mhich is based on the 

shortest:path a message has to travel from.origin to 

destination. We are aware of the fact that the best. 

fixed routing procedure is such that a path shoulo 

'contain the,fewest number of intermediate nodes from 

origin to destination. 	. 
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11111.111.1La512M-(SummarY) 

,The queuing theory model that we have used  to.study  

CANUNET performance is the M/M/1 queue.mOdeli. 

For à M/M/1 system, the average time that a message woulcJ 

spend using and waiting for the single ith channel would be, 

P-/X - 1 1 

1-Pi 

•where 

• • xi: average number of messages per second is 
the .th channel 

Ci= capacity of the i th  channel in bits/sec. 

p i - utilization factor of .the 	channel 2 
' 

1 = mean .of the exponentially distributed 
message lengths 

Making these substitutions in (1) becomes 

-. 	1 

(1) 

pCi 	Ai 

Then, the message delay in .the ith  channel 

the entire network using M/M/1 theory is 

T= /: X i (T -.) 

1  
( 3) 

averaged over 
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where y , is the total input data 'rate .  ie  the: traffic in 

mess./sec. In order to take into account the fact that 

nodal delays  are  not negligible, a. constant 10 -  is 

added .tO (3), and the total message delay T aVeraged 

all the'channels in the network becomes from (3) 

E 	+ là-3 ) 
Y 

The tiMe.spent waiting for a channel is dependent upon 

the total traffic(including acknowledgements) whereas 

the time'spent in transmission'over a'channel.is 

proportional to  the message length of the real message 

traffic flow, thus equation (3), is not correct. . Howevcr, 

a new equation is easily derived from the POLLACZEX- - 

KHINCHIN formula which gives: 

P . 	( P0 2  (1 	Cb 2 ) 
+ - T. 

I 

where 	Cb», 1 for the M/M/1 queue, 

Equation (4) can be rewritten as 

(4) 
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1 	(X./PC.) 

pvCi 	pCi  - X. 

T•  
4- , 	PLi  

TEri 1 	(XihiCi) 
i y ) 	C i  

• \ 
4  PL. 4' 10" 

./ pC. 	X- i 

where 

P. 	0. 2  
I  T 

i 	XI 
Ai (1-pi) 

xi 

P i 

(5) 

The first term on the right side of (5) is the average 

service  time  per message, and the second term is the 

average waiting time per message. Since this service zi'lîle 

depends on 1  , and the waiting time depends on 1 ›- 

equation (5) can be rewritten as 

where .dle term PL. has been added to take. into •accou .At 

• the •propagation time. 

Thus the total average delay time T for a message in znc 

network is found by substituting (6) into.(3), and is 

The 1a5t term in equation (7) accciunts for the delaY 

by the final destination network control unit in deliver: 

message to its host. This figure of 10 - e  was used In the 
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of ARPA where each host.is  located only a short distance 

away from . its IMP (or network control unit). In the 

case of CANUNET simulations, the same formula was used, 

although it should be appreciated that if a host was 

located far from its network control unit, this delay of 

10 -3  sec. could be different. 

In developing the model for CANUNET, we have as in the 

ARPA case.taken the fact that acknowledgement messages 

increase message traffic rates, and for the CANUNET 

simulations,  we have assumed 

1 
Average packet length E 	640 bits 

Vu 

Average packet length with acknowledgements = 	- 400  bits 
1.1 

*) These lengths are variabie in the simulation program and 

the simulations could have been done for the ARPA 

lengths which are 560 bits, and 350 bits respectively. 

NOTE: The total average delay as computed by equation (7) takes oniy 

in account the traffic of short messages (packets). 
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2.11:91JALTILLellan 

The input/output for the simulation prograni 

INPUT: 

N 	Number of Nodes 

rpl 	Vector of the population at each noad 
L 	+ 

ED] 4' 	Matrix of distances between any V,*-J  rodes  

lelq] 	Branch capacity matrix 

1/11 	Overall average message length 

1/10— 	Average packet length 

OUTPUT: 

ET ]  'In 	Traffic eatrix in bits/sec. 

Total input data rate in . bits/ec. 

[S ]  — 

EP3 — 
ER ] 

L 

Shortest distance matrix 

.Network Utilization Matrix 

Routing Matrix 

Matrix of the average number  of  mesiges 

Average Delay Matrix 

T.A.D. 	Tptal Average Delay 
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Network Topologies and Performance Graphs 

SUMM aTy  

•Following is a summary of results  for the 

10, 14 and • 18 node  options for CANUNET. It includes 

for  each  network its - topology, and graphs of "Total 

Average Delay"versus."Total Input Data Rate". 
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CHAPTER II 



Communication Costs for_NetwiO ions  

As a result of discussions with Trans-Canada 

Telephone System, an order of magnitude price guide for 

the seven CANUNET configurations was obtained and is 

given in Table 1. ' These costs are provided for 

preliminary estimation purposes only, and the costs 

given could change when additional details become 

available on the overall system requirements. 

It should be noted as per the lette'r from TCTS, 

that the prices quoted are only for the inter-node 

circuits and do not include circuits connecting the 

individual universities to the nodes. The prices quoted 

include inter-exchange circuits, conditioning end modems, 

but not "local loops". 

*) See page 36 
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Murray Robinson' 
Derict Account Manager 

7 January 1972 

Dr. John deMercado, 
Director, 
Communications Technology Analyses end 
Terrestrial Systems Planning Branch, 
Department of Communications, 
Berger Building, 
100 Metcalfe Street, 
OTTAWA,.Ontario. 
KlA 008 

Dear Dr. deMercado: 

We have priced your seven CANUOET configurations s --- 
the attached maps give price detail. 

It is important to remember that the prices quoted are 
only for the inter-node circuits and do not InclUde 
circuits connecting the  individuel  universities to 
the nodes. 

The prices quoted include inter-exchange circuits, 
conditioning,'and modems, but not  "local  loops". 

We hope.that . this information is of use to you  In • 
your development of CAOUNET. 

Yours truly, 

neenure att  ions   
Picount anager - 
,(Federal Government) 

Attachments 

r.F1,4 PRISINC THE NEWFOUNDLAND TELEPHONE CO. LIMITED • MARITIME TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHOfQE COMM« LIMITED • THE  NEW  gRuNswIcA IELEPHONE COmPAN n 
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TABLE 1 	(Monthly Costs) 

Speed 

 

of 
ines 

Network 	No 	4.8 kbs/sec 	9.6 kbs/sec 	50 hbs/sec 	Option 1 	Option 2 

of 
'fees _ 	 1---  

* 	* 	1
1 	$ 	

* 	** 
$
21,728 1 	-10 	$ 14,217 	$ 19,617 	85,500 	. 

-'90,245 **,k 2 	10 	28,130 	37 4 30 	200,000 	
<; 

3 	10 	21,795 	28,395 	159,425 

4 	14 	18,494 	26,294 	104,700 

5 	14 	32,811 	44,811 	214,850 
1 

6 	18 	22,756 	32,756 	117,175 

1 8 	39,347 	54,947 	242,850 

* - these prices were given for network "1" where instead of having the arc (4,5), 

we have the arc (4,7) 

** - this price corresponds to network "1" where  ail  arcs are 9.6 kbs/sec. lines 

except arc (5,8) which  tas 50 kbs/sec. 

- this price corresponds to network "2" where all arcs are 9.6 kbs/sec. lines 

except arc (4,5) (4,8) (5,8) (6,8) which was 50 kbs/sec. 

* 

CT 
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1 Nicholas SI., 	d 1 
P.O. Box 0462, 
Telephone 613 239.2 5 r, 
W(  610 5621941 	I 

Mieçay Robinson 
Dena Account Managor 

24 December 1971 . 

ilece 

t'eC  .91 7071 

 Crp 

ür. John deMercado, 
Director, • 
Communications Technology Analyses and 

Terrestrial Systems Planning Branch, ' 

Departmeht of Communications, 

Berger Building, 
100 Metcalfe Street, 
OTTAWA, Ontario. 
K1A ocû. 1 
Dear Dr. deMercado: 

In response to your request, wo have completed an order 

,of magnitude price guide for the propo.ed "Canadian 

University  Computer  Network". 

This guide is furnished for use only by the Federal 
Department of Communications and those Universities 
Involved in the CANUNET studies, and is for budgetary 
estimation purposes only, as the rates mentioned could 
significantly change when additional details become 
available on the overall system requirements. 

, The Trans-Canpda Telephone System is prepared to work 
with those involved in the design of CAWMNET to develop 

_-a workable,efficient,and totally cost effective overall 
telecommunieg)ions system for.CANUNET. 

:1MISING: 1HE NEWFOUNDLAND TELEPHONE CO. LIMITED • MARITIME TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANY LIMITED  •• THE NEW BRUNSWICK TELEPHONE COMPANY ;MI 

13E11 CANADA • MANITOBA TELEPHONE SYSTEM • SASKATCHEWAN TELECOMNIUNICATIOU • ALBERTA GOVERNMENT TELEPHONES • BRITISH COLUMBIA TELEPHONE CO ndPAN` 



The follOwl.ng 13 n price appronivantion r the "Reny 

SPEED  ,PRIVATE LINE 

2,400 bps $57.500. 

4,800 bps $59.500. 

APPEM I X 111 
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Attachment to latter of 
ÜGG 24/71 to.Dr. John - 
doNercado • 

to Fiany" circuit arranoemont for CANUMET. 	At  82 basod 

on having circuits botwoon all tho2o univor2itio2 uhich 

tive e'community of Interest (F10. 0 

MONTHLY  RATgS 

$13,500. -(ono hour por dey)  

m om . 	to 	01 	AI 	11 

. 9,600 bps. $76,000, 	$33p000. 	01 	80 	11 	II 

509000 bps •$372 0 000) 	$307 0 000. 	" 	" 	" 	" 

	

$64,800. 	(i0 minutes par dey)  

(The abOvo includes line fcilitieo, Usage, uodoms nnd 

accesrs lines, where roluirod). 



FIGURE I 5-1.< 
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Attochment to letter of 
Dec 24/71 to Dr. John 
deNercado 

While thore a ro  many dotalls that oust ha rasolved in the 

design of CANUNET (volume of traffic, froquoncy and 	. 

timing of traffic, otc.) we havo cnsiderod SivRO of tha 

alternatives to the design shown in ,Vigure I. 

One possible alternative netti;,rk design involvos the use 

of three concentrators or st:tre and f›rward possage 

"switchers" (see Etwueel 11). Emclusive gf the cost of 

these switchers, tho networft facilities charges would be 

approximately as follows: 

Private Line. (2400 and 9600 bps) 

Switched (2400 bps) 1 houridey 

5 hours/dey 

8 hours/day 

$34,500./mo. 

$1 1 , 000. /mo. 

$24,500./mo. 

$ 3 5,000./mo. 

As before, the above prices include ell lines, modems, and 

usage, where applicable. 



FIGURE I I 
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Attachment to letter of 

Dec 24/71 to Dr. John 

deMercado 

There are seve,rel edvanteoes _tothis typo of system opera7 

tion, beth in cost and operations. _ 	. 

There would be a substantial cost seving on the line 

facilities (approx. $23,000. per month) which would be only 

partly off-s t by the cost of the three switchers. There 

might b further savings realized through the  reduced 

"port" requirements at each participating university. Those 

universities which have an on-lino cepability would only 

require the addition of one input-output port, while those 

universities which will add on-line cepebility for CANUNET, 

would only require single lino controllers rather than 

multi-line controllers. Furthermore, the use of common 

"switchers" would eliminate the need for standardization 

of transmission code, as the switcher could be arranged to 

provide a code (and spe d) translation feature. 

By placing the "switchers" as shown in Figure 11, the three 

main cemmunities of interest (Atlentic, Central, and Western) 

are kept intaet. The majority of information transfer 

should be within those communities of interest, that is, 

within the switcher are, thereby reducing the volume of 

inter-switcher information flow, and reducing throughput 

time. 
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Attachment to ectter  of  
Doc 24/71 to Dr. John 
deMercado 

There are several other  types of netWorft design which 

could:ho considered - o four :switeher design, a daisy 

chain effect (see Figure li ) , or a single continuous 

crrcuitAbining all locations (Figure IV). 

The final choice of the mot efficient  circuit design to 

serve CANUNET will have to be the reSolt ,f extensive 

consultation between TCTS and the universities, t 

determine the exact values of various criteria -  such cos 

traffic volomes, distribution, the frequency of "calls", 

and the operational requirements and capabilities of the 

assOciated'existing computer hardware and software. 
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FIGURE III 
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APPENDIX 11 
Attachment to letter of 
Doc 24/71 to Dr.  John  
deMercado 

Over'the leat several years,: as on-lIne Cemputor ,syatems 

have become Mert and more complen, problems .  of overall 

ce-ordination and control of all. facets of system operation 

have become more and more. difficult. 	In response. to 

this problem, TCTS hes developed a 5Orelcu peckeee called, 

— Systems Management Service. It consists of 

a total package of management services which can be tailore& 

11 	. 	to a custemers specific roquiroments, thus 	Irting  

ts hy estm  ne ee: u::te hr es.. cust*mer to play-  referee to a mumber.of 

The Trans-Canada Telephone System hat extensive experience 

in the area of network management, as we manage one of 

the world's largest telecommunication networks - the common ,  

user Long Distance Network. 

in order to ensure efficient network utilization and smooth 

flow of traffic, the network 15 continually menitored.and 

adjusted to meet changes in traffic pattern5 . , 

To administer this network we co-ordinate the aquisition 

of extensive traffic stetistice. 	Soi e of the statistical 

informatien is used in day-to-day network management; other 

data serve as the base for future projected - loads. The 

projections are 'usually viewed in teems'of switching -

machine components and circuits which must be ordered 
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Att a chent  to letter of 
Dec 24/71 to Dr. John • 
deMercado 

approximately two years before they will be required.. These 

critical projections roquire the unique skills of our • 

traffic analyste. 

Day-to-day network management is co-ordinated at several 

Network Control Centres where the traffic flow it constantly 

contro lied and the switching machine performance  Is monitored 

Based upon these StâtitlitICS, action it taken to control 

the flow and routing of traffic, ensuring minimum delay 

and maximum  customer satisfaction. 

These same principles  con  be appli-d to CANUNET, to achieve 

maximum efficiencies and economies. 

In addition to managing switched networks we  also  manage 

a computer controlled network calted Message Switching Data 

Service (M.S.D.S.). 	It uses computer technology to control 

and route messages. M.S.D.S., which has been in operation 

for several years, was conceived, designed, programmed and 

is maintained, entirely by TCTS staff. 

We have recently announced a new family of computer commu-

nications services. These services, known as SCCS - Soft-

ware Controlled Communication Services - will be based on 
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Attachment to ietter  of 
 Dec 24/71 to Dr. John 

deMercado 

• 

minicomPuters acting as either front-ends for largeT "host" 

computers, remote concentrators, message switchers or 

combinations of thooe. Using prgremmable devices as part  

of total communi cations  packages W1,11-..enabIe- us t- provide .  

the fieuibility reqUired in today's computer c‘mmunlcatioms 

systems. 

The first phase of SCCS will be.the front-end capablitty. 

Development_Of a prototype system development ts unique> in 

that it'is a Canadian undertaking entirely !  The planning 

and software deVelopment have been done by Ten personnel Ln 

'conjunction with Bell-41orthern Research.  The. hardware 

been'suppliod by a Canadien en•eomOuter manufacturer. 

it is the first time that a total computer communications 

capability such as this has  been  made avallebl. in Canada, 

and we feel that our development in this area would be 

particularly applicable to CANUNET. 

TCTS has recently announced plans for the development of 

digital transmission network, to be fully operative 

coest-to-coastipy 1976. This network coed. be  of great 

benefit to CANUNET  as the quality of those  circuits  will 

be far greater than anything available today. 



for CANUNET. ' We have a c mpleto renge of services to meet • 
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•Attachment to letter  of 
Dec 24/71 to Dr. àohr. 
•deNercado 

In 'summery,  CAPOT Is to be a compl.x system Involving 

communications between a large number of dis!Imilar. 

computers in widly dispersed locations, 

We feel that the Trans-Canada Telephone System î9 uniquely 

qualified to  et  ea supplier of telocommanications services 

all the design and operational. requirements n f> major 

data systems, including such items es a total facilities 

package from local loops to inter-exchango facilities; a 

wide range of services covering the entire speed renge 

required by customers, both on a private line and a switched 

basis; and lastly, we have recently developed two services 

which arc un-paralleled • nywhere - S.C.C.S. and the digital 

network. 

The Trans-Canada Telephone System It preptred.to  work with 

the Department of Communications •nd/or the - univeraities 

to develop a workable, efficient, and totally cost effective 

overall YelecoMmunications System for CANUMET. 
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Attachment to letter of 

• ci*c  24/71 to Dr -.  John 
deNtroado 

NOTE: Tho foregoing 3hou/d n4t bo con5truod to be arg 

offIcial•TCTS quotmtion, firm or otherwise... It is 

a.n , ordor-of-mognItude guide for budgetary pUrpodos 

and in supplied to the Federal Doearu-.ont of 

CoMmunications for  th  à purpose only. 

it Is nticipeted that netwrk usage will. be c*nfined 

to information tranzfer betweon •the universities 

invOlved in this c operetivo progremmo. 
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Detailed Simulation of a 10 Node Terrestrial Network 

The.following is a description of - the - simulatien,for 

Network 2 with '50 kb/s lines, 	' 

Average packet length . 640 bits 

Average of (packet & acknowledgement) . 400  bits.  

It containsL 

Branch Capacity Matrix' (bits/sec) 

= Traffic Matrix (bits/sec) 

. Matrix of the Average number of Messages/sec 

= .Nètwork 'Utilization Matrix 

[A.D] = Average Delay Matrix in sec/message 

Ec 

[T] 

Ex] 

UP] 



cri 
4z> 

BRANCH CAPACITY MATRIX 

[c] 

	

(1) 	(2) 	(3 ) 	(4) 	(5) 	(6) 	( 7 ) 	( 8 ) 	(9) 	(1 0 ) 

(1) 0. 	50000. 	50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(2) 50000. 	0. 	50000. 	50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(3) 50000. 	50000. 	O. 	50000. 	50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(4) 0. 	50000. 	50000. 	0. 	50000. 	0. 	50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(5) 0. 	0. 	50000. 	50000. 	0. 	50000. 	- 	0. 	50000. 	50000. 	0. 

(6) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	50000. 	O. 	50000. 	50000. 	0. 	0. 

(7) 0. 	0. 	0. 	50000. 	0. 	50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0' 

(8) O. 	O. 	0. 	0. 	50000. 	50000. 	0. 	0. 	50000. 	50000. 

(9) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	50000. , 	 0. 	0. 	50000. 	0. 	50000. 

(10) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	50000. 	50000. 	0. 

C(i,j) = Capacity of branch 

MO MI OM Ole MI UM MI Ole MIR MI OM OM 
 - - 

 MO 
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..TRAFFIC -MATRIX IN BITS/SEC. -  

	

(1) 	(2) 	( 3 ) 	( 4 ) 	( 5 ) 	(6) 	( 7 ) 	( 8 ) 	(9) 	(10) 

(1) 0. 	966. 	1135. 	1820. 	1739. 	3126. 	1583. 	4625. 	1258. 	954. 

(2) 966. 	0. 	461. 	740. 	707. 	1271. 	644. 	1881. 	511. 	388. 

(3) 1135. 	_ 	461. 	O. 	870. 	831. 	1494. 	757. 	2210. 	601. 	456. 

(4) 1820. 	740. 	870. 	• 	0. 	1333. 	2397. 	1214. 	3546. 	964. 	731. 

	

1 = (5) 	1739. 	707. 	831. 	1333. 	0. 	2289. 	1160. 	3387. 	921. 	698. 

(6) 3126. 	1271. 	1494. 	2397. 	2289. 	0. 	2085. 	6090. 	1656. 	1256. 

(7) 1583. 	644. 	757. 	1214. 	1160. 	2085. 	0. 	3084. 	839. 	636. 

(8) 4625. 	1881. 	2210. 	3546. 	3387. 	6090. 	3084. 	0. 	2450. 	1858. 

(9) 1258. 	511. 	601. 	964. 	921. 	1656. 	839. 	2450. 	0. 	505. 

(10) 954. 	388. 	456. 	731. 	698. 	1256. 	636. 	1858. 	505. 	0. 

.111e.entries in,this matrix.are-the-amount of traffic 

in bits lOei-second flowing.along.:the arcs of the network. 
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MATRIX  OF THE  AVERAGE # OF MESSAGES/SEC.  

(I) 	(2) 	(3) 	(4) 	(5) 	(6) 	( 7 ) 	(8) 	( 9) 	(10) 

(1) .000 	1.509 	25.375 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(2) 1.509 	.000 	.721 	9.598 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(3) 25.375 	.721 	.000 	15.078 	19.802 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(4) . .000 	9.598 	15.078 	.000 	15.722 	.000 	19.509 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(5) .000 	.000 	19.802 	15.722 	.000 	9.287 	.000 	29.495 	10.547 	.000 

(6) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	9.287 	.000 	25.143 	17.291 	.000 	.000 

(7) .000 	.000 	.000 	19.509 	.000 	25.143 	.000 	.000 	-e-000 	.000 

(8) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	29.495 	17.291 	.000 	.000 	3.828 10.901 

(9) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	10.547 	.000 	.000 	3.828 	.000 	.789 

(10) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	10.901 	.789 	.000 

The values of this" matrix represent - the average number 

of messages flowing on branch (i,j). Note that when_an entry is 

zero, the corresponding term in the,branch capacity matrix is 

also zero. i.e. no direct -path exists between these two nodes. . 

3 
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NETWORK UTILIZATION 'MATRIX 

(1) 	( 2 ) 	(3) 	(4 ) 	( 5 ) 	(6 ) 	(7) 	(8) 	(9 ) 	(10) 

(1) .000 	.012 	.203 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(2) .012 	.000 	.006 	.077 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(3) .203 	.006 	.000 	.121 	.158 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(4) .000 	.077 	.121 	.000 	.126 	.000 	.156 	.000 	.000 	.000 

	

=(5) .000 	.000 	.158 	.126 	.000 	.074 	.000 	.236 	.084 	.000 

(6) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.074 	.000 	.201 	.138 	.000 	.000 

(7) .000 	.000 	.000 	.156 	.000 	.201 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(8) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.236 	.138 	.000 	.000 	.031 	.087 

(9) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.084 	.000 	.000 	.031 	.000 	.006 

(10) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.087 	.006 	.000 

The entry (i,j) is a reflection of the use of that branch .  The 

utilization factor waS defined as:-  . - 

p(i, j) = 
Average number of bits flowing on branch 

Capacity of branch (i,j) in bits 

P(i,j) = 

• An  .entry: .p(i,j) :greater than•one implies that the flow exceeded the 

capily of th ,.: art_ ri,j) 
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AVERAGE DELAY MATRIX IN SEC/MESSAGES- 

(1) 	(2) 	(3) 	(4) 	(5) 	(6) 	( 7 ) 	( 8 ) 	(9 ) 	(10) 

(1) .000 	.018 	.022 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(2) .018 	.000 	.017 	.022 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(3) .022 	.017 	.000 	.019 	.030 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(4) .000 	.022 	.019 	.000 	.025 	.000 	.024 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(5) .000 	.000 	.030 	.025 	.000 	.017 	.000 	.017 	.017 	.000 

(6) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.017 	.000 	.017 	.018 	.000 	.000 

(7) .000 	.000 	.000 	.024 	.000 	.017 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(8) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.017 	.018 	.000 	.000 	.016 	.020 

(9) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.017 	.000 	.000 	.016 	.000 	.018 

(10) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.020 	.018 	.000 

The entries of this matrix represent the average delay 

encountered by a message 'flowing on branch (i,j). 

'Total  Average Delay  1--", .0413 SEC/MES. 
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HYBRID NETWORKS FOR CANUNET  
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Introduction  

In.this part,, results are presented of the. 	' 

simulations that were made of various 10,'14 and 18 node 

network  topologies  using (hybrid) satellite .  -• terrestrial 

communication facilities for CANUNET. 	Performance graphs ' 

are given of total input data rate versus average message.delays 

for average  message  lengths of 640 bits for each of 

these topologies having the communication line speeds 

as nàted. 

Chapter V contains a discussion of the hybrid net-

work configUrations,as well  as. the figures of the actual 

networks topologies that were analyzed and the corresponding 

performance graphs. 

Chapter VI contains the complete simulation of . 

a 15 ' node  hybrid network. Such simulations were conducted 

for all of the hybrid networks, but have not been, in the 

interest of, brevity, reproduced here. 

Chapter.VII.contains.a detailed, but preliminary 

report from Telesat 'Corporation on the application of the 

ANIK satellite's facilities to CANUNET. 	It should be 

noted, as Per their letter, that Telesat . is  prepared to 

undertake mOre detailed engineering studies in support of 

using the ANIK satellite to realize ›CANUNET. 
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"Network  'Model Considerations  

The topologies considered lere  in Part 11 are 

derivedfrom the joint use of the Ame satellite and Common 

Carrier terrestrial communication facilities. This report 

contains un andlysis of several possible 10, 14 and 18 node 

hybrid (satellite-terrestrial) networks for CANUNET. 

The exact queuing model for the hybrid system 

should have been M/M/n *) for the satellite system and M/M/1 

for the Node Control Unit in the terrestrial network. This 

is because in the satellite system, each ground station 

transmits at a particular assigned frequency which can be 

received by  ail  other ground .  stations; thus the satellite 

simultaneously serves several frequencies depending on the 

number of carriers or stations.(see for example in Fig. 5 of 

the Telesat report in Chapter VII). 

• In order to be able to simulate the hybrid network, 

the simulation program used was based on the M/M/1 . queue 

model for both  the satellite as well as the terrestrial 

facility. Therefere, the results obtained-were not valid 

for all representations of thesystem, but were rather a 

representatidh of the worst case situation. If M/M/n theory 

were used, it could be expected that the average message delay 

in the netWork• would be less than that given in.this rei,ort. 

*) where n in this case is the number of carriers in the satellite 
(i.e. 	the number of servers).. 
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Network Topologies and Performance Graphs' 

Following is a summary of results of the 10, 

14 and 18 node hybrid option for CANUNET. It inçludes 

for each netWerk its topology and graphs of "Total Average 

uelay" versUs"Total Input Data Rate". 
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Detailed Simulation of a- 10 Node Hybrid Network 

The  following:is a description of the simulation . 
for Network NOD 10 SAT 4-using topology #21and 50.,0 kb/s 

Average packet length...,  640 bits 

Average of (paCket and acknowledgement) .  ... 400 bits 

It contains; 

[C] = Branch Capacity Wàtrix (bits/sec) 

ETJ = Traffic Matrix .(bits/sec) 

Matrix'of the Average # of Messages/sec 

.[p] = Network Utilization Matrix • 

CA.D]= Average Delay Matrix in sec/message 

, ER1 .. Shortest Path Routing Matrix 

see page 66 



BRANCH CAPACITY MATRIX  

(1) 	(2) 	(3) 	(4) 	(5) 	(6) 	(7) 	(8) 	(9) 	(10) 	(11) 	(12) 	(13) 	(14) 	(15) 

(1) 0.50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(2)50000. 	0.50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0 • 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 
(3) 0.50000. 	0. 	0.50000. 	0. 	0.50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0.50000.

•(4) 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0.50000.50000. 	O. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(5) 0. 	0.50000.50000. 	0. 	O. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 
[Ci= 	0 (6) . 	0. 	0.50000. 	0. 	0. 50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(7) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0.50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(8) 0. 	0.50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0.50000. 50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 
' 	(9) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0.50000. 	0. 50000.50000. 	0. 	0. 	O. 	0. 

(10) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0.50000.50000. 	0.50000.50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(11) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0.50000. 50000. 	0.50000.50000. 	0. 	0. 

(12) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 50000.50000. 	0.50000. 	0. 	0. 
I 

(13) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0.50000.50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 
co 

(14) 0 . 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0.50000. 	-› 

	

(IS) 	0. 	0.50000. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0.50000. 	0. 	° 

>7' 

C(i,j) = Capacity of branch (i, 

I» OM MO 11111 or or oat tie u ' . 	le we lie out ono or or 



oo 

11110 ell  a 11111 	11111 MI MI ell 	1118 	1$18 10111 1118 Ili a 811 

TRAFFIC mATRIX IN BITS/SEC. 

	

(1) 	(2) 	(3) 	(4) 	(5) 	(6) 	(7) 	(8) 	(9) 	(10) 	(11) 	(12) 	(13) 	(14) 	(15) 

(1) 0 	O. 	O. 2056. 	0 1062. 1713. 	O. 1485. 	2947. 	1645. 4363. 1188. 	902. 	O. 

(2) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	O. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(3) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(4) 2056. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	976. 1573. 	O. 1364. 	2706. 	1510. 4007. 1091. 	829. 	O. 

(5) O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 

	

ri (6) 	1062. 	O. 	O. 	976. 	O. 	O. 	813. 	O. 	705. 	1398. 	780. 2070. 	564. 	428. 	O. 

	

rir( 7 ) 	1713. 	O. 	O. 1573. 	O. 	813. 	O. 	O. 1136. 	2255. 	1259. 3339. 	909. 	691. 	O. 

(8) O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 

(9) 1485. 	O. 	O. 1364. 	O. 	705. 1136. 	O. 	O. 	1955. 	1091. 2894. 	788. 	598. 	O. 

(10) 2947. 	O. 	O. 2706. 	O. 1398. 2255. 	O. 1955. 	O. 	2165. 5743 , 1564. 1188. 	O. 

(11) 1645. 	O. 	O. 1510. 	O. 	780. 1259. 	O. 1091. 	2165. 	O. 3206. 	873. 	663. 	O. 

(12) 4363. 	O. 	O. 4007. 	O. 2070. 3339. 	O. 2894. 	5743. 	3206. 	O. 2315. 1759. 	O. 

(13) 1188. 	O. 	O. 1091. 	O. 	564. 	909. 	O. 	788. 	1564. 	873. 2315. 	O. 	479. 	O. 

(14) 902. 	O. 	O. 	829. 	O. 	428. 	691. 	O. 	598. 	1188. 	663. 1759. 	479. 	O. 	O. 

(15) O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 	O. 

The entries in this matrix are the amount of traffic 

in bits'per second flowing along the arcs of the network., 



MATRIX OF THE  AVERAGE #.0F'MESSAGES/SEC.  

(1) 	(2) 	(3) 	(4) 	(5) 	(6) - 	(7) 	(8) 	(9) 	(10) 	(11) 	(12) 	(13) 	(14) 	(15) 

(1) 0. 	27. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(2) 27. 	0. 	27. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(3) 0. 	27. 	0. 	0. 	49. 	0. 	0. 	64. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	11. 

(4) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	49. 	32 , 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0• 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(5) 0. 	0'. 	49. 	49. 	0. 	O. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(6) 0. 	0. 	0. 	32. 	0. 	0. 	21. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

	

ii. ( 7 ) 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	21. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

	

' j  (8) 	0. 	0. 	64. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	8. 	56. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(9) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	8. 	0. 	3. 	7. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(10) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	56. 	3. 	O. 	21. 	33. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(11) 0. 	0. 	O. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	7. 	21. 	0. 	9. 	11. 	0. 	0. 

(12) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	33. 	9. 	0. 	3. 	0. 	0. 

(13) 0. 	0. 	O. 	O. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	11. 	3. 	0. 	0. 	0. 

(14) 0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	O. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	11. 

(15) 0. 	0. 	11. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	0. 	11. 	0. 

• 	The values of this matrix represent the average number of 

messages flowing on branch (i,j). Note that when an entry is 

zero, the corresponding term in the branch capacity matrix is 

also zero. i.e. no direct path exists between these two nodes. 

CO 
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P(i,i) = Capacity of branch (i,j) in bits 

Average number of bits flowing on branch (i,j) -C7 

e=, 

P(i ,i) 

. 
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NETWORK UTILIZATION MATRIX  

(1) .  

(2) 

.( 3 ) 

(4) 

(5) 

[1= (( 87 ))  

(9) 

(10) 

' 	(11) 

(12) 

'(13) 

(14) 

y 	(15) 

(1) 	(2) 	(3) 	(4) 	(5) 	(6) 	(7) 	(8) 	(9) 	(10) 	(11) 	(12)- (13) 	(14) 	(15) 

.000 	.217 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.900 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

.217 	.000 	.217 	.000 	.000 	.000 	:000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 .  .000 	.000 _.000 

,000 	:217 	.000. .000 .  .398 	.900 .  .000 	„518 	000 	000', 	Ago . . .000 	000 	000 	,094 

.000 	.090 	.000 -.000 	.398 	.261 	.000 	.000 	.000- 	. .000 • .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 .  .000 

.000 	.000 	.398 	.398 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 - .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

.000 	.000 	.000 	.261 	.000 	.000 	.171 	.000 	.000 	.000 , .000 	.900 	.000 	.000 	.000 

.090 	.000 	.000 	.000 A00 	.171 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.900 

.000 	.000 	.518 	.090 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.066 	.452, 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.066 	.000 	.024 	.060.  .000 	.000 . .000 	.000 

.000 	.000 	.000 	.009 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.452 	.024 	.000 	.173 	.266 -.000 	.000 	.000 

.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.060 	.173 	.000 	.076 	.093 	.000 	.000 

.000 . .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 ,000 	.000 '.000 	.000 	.266 	.076 	.000 	.029 	.000 	.000 

'ADO 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 - .000 	.000 . .093 	.029 	.000 	.000 	.000 

.000 	.000 	,000 	.000 	.000 	.000 '.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.009 	.000 	.994 

.000 	.000 	.094 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.900 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 '.000 	.094 	„000 

00 
n.4 

The entry (i,j) is a reflection of the use of , that branch. The utilization 

factor was defined as: 

Ar  entry O(i,j) greater than one implies that the flow exceeded the 

Capacity of the arc. (i,j) 



AVERAGE DELAY MATRIX IN  SEC/MESSAGE  

	

(1) 	(2) 	(3) 	(4) 	(s ) 	(6) 	(7) 	(8) 	(9) 	(10) 	(11) 	(12) 	(13) 	(14) 	(15) 

	

(1) 	.000 	.017 .  .000 	.000 	.000. .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	-.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

	

(2) ..  , .017 	.000. ..146 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.G00 	1 000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

. 	-000 	.146 	.000 	.000 	.149: .000 . .000 	:152 	.00 0 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.145 -  

	

(4) 	.000 	:000 	.000 	.000 	.019 	.020 	.000 '.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 ..000 	:000 

	

›ni.11(5) 	.000 	.dao 	.149 	.019 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(6) .000 	.000 	.000 	.020 	.000 	.000 	.020 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 •  

(7) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.020 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

	

(g) 	.000 	.000 	.152 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.015 	.021 	.000 ..000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(9) .000 	.000 	:000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.015 	.000 	.015 	.017 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(10) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	..000 	.000 	.000 	.021 	.015 	.000 	.018 	.020 ..000 	.000 	.000 

(11) .000 	.000 	.000 	.00 0 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.017 	.018 	.000 f.015 	.017 	.000 	.000 

(12) .000 .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.020 	.015 	.000 	.0 1 6 	.000 	. 

(13) .000 	.090 ,000. .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000. 	.000 	.017 	.016 	.000 	.000 	.000 

(14) .000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	..000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.015 

(15) .000 	.000 	.145 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	.000 	Apo 	.000 	.015 	.000 

The entries of this matrix represent the average delay 
encountered by a message flowing on branch (i,j). 

Total Average Delay - .2444 sec/mess. 

00 
00 
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SHORTEST PATH ROUTING MATRIX  

(1) 	(2) 	(3) 	(4) 	(5) 	(6) 	(7) 	(8) 	(9) 	(10) 	(11) 	(12) 	(13) 	(14) 	(15) 

	

(I) 	1 	2 	2 	5 	3 	5 	6 	3 	8 	8 	10 	10 	11 	15 	3 

(2) 1 	2 	3 	5 	3 	5 	6 	3 	8 	8 	10 	10 	11 	15 	3 

(3) 2 	2 	3 	5 	5 	5 	6 	8 	8 	8 	10 	10 	11 	15 	15 • 

(4) 5 	5 	5 	4 	5 	6 	6 	5 	8 	8 	10 	10 	11 	15 	5 

(5) 3 ' 	3 	3 	4 	5 	4 	6 	3 	8 	8 	10 	10 	11 	15 	3 

(6) 5 	5 	5 	4 	4 	6 	7 	5 	8 	8 	10 	10 	11 	15 	5 

(7) 6 	6 	-6 	-6 	6 	6 	7 	6 	8 	8 	10 	10 	11 	15 	6 

	

[RI =(8) 	3 	3 	3 	5 	3 	5 	6 	8 	9 	10 	10 	10 	11 	15 	3 

(9) 8 	8 	8 	8 	8 	8 	8 	8 	9 	10 	11 	1 1 	11 	15 	8 

(10) 8 	8 	8 	8 	8 	8 	8 	• 8 	9 	10 	11 	12 	11 	15 	8 

(11) 10 	10 	10 	10 	10 	10 	10 	10 	9 	10 	11 	12 	13 	15 	10 

(12) 10 	10 	10 	10 	10 	10 	10 	10 	11 	10 	11 	12 	13 	15 	10 

(13) 11 	11 	11 	11 	11 	11 	11 	11 	11 	11 	11 	12 	13 	15 	11 

(14) 15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	15 	14 	15 

(15) 3 	3 	3 	- 5 	3 	5 	6 	3 	8 	8 	10 	10 	11 	14 	15 

This matrix should be read in the following way: 

r(i,j) = j ==> The path connecting node i and j does not contain any intermediate nodes. 

r(i,j) =k 	--> node k is an intermediate node on the path between nodes i and j. 
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File No. 24-2-1-1 

February 23, 1972 

1 
a 

1 
1 

Dr. J. deMercado, 
Director, 
Terrestrial Systems Planning, 
Department of Communications, 
Berger Building, 
100 Metcalfe Street, 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KlA 008 

Dear Dr. deMercado: 	
. 

Asa  result of discussions with members of your 
staff, weare pleased to submit' for your information, 

.preliminary engineering cost eàtimates  and technical informa-
tion fOr providing data transmission services for the proposed  • 
"Canadian University Computer Network". 

' It should be emphasized that this  information is 
very Preliminary in nature and is intended only for the use 
by CANUNET participants to establish whether or not further 
detailed study would be of value. As  such, the cost  informa-
tion  could change when detailed system requirements are 
defined and commercial arrangements are known. 

• . 	You will note that Télesat Canada has provided 
information in the Attachment-on utilization•of a whole R.T. 
channel by a number of networks, one of which could 
conceivably be CANUNET. The minimum cost per network is 	,• 

achieved when the satellite R.F. channel is fully utilized. 
The practicability of achieving the per - network minimum cost 

• depends on the number of networks that may be established 
and the consequent extent of the R.F. channel cost sharing 
that can be achieved. 

* 	• 
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. With regard to R.F. channel cost sharing,Hit is, 
possible that another network similar to CANUNET could ,  be 
implemented to serve Federal Government integrated data - 
transmission requirements more economically. In addition, 
other networks for use by various professional communitieà 
such as law e. medicine, etc., could probably be developed 
to  exploit the  most cost effective configuration. 

• The estiMated charges are based on service at 
the earth  stations  outlined; we understand backhaul inter-
connection costs to the various universities from our earth 
stations will be developed within yoùr Department. 

Telesat Canada is prepared to undertake a more 
detailed engineering analysis in-sUpport of CANUNET and 
Federal Government data transmission requirements.in order 
to arrive at the most effective overall system configuration. 

Mr. P.M. Norman will be pleased to continue 
liaison with your staff on 'technical matters and Mr. B.F. 
Murphy of our Planning and Marketing group will be contacting 
you às well to discuss any further information you require in 
conneàtion mith the estimated annual charges for the various 
'network configurations. 	. 

•Yours sincerely, 

• R.M. Lester, 
Director, 
Communication Systems. 

Attach. 
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ATTACHMENT TO LETTER TO 

Dr. J. de Mercado 

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 

FOR DATA TRANSMISSION (CANUNET) 

Telesat Canada 
Ottawa 
February  23 i 1972 
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I INTRODUCTION 

This study illustrates the application'of the Telesat 

satellite telecommunication system for  use in  the, provision of 

communication Services to CANUNET. ParticUlar emphasis is 

placed on those features which offer unique capabilities'. in the 

provision of the service. Several possible network configura-

tions have  been exaMined and are illustrated. With the 

budgetary cOsts and system concept provided, it is possible for. 

other networks-to be assembled to enable the designers of 

.CANUNET to.select the most appropriate systém. •  

The information provided here is preliminary in nature 

and is intended to form a basis for further discussion. The 

system design concepts and estimated facility annual charges can 

only be firm after further studies with CANUNET personnel to 

better relate the satellite system design to the network needs. 

Furthermore, commercial rates may introduce other factors not 

taken into account in an engineering study. 



II INITIAL TELESAT SATELLITE SYSTEM 

The initial satellite system is planned for commercial 

operation by Telesat in january 1973. At that time, some 36 

earth stations will be in operation providing high quality 

voice, data, facsimile and television transmission across Canada. 

Figure 1 shows the initial locations of these earth stations. Of 

primary interest to CANUNET will be those earth stations located 

in Southern Canada. 

The space segment'will normally. consist of two in-orbit 

satellites. One satellite will be in operation while,the .  second. 

will provide . back-up protection in case of'failure of the first. 

Each satelliteSas'12 RF channels, 10 of which are available  for  

full  time commercial Operation and 2 for standby operation. The 

use of  two satellites in orbit'and RF channel Protection Within 

each  satellite,  provides the high degree of SysteM reliability 

which is hedesSary for the proper operatic:in of  important com-

munications services. 

The RF channels each have the capability for carrying 

up to 60 Mb/s or 960 one-way voice channels depending on the 

modulation scheme and type of earth station used. The capability 

of the system for voice and television applications as well as a 

more detailed system description is contained in the attached 

paper "Communications Capability of the Canadian Domestic Satel-

lite System".* 

J. Almond and R.M. Lester: "Communications Capability of the 
Canadian Domestic Satellite System." ICC Conference Paper, 

June 1971. 
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HEAVY ROUTE  

Allan Park 
Lake Cowichan 

NETWORK TELEVISION A. 

Huggett 
Qu'Appelle 

•  Grand Beach 
Riviere Rouge 
Bay Bulls 

.Harrietsfield 

NORTHERN TELECOMMUNICATIONS  0 

50. Resolute 
51. Frobisher Bay  

REMOTE TELEVISION 

1. Clinton Creek 
2. Dawson 
3. Elsa 
4. Whitehorse 
5. Faro 
6. • Watson Lake 
7. Cassiar 
8. Fort Nelson 
9. Norman Wells 
10 0  Fort Simpson 
11, Inuvik 
12. Yellowknife 
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Fort Smith 
Uranium City 
La Rongé 
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Fort Chimo 
Fort George 
Goose Bay 
Port-au-Port 
Magdalen Islands 

A. 

D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 

Figure 1 	INITIAL TELESAT EARTH STATION LOCATIONS 
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III PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR CANUNET 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

Suitable communication system  designs  have been examined 

to provide bit rates of 9.6 and 50 kb/s interconnecting the Nods 

shown in some of the Networks that have been proposed for CANUNET* 

These Nodes are,given in Table I. All schemesWould require a 

combination of terrestrial and satellite facilities in order to 

lprovide the overall.service. The characteristics of the prOposed 

system to provide the satellite facilities are described in thé 

ensuing paragraphs. 

The system concept planned by Telesat would use a 

separate radio frequency carrier for each data stream transmitted 

through the satellite RF channel. This is the scheme illustrated 

in Figure 2. Each satellite RF channel can accommodate up to 70 

carriers, each carrying data at up to 50 kb/s or approximately 

double the number of carriers at 9.6 kb/s. At a 50 kb/s bit rate 

the PSK modulator would operate at a nominal 64 kb/s and through 

the use of forward acting error correcting coders could provide a 
7 typical error rate of 1 in 10 for 99.9% of the time or better. 

Other trade- offs in bit rate, error rate and satellite utiliza-

tion are possible. If desired, it would also be possible to 

combine bit streams at 9.6 kb/s or lower rates into single 

streams transmitted over the satellite at higher rates. Thus, 

any data rate could be selected by CANUNET to be compatible with 

that carried on the terrestrial network between the earth stations 

and Nodes so that no buffering would be required. 

In the specific configuration that is proposed for 

CANUNET each earth station would be assigned one channel having 

a bit rate of 9.6 or 50 kb/s and having a unique transmit fre-

quency. Furthermore, each earth station would be equipped with 

receivers tuned to the transmit frequencies of all the other 

J. de Mercado, R. Guindon, J. Da Silva, M. Kadoch: 
Topological Analysis and Design of CANUNET. 	January 1972. 
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TABLE 

SI 

CANUNET NODES 

10 Node Network 	14 Node Network 	18 Node Network 
----- 	---- 71 

Vancouver 	Vancouver 	Montreal 	Vencouver 	Hamilton 
Calgary 	Calgary 	Quebec 	Calgary 	Windsor 

Saskatoon 	Edmonton 	Fredericton 	Edmonton 	Montreal 

Winnipeg 	Regina 	Halifax 	Regina 	Quebec 

Ottawa 	S 	Saskatoon 	Saskatoon 	Fredericton 

Toronto 	Winnipeg 	Winnipeg 	Moncton 

Waterloo 	Ottawa 	, Ottawa 	Charlottetown 

Montreal 	Toronto 	L Toronto 	Halifax 

Quebec 	Waterloo 	Waterloo 

Halifax 	Kingston 	Kingston 
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Figure 2 

SATELLITE UTILIZATION SCHEME FOR CANUNET  

PSK• - FDMA- MODULATION  

EXAMPLE  

NETWORK OF 2 TO 8 EARTH STATIONS 

EARTH STATION G/T = 28 dB 

APPROX. 70 CHANNELS AT 50 kb/s EACH THROUGH 1 RF CHANNEL (OR 140 AT 9.6 kb/s) 

fl 	f2 	f3 

1  RF CHANNEL BANDWIDTH:  36 MHz 	  

FEATURES  

- 70 FREQUENCIES (i.e. CHANNELS) AVAILABLE TO EACH STATION (OR 140 AT 9.6 kb/s) 

- EACH STATION CAN TRANSMIT ANY NUMBER OF CHANNELS 

- A FREQUENCY TRANSMITTED BY ONE STATION CAN BE RECEIVED BY ONE OR ANY NUMBER OF 

OTHER STATIONS SIMULTANEOUSLY AS REQUIRED. THIS PROVIDES A FLEXIBLE ADAPTIVE 

ROUTING CAPABILITY. 

- THIS SCHEME CAN BE ADAPTED TO PROVIDE FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF CHANNELS BETWEEN 
DIFFERENT LOCATIONS ON DEMAND; i.e. DEMAND ASSIGNMENT BY COMPUTER CONTROL. 

ERROR RATE 1 in 10
7 FOR 99.9% OF THE TIME OR BETTER. 

MI an 	IMM 	IMO . 	 OM MO 	OM We MO MD Oa MI MS 
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earth stations in the network. Transmissions from any earth station 

will thus be received by all other earth'stations  in the  netWork but 

will only be accepted for onward transmission upon recognition of an 

address appropriate to its destination. The=addresses*aré assumed 

to be inserted at the originating universities and assembled ino 

 the data streams for transmission over the satellite system. This 

would restalt in an adaptive.route selection capability'since a 	 • 

message transmitted by any one earth station  cari  be received by any 

number of earth stations siMultaneously. Thus, individual direct 

- links between . any earth stations in Canada soequipped can be 

established'on demand using the same specific channel in the satel-

lite without:passage through intervening Nodes. It is understood 

• that such  an. arrangement  with one channel transmitted per station 

would quite adequately meet CANUNET requirements. 

The network configuration that has been described with 

earth stations equipped to receive data from more than one loca-

tion could result in several bit streams being received simultan-

eously. It is assumed that CANUNET would arrange for the necessary 

recognition of addresses and any funnelling of data for trans-

mission on the terrestrial network to the nearest Node. 

Other arrangements than that described would, of course, 

be possible. •  For example, earth stations could transmit more than 

one radio frequency carrier at 9.6, 50 kb/s, or other bit rates. 

Furthermore, certain high usage links between Nodes could have 

dedicated, pre-assigned lines which would not be received by other 

stations. These features, to provide for growth after the initial 

system is in service, may easily be added on an incremental basis. 

.EARTH STATION LOCATIONS 

The,total cost of the communication system to provide 

service to CANUNET will be a combination of both the cost of 

satellite'and terrestrial facilities. Telesat has attempted to 

select earth . station locations which would provide the most cost 

effective solution to CANUNET. However, the total cost is a coM-

plex functiOn of the overall network configuration and it is 
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1 

expected that the specific number of earth • station accesses to the II 
satellite will need to be considered carefully by the designers of 
CANUNET. 

• CANUNET is considering the interconnection of universi- II 

ties homing ,on either ten, fourteen or eighteen Nodes•as illus-

trated in Table I..• 

Consideration of these requirements in relation to the 

presently planned Telesat earth stations listed in Table. II re-

veals that abotit 50% of the locations are less than 100 miles from a  

a Telesat earth station, 70% less than 150 miles and.that 100% arell 

within approximately 220 miles. These distances are based on the 

	

. most probable routing of the terrestrial facilities required to 	II 

link the city to the Teleeat earth station and could be somewhat ' 

less if more direct links are available. However, they do not. 

.include route mileage required to link the individual universi- 

ties tà their respective Node Control Units'. 

• 

The location of the presently planned earth stations 	

111 in  relationto the Nodes suggests that these stations could ef-

fectively be used . to  provide the long distance communication 

	

facilities for CANUNET. A preliminary examination.of sites for 	11 

new earth stations indicates that it would'be'more economic to 

use the existing ones. However, Telesat would be pleased to assisll 

in considering such newearth stations should it,become desirable. 

Using the existing earth  stations in  Southern Canada 

which are shown in Table II, seven regional CANUNET networks 

could be established and interconnected via Satellite as shown 

in Figure 3. The inclusion of St., John's, Nfld., although not 

shown as a Node could also easily be accomplished using.the 

existing Bay Bulls station. Figure 4 illustrates other possible 

regional,networks using different numbers of earth stations. 

These are based on minimizing ,  the terrestrial mileage in each 

case. 
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TABLE IX 

Location of Earth Stations in Southern Canada 

Name 	Closest Major Centres 	Approximate 
of Population 	Diatance 

_ 	 

Bay Bulls 	St. John's, Nfld. 	17 miles 

Harrietsfield 	Halifax, Nfld. 	10 

Riviere Rouge 	Montreal, P.Q. 	55 

Allan Park 	Toronto, Ont. 	80 

Waterloo, Ont. 	60  

Grand Beach 	Winnipeg, Man. 	55 

Qu'Appelle 	Regina, Sask. 	27 

Saskatoon, Sask. 	140 

Huggett 	Edmonton, Alta. 	26 

Calgary, Alta. 	150 

Lake Cowichan 	Victoria, B.C. 	40 

Vancouver, B.C. 	55 
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NETWORK FLEXIBILITY 

Th&system outlined possesses considerable flexibility 

and operational advantages especially in configurations involving 

more than 2 (two) earth stations. In the first place the system - 

possesses a 'Multi-point interconnection capability and any xegional 

network is directly connected via a single satellite link to any 

other regional network. This is illustrated for a.simple 3 earth 

station network in figure 5. The channerreliability and/or 

quality is 'thus independent of the distance between .  the intercon-

nected networks in contrast to the situation using terrestrial 

facilities . where the possibility of impairment or failure is pro-

portional. to  the length of the channel invortired. 

Secondly, the grouping of Nodes into regional networks 

possessing a community of interest would tend to reduce  thé  load 

on the long'distançe satellite links thus reducing queuing problemS 

which might arise on a single trunk terrestrial scheme. 

riglirdly, the network can be set up with only the inter-

connection 'Capability initially required. Additional intercon-

nection.capability is very easily added by the provision of the 

necessary tranàmitters or receivers at the stations concerned. 

SYSTEM RELIABILITY AND SERVICE AVAILABILITY 

The reliability of the system for data traffic may be 

measured in terms of the error rate. A typical error rate of 1 

in 10 7 for 99.9% of the time has been assumed. Other trade-offs 

in error rate, bit rates and satellite RF channel utilization 

are possible. 

The service availability objective would be to provide 

a two-way continuity of service of 99.98% of the time or better. 

TIME DELAY 

A significant design criteria in the CANUNET network is 

the time delay for a message to reach its destination. For a 

network using satellite facilities it is expeCted that the 
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significant contributor to this will •be propagation delay. However, 

delay,which results from queuing at Nodes is not expected to be as 

significant  as on the terrestrial network since . an earth station 

transmitting to another can effectively leap'frog the intervening 

Nodes. 

The adtual propagation delay via satellite will,vary 

somewhat with'the position of the  satellite  and . the : location of 

the earth statiàns, • For design purposes it is suggested that a" 

propagation :delay of betweeil. 250 and 270 milliseconds be used for 

a one way link from a transmitting >  to receiving earth station. 

More preciSe ?Values could be provided if desired. 

COSTS 

The Costs associated with the rental of Satellite facili-

ties are diScusSed in the letter of transmittal with this Attach-

ment. To further assist CANUNET in the planning of their network, 

separate estimates of annua l  charges have been made for a satellite 

system using from 2 	8 earth stations. - . These are budgetary esti- 

mates Only and would have to be refined  to refleCt further discus-

sion concerning thé system configuration. These:estimates may be 

used ,for ex:ample, to assist in deciSions on the economics of 

adding or removing earth stations, since the overall system cost 

to CANUNET would involve a combination of the terrestrial and 

satellite facility costs. • 



TABLE III 

50 or 9.6 kb/s.« 

TOTAL ANNUAL 
CHARGE 	.,/k.ZNUAL - 
$ MILLION/ CHARGE 

PER 1:ETWORX 
$ MILLION 

9.6 kb/s 50 and 9.6 kb's 

NUMBER OF NETWORKS 

NO. OF STATIONS 
PER NETWORK 	410 	15 	20 	25 	30 	35 	70 

3 	 3.08 	1111;er 	4.50 	4.98 	8.78 
2 

	

.1.5 	1.0 	0.75 rr.6 	• 0.5 	0.38 	0.31 	0.24. 	. 0.20 	0.18 	0.17 	0.16 	0.13 

	

3.73 	5.31 	6.10 	6.89 	7.68 
3 r 3 	

3.10 

1.5 	1.0 	0.75 	0.6 	0.52 	0.43 	0.37 	0.30 	0.27 	0.27 	0.23 	0.22 

3.09 	

356 	4.02 	4.48 
4 

	

1.0 	77 	0.66 	

:58 	50 	45 	5.64 	6.79 	7.95 	.10 	1.26 

	

.38 	34 	35 	9 30 	0 29  

5 
gOpr 3.14 	3.45 	Fr 4.08 	4.71 	5.34 	6.92 	8.49 	10.01 

, 	
1.5 	1.05 	0.86 	0.75 	0.68 	0.59 	0.53 	0.46 	0.3 	0.40 

	

3.03 	3.44 	3.85 	4.27 	4.68 	5.50 	6.32 	8.38 	10.43 
6 

	

1.5 	1.15 	0.96 	0.85 	0.78 	0.69 	0.63 	0.56 	0.52 

	

3.26/1 3.78 	4.29 	4.81 	5.32 	6.35 	7.38 	9.96 	12.53 

7 

	

1.63 	1.29 	1.07 	0.96 	0.89 	0.79 	0.74 	0.66 	0.63 

	

3.52 	4.15 	4.78 	5.41 	6.04 	7.30 	8.56 	11 .71 	14.8a 

8 

3 	1.76 	1.20 	1.08 	1.01 	0.91 	0.86 	0.78 	0.74 
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NOTES: • 

1. Assumes the use of existing,Telesat earth stations. Costs for the addition of new earth 
stations'could be provided if required. 

• 

2. Each•earth.station in 'a network is.equipped:to  transmit one Channel at . the.data'raté •sPecified 

•• 3. Each earth station in a network is equipped to receive the channe/s from all other earth 
stations in the same network simultaneously. 

4. $3 M per year has been established as the minimum rental for an RF channel and a complement 
of earth station equipment. 
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Terrestrial Costs for_ilybrid  Network 

*) 
Table IV  contains the yearly cost for the terrestrial 

networks which must be added to the $3,000,000 per year 

established  •by Telesat. This would be the total cost 

for the satellite/terrestrial network. 

**) 
As shown in Table III this yearly rental cost 

of ANIK would go down if shared with other customers. For 

example, if 3 organizations share 7 stations per network 

then, the yearly rental cost of ANIK would be $1.29 million. 

This therefore suggest that the use of satellite will only 

become attractive when more than one or two organizations 

or networks share in the rental of an ANIK channel. 

*)see page 113 

**)see Telesat submission (page 110) 
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TABLE IV 

(Yearly Terrestrial Costs) 

Speed of 
lines 

4.8 kb/sec. 	9.6 kb/sec. 	50 kb/sec.  
Network 

NOD 10 	• SAT 4 

Topology #1 	
133,650 	193,650 	$ 	558,600 

NOD 10 	SAT 4 
$ 	206,200 	290,200 	$ 	905,700 

Topology #2  

NOD 10 	SAT 5 
Topology #1 	$ 122,800 	182,800 	$ 	484,200 

NOD 10 	SAT 5 	$ 195,400 	 279,400 	$ 	831,300 
Topology #2  

NOD 10 	SAT 5 	122,500 	$ 	182,500 	$ 	482,700 
RIVIERE ROUGE)  

NOD 10 	SAT 7 	102,400 	$ 	162,400 	$ 	344,100 

NOD 14 	SAT 6 	$ 152,300 	$ 	236,300 	$ 	546,300 

NOD 18 	SAT 4 	
$  222 , 300 	$ 	330,300 	$ 	848,700 

NOD 	18 	SAT 6 	198,800 	$ 	306,800 	$ 	711,300 

1.-4 
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PART III  

NETWORK COST COMPARISONS  
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Cost  Considérations  

The emphasis of the Communication Studies Committee 

was directed towards the analysis of possible topological 

configurations for CANUNET. Some of these costs for terrestrial 

as well as for the hybrid networks given in this report are 

presented. 

The terrestrial network costs in dollars per Megabits 

for 100% and 80% utilization are given in Tables 1,  • 2 and 3 *) for 

the various speed options and topologies. 	For example, in 

a• 50 kb/sec. 10 node single topology network, the cost of 

transmission for 1 megabit was found to be 13.9 cents for 80% 

utilization. 

In all the cases (terrestrial as well as hybrid) the 

actual total communication cost for the network would have to 

include, other than the above communication line costs, the 

cost of the Node Control Unit plus maintenance. 

In the case of ARPANET **), a cost of lle/megabit 

was found based on a total capacity of 225 kb/sec. for the 

network. However ,  since it was felt the ARPA network was not 

expected to be always fully loaded to peak capacity, day and 

night, the actual cost was closer to 30e/megabit based on a 

36% average loading. This cost was for the communication lines 

only; it did not include the cost of the IMP nor maintenance.. 

In case of CANUNET, for 80% utilization, the 

communication line cost can go as high as 24.5e/megabits for 

network 7 (Fig.1)***) Looking ahead,  ' users  of the network 

could be charged as a function of traffic initiated at a node 

based on the total usage of the network. 

(*) See  pages 117-118-119  

(**) "A Forward Look"; by Larry Roberts, June 1971. 

(***) See pagé 121, 
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If a satellite is used to generate a hybrid 

realization then, the total cost of CANUNET will be the 

summation of the cost of satellite and terrestrial, facilities. 

Table 41 represents the total annual renting chargé' as supplied by 

Telesat for a full RF channel. 

This channel could accommodate up to 70 carriers 

for the 50 kb/Sec. lines and 140 carriers for the .9.6 kb/sec. 

lines. Tablé 4 should therefore be read by keeping in mind 

that the: 

• (Number of stations per network) x (Number of networks) 

< 70 for the 50 kb/sec. lines, 

and < 140 

for the 9.6 kb/sec. lines. 

This table also indicates that a cost of $3,000,000 

per year has been established as the Minimum rental for an RF 

channel and a complement of earth station equipment. To this cost 

must now be added the yearly terrestrial costs. For example, 

using the topology given in Fig.2 **) for the 18 node 6 earth 

station network the yearly terrestrial cost would be $711,300. 

Again this is an approximate cost and could change when the 

exact topology is known. 

It should be noted that a more detailed engineering 

analysis would be required to arrive at the most effective : 	- 

overall system configuration. 	. 	. , 

-) see page 120 

**) see page 122 



Speed of 
line 4.8 kb/sec. 

TABLE 4  

Total Iriput 
Data Rate 
(kb/sec.) 100% 

Utilization 
80% 

Utilization 

Cost (Shibits) 

'NETWORK 

.506 

.241 

.233 

2.038 

0.555 

8.779 

.607 
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Terrestrial Networks (See Part I) - 

TABLE 2 

Speed of 
line 	9.6 kb/sec. 

NETWO •K - 	Total Input 	
Cost 	($/Mbits) 

Data Rate 	10Q$ 	- 	.- 80%. 
(kb./sec.) 	Utilization 	Utilization 

	

49 	.156 	.195 

2 	, 108 	-132 	.165 

	

92 	= 	.119 	- 1 49 	1 

4 	47 	.215 	;269 

5 	79 	.218 	_ .272 	1 

	

48 	.263 	.329 

7 	 .246 	.308  
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Terrestrial Networks (See Part I ) 

TABLE 3 

Speed of 
line 	50 kb/sec. 

	

NETW042K 	.Total Input 	Cost (S/Mbits) 

'Data Rate 
(kb/Sec.) 	100% 	-, 	. - 	80% 

	

-Utilization 	Utilization 

1 	304 	.111 	.139 

591 	.130 	.163 
	.., 

508 	.121 	.151 

4 	. 	302 	.133 	.166 

5 	455 	.182 	.225 

317. 	.142. 	.178 	' 

	....—„... 

477 	.196 	.245 



TOTAL ANNUAL j. 
CHARGE - 	_;--"ANNUAL 
$ MILLION/-  CHARGE 

PER NETWORK 
$ MILLION 

9.6 kb/s 59  and 9.6 kb/s 

TABLE 4  

50 or 9.6 kb/s 

. 	 . 
NUMBER OF NETWORKS 

NO 	OF STATIONS 
PER NETWORK 	2 	3 	'4 	5 	6 	10 	15 	20 	25 	• 	30 	35 	70  

2 	Al 	1.0 	0.75 	0.6 	0.5 	
3.08 	4.03 	4.50 	4.98 	5.45 	8.78 

	

0.38 	0.31 	0.24 	. 0.20 	0.18 	0.17 	0.16 	0.13 

3 	3 	3.10 	3.41 	3.73 	4.52 	5.31 	6.10 	7.68 
3 

1.0 	0.75 	0.6 	0.52 	0.43 	• 	0.37 	0.30 	0.27 	0.27 	0.23 	0.22 

3 	3.09 	3.32 	• 	4.02 	4.48 	5.64 	6.79 	7.95 	9.10 	10.26 

1.0 	0.77 	0.66 	0.59 	' 	0.50 	0.45 	0.38 	0.34 	0.35 	0.30 	0.29 

3.14 	4.08 	4.71 	5.34 	8.49 	10.01 
5 

1.05 	0.86 	0.75 	0.68 	0.59 	0.53 	0.46 	0.43 	0.40 

1 

	

3.03 	3.44 	3.85 	4.68 	5.50 	6.32 	8.38 	10.43 

1.5 	0.96 	0.85 	0.78 	0.69 	0.63 	0.56 	0.52 

	

3.26 	4.29 	4.81 	5.32 	6.35 	7.38 	9.96 	12.53 

7 

1.63 	1.07 	0.96 	0.89 	0.79 	0.74 	0.66 / 	0.63 

	

3.52 	5.41 	6.04 	7.30 	8.56 	11.71 	1114.86 

8 

1.76 	1.20 	1.08 	1.01 	0.91 	0.86 	0.78 
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Conclusions  

The results obtained in this study are based on 

the analysis of computer-communication network performance 

using methods from queueing and network flow theory. 

Various possible single and multi-connected 

topologies were analysed in order to get a relationship 

between the total amount of traffic in the network with the 

total average delay for different line capacities. These 

results were given in the form of tables and graphs showing 

the limitations of certain design criteria. 

A significant result is shown in the graphs, 

namely that a series of curves can be obtained, which show 

the differences in network performance for the cases when 

some lines were 9.6 kbs/sec., and other 50 kbs/sec. This 

permits us to optimize trade-offs between total network 

capacity and cost. 

The authors hope that the analysis results 

presented in this report will allow the Advisory Committee 

to speedily settle on the best topology for CANUMET. 
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Conclusions 

The results obtained in this study are based on the 

analysis of computer-communication network performance 

using methods from queueing and network flow theory. 

The model used for the hybrid network simulation 
considered an earth station of the Satellite system as an 

IMP or an NCU (node control unit). If this function is 

not required at those stations then the total average 

message delay for the considered network would be less. 

The simulation results were given in terms of performance 

graphs where the minimum delays were found to be between 

210 ms and 290 ms 4. As was stated in the report those 

results were the worst case situation. 

The authors hope that the analysis results presented 

in this report will allow the Advisory Committee to 

speedily settle on the best Topology for CANUNET. 

1 

*)A minimum of 210 ms was found for NOD 18 SAT 4 using 50 kb/s. 	II 
terrestrial lines, and a minimum of 290 ms was found for 
NOD 10 SAT 7 using 50 kb/s terrestrial lines. 

1 
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APPENDIX A 



Introduction 

There exists other network configurations which 

have not yet been considered for CANUNET. Among those, 

the loop or ring system is a possible alternative. This 

appendix briefly describes this type of network. 
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LogpsTransMiSsion Networks  

. 	Recently, several papers appeared in the 
(30,31,32,33,34) literature 	proposing data communication 

networks where the users were connected in a ring or 

loop topology. The loop-transmission system consists 

of a closed communication loop composed of a System 

Controller, 'terminals where traffic enters and leaves 

the loop, and gateways which provide a connection between 

two loops.(see fig.A.1) 	A user at some terminal inputs 

the message he wants to send, the terminals breaks the 

message into fixed size packets, supplies it with a header 

which contains source and destination addresses, and 

according to a scheduling algorithm feeds the packets into 

the line. The traffic flows in one direction around the 

loop from terminal to terminal. At each terminal, the 

address  of ''a  packet is examined to determine whether the 

packet's 'destination is at that particular terminal. 

In order to explain the mechanism of multiplexing 

packets on and off the line, it is helpful to draw an 

analogy between a loop and a conveyor belt.(see fig. A.2) 

Time slots, into which packets may be placed, circulate 

around the loop. At the beginning of each time slot is 

a marker which indicates whether the time 'slot is empty 

or full, therefore a terminal can use an empty slot to 

feed its own packet on the line. If the slot is full 

a packet trying to enter the loop waits until an empty 

slot arrives at the particular terminal. In other 

words, the traffic already in transmission has priority 

over the traffic seeking entrance into the loop. 



The functions of the System Controller are twofold; 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
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a) synchronization . of the ring. 

b) prevention of traffic buildup.(a packet 

, passing the System Controller twice,. is 

deStroyed) 

The gateways provide a connection between two 

loops. The behaviour of these gateways is in some sense, 

• the same as the terminal's with the difference that the 

packets are now passing from Dne loop to another. 

As mentioned earlier, a packet has to wait in 

a terminal or gateway buffer if the loop is busy, and 

this waiting time is t of course, one of the most important 

figure of merit of any computer network. 

Calculations of the average message delay were 
(34) made by Hayes and Sherman 	for a 10, SO and 100 terminal 

loops and the results obtained show that the average message 

delay is quite small for a wide range of line loadings. 

Loops of the type previously described are 

particularly suited to environments where terminals are 

clustered, but they could be used for provincial or 

national networks.(see fig.A.3) 	However, the major 

obvious drawback is the fact that the series nature of 
the loop can cause the failure of the entire loop if one of the 11 

 terminalsfails. A detailed study should be conducted to 

determine the cost of a loop vis-a-vis the cost of a distributed II 

network like the one initially proposed for CANUNET. 

1 
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fig. A.1 - A- System Controller, 
B- Terminal, 
C- Gateway 

fig. A.2 	- Packets enter at 1 and 
leave at 2. 
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fig. A.3 	- General Loop Network 

1 

• 1 

1 
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Introduction 

. So far, the design of CANUNET has been based 

upon the concept of message switched network. It was 

felt that more serious consideration should be given 

to the line switched network. This appendix explores 

this possibility. 
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Discussion'of,Messa  e Switchin versus Circuit Switching  

• • Historically, two basic approaChes have been 

làtilized to switch'datà communications traffie.- These tWo 

popular techniques are the space division,switchingorline 

switching and the message switching. Recently, -  with the - need 

for faster  and faster response times in computer netwerks, 
the second approach (Message switching) appeared to be more 

attractive because the tiMe delays encountered by a message 

flowing in the network were almost negligible compared' to 

the time delays on a line switching,  network. This was -dtie 

to the'fact that the telephone network was originally deSigned 
to carry voice traffic. 

• .-More recently, several studies (35,36,37,38,,39,40,41) 

• were conduCtedin order to determine how a special line Switched 

network separate from the telephone network, would behave 

when used only,  for data communications. 

- 	- What follows is -  a resumé of the paper "Comparison 

of Switched Data Networks on  the Basis'of Waiting  Times",  by E. 
Post , 81 F. Closs. The article . evaluates'the network -response 

time when line and message switching are'uSed.  For a message . 

 switched; the response time is - défined as thé elapsed tiMe 

between the moment a message enters the network  and the moment 

the message arrives at destination; for.a line switched network 

it is defined as the time between the moment a transmiSsion. 

serviceis requested and the moment the message arrives at 	• 

destination, In a message  switched, environment, users have - 

access to the : network at any time but the messages sent are 

queued up ateach node control unit. In a line Switched 
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network the request for service is queued up until a.path 	' 11 

from origin - to destination is established, the message 

or messages aro then sent without incurring any queuing delay. . 	. 
It should be noted that the processing time to set up 

c • nnection in a  • ine switched network could be quite large 	11 

if the switching exchange is of the electro-mechanical type. 

With the new electronic - switching exchanges already in 	. 

existence, one can neglect the proéessing time  • o set up 

a connection. 

. 	. 
WaiLim_Iire  Evaluation 	• 

11 

Figure B.1 represents two simplified 

network models. 

In the line switched model, the terminals 

store the messages until one of the R channels of 
capacity Co  becomes free. The request for service is served 

at the switching exchange possibly on a first -come first-

served.basis. Once a message is sent no queuing delays 

are encountered; the only delay being the transmission 

time necessary to send a given message. 

• 

Therefore the total delay is given by: 

Tdls = Tt 	
Tqls   (1) 	• 

where; 

Tdls 	total delay (line switched case) 

Tt 	transmission time or time it takes 
to send a message over a channel 
with capacity C o . 

. Tqls w total request for service queueing time. 

1 



(2) 
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. , 	In the message-switched model the terminals 

send the messages  through the local loop of Capacity C o to 

the node control unit where . the message is stored. Once the . 

message  enters service (messages are served in order of arrival 

it 	is sent to the next node control unit over a high 

speed line of capacity C = RCo and then 	delivered to the 

destination.terminal . over a channel Of capacity C 	• 

Therefore,' the total delay is given.by:  

Tdms  = Tt  Tqm_ n. R  

where: 

= total delay (message-switched case) Tdms 

Tt 	transmission time or time it takes to 
send a message over a channel with 
capacity Co . 

Tqms = total queueing time. 

It is now  possible  to compare equations (1) and 

(2), on the basis of the queueing time by disregarding the 

transmission time. 

The queueing time Tqms for the message switched 

case is easily found by assuming that the arrivals of messages 

form a Poisson process and that the message lengths are 

exponentially distributed. Furthermore, messages are served 

on a first-in first-out basis by a single server. This is the 

well-known M/M/1 queue model and therefore the average 

queueing time is found to be; 	• 

T 	P.Ts 
qms 

1-p 



11 
message length; 
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where; 

T s = average service time on a chann0 
whose capacity is C . RC . 

p = utilization factor 

therefore, if 1 is.defined as the average 

II 

T = 1.  1 =  1  
s 	

• i;- — II pRCo 

•

p 	C 

À 	À 1 

	

r.: — - 	 
pC 	pRC0  

I 

where A represents the average number of 

messages. 

Finally; 

À/pC 
Tqms = 	 
	 (3) pC -X 

With the same .assumptions, the queueing time for 

the line switched case when 	R servers are present is 
given bY; -  .C*)  

• Tqls = l 13(>°) •T 's 	 11 
(1-p) 	-(4) 

II 

* Equation (4). can be found on page 116 of "Elements of 

Queueing Theory", by T.L. Saaty. 	 ' II 
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qis 
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, 	where P(>o): the probability that à reques t . 

for service- has to wait in the queue is the wel17known 

ERLANG's 'CformulaSivén by; 

(Rp)R 

R-1 
R! (1-p) 	E 	(Rp)" 	(Rp) R  

n=o 

• *: 	The service time T °  in equation- (4) is R 

times larger than the service  time found for the' message 

 • Switched 'case , that is; 

P(>o) (5) 

- 

`» ...rue • 

PC0 

Dividing equation (4) by equation (5), 

the relation between the two queueing tiffies is 	>found 

to be; 	• 

P(> 0 ) 	. 	 (6) 

• From equation -(6), several curyes- .can be , 

 drawn, by_Varying . R,the number . ef_subchannels of , capacity Co. 

• For R = 1, the numerator and denominator of 

the right ,hand side of equation (6) become identical. 

Thetefore'the queueing times for the message:switched and line 

Switched  case are the same,as a function of P. 
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For R = 2, the following relation is 

obtained; 

1 4.  o 
- 

T 	2p q ls 
 	 ( 7 ) 

From equation (7), it can clearly be seen 

that the average queueing time in the message switched 

case for small line loadings - can be several times larger 

than the average queuing time for the line switched case. 

As the line loading approaches, full 

utilization the queueing times for the two cases become 

identical. 

It can easily be shown that for higher 

values of R, the value of equation (6) becomes larger and 

larger for the same line loading. 

The preceeding results were derived for a 

fully connected network i.e a network where a direct 

path exists between any two switching exchanges but 

these results can be 	extended to any network 

topology. Figure 1L2 represents a typical relation 

between the two queueing times. It can be seen that 

depending on the line utilization, the queueing time for 

the message switched case can be smaller or larger than 

the queueing time for the line switched case. 
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LOCAL LOOPS 

Fig. B.1 	Simplified equivalent network models for message- 
switched operation. 
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LINE UTILIZATION 

Average queuing times for line7switched and message-switched 
operation in a three-link network model: 

. B.2 
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March 30, 1972 

Mr. J.B. Reid 

Director of Computer Operations 

University of Quebec 
2050 Ouest Boul. St. Cyrille 
Ste-Foy, Quebec 

Dear Joe, 

Enclosed is the report from the Committee on Institutional Framework for 

CANUNET. The proposals presented should be considered as a "first pass" 

at approaching a very complex problem area. As reports from other 

Committees are received and studied, and as the total CANUNET project 
comes into clearer focus, the organizational structure should again be 

reviewed. 

Because of pressures of time, the Committee met on the evening of 

March 28th prior to submitting the report to the General Advisory 
meeting on March 29th. Some minor changes were suggested and these 

changes, together with the modifications suggested at the Advisory 

meeting, are included. 

I would like to express my appreciation to the fol  lowing  members of 
the Committee for their helpful advice and suggestions in preparing 
this report. 

D.H. Bent 
M.P. Brown 
M.L. Brunel 
P.H. Dirksen 
E. Douey 
R. MacKinnon 
D.H. Norrie 
C.D. Shepard 

s. 

Encl. 

Yours sincerely, 

Blaine A. Holmlund, 9fiairman 
Committee on Institdtional Framework 
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I. 	INTRODUCTION 

At the last meeting of the CANUNET Advisory Committee, four 

study groups or sub.-Committees were formed to undertake the fol  lowing  studies 

relating to CANUNET: 	 • 

I. Communication System; 
2. Utilization of the Network; 
3. Network Design; 

4. Institutional Framework. 

The following is a report from the study group on Institutional 

Framework. It is based upon very preliminary reports frOm the other CANUNET 

study groups. The final reports of these study groups may well provide inform- 

ation concerning the 'scope and timing of various aCtivities of the project which 

would alter thé general recommendations concerning an Institutional Framework 

for CANUNET suggested herein. 

H.  CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CANUNET  PROJECT 

A review of position papers submitted by various universities 

suggests that the main objectives for developing a Canadian University Computing 

Network are the following: 

I.  To serve as a necessary experiment to obtain an experience base in the 

design, development and operation of a large scale computing network. 

This experiment should provide information to evaluate the managerial 

and technical problems involved in realizing the full potential of a 

Canadian University Computing Network. In addition, experience gained 

in this experiment should be useful in establishing design specifications 
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and policies for emerging regional and trans-Canada computing networks. 

2. To make available to Canadian universities and other institutions a new 

or enriched information resource consisting of data bases, specialized 

computer programs; et cetera. 

3. To provide a means whereby universities are able to obtain access to 

adequate computing power which, because of regional disparity or size 

of university, would otherwise not be available. 

At the time-pf writing,  the exact form of the network proposed . 

 to achieve these objectives has not been finalized. The final reports from 

the study groups on Utilization of the Network, Communications Systems, and 

Network Design will bring this into focus. However, for the purpose of this 

discussion, the network.proposed is assumed to be a cellectlon of store and 

forward node computers and communication lines providing a national link across 

Canada. Diagrammatically, it is assumed to be some variant of the fol  lowing.  

NATIONAL SUBNET 

JI 	/7  
REGIONAL NETWORKS 

The organizational.structure reqUired to carry out this project 

successfully is heavily dependent upon the Intended scope of the project, the 

timing of each phase, and emphasis that is,to bé placed upon achieving each of the 
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above stated objectives. For example, objective,l.could, at.least in part, be 

achieved by a geographically restricted 'model' network. Indeed this would 

appear to be a rational way to begin a technical development project of this 

magnitude. Further, in attempting to match organizational structures to the 

stated objectives for CANUNET, one is constantly reminded that a national net-

work of the type proposed may not be the most economical or tbestf way of 

achieving objectives 2 and 3. 	It will, therefore,  no  t .be possible to make 

definative recommendations on an Institutional FramewOrk for CANUNET in this 

report. Nonetheless, general observations will be made which may be helpful 

in drafting the planning report for the CANUNET project as a whole. To do so 

it would appear desirable to suggest that the total project may be classified 

into three major classes of activities: 

I. Developmènt . of the ?national spinet or 'national subnetl. 

2. Developing applications and providing a higher quality of 

computing service to as large a segment of the university 

community as possible. 

3. Research on computing networks. 

Each of these three components may require different organizational 

ingredients to be successful. 

Ill. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATIONAL SUBNET 

This is the design, implementation and testing of the connecting 

1 ink or del ivery  vehicle between regional networks or computers and/or between 
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host computers and user terminals. 	In essence, it Is the task of establishing 

an economical and reliable communication,. facility consisting of a collectinn 

of communications lines and node computets as proposed by the CommunicatIon 

and Network Design study groups. The final reports from these groups are not 

aval able but fromhprevious communications it is assumed that the components of 

this network are not all off-the-shelf items (that direct purchase of the ARPA 

IMP computers is not centemplated), and that considerable teChnical development 

work IS required. On the other hand, it is assumed that this . necessary develop-

ment IS within the staïe-of-the-art and therefore this activity is not of a 

research nature. The primary development task is then to produce the necessary 

software and hardware for the nodes in the subnet. Presumably, the,number of 

types of nodes  in the subnet will be kept to a minimum and that standard software/ 

hardware is to be developed for each type. The initial organizational task then 

is to develop and test the software/hardware for each type of node and to 

establish standard communications protoéol. This is obviously a task for a small 

group(s) of highly technically qualified personnel working in close geographic 

proximity. Clearl , all universities cannot artici ate to an e ual  extent  in 

this phase of  the project. 

Once the prototype nodes have been tested and the standard 

communications protocol established, the number of nodes In the network will be 

increased. Special software will have to be developed for each type of host 

computer and the network as a whole tested. From a project control and management 

point of view, a focus of responsibility, accountability and coordination must be 

maintained. The question becomes -- What organization(s) should perform the 

development of hardware and software for this tsubnet! or delivery vehicle? 

1 

1 

-4- 
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The -following possibilities have been suggested: 

(a) That a single development contracl bn awarded lo ono university, and 

the work performed by computing cantor personnel and/orl faculty membols. 

(h) The development be segmentedHnto a few well-défined components and the 

development be contracted to a consortium of universities (or inter- 

. 
• university organizations) in different regions of the country. 

(c) A competitive tender be let to commercial interests.whiCh could be, for 

example: 	1. a common carrier (e.g.,.CN/CP or:TCTS); 

2. a computer manufacturer or communications 
specialist (e.g., Bolt Beranek & Newman); 

3. a consortium of hardware and software 

Companies (e.g., Digital Equipment of 

Canada and i.P. Sharp). 

(d) The development be performed by an agency of the Federal government 

•(e.g., Communications Research Center). 

(e) A project organizatbn be established (as a separate entity or within an 

organization such as the Association of Universities and Colleges of 

Canada or perhaps affiliated with the Department of Communications) to 

develop the subnet. Participation in the project could be on the basis 

of the secondment of university personnel and the hiring under contract 

of individuals from commercial suppliers (the MERIT organization is an 

example). A project organization of this type could also sub-contract 

, 

	

	certain components of the project to various universities, commercial, 

or government agencies. 

In evaluating any alternative (or mix of them), it is useful 

to list a number of criteria for deciding on the relative merit of the different 

approaches. The following table, while not necessarily complete, offers a set 

-5- 
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of crliteria which. might be uSed in this evaluation procéss.*- 

CRITERIA 

I. Is this a cost effective-approach to 
realizing the overall stated objectives 

of the project? 

2. Does it exploit university talent? 

3. Does it contribute to the development 
of high technology industry in Canada? 	? 

4. Is there a high probability that time 
and cost constraints will be met? 

5. Is there a high probability that 
operating and reliability specifica-
tions will be met? 

ALTERNATIVE*. 

- b 	c 	d 	e 

6. Is the organization'readily accountable 
for poor performance? 

7. Can this approach accommodate the need 
for cross-country, long-term maintenance 
and operation? 

8. Will the development group be responsive 

to directives from CANUNET management? 

9. Would this approach be responsive to 

regional requirements? 

10. Would such an organization be acceptable 
tce a Federal funding agency and to the 
university community? 

? 	 ? 

? 	 • ? 

*One person's opinion. Not necessarily the view of other members of the 
study group. 

The classification of alternatives is, of necessity, quite 

general and to apply the criteria listed above to these general classifications 

becomes a highly subjective evaluation and perhaps only exposes one's biases 

-6- 
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with respect to universities, free enterprise, and government. Nonetheless, the 

list of criteria does provide a good basis for evaluating any specific proposal 

that one might think of within the general class of alternatives. Some additional 

observations about the various alternatives suggested might be made. 

(a) Single development contract to one university. 

In accepting this approach, one is faced with the problem of 

selecting the most appropriate university to undertake the task. Undoubtedly, 

there are .a number of universities that feel they are contenders in such a 

competition. Also, one has to keep in mind that universities are not 

particularly noted for their ability to manage a development type project 

of this complexity and produce reliable working systems within fixed time 

and cost constraints. This is not their normal line of business. Also, 

the development phase of this project must ultimately transform into an 

operatiOnal and maintenance phase. 	It is questionable if a single univer- 

sity should or would want to assume this latter responsibility. This, in 

turn, suggests another criteria for selecting alternatives. Would the 

organization that is ultimately going to have to make the system 

operational in a service environment accept the responsibility for 

operating a complex hardware/sofware system developed in this fashion? 

It would seem reasonable to conclude that this alternative is 

viable only if a demonstration model of the network is to be undertaken 

with the objective of "tuning up" the software/hardware specifications 

to be submitted in tendering for the "service" version of the network. 

This approach could also be taken as a preliminary stage to the establish-

ment of a national project organization which would then be made responsible 
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for transforming the 'demonstration model' Into a tservlce version' 

suitable for the trans-Canada subnel. 

(h) Consortium of universities. 

The possibility of forming a consortium of universities to 

undertake this development task suffers all of the weaknesses of alter-

native (a), further  di lutes  accountability and responsibility for the • 

overall project, and increases the problem of coordination. Organization-

ally, a single university (or person at one university) would have'to 

assume ultimate responsibility for the project. Therefore, this alternative: 

is really a variation of (a) or (e). 

(c) Commerical contract. 

The 'possibility of contracting the development of the network 

to a commercial interest is worthy of consideration. Selecting a Canadian 

organization or consortium of Canadian companies would help_to promote 

tUis type of industry in Canada and would be a '!tidy" arrangement if the 

specifications can be written tightly enough. Further, as the:system 

expands, additional units could be purchased and installed readily. 

Also, long-term maintenance contracts could be made with.the successful 

tender. The question arises as to whether or not the system specifications 

can indeed be sufficiently defined at this stage. 	It may, for example, 

be necessary and desirable . to  develop and test a series of prototypes 

belore contracting with a commercial supplier. If a commercial tender 

is let,  the question still remains as to what organization represents , 

the universities, contracts for the work, accepts the completed system, 

ensures that - specifications are met, and continues to operate and 

maintain it.' 

-8- 
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(d) Federal Government agency 

The development of the network  coud  be undertaken by an agency 

of the Federal Government. This Pos5ibillty raises some political 

questions concerning the involvement of ifie Federal Government In whai 

might be considered to be provincial responsibilities,„ The universities 

could  col lectively  ask an agency of the Federal Government to undertake 

this task on their behalf. presumably the Federal agency would.then have 

to seek permission from the Provinces to do so. 

Assuming„ however, that agreement was forthcoming from . the 

provincial government, this approach could also result in the Federal-

Government not only developing but maintaining and operating the national 

subnet. The universities and/or Provinces could then be free to develop 

regional networkswhich would tap into this national subnet. This approach 

has the advantage (or disadvantage) that the universities would presumably 

share the use of the national subnet with Federal agencies thereby making 

. more effective use of the transmission  capacity available. Certainly, the 

initial traffic volume between regions resulting from university traffic 

would appear to be very light. Hence, it would appear rational to adopt 

this shared approach. However, because of the political difficulties 

involved, requesting an agency of the Federal Government to undertake 

the development task may further delay any progress in the development 

of CANUNET. Nonetheless, the possibility of having an agency of the 

Federal Government operate and.maintain  the developed network is .one that 

should be considered. 

appear to be an existing organization capable of providing this service 

for CANUNET. 

The Government Telecommunications Agency would 

-9-- 
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(e) The project organization 

This approach could meet most of the criteria suggested. In 

theory.at  leae, this type of organization has the flexibility to 

orchestrate the involvement of a number of universities, commercial companies 

or government agencies. It provides a structure wherein interested 

people could be recruited on the full-time basis to work on the project 

and it also provides for centralization of ultimate responsibility and 

accountability for the total project. Furthermore ,. such an organization 

spawned to undertake the development of the subnet could be transformed 

relatively easily to one which will be necessary to operate, Maintain 

and improve the system on an on-going basis. 

The question as to Whether or not this project organization 

should be established as a separate entity or as an organizational appendage 

to an existing organization depends to some extent on the staging . and magnitude 

. of the project envisioned. If sufficient justification is presented so that 

a 1 , 0 node network is developed to evaluate a truly national subnet in a 

reasonably short period of time, a rather substantial and well defined project 

organization should be established as soon as possible. On the other hand, if 

a demonstration system consisting of two to . four nodes is contemplated for the 

first year or so to test out design concepts prior to launching the national 

subnet, a more informal organizational approach might be more effective. 

The latter , seems to be the more reasonable appreach. Hence, 

for the balance of this discussion on the organizational framework for the 

development phase of the piroject, this phesing of the project is assumed. 

To ensure that the ÇANUi\IET project retains its emphasis on being 

-10- 
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a national subnet, the ultimate responsibility and control for the'development 

should remain in the hands of a national organization or agency. It would also 

seem desirable to have the project'organization affiliated with an organization 

which already represents all universities. The Association of Universities and 

Col loges of Canada (AUCC) is such an organization. It would, therefore, appear 

appropriate to encourage this organization to take a More active interest in 

the problems associated with the rationalization and provision of adequate 	. 

computing services for universities and in particular to play an active role in 

the development  of  CANUNET. There would appear to be the petential, at least, 

of developing through the AUCC, a national version or equivalent of the office 

of Computer Coordination now established in the Council of Ontario Universities. 

*Many of the functions that the Office of Computer Coordination now performs 

provincially and is planning to perform  (vis-vis the development of the Ontario 

Regional Network  and  other coordinating activities) a CANUNET organization 

within the AUCC could do  on .a  national level. This type of CANUNET organization 

could hot only promote national coordination but could serve a useful role in 

encouraging and assisting universities to develop regional computing networks. 

.Unfortunately, the stimulus for investigating the feasibility 

of CANUNET did not originate within nor was it promoted via the AUCC. Furthermore, 

the AUCC is not a-technical development organization (but then neither is the 

Council of Ontario Universities) and hence there is some reluctance and reservation 

on the part of some members,of the Committee on Institutional Framework to 

transfer the responsibility for the development of CANUNET too quickly to an 

organization within the AUCC. Although the senior executive-officers of the 

AUCC have expressed their moral support of the concept of CANUNET and are 
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interested in the possibility of the AUCC plaeng a greater role In this develop- 

ment, it has not been possible for them to study this matter sufflcienlly lu 

respond formally to the Committee with positive suggestions as to what that role 

might be. Unless the AUCC is prepared to take a very agressive leadership rote  

in promoting CANUNET, the momentum that CANUNET has developed to date may be 

dissipated in a premature marriage. 

On the other hand, a good working relationship has been established 

with the Department of Communications (D.O.C.) and those universities interested 

in CANUNET. The contribution made by the D.O.C., in coordinating and stimulating 

the initial launching effort for CANUNET, has been greatly appreciated. Organ-

izationally, the Department is in a good position to orchestrate the involvement 

(by contract) of universities, private companies, and other government agencies in 

this project. Further, members of the Department have the technical knowledge 

necessary  fo  provide dynamic leadership for the development phase of this project. 

A short term alternative then is to form an ad hoc project team 

under a Director based within the Department of Communications  to continue the 

technical development and planning of CANUNET during the next year. This would 

provide a focus of responsibility at a national level. Participation in the 

CANUNET development project could be on the basis of secondment of university 

personnel and/or by contracting certain components of the project to various 

universities, commercial, or government agencies. During this year, the 

possibility of eventually transferring this ad hoc project organization under 

the umbrella of the AUCC should be further studied. Indeed, during this year the 

AUCC might be encouraged to undertake a study of the rationalization of computing 

resources in universities in much the same way as that organization is examining 

the rationalization of research in universities. Such a study could focus, in 

particular, on ways of achieving objectives 2 and 3 with or without CANUNET. By 

so doing, the AUCC would be in a better position to assess its future role in 

this project. 

-12- 
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Adopting this ad hoc approach for the next year provides the 

maximum flexibility in the choice of future organizational options without' 

impeding the development of CANUNET. 

The orjanizational structure proposed for this interim periàd 

is outlined below. 

In essence the: proposed structure centralizes responsibiljty and 

control in two  national  organizations; one concerned primarily with the technical 

development (i.e., D.O.C.) 

uses and standards. 	It is 

and the other primarily concerned with application, 

proposed that a technical development project team be 

-13- 
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established as soon as possible. It is further suggested that morking group(s) 
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be formed by  direct  secondment of personnel from universities or commercial onean-

izations 'and/or by contracting directly with appropriate universities to develop 	1/ 

IIthe!necessary hardware/software prototypes and to develop the cOmmilinications protocol. 

It is also proposed that the present study groups on Communications and Network 

	lb 
Design be combined into a single sub-committee to simplify coordination and to 	II 

provide more effective advisory support for the technical development groups,. 	or 
, It is further proposed that a University Computer  Resources Study 	II 

Group be formed within the AUCC. The primary concern of this group in the initial 

II 
stages of development of CANUNET will be to study the economics of computing, 

ways of making better use of existing computer resources, developing standards, II 

et cetera. It is recomMended that the AUCC make application for special 

' funding from the appropriate,organizations to establish a permanent staff to 	11 

direct these studies. Again, it is expected that working groups will be formed 

II 
by secondment of university personnel or by contracting with universities. It 

li 
is proposed that the present study groups on Utilization and Organizational 	il ' 

Framework be combined as a single advisory sub-committee reporting to the CANUNET 

Committee and to act as a resource group to the AUCC if the proposed study group 	Il 

within AUCC develops. The present CANUNET Advisory Committee mould remain as 
II. 

the primary Advisory Committee for both the Technical Development and 

Applications and Standards sections. 
II 

The primary reasoning behind the proposal is that as CANUNET 

develops, ultimately the . Technical Development section can merge with the 	II 

Applications and Standards section and form a project organization within AUCC. 
I/ 

If CANUNET fails to develop, the organization established within AUCC will 

continue to.play a useful role as outlined in the following section. 
II 

-14- 
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. DEVELOPMENT OF APPLICATIONS AND PROVISION OF SERVICE 

lt.is very easy:  to accept the suggestion that computer networks 

offer'a real potential fer resource 'sharing and that alTusers• will benefit by 

bèing able to make Use of all resources in the • etwork (software, data, and 

other  computers) as if they Were local. .However, i -l-  mustbe recognized that 

until the non-sophisticated user can use:the network as easily as be 'now.can 

use local facilities; uhtil there is a simple administrative mechanism whereby, 

for example, the University of SaskatcheWan can use the computing facilities 

at  the University of British Columbia without unduly upsetting budget officers, 

or the Administrative Vice-Presidents of both institutions (or Indeed, running 

the risk of initiating a debate at the Premier level on-the InequitieS of . 

equalization paymentebetween provinces!), the:network will not realize even• 

a fraction of its potential. › The evidence for this judgement, is that the 

teChnidal potential already existS for small or less wealthy universities to have 

access to the larger computing facilities of other,universities. The technical 

facilities now exist to make data bases, such as the DATUM and QUIC/LAW legal 

information sYstems, available to other universities.' The technical potentials 

of non-sophisticated terminal to computer/computer to terminal network have not 

 been fully exploited to provide these and other  services  (if they are indeed 

worthwhile end in demand). 

: It should also, however, be pointed out that there is no agency 

at the national level, to-promote the bettor utiMatIon of existing computing. 

reseurces by seeking out and distributing Information on newly developed systems. 

Nor Is there a national agency charged With the responsibility of developing 

standards in design and documentation of these systems so that they.may be 
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easily used by other institutjons. Consequently, it Is difficult to determine 

whether it is an intrinsic quality of computer programs which causes them to 

"travel poorly" or they travel poorly because there is no program travel agency 

• to make it easy for them to do so. 

There are, of course, economic barriers which have inhibited 

thelexpioltation of existing technology to achieve objectives 2 and 3. These 

economic barriers are not only communications costs but are related to the 

pragmatics of optimizing locally available financial resources. Once the 

budget for computing facilities has been set by a university, it is to the 

institutionvs advantage to run jobs that take X hours on its own machine, 

suffering long turn-around times rather than to find extra 'real° dollars to 

run the job on another machine in X/10 hours at a lower per unit cost at another' 

university. 	It is also generally more advantageous from an individual univer- 

sityvs point of view to spend any money available for ?outside' computing on 

expanding its own facillties becaUse by so doing it can usually: 

(I) decrease the per unit cost of all of its computing, or 

(2) provide an additional service to a large percentage of Its 'users. 

To place this in perspective, vis-à-vis CANUNET, one of the net-

work proposals suggest 50 Kbs/sec lines connecting some 14 nodes. The cost 

woulA be $7,485 to $15,340 per node per month. This does not include the cost - 

of the node computer nor the cost of computing. A university operating a 

batdh-oriented IBM 360/50 could increase its capacity by four times and also 

provide some interactive cppability for its users with an extra $15,000 per month 

At a monthly cost per node of from $1,320 to $2,340 for 4.8 Kbs/sec service, 

the 'network may becomb more cost attractive but the need for this level of 
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service is still in competition at the local level with such things as adding 

a second remote  job. terminal, extra plotti,ng facilitiesi  et cetera. At wha t. 

 cost will the network be the facility of choice for a particular computing 

task? The point  to  be  made is that althou h the network maya ear economdcally 

attractive on a global-or nationai basis, unless it a ears econo_miçalà 

attractive to the individual user, the network will' not be used. 	- 

• 	 It is, therefore, perhaps fair to suggest that the,primary 

obstacles to. be overcome in achieving objectives 2 and,3 stated for CANUNET are 

not  technical in nature but are organizational and have to . do  with economics, 

attitudes, and the barrier to meaningful communication and cooperation that 

exists when distances between groups are large. In planning CANUNET it is 

imperative that this be recognized. 

To ensure that the network realizes its maximum potential, two 

conditions must be met. Firstly, to overcome economic barriers it will be 

necessary to obtain from Federal sources a substantial part of the operating 

costs for a period of 3 - 5 years. Funds must also be made available to 

encourage the development of. 'national' applications. -During this period, 

confidence and experience will be gained and the benefits of the network 	- 

'should become évidentto meffiber institutions. There will be a better under-

standing of the economics of networks upon which to propose - cost sharing 

arrangements between users and suppliers of computing power in the network. 

At the end of that Period it should be possible to establish workable 

financial arrangements for continuing the operation of the network by member 

institutions. There seems little possibility of ÇANUNET becôming fully 

operational without . this assurance of long-term support. . 

Secondly, to ensure that the network will realize its maximum 
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potential, the necessary financial resources must be provided . to establish a 

national organization to promote its use and to .manage and improve its operation 
1 

on a continuing basis. This organization must have a commitment to provide 

top-level services andAynamically stimilate the development of new applications 

for the network. The functions to:be- performed by'such ,an Organization can  be 

classified as the following. 

I.  Administrative: To provide the nécessary staff to managé and administraiè 

the operation of the network. It is  possible  that eventually the subnet 

may be operated by the Government Telecommunications Agency as suggested 

earlier, a Crown Corporation, or by,a commercial organization. However, it 

is unlikely that the operator  of the national sbbnet will own the computers 

tied into the:network. Thus, administrative support will be necessary to 

handle transactions between suppliers and buyers of computing power. 

2. Promotion and Education: To promote the use of the nètwork by making it 

easy to use and by  making universities aware of the services'available 

at other universities via the network. 

3. Development of Standards: 	If programs, data files, and computing facilities 

are to be  col  lectively  used by the uniVersity community, agreed-to 

standards must be established. 

4. Technical Support and Maintenance: To continually improve and add modif-

ications to  •the system as dictated by experience and to ensure trouble-free 

service. 

5. Coordination with Regional University Networks and other Networks: One of 

the primary functions of the national organization will be to act as a 

coordinating agency for regional university computing networks. Although 

there is a tendency to refer to CANUNET as a single network, it will 

undoubtedly be more accurately described as a network of networks. 

-18- 
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The above functions suggest a merging of the ad hoc structure 

outlined on page 13. As time goes on, the technical development aspects of 

the project will diminish but the activities associated with promotion, 

education, the development of standards, and administration of CANUNET will 

continue indefinitely. At some appropriate time, therefore, one could 

envisage the following organizational structure. 
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Reporting.Status of the Proposed Organi - zation  

The AUCC has spawned a number of organizations which now are, 

for the most part, autonomous entities but which remain affiliated with the 

parent organization. Examples of these are the Canadian Council on Animal 

Care (CCAC), the Service for Admissions to Universities and Colleges (SACO), 

and the Canadian Universities Service Overseas (CUSO). It is suggested that 

the CANUNET organization consider joining that family of organizations 

providing service to Canadian universities. The management board of CANUNET 

would then report directly to the AUCC Board of Directors. 

Advisory Council 

There are many organizations such as the Science Council, the 

National Library, individual universities and col  leges,  departments and agencies 

of government and private organizations that will be able to provide advice 

and counsel, and perhaps resources which would be most valuable in ensuring 

the success of CANUNET. An Advisory Council is suggested to serve as a 

mechanism whereby a large number of organizations might have an influence or 

a voice in the formation of future policy with regard to CANUNET. 	It is 

proposed that in the first instance, this Council be made up of representatives 

appointed by universities and colleges currently members of the AUCC who 

have expressed an interest in joining CANUNET and that these members, by 

majority vote, may add other members to the Council on a term basis. This 

Advisory Council would be responsible for the following: 

i) 	These members from universities and colleges in the following regions 

are to elect one member each to the Management Board: 

-20-- 
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- British  Columbia 	 • 

The Prairie Provinces (Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta) 
Ontario 

Quebec 

Atlantic Provinces ( New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince 
: Edward Island, Newfoundland). 

ii) Meet at least twice a year or more at the call of the Chairman elected 

by the membership. 

iii) Receives an annual report from the Management Board on the current 

status of CANUNET. 

iv) Advises the Management Board on policy concerning CANUNET. 

Management Board  

The Management Board sets major policy, appoints the Director, 

arranges for necessary funding, adjusts long-term planning, and oversees the 

month-to-month progress of CANUNET. The following membership is tentatively  

proposed. The composition of the Management Board should be reviewed as the 

project develops. 

5 - representatives from universities and 
col  leges  (elected as described earlier) 

1 -  représentative of the AUCC who shall 
serve as secretary of the Board 

2 - representatives from the Department of 
Communications (or primary funding agency) 

1 - representative from the National Research 

Council 

I - representative from the Science Council 

2 - representatives at-large elected by the 
above'members because of their special 
interest in, or the contributions they 

can make to the welfare of CANUNET. 

Elected membership on the Board should  be  on a term basis (2 or 

3 years), once renewable. 

IFISED: March 29, 1972. - 21- , 
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Secrétariat 

The secretariat is the administration unit to implement the 

general policies developed by the Management Board. This group consists of 

a Director and such full-time staff as appropriate to carry out the functions 

listed on page 18 of this report. 

Task  Forces  

It is proposed that a series of task forces be developed to 

promote and coordinate potential application areas, and to serve as advisory 

groups to the Secretariat on specific problems and projects. The task force/ 

Secretariat relationship can be considered as one which provides for 

direct communication with people who are particularly interested in a specific 

appli.cation or problem area. 

For example, considerable work is now going on in the development 

of legal data bases in various parts of the country. It would seem desirable to 

have o formally constituted task force operating under the auspices of CANUNET 

consisting of resource personnel from various universities interested in the 

application of computer systems in the field of law. This task force would be 

coordinated by the full-time staff of the Secretariat and charged with the 

responsibilities of recommending standards, educational programs, and development 

plans. Hopefully i; this arrangement would expedite the translation of these 

recommendations into action to create a new information resource for col leges of 

law in Canada. 

The task force concept, operating through a permanent coordinating, 

body (the Secretariat) might be the most appropriate organizational structure to 

ensure that the enormous Job of education and promotion is carried out well 
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and to ensure that full advantage . is taken by as many ‘ universities as possible 

of the developing resources made available via CANUNET. 

The nuMber and type of.task forces shown on page 19 are intended 

as examples and are - not a . definative list. 

Financing  

As stated earlier, it is essential to thesUccess of CANUNET thàt 

firm fiscal commitment be made by . the Federal Government for à substantial part - 

of the operating costs for a five-year period. Unless this is done, the-economic 

barriers, outlined in the previous sections of . this report, will impede the use 

and development of the'betwork to such an extent that the concept of a national 

subnet must be seriously questioned. At'the end of the five-year period, commit-

ments for the fol  lowing  five years wobld have to bé arranged or alternatively, 

it may be decided to terminate the•program. The economic ànd other benefits of 

the network will by then-be  apparent. 	It should then be possible tO establish 

workable financial arrangements among member institutions for continuing the 

operation of the network.' ' 

.  RESEARCH ON COMPUTER NETWORKS  

Thus far, discussion in this report has concentrated on the 

development and service aspects of the CANUNET project. These activities have 

been within the state-of-the-art and have been carried out in some form elsewhere. 

There is a good deal of research to be done on computer networks. Examples might 

be host-to-host communications protocol, operating systems structures and 

design, job routing algorithms, et cetera. Although it is recognized that  •such 

work is essential and must be encouraged, it is important in the early stages of 
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development of CANUNET not to confuse the desire to undertake this form of 

research with the need to develop a reliable service oriented subnet. Thus 

provision has been made in the CANUNET organizational structure to undertake 

research of this kind. 

Projecting into the future, research on computer networks carried 

out by other organizations which require the use of CANUNET should be funded 

separately. Organizationally, such research projects should be arranged as  now  

between the interested university and the appropriate fundihg agency. Permission 	' 

to use the network would, of course, have to be arranged -through the Management 

Eoard of CANUNET. . The development of CANUNET should not restrict the funds 

available to universities that wish to do research or development on computing 

networks independent of CANUNET. However, CANUNET should be kept informed of 

any funding provided for projects relating to computer networks so that coordination 

may d-.)e achieved. 	It ,is not envisioned that CANUNET organization should in any 

'way Ipe in control of the allocation of all research fundS relating to universt[y 

computer networks. CANUNET may well sponsor research projects of its own. On 

the other hand, the -CANUNET organization may wish to undertake research projects 

at a future date. It would then compete for research -hinds as any other organization. 

SUMMARY  

The organizational structure required for the successful Je\elop-

ment of CANUNET is dependent upon the scope and timing of the various phases of 

the project. In anticipation that there will be a recommendation to proceed as 

quickly as possible into a prototype development phase, a short-term organization 

is proposed. This organization proposes that a project team be established 

under a Director within the Department of Communications with small work 
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groups being established to deyelop the necessary software/hardware and 

establish communications protocol'. Personnel for these work groups are lo bu 

provided by direct secondment of university and other  personnel or  by contract 

with appropriate universities to undertake defined projects. In many respects, 

this is simply a proposal to continue with the present arrangement but with a 

clearer understanding concerning the focus of responsibility. 

In addition, it is proposed to encourage the Association of 

Universities and Colleges of Canada to become more directly involved in the 

CANUNET project by providing that organization with sufficient funds to under-

take a study of the Rationalization of Computing Resources for Canadian 

Universities; to study the economics of computing and establish appropriate 

standards. It is argued that this activity should go on regardless of the 

fate of CANUNET. 

As the CANUNET project develops beyond the prototype develop-

ment stage, it is proposed that a project organization affiliated with the 

AUCC be established which would ultimately be transformed into an organizaticr 

responsible for the operation, education, application development and continued 

improvement of the CANUNET system. 

Just what responsibilities this proposed CANUNET organization might 

have with regard to the ownership and operation of the physical subnet itself 

remains unclear at this time. The CANUNET organization may simply contract for 

the operation and maintenance of the subnet with a government agency such as 

the Government Telecommunications Agency or a commercial organization. On the 

other hand, experience might suggest that the CANUNET organization should retain 

responsibility for the node computers and simply contract for the telecommunications 

services. Arrangements for this latter service might be made with a telecommunication 
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company. The choice among these varlous allernailves avalldble wIll• become 

clearer  as the CANUNET sytem as a whole (physlcal -network,and organizalion‘ 

evolves. 
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Examples of large systems of programs 

We here list a few examples of systems of programs of such 

complexity that they require a specialized staff to maintain 

them and advise on their use: 

ASKA (Automatic System for Kinematic Analysis) has been de-

veloped during the past 11 years by the Institut fUr Statik 

und Dynamik der Luft-und-Raumfahrtkonstruktionen, UniversitUt 

Stuttgart. The source program of ASKA consists of 100 000 

FORTRAN cards and the price is 500 000 DM or C$ 160 000. In 

North America, ASKA has been purchased by North-American Rockwell 

and Pratt and Whitney (information of November 1970). 

Certified Program Generator. Certified Computer Products. 

Price $85 000. 

Computer System Simulator II. IBM. Rent $2 625 per month. 

FLOWPACK for the analysis of steady state chemical processes. 

Developed by Imperial Chemical Industries. Price $50 000. 

GEMINI information retrieval and data management system develop-

ed by Maurice Poule et Associés Inc. of Montreal. price $120 000. 

Generalized Information System. IBM. Rent $1 575 per month. 

LINK-V, a mechanical engineering system sold by  Corn-Code  Corpora-

tion of Washington. Price $32 000. 

NASTRAN, similar to ASKA, developed by Computer Sciences Corpora-

tion for NASA over the past eight years. It is available on 

Control Data's Cybernet and from McDonnell Douglas in St. Louis, Mo. 
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OPHELTE II is a very powerful mathematical programming system 

for solving optimization problems by mixed methods. It was 

developed by Société d'Informatique Appliquée of Paris and con-

tains SOO 000 FORTRAN statements in 18 subsystems. Price $7 500 

plus a monthly royalty of $2 200. 

SCERT (Simulated Computer Evaluation and Review Technique) de-

veloped by COMRESS Inc. of Washington, DC, is able to simulate 

accurately the performance of most currently available computers 

when running a wide variety of programs. Rent $1 000 per month. 

SISMO seismic survey analysis program. Service in Informatics 

and Analysis Limited, London. Price $100 000. 
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SUMMARY 

This submission indicates the facets of CANUNET which have 

relevance to a national data transmission system. It 

suggests a set of requirements for that system and how 

these may be integrated with a user orientation. In doing 

so, it draws on the experience of other networking activi- 
. 

ties. Namely, those of the National Physical Laboratories 

(NPL, UK) and the Advanced Research Projects Agencies 

(ARPA, USA). 

Attention is drawn to those areas requiring effort, if a 

usable facility is to be produced within time and cost goals. 

A possible implementation time scale is suggested which shows 

a total development period in the 7-9 year range. Research/ 

service activities necessary to facilitate network develop-

ment are listed together with an indication of relative pri-

orities. Finally a set of conclusions and recommendations 

are derived. 
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SUBMISSION TO THE CANUNET NETWORK DESIGN COMMITTEE 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purposes of this document are: 

to demonstrate how the CANUNET project&may 

become a pilot vehicle for the Trans . 

Canada Computer Network as proposed in 

Report No. 13 of the Science Council of . 

Canada, 

to propose how the CANUNET project may be 

segmented into manageable components. 

to point to important new areas in computer 

networking where Canadian universities can 

make a contribution. 

1.1 Introduction  

The CANUNET design activity should be a pilot solution 

to the development of a facilIty to correct the 

deficiencies of data transmission services that exist 

today. It should also point a direction for future 

common user (that is a facility with an obligation to 

serve the public) communication systems. 

Report 13 of the.Science Council
1
indicates: 

"There is a great need, therefore, for a computer 

communications network able to selectively connect any 

user: to any service, quickly, reliably and cheaply." 
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The present switched telephone network has been 

servicing the needs of data transmission to date. It 

is in this role that the telephone companies have been 

subject to an increasing barrage of user complaints. 

This has ocurred due to: 

o high cost, both compared to the U.S. rates 

and to the independent equipment suppliers; 

reliability/error rate, high occurrence of 

errors and/or line outages; 

basic performance, in terms of reSponse time,* 

data rates and fleXibility; 

reticence on the part of the carriers to be 

adaptable to requirements. 

No doubt, advantages accrue by use of the *switched net-

work, these are however obtained at significant detriment 

to data users. 

It is imperative that the CANUNET activity develop a 

facility oriented to users  and their requirements. 

Certainly, the more advanced uses of computers and 

communications, e.g. 

o inter-process communications and control 

data base structures, compatibility and con-

version 

operating system structures for networks 
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development of a unified language fox net-

work utilization . 

require consideration early in thé design actiVity if 

we are to develop a cohesive network. 

Network structures that exist today may be inappro-

priate to the Canadian geography, population distribu-

tion and the Trans-Canada communications system. The 

design statement for CANUNET should address  thèse  areas. 

The CANUNET position paper2 
indicated a set of con-

straints for the network development, some of which are 

o 

 

the plan should accomodate regional diversity 

and technological alternatives within a 

framework of objectives, standards and conven-

tions;  

. the network should be designed , to accept 

varioub types of computers and to operate with 

a variety of lines, and 

the computer network must be  transparent  to 

the using computers and terminals." 

If the CANUNET activity is to point to future communica-

tion systems it should not be too biased to the computer 

aspects of a network. 

Computer - computer communications are only one aspect 

of the requirement for a data transmission system. 

Leverage should be obtained from present and future de-

velopments, but it is also necessary to give attention 

to those areas that have been neglected or not imple-

mented. 	 • 
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2.0 THE NATIONAL SPINE 

2.1 • IntrbdU•ction 

The requirements of the system are to provide a level 

of data transmission service presently unavailable. 

The service must address those unique and common user 

requirements. Although the CANUNET activity is oriented 

to universities, computers, communications, and 4sers, 

insufficient attention has been paid to segmentation 

that will allow development of viable subsystems for 

common user communications. 

There are two basic areas that require attention: 

e develop thos'e functions that will give an 

effective user interface; 

develop an' efficient, reliable bit transmission 

system. 

These points lead to a structure similar to that 

suggested by Science Council Report No 13, Davies 3 and 

Baran.
4 
 That is, a high level data transmission system 

combined with a method for user access. 

The national spine is that part of the network which 

serves as the bit transmission system. It is the carrier 

for inter-regional and user communications. As suc4, it 

is given data in a standardized form and has no responsi-

bility for interpretation of message content. The spine 

should be optimized for the transfer of data blocks with 

sufficient redundancy to give error rates not exceeding 
12 one bit in 10. 
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If one examines the present switching network it is 

found that a significant proportion of the cost is 

attributable to the local line-based equipment. Local 

line equipment is that equipment used to provide facil-

ities to a subscriber on an individual basis. This 

pquipment is not very dependent on the switching methods 

employed in the network. In addition, the network makes 

no attempt to accommodate special requirements and the 

interface to it is relatively well defined and standard-

ized. Thus, any incompatibility is removed prior to 

entering the network. 

Similarly, in a new data network, costs will be dominated 

by the local equipment facilities, and responsibility. In 

considering alternative systems, judgement will be based 

on their ability to cater to special requirements of data 

communications, the wide variety of terminals and multi-

access computers (or other services) that are used. 

Since a capability for circuit switching, which can be 

used  for  long files, is presently available (Multicom) 

the national spine should be optimized to handling the 

short response, bursty, transaction oriented traffic. 

This would seem to indicate a packet switching system. 

Since loops are still subject to an intense research 

study, the distributed store and forward system is pre-

ferred for the spine. Sufficient experience has been 

obtained (ARPA, NPL) with these to indicate the suita-

bility and feasibility. 

The national spine should, therefore, be a packet switch-

ing system, a la Davies and Baran. The major components 

of this type of network are: 
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switch 

communications facilities (including ,inter-

faces to the communications facility). 

The switch has the following characteristics: 

reliability 

i. consistent with that of available mini-

computers. 

ii. bit transmission as for the ARPA net-

work. 

iii. adaptive routing with overconnection. 

iv. a node by-pass arrangement to facilitate 

communication when a node failure has 

occured. This is mainly applicable to a 

"skinny" national spine. 

resporise time in the range 20-25 m.secs. for 

a 1000 bit packet. The major components of 

this time are: 

i. queue delays 

ii. packet acquisition 

iii. packet processing 

bandwidth in 500kb range. 

cost per node approximately $50,000. 

The switch has functions such as: 

store/forward 



• spur access.. .That is access from other net-

. • works and/or users. 

alternate routing. 

The communicatios .facility  that connects :nodes will 

consist of: 

• point-to-point, dedicated full duplex links; 

(the type of facility, analog or digital is 

not really a consideration, since access al-

ways will be through some type of adapter. 

The major impact of digital versus analog is 

one of error rate. In the digital case it 

may result in a different trade-off in the 

switching node.) 

Q not less than 50 kb pe'r second transmission 

rate. This minimum data rate is required in 

•order to establish an acceptable response 

time in a time domain system with a high de-

gree of multiplexing. Prices quoted recently 

from the telephone company, for a six node 

• network in Ontario, show only  •a 10% differen-

tial between 19.2 and 50kbps facilities. 

• error characteristics of one bit in 10 5 . If 

it is much worse than this, different error 

detection and recovery procedures are neces-

sary. 

The spine .should have an overconnected topology in order 

to reduce downtime, conseqUence of node failUre and.to 

provide à'vehicle for adaptive . routing development. 
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The degree of overconnection must be balanced against 

cost (single path links may exist). Extensive localized 

overconnection will probably occur. Total end-to-end 

response time should be in the range 100 to 500 msecs, 

for a 1000 bit packet. 

Procedures must be developed that allow cost and charging 

information to bè produced. Previous studies seem to 

indicate costs to be in the range of 15-30  pers  megabit. 

It is relevant to note here plans and some Constraints of 

the United Kingdom Post Office 5  with respect to data net-

works. This network will use extensive multiplexing in 

the local and high level areas and is expected to provide 

circuit and  packet switching modes. Their economic 

studies again indicate a cost apportionment which is 

biased to the local area. Typical cost distributions are 

indicated below. 

Interface equipment 	6-20% 

Local area network 	• • 50-60% 

• Switching 	20-25%. 

.. Main network 	5- 7% 

This would seem to indicate those areas which should be 

subject to most study and effort. 

2.2 Standards 

Those mechanisms which organize and control communication 

between nodes on the spine are collectively named the 

Inter-Nodal Protocol (INP). It has the responsibility 

for the efficient, transparent and reliable movement of 

traffic inserted into the spine. It is mandatory that 

this protocol be identical at each node. 
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The rules governing access to the spine, collectively 

named the Spur Access Protocol)  are as critical as the 

INP. It requires more effort since it is more directed 

to the user and hence must be somewhat protectionist of 

spinal integrity. This protocol will be very similar 

to the INP. At this level however there are two sig-

nificant differences. 

Spur access has no responsibility  for store/  

forward or routing of traffic on the spine. 

• it should contain protection mechanisms 

against misuse. These are necessary since it 

is desirable to allow any organization to ac-

cess the spine. We do not want the debacle 

with foreign attachments which has occured 

with the telephone company. 

In developing spur access standards the following areas 

seem  applicable:  

• o 	logical standards 

•0 	electrical standards 

o physical standards 

Logical standards should involve: 

initialisation procedures for connection 

o possible modes of connection e.g. full duplex, 

half duplex, etc. 

master/slave relationships 

types of commands, status functions, etc. 

sequence procedures 

o packet blocking characteristics, eg. 

1. •  maximum, minimum sizes 

2. contrOl, address, Status field 'definitions. 

3. pattern sensitivity restrictions 

4. error checking process 
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o error. procedures.-  

definition of terras  

Electrical standards should involve: 

o definition of signals - 

o timing  requireMerits --  

o signaling methOds P 	° eg current  or voltage 

modes. 	• 

o signal amplitudes and tolerances • 

o threshold levels and margins 

o . power-frequelicy constraints 

o . open.  circuit, power off states, 

o cabling redommendations 

The phySical standards involve: 

• o 	layout, type and placement of connections 

. o 	assignment of signals to connectors 

o safety regulations 

o. space requirements 

. 2.3 • Responsibilities' for Network Development  

There is a significant difference in effort required 

between produCing a facility for common use and showing 

that some ideas can be implemented. Universities, in 

the present form are probably unsuited to the develop- 

' ment of a practical, operational, useful network, Only 

by judicious  use of the resources contained at univer- 

. sities, induStry, federal and provincial research organi-

zations will this be possible. 

Nowhere, is this more true than in the development of 

the user orientated facilities and standards. NPL has 

placed considerable emphasis on the economics, require- 

0 
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ments and solutions at the local distribution level. 

Universities, by virtue of their diverse requirements 

and population can however serve as pilot community 

for the development of an effective data transmission 

network. 

In development of the ARPA network, it was decided to 

contract with industry for the design and implementation 

of the communications portion.. Connection of the net-

work to hosts and users was a site responsibility. The 

communications system was delivered on time and within 

specified cost. That portion developed by the sites 

was deficient in these areas. This was not a serendipitous 

• happening. 

Surely_this points to the mandatory nature of the "right 

organizational approach." . Planning responsibility fôr 

CANUNET *should lie with  the  Department of Communications. 

It should exercise the same requirements and restraints 

on CANUNET development as it would on.any other design 

and procurement activity. Clearly, the universities must 

be intimately involved, but this must not be done in a 

manner which prejudices time and economic constraints. 
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3,0 HOST/TERMINAL NETWORK 

3.1 General 

A host/terminal network can provide the pilot vehicle 

for development of a Trans-Canada Computer Communica-

tions Network. The hosts can be thought of as service 

complexes and the terminals the means of subscriber 

access. Due to the variety of resources (people, com- 

puters, terminals, etc.) in universities, the design 

of a university network will be required to provide 

solutions for problems on a common user network. Im- 

plicit in the design of a host/terminal network are re-

quirements for reliable transparent communications and 

a mechanism for obtaining access. Figure 1 shows one 

typical.configuration for a host/terminal network. 

Report 13 has suggested the requirement to link regional 

networks together. It is desirable that the regional • 

networks that exist or are being planned be technologi- . 
cally complementary and make the best use of the limited 

resources of skills and finances. A prime candidate for 

the design of the linking system would be the present 

CANUNET activity. This activity has made significant 

progress in establishing inter-provincial co-operation 

which should be fully exploited in the interests of a 

national spine. 

3.2 Objectives  

The objectives of the Host/terminal design should be: 

to enable a distributed population of user 

terminals (batch and interactive) to access 

a diverse population of large scale and/or 

specialised computer systems. 
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• to enSure that response time and bandwidth 

- approach that expected from 'state of the , 

art' terminals (when they are Connedted in 

a circuit switched manner). 

o to have reliability approach that normally 

expedted in operations between computers and 

peripheral eqUipment. 
6 

o to allow eventual interprocessor communications, 

- data-base -transfers and conversion, 

to make  the  network "invisible" to the user 

terminals'and large scale computers. 

o to remove thé requireMent.for eVery user to 

know  the command languages of all hOsts. 

o to point directions for the development of a 

common user communications system for data 

. utilization. 

o to motivate the establishment of specialized 

machines, services and "communities of interest." 

3.3. The NCU Concept  

Access to the resources available with a network is 

necessary. In recent network developments access has 

been through a combination of hosts and small computers. 

Hosts, IMPS for ARPA and nodal, interface computers for 

NPL. In the development of common user communications 

it is inapprbpriate to tie the communications sub-system 

too closely to any one component. NPL's direction has 
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been in the common user area, their work does not display 

the host bias of ARPA. In meeting the requirements for 

access to the network, a subsystem called a node control 

unit (NCU)  cari  be used. This subsystem has the responsi- 

bility for interfacing to the various classes of users. 

For example: 

	

Q 	key d.riven terminals . 

batch terminals 

	

'o 	control/measurement devices 

o host computers 

The control/measurement devices above are typical -data 

collection equipment like that used in library automation 

systems,- analog conversion facilities etc. The NCU sub- • 

system_can be placed at appropriate geographic-jai points to 

serve:demand. Although it is necessary to have a high 

degree . of commonality in the NCU sub-systems, there is 

no requirement for them to be identical. 

The 'size and capability of the NCU is a function of traffic 

load and • the special requirements of its user  area 	It 

is expected that the NCU will have one or more processors. 

It's peripheral complement will be highly dependent on 

the number of users, the set of features provided and 

the requirements for network integrity. This variation 

in capability will necessitate a high degree of soft-

ware and hardware modularity if the subsystem is to be 

adaptable. 

3.4 Tranmarency 

Clearly, it is desirable_ that a network should. be  transpa-

rent  to the user. That is, it should  nt  perturb. his 
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input in transmission and response time should be similar 

to the case in which he is directly connected. This 

however, is only a relatively minor point in easing use 

of a network. The terminal -may not be 	. 

o compatible to the network 

o compatible to the service  hé  wishes to use 

In the first case, this is somewhat akin to the 6present 

state when using the teiephOne system. A modem  is re-

quired in order to make the terminal satisfy the require-

ments. The solution is similar in . any new network. The 

design goals may have produced a standard of hardware/ 

software package that would guaranteé Compatibility. 

Other requirements would result in "special assembly" 

being necesSary. The second point requires functional 

conversion to a form normally supported. In the. terminal 

host network this may be done quite conveniently in the 

NCU. Many other requirements aré necessary for other 

aspects of use of a service. These include the manner 

in which access to the service is obtained, the form of 

data'being used, and whether multiple services over a 

distributed' area are required. 

3.5 Functional Translation 

As pointed out in the previous paragraph, incompatibil-

ities may exist between the using terminal, the network 

and the services available on .the network. Although in - 

the distant future a 'standard' terminal may be available, 

we are presently far from that stage. Thus, in order to 

obviate the need for multiple  terminals per user, 

translation is necessary. A constraint on the translation 

process is that it should not introduce significant delay 

16. 
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(particularly,  for human keY driven terminals). The move 

to programmable terminals for batch  use  eases the develop-

ment to a ,standard protocol scheme.. 

The intent of functional translation is to -make terminals 

completely interchangeable.  Thé  two major classes of 

* terminal are: 	• 

o character oriented 

, o message oriented 

It would seem acceptable to consider translation only 

within classes, not across class boundaries. Code trans-

lation is only one aspect of the translation process.• 

Listed below are some additional translation factors; 
these are not inclusive of all factors: 

Interactive(character) 	• 

• characters per line 

o character set 

o bits per character 

o full duplex, half duplex, etc. 

o speed 

o echo responsibility and flexibility 

o lockable keyboard 

o control functions, paper tape reader, tabs, etc. 

• error recovery 

o carriage return variables 

Batch '(message) 

o compression techniques 

o . communications protocol 

o -- data buffering, blocking and formatting scheme 

o a subset of the interàdtive ones 
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'Significant effort is neceàsary to address the functional 

tranSlation•area and possible modes of implementation. 

3.  SWitthing  

, There are three aspects pf Switching in a Host/terminal 

.network: 

store/forward .(ie. internodal) 

o 	network to users • 

network  to  host services' 

As indicated previously, the services and users go through 

ancillary equipment prior to inserting network traffic. 

Host computers that are close to the NCU can be connected 

via a normal peripheral channel. This channel will have 

the normal peripheral error procedures. Those hosts that 

are remote and all user driven devices can be connected 

via the terminal input. Conventional communication error 

procedures will be used at this input.  •  A set of well 

defined control procedures will allow communication be-

tween the areas indicated above. 

Considerable study should be carried out to demonstrate the 

feasibility of solutions to problems in this area. These 

problem areas are mainly: 

protocol for aspects of communication and use; 

how hosts, users are connected to the network. 

balance: where should tasks be carried out, 

size of the NCU and its commonality. 

standards for access and connection. 
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3.7 Site' Dependancy  

Since we have a heterogeneous set of users and hosts, 

there will be a degree of site dependancy. The manner 

In which hosts are connected is unlikely to , be similar, 

either hardware or software. As'indicated in previous 

paragraphs, the requirements of transparency and 

terminal translation are non-trivial. As progress is 

made in networking, certain hosts may be given special-

ized network organizational tasks, e.g. convertkiig a 

data-base or manipulating the Network Access Language. 
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4.0 PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1 Terminal Population 

- The CANUNET Topological Analysis6 report utilized student 

population at a university as a mechanism for deriving 

. traffic levels. This is a satisfactory procedure to 

indicate long term expectations. In a pilot scheme it 

is appropriate to examine the terminal populatioh and 

usage levels. 

Examination of the terminal population has a further 

data fall out. It will establish the classes of terminal 

and their proportions. Since part of the network develop-

ment task is functional translation of terminals, this is 

a valuable input to possible implementation methods. 

4.2 Implementation Levels 

In activities that encompass a long period of time it is 

useful to examine future expectations. This does not 

mean that those expectations will not change, but that 

they be used as indications or possible constraints. 

For example, in a 5 year plan it is quite common to up-

date the plan each consecutive year. Thus, the plan 

always reflects the expectations of the following five 

years. 	 • 

In considering the network design, certain intuitions 

regarding the future of networking ('or netting) as an 

activity appear. CANUNET is a relatively balanced net-

work, i.e. there is not one focus (there are a number 

of focii) for the sharing of computer based resources. 

The motivation for examination of future requirements is 

to determine the constraints that they may place on 

20. 
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today's design. 

The currently predominant mode of communication between 

users and computers is by use of common carrier facili-

ties. Thus it would seem appropriate to develop, as a 

first level, an upgraded 'switched network-like' facility. 

A network development plan might therefore take the form: 

Level 1:  A transparent communications facility, i.e.. 

transparent to the user and to the operating 

system. That is, the operating system will not 

•have to do anything that it does not already do 

for local terminal support. This facility should 

have a bandwidth and response time (these are not 

entirely related) to allow the appearance of a 

switched network facility. 

The above requirements infer: 

o terminal support facilities, but not necessary-. 

ly  cross terminal support 

o levels of protocôl for communication between: 

nodes 

users 

host s 

o somewhat inefficien-E use of the communications 

facility. Due to the variety of echoing phi-

losophies in hosts it will be necessary to 

sometimes package single characters as the packet 

data. Thus, the proportion of useful bits to total 

bits will be low. 
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o short response time 

o network support functions for allocation of 

node ports and traffic accounting, etc. 

o minimization of operating system additions, 

i.e. make it able to support two teleproces-

sing devices, leave error recovery procedures 

in, but they should never be invoked by the 

NCU 

o performance measureMent and tuning 

routing algorithm development 

Level .2: Terminal translation, selection of four terminal 

types for functional translation. One pair of 

the interactive type, e.g. TTY37 and IBM 2741. 

The other of the remote batch type, e.g. User 

200 to . 360-20 (multileaving procedure). 

Level 3: More general translation facilities. 

Level 4: Development of netting functions: 

• Interprocess communication 

• o Data base transfer and conversion 

o Unified language for network utilization 

1222r11_2121n2./ILlf17.1221: 

After the development process is started, the following time 

scales are likely to apply (assuming reasonable manpower 

levels): 
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Level 1 	 24-30 	months 

" 	2 0 0 0 O• 0 0 0 0 ' 0.  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 - 1 8 	
• 	H 

qt, 
3  000000000000000 	12 

• 

H 
4 0Db 000000*000.948-60 

It is expected that overlap will occur in development - even 

so, the total time expected is in the 7-9 year range° 
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5.0 THE ONTARIO PLAN 

The present plan for Ontario is consistent with objectives 

listed earlier for Host/terminal network. It is intended 

to be a user oriented network utilizing many techniques 

that have been proven. Figure 2 indicates the general 

form of the network. The NCU's form a distributed commu-

nication system utilizing in-core store and forward tech-

niques. The NCU's will be redundantly (or over).connected 

to increase reliability and responsiveness with load 

(Figure 3)0  It is expected that adaptive routing tech-

niques will be used to ensure maximum use of communications 

facilities and sensitivity to load and node failures. 

Although in early implementations there is likely to be 

only one computer as a part of the NCU, the design will 

give extensive consideration to growth toward multi-computer 

NCU's The applicability of multi-computer NCU's are a 

function of load, technology and network integrity. 

The NCU will assume responsibility for network functions 

and terminal handling. In early implementations the hosts 

will.function in a similar manner as they would if there 

were no network. Figure 4 shows the interrelationship. It 

is planned that one of the NCU's functions would be emu-

lation of the normal teleprocessing device of the host, 

thus giving transparent service to users. There would be 

two teleprocessing devices on a host: 

1 0 The one which is normally supported 

2. The NCU which gives terminal and network support. 

The design inherently has the ability to support users who 

do not have a host. They would obtain access to hosts via 

the network. In this mode of operation the NCU would 
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behave  as a remOte concentrator. Accessto a local host 

can also be . obtained through the NCU. - Figure 3 indicates 

the types of traffic flow that are expected in the NCU. 

Type A - local tefminal/hOst support 

- .Type B - remote terminal/host support 

e Type C - remote terminal/local host  support 

-Type D - store/forward traffic 

A Network Access Language will be developed to ease the 

problem of user access to network services. This Lan-

guage will have many features to ease the development of 

networking. It will have a number of different implemen-

tations dependant on the development of the network. 

Although many features will not be implemented during the 

initial few years, it is important that the concept be 

introduced during the early development period. 
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6.0 LOGICAL COMMUNICATION 

6..1 Higher Level Protocol: 

The expectations for CANUNET involve a network of heter-

ogeneous facilities and, as such, provisions must be made 

very early for the implementation of a comprehensive 

higher level protocol. 	In the design of such a higher 

level protocol, it is necessary to consider that, due to 

the lack of adequate research efforts, interprocess com-

munication should not be pursued.too vigorously in the 

• initial plan. 	The protocol must facilitate growth into 

an effective netting environment, and for this reason, the 

two basic goals of the design of the protocol should be: 

e the production of a global design which provides a 

solid base for expansion. 

e keeping in mind that an immediate implementation must 

be easily extractible. 

Inter-process communication falls into the expansion cate-

gory. 	In view of this, the focal point of host-to-host 

communication should be the transfer of small to medium 

scale data-bases. 	This data base transfer falls into two 

broad categories: 

o programme sharing - where data is transmitted to a 

remote location, processed and results. returned 

o data sharing - where programmes are tranSmitted to a 

remote location to operate on a large data-base. An 

example of this use would be the 1961 Canada Census 
, 

data base at the University of Alberta. 

It is unfortunate that exploratory projects seldom, if 

ever, operate under ideal conditions. 	A major pitfall in 

protocol design is to design one which functions under 

ideal conditions. 	The problem which must be resolved is 

that of the threshold of acceptability and tolerance and 

the means to be used in order not t6 fall below that 

4 
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threshold. 	The threshold of acceptability and tolerance 

of the protocol is subjective and determined by the user, 

but in the main, there will be three broad classes of 

user where this threshold will be relativel; non-random. 

For this reason, it may be necessary in the initial phase 

to quantize the higher level protocol so that the follow-

ing categories of user are handled differently: 

o novice 

o intermediate,: infrequent user 

o expert 

The higher level protocol must be flexible enough to pro-

vide a base for a dynamic environment. 	As such, it must 

be designed to be a structure which is not encumbered by 

the functions it performs. 	A possible approach to a 

design is outlined in the following paragraphs. 

The design of any language or protocdl should utilise 

'primitives' which define the micro-capability of the 

protocol or language. 	These primitives have no intrinsic 

meaning until they are assigned a functibn, except that they 

may be used to illustrate the macro-capabilities of the 

protocol or language. 	Thus, the protocol should.be based 

on functional primitives which can be chained together, 

each chain being executed in ah incremental fashion. These 

chains can be constructed in such a'way that they bear a 

striking similarity to one of three, mathematical objects: 

i. 	a finite state àiitomaton 

ii '  a tree 

iii. a directed graph 

Then a suitable theory can be developed showing the behaviour 

of the primitives, in a way which is independent of the func-

tions they perform. 	Also, by utilizing such an approach, 

the protocol is independent of the location of execution of 

the primitives. 
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The concept of incremental execution is quite important 

in that the chains can be shipped from location to 

location, with each site at which the chain requires pro- 
. 	0 

cessing removing one or more primitives from the chain 

and forwarding the rest along with the results of those 

removed, to another site. 	The following example illus- 

trates the technique: 

,(1) 

.(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

iltire chain is shipped to the node 
. which will process primitive p2. 

The primitive p2 is processed at 
step (2) and the r,emainder of the 
chain from p3 onward is sent to 
another site. 

At step (3), p3 is processed and 
sends two chains to separate sites. 

Steps (4) and (5) involve the pro-
cessing of these twd chains. 

At step . (6) the results are returned 
to p3 (indicated by a * (superscript) 
and the process again continues. 
*serially. 

At step (8) the results of executing 
the entire chain are returned to the 
site which originated the chain. 

6.2 Network AcCess Language: 

6.2.1 Purpose of the Language 

The key to providing a good network service lies in pro-

viding a transparent service. 	That is to say, the user 

need not know that he is using one or more of many com-

puters, some of which have differing control languages, 

differing representations of data, and differing resources. 

In view of this, it seems apparent that if a Network Access 

Language (NAL) is not designed with adequate consideration 

for user sensitivity, the network may never , be properly 

utilized. 	The purpoe of a Network Access Language should 

1 

1 
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be to provide a facility for using the network logically 

as if it were a computer (a meta-computer) . It must be 

a concise, easy to use language which provides a conven-

iènt protocol for the allocation of resources to users 

and for the invocation of processes (programmes). 

. Since such resource allocation and process control is 

asynchronous by nature, the NAL must provide for the 

processing of asynchronous events and for the madifica-

tion of program flow. This aPproach will make the 

language most useful for controlling events dynamically 

and for recovery from error caused by a host  computers 

 inability to provide some service or resource. 

6.2.2 Implications for Network Users. 

One feature of the language must be the ability to bypass 

exceptional and undesirable conditions by using both 

conditional and unconditional transfer commands. In many 

cases, it will be possible for a user to provide an alter- 

nate assignment for a resource which he has failed to 

acquire. Whereas such alternate assignment is not too 

difficult to handle automatically in a single operating 

system, it is far more difficult to handle automatically 

in a network environment since the scope of the environ-

ment is so much larger. 

An important point of consideration should be - how users 

will be . able to handle multiple processes, or how they ... 

 will be able to chain processes together,' between dif-

ferent sites. 

The language must be defined to function across four broad 

• categories 
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Resource Management - allowing the user to 

manage external resources. . 

Process Control - allowing the user to manage 

the processes that he has initiatied. 

Synchronization and Program Control - allowing 

the user to synchronize events within his NAL 

program, loop control., program block control 

(eg. BEGIN, END as in ALGOL), etc. 

Program definition, text editing, and listing 

of programs and data. 

6.2.3 Implementations considerations. 

It is obvious that a Network Access Language cannot be 

implemented without becoming deeply involved in the 

architecture and philosophy of the network. As such, we 

must speculate on the levels of implementation since thav 

depend on the method of implementation of the network. 

From the outset, the NAL must be designed to control both 

interactive and batch type environments. However, it can 

(in fact it should) be restricted in the pilot implementa-

tion to letting a user communicate with only one host 

computer at a time. In the latter part of the pilot imple-

mentation it should be extended to communication with more 

than one host of the same manufacturer, and like operating 

systems. Other than this, a comprehensive language should 

be implemented since this will enable users'to get a "feel" 

for proper network utilization. 

As the network proceeds in its development, the major 

problem which will have to be resolved in extending the 

language to concurrent processing on more than one host, 

• is resource allocation deadlock. The problems incurred by 
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contention of processes for nonshared resàurces in a 

simple multi-programming environment are formidable and 

are usually solved by enqueueing the resources. This, 

unfortunately, would not be a suitable solution, in a 

network environment since a process in one host may 

depend on many previous and concurrent processes. This 

dependance on concurrent processes prohibits enqueueing 

since that would "freeze" resources on other host computers. 

Similarly, dependance on previous processes prohibits can-

cellation of one process when two processes are deadlocked 

for one resource, since it may not be possible to determine 

whether or not the results of those previous processes are 

reversible. 
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7.0 NETWORK APPLICATIONS 

7.1 Immelliat.e_Applications 

As soon as the network becomes operational, thepe will 

be a number of immediate applications, which contribute 

tg the improvement in the delivery and use of computing 

services. 
' 	I 

The.repertoira of hardware services available 

to the user throughi hià computing centre -  will 

be-increased dramatically. For example, 

phYsical scientistà could have available the 

facilitY to perform large-shale numerical com-

putations on ÇDC equipment, FUrther, users 

with a , need  for the  processing of large files 

on IBM systems could have this service via the 

network. 

• b) Specialized applications will develop at dif-

ferent universities and become available to a 

wiàe community of users in the universities. 

7.2 Medium Range_Applications  

During, the medium term (3-6 

in network utilization will 

of  data bases, 

years.), the'major development, 

relate to the growth and use 

Analytical data bases, such aà the Social 

Science data base at the Institute for Behav-

ioral Research at York University, will become 

available to network users. The cost of develop-

ing and maintaining such analytical data bases 

makes it important to have the widest possible 

base of users, as would be provided via the'net-

work. 
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h) Reference data base systems, in which text 

manipulation and retrieval plays an important 

part, constitute a very significant future load 

for •the network. Again economic viability re-. 

quires a large user base to support the creation 

and maintenance of reference data bases. 

An important application in this field is an 

automated library system, with great potential 

for shared processing and shared library re-

sources leading to long-run library rationaliza-

tion. 

7.3 Long Range Auliçations  

In the long term (7-10 years) it is expected that certain 

appli'cations will arise which relate to the impact of a 

new technology on the universities and society at large. 

a) The network will be used to channel experimen-

tal data, collected on-line, to processing 

centres which will respond to the source experi-

ments in real-time. 

b) The installation of specialized machines will 

be permitted and encouraged, because of the net-

work. 

Such machines might perform functions such as 

archival storage, or data base management, or 

may have special hardware to execute high level 

languages without translation. 

The existence of the network will have enormous 

ramifications for the development.of technology- 
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assisted education. The economics of pro-

grammed instruction suggest that large student 

bases must be available before the techniques 

become comparable in cost to current modes. 

The network, potentially, will provide the 

necessary connections to the large student 

populations and provide the basis for the de-

velopment of major programs in which CAI, si-

mulations, and reference systems suppott the 

teaching process. 
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8.0 RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

Even though certain network activities fall in the domain 

of research, the initial design must establish a. sound 

basis for all such activities. This basis is necessary 

since it is clear that the initial implementation will 

colour the scope of all research into netting on this 

particular network. In the absence of this approach it 

is possible, indeed probable, that a re-implementation 

may be necessary, in future, to accommodate conditions 

previously not considered. 

The two goals previously mentioned in the section on 

higher level protocol are most applicable to research con-

siderations. 

.o I produce a global design which will take into 

, account as many aspects of netting es possible. 

o produce a design from which an immediate im-

plementation is easily extractible. 

It is certainly unclear, at this time, which parties will 

be responsible for these research activities. However, 

it is clear that a maximum amount of flexibility in the 

initial iffiplementation will make the research task easier. 

For example, in dealing with data bases on the network, 

efficient utilization of the communication facilities and 

a comprehensive network data management scheme (including 

a sophisticated cataloging structure) are necessary. 

Without such considerations, anyone wishing to do research 

in data bases would have to superimpose his own scheme on 

the network, which may lead to cumbersome and inefficient 

utilization, even though such superimposition is inherently 

possible when necessary. 
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The following list of topics, which is most definitely not 

exhaustive, points to areas of interest in the research 

domain. 

o Inter-process communications protocol 

o Operating System structure for networks 

o Distributed multi-processing - both in the 
operating system and pser program sense ,  

o load leveling - this can be taken in tfwo senses: 

1) hosts which have free time should share with 

hosts which are overloaded. 

2) the network should be able to determine the 	11 
optimum system for a user task ,  

o data base reconfiguration and data base transfer 
I/ 

- the reconfiguration will be necessary to allow 
for transfer of •data between heterogeneous systems. 11 

o distributed data bases - that is, segmented data 

bases with segments at different locations. 	

1/ o software error control and procedures 

performance evaluation and measurement 

o studies in topological independance 	1/ 
o network loading control 

o privacy and security in network utilization 

The above research areas are presented in more concise form 

in Table 1. Included, in this table are those'service aspects 
of importance plus a possible task priority enumeration. 
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the foregoing sections, a set of conclusions can 

be derived: 

1) CANUNET has the opportunity to be a pilot 

.programme for  •  the development of a national 

spine. 	The interconnnection of regional 

networks can be best brought about  by the 

early implementation of a national spine and 

the establishment of standards at the national 

level. 

The development of a national spine is comple-

mentary to the development of inter-process 

communications and the implementation of user 

oriented host/terminal networks. 

Emphasis on the requirements of the user 

càmmunity is necessary. 

4) The development of standards will-  increase the 

leverage obtained from netWork activities. 

The goals of network development should be both 

research and service oriented. 

- UniVersities should be involved but extreme care 

is necessary if an operational network is to be 

provided. 

It is therefore recommended: 

a) That'a statement of developmental Priorities 

.be made and matched to.the resources in the 

'universities. 

b) That the Department of Communications establish 

a group to be responsible for the development of 

CANUNET. 	This task should be the only one that 

, the group is to carry'out. 	The group need not 

1 
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be from within the Department. 	It could be 

as a result of bringing together the talent 

from within the universities, or utilizing 

Task Force on Data Communications personnel. 

c) That the Department of Communications estab-

lish a group to be responsible for the development 

and use of network standards. 

d) That the CANUNET programme include a funded 

activity concerned with network research.such 

as Host-to-Host protocol, Operating Systems 

structures for networking and distributed data-

base management. 

e) That the CANUNET programme include support for 

. 	regional networks that are compatible with nat- 

ional standards. 



Type Activity Priority 

Service 
It 

It 

II 

It 

II 
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1 

2 

3 

6  4 

5 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
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National Spine . 

Host/Terminal . Network 

Application's' .  • 

Inter-proceSs'comMunications 	Research 

Operating System  Structures 
for Network 

Data base reCOnfiguration . 

Performance eValuation 

Topological Independance 

Software error cOntrol 

Network loading . 

 Distributed'Data .Base 	• 

Privacy and Security 

LOad levelling: 	- 	*. 

Distributed:Multi-PrOgramming 

TABLE 1. 	Activity/Priority Table  
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MTNUTES 

of the 

' THIRD CANUNET MEETING 

Meeting held on Wednesday, March 29, 1972. 

Present: See attached list. 

Meeting: 

The Chairman opened the meeting by extending the 
full support of the Department of Communications for the 
program to be discussed and/or approved at this meeting 
and expressing his thanks for the contributions which so 
many different universities and individuals had made to 
the effort. 

A brief description of results from  •the four study 
groups formed at the last CANUNET Advisory Meeting was 
then presented. 

Institutional Framework for CANUNET 

The Chairman of this Committee, Mr. B. Holmlund, 
gave a resumé of his report., 

His study focussed on three major objectives: 

1) To deve1opna degree of expertise in the area 
of computer networks. 

2) A network to produce an enriched information 
source. 

3) A means for universities to gain reasonable 
access to computer time. 

He felt that the total project should be categorized 
into three major classes of activities: 

1) Development of a "national spine" 

2) Developing applications and providing a higher 
quality of computing services. 

3) Research on computing networks. 
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Mr. Holmlund then suggested an Organizational Structure 
for the prototype development phase of CANUNET. He also 
presented a possible organizational structure that could be 
envisaged at some appropriate future times. It suggests that 
the management board of CANUNET report directly to an AUCC 
Board of Directors. A detailed description of this proposal 
can be found in his report. 

The president of AUCC, Mr. Bonneau stated that the 
proposal was studied within AUCC and that such a function 
could be undertaken by them. However, in their decision, 
they have assumed that: 

- This "national spine" is desired by the Canadian 
people and could evolve as a major network in Canada. 

- With time, the intermediate phase proposal would 
evolve to the point where AUCC would be the main organization 
responsible for CANUNET. 

- Personnel would be provided to AUCC for the 
undertaking since the organization has no budget for this 
type of activity. 

Mr. Parkhill pointed out that our concern should 
be towards CANUNET only, and not with a "national spine" for 
Canada. 

He also said that the funding mechanism for this 
project would be presented later by Mr. J. Reid. 

Mr. Gotlieb from the University of Toronto, said 
that some justification has to be made at this time for a 
Canadian University Computer Network. Some mechanism is 
needed whereby the problems for such a network get smaller 
instead of larger as time goes on. He felt that sonie form 
of charging mechanism should be built into the institutional 
framework. 

Mr. W.C. Brown from NRC pointed out that if CANUNET 
is to apply to NRC for some money then, for political reasons 
NRC should be part of the proposed chart. 

Mr. Parkhill agreed. 

It was moved and seconded that the presented report, 
with the addition of NRC to the organizational chart, be 
accepted. Motion carried. 

Mr. Parkhill suggested that all written comments 
on this report be submitted to Messrs. Holmlund and Reid 
with a copy to Mr. Shepard. 
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Utilization of CANUNET 

The Chairman of this Committee, Mr. D.D. Cowan 
pointed out that his report is one facet of the study to 
determine the feasibility of constructing a Canadian 
Universities Computer Network. He concerned himself with 
two aspects of utilization: 

1. Overview of services required for applications. 

2. Preliminary Survey of applicatiôns in Canadian 
Universities (prepared by Tom Cron). 

• 
A detailed description of these two aspects of 

utilization can be found in. Mr. Cowan's submitted report • 
"Utilization of Computer Networks". 

It was suggested that the next phase of that 
report should also include the government's activities 
in this area, and a detailed forecast Of traffic statistics .  

Mr. Parkhill pointed out that the Department will 
be funding the.University of Waterloo for a comprehensive 
forecast and analysis of applications and contributions 
for the participating universities. The report should be 
available by the summer. 

After some general discussion, it was moved, and 
seconded that the report be adopted. Motion carried. 

Communication Studies 

Mr.  • Guindon, Chairman of this Committee gave a 
resumé of the results of the study of traffic and message 
delay in a store and forward network for CANUNET and on 
the cost of those networks. The study focussed on: 

A- Terrestrial Network for 10, 14 and 18 node 
• topologies. 

B- Hybrid Network (Satellite-Terrestrial)  •for 10, 
14 and 18 node topologies for various earth station locations. 

Details of the results of the study cah be found 
in the two reports submitted by the Communication Studies 
Committee. 

It was moved and seconded that the report be 
accepted (tentative). Motion carried. 
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Network Desiga 

'J. Kennedy', the Chairman of this Committee, presented 
the results ofHhis -  study. He explained the  design objectives 
and constraints of a network  such  as CANUNET and his opinion 
as - to how the design criteria should be met. A detailed 
ascription of the proposals.can be found in the March 1972 
report "A Network Design for CANUNET". 

It was moved and seconded that the report be 
approved (tentative). Motion carried. 

AlPro osal for a Canadian Universit  Computer  Network (CANUNE11. 

Joe Reid stated that the intent of his proposal was 
to produce an introduction to.the subject by giving a complete 
picture.of › CANUNET. 

After some discussion, it  was  suggested that page 6 
criteria e) and g) read: 

e) the network should be designed to be  compatible  
with future general computer networks, in so . far as the 
outlines of the latter can be discerned, and preferably, 
should be designed as a prototype element of such networks. 

• 	g) a message should be delivered and an acknowledgement 
returned by the destination host in under half a second because 
of the needs of conversational computing, eg. computer aided 
instruction. 

Mr. M.P. Brown from COU, pointed out that page 10 
section 5 does not reflect the Council of Ontario 
Universities' position. 

Mr. Parkhill suggested that it would be appropriate 
to ask Mr. Brown to write this section. Mr. Brown agr ,e-ed 
to undertake this task. 

A general discussion followed concerning the 
operating costs and charges for services in the network. 

It was pointed out that this section (page 14) is 
a very important element in planning for CANUNET. It seemed 
that the costs suggested were not well substantiated and at 
this stage, should be expressed in the form of a possible 
range of charges,ie.:maximum- minimum. It was also suggested 
that the cost of implementation (page 20) seemed very low, 
possibly by a • factor of 3. 
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' 	Mr. Parkhill suggested that some people from the 
Department could help in rewriting this  section.• Dr. 
Shepard promised to arrange for such assistance. 

It was then suggested that the circulated "Draft 
Resolutions" be-changed to "Study Recommendations" which 
were to replace page 28-29 of the proposal. 

Some  changes in the wording were'suggested and 
the political implications of items 5 and 6 were discussed. 

Conclusion 

After a lengthy discussion of "A Proposal for 
CANUNET", Mr. Parkhill suggested that Mr. Reid revise 
his document and circulate it to the Committee for 
consideration. 

Mr. Parkhill also pointed out that by the end 
of the summer a formal report on operating and implementation 
costs plus the funds required for such a network should be 
presented to the Department for further action. 
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